SPECIAL REPORT:
INNOVATIONS IN SYSTEMS ARCHITECTURE

COPYING ROMS: RIGHT OR WRONG
PRACTICAL BACKUP
THROUGH ROTATING HEAD TECHNOLOGY
DIGITAL TOOLS FOR ANALOG DESIGNERS
Family pride.

Now there's an advanced technology family of single board controllers for DEC* computers from Western Peripherals—the number one name in controllers.

The TC-131 (for PDP-11s*) is the first TM-11 emulating controller to combine PE and NRZ on one standard hex board. It lets you mix 9-track, PE, NRZ or dual density tape units in any combination up to 125 ips. A 64 byte data buffer allows installation at any point on the unibus without consideration of NPR priority.

The TC-151 single board NRZI tape controller interfaces any industry-standard drive to the LSI-11~. Add a dual width Phase Encode Board for the same performance as the TC-131.

The DC-231 accommodates up to four SMD disc drives of 40 to 600 mb each with RMO2 emulation. Its four sector (2048 bytes) data buffer makes “data-late” errors a thing of the past. The advanced technology “micro-engine” allows a complete track to be written on a single drive revolution. A measurable performance advantage for your PDP-11.

All three controllers are software compatible. All have self test. All are backed by one of the best factory service organizations in the business. And all can be delivered in 30 days.

For more information, call or write today: Western Peripherals Division, Wespercorp, 14321 Myford Road, Tustin, CA 92680, U.S.A. (714) 730-6250. TWX: 910 595-1775. CABLE: WESPER

Number 1 in controllers for DEC and Data General computers.

--

*Trade name of Digital Equipment Corporation.
When you ask some people about backup — they back off.

And for good reason. Ask any other supplier of peripheral products for system backup, and you’ll find that some can supply a disk, some can supply a cartridge recorder, others a streaming transport. But none can supply the choice which Kennedy can offer.

Kennedy is the only company that can offer an SMD compatible, 8" 40 MByte disk drive (Model 7300) and an 80 MByte 14" Winchester disk drive (Model 5380). To back them up, Kennedy has a 1/2" cartridge recorder (Model 6450), and Model 6809, 1/2" Data Streamer Tape Transport.

Kennedy was the first to utilize the 1/4" 3M cartridge for disk backup; Kennedy was the pioneer in Winchester disk technology, and was a leader in developing a low cost streaming tape drive.

All of these products were conceived and designed to meet the need for reliable, low cost backup — for our systems or for any other system.

Kennedy has always backed its products. That’s why we’re No. 1. Call or write us about your problem.

We won’t back off.

KENNEDY INTERNATIONAL INC.
U.K. and Scandinavia
McGraw-Hill House
Shoppenhangers Road
Maidenhead
Berkshire SL6 2OL England
Tel: (0628) 73939
Telex: (851) 847871 KEN UKS G

KENNEDY INTERNATIONAL
Koningin Elisabethplein. 8
B-2700 Sint-Niklaas
Belgium
Tel: (031) 771962
Telex: 71870 KEN CO

KENNEDY • QUALITY • COUNT ON IT
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A new small computer that won’t limit you tomorrow

Here’s a low-priced computer that won’t run out of memory capacity or expandability halfway through your project.

Typically, computer usage tends to grow, requiring more capability, more memory, more storage. Without a lot of capability and expandability, your computer can be obsolete from the start.

The new System One is a real building-block machine. It has capability and expandability by the carload.

Look at these features:
- Z80-A processor
- 64K of RAM
- 780K of disk storage
- CRT and printer interfaces
- Eight S-100 card slots, allowing expansion with
  - color graphics
  - additional memory
  - additional interfaces for telecommunications, data acquisition, etc.
- Small size

**GENEROUS DISK STORAGE**

The 780K of disk storage in the System One Model CS-1 is much greater than what is typically available in small computers. But here, too, you have a choice since a second version, Model CS-1H, has a 5" Winchester drive that gives you 5 megabytes of disk storage.

**MULTI-USER, MULTI-TASKING CAPABILITY**

Believe it or not, this new computer even offers multi-user capability when used with our advanced CROMIX* operating system option. Not only does this outstanding O/S support multiple users on this computer but does so with powerful features like multiple directories, file protection and record level lock. CROMIX lets you run multiple jobs as well.

In addition to our highly-acclaimed CROMIX, there is our CDOStm. This is an enhanced CPIM3 type system designed for single-user applications. CPIM and a wealth of CPIM-compatible software are also available for the new System One through third-party vendors.

**COLOR GRAPHICS/WORD PROCESSING**

This small computer even gives you the option of outstanding high-resolution color graphics with our Model SDI interface and two-port RAM cards.

Then there’s our tremendously wide range of Cromemco software including packages for word processing, business, and much more, all usable with the new System One.

**ANTI-OBSOLESCENCE/LOW-PRICED**

As you can see, the new One offers you a lot of performance. It’s obviously designed with anti-obsolescence in mind.

What’s more, it’s priced at only $3,995. That’s considerably less than many machines with much less capability. And it’s not that much more than many machines that have little or nothing in the way of expandability.

Physically, the One is small — 7" high. And it’s all-metal in construction. It’s only 14½” wide, ideal for desk top use. A rack mount option is also available.

**CONTACT YOUR REP NOW**

Get all the details on this important building-block computer. Get in touch with your Cromemco rep now. He’ll show you how the new System One can grow with your task.

* CROMIX and CDOStm are trademarks of Cromemco Inc.
* CPIM is a trademark of Digital Research
IC device reliability report offered by DoD

*Digital Failure Rate Data 1981*, containing over 400 pages of data on the reliability experience of thousands of SSI and MSI devices currently in use in active government and industry programs, is available from the Reliability Analysis Center (a Department of Defense Information Analysis operation), Griffiss AFB, NY 13441, at $60/copy prepaid in the U.S. ($70 non-U.S.). Ordering number is MDR-17. Data in the book have been analyzed and evaluated for reliability by experienced RAC staff engineers, and cover a broad range of device technologies, including TTL, CMOS, PMOS, NMOS, Schottky, and ECL.

All information necessary for individual device failure rate computation per MIL-HDBK-217C prediction models is provided: operational type, device manufacturer and part number, complexity, screens, environmental stress, operational life or test hours, number of units stressed, and number failed. Over 90 pages cover generic failure rates, observed failure rates vs MIL-HDBK-217C predictions, and field replacement rates.

Draft standard on local computer networks published

A 400-page “Draft B” of the IEEE 802 Local Network Standards Committee is now available from the IEEE Computer Society, PO Box 639, Silver Spring, MD 20901 (request IEEE 802 Draft Standards), or 10662 Los Vaqueros Circle, Los Alamitos, CA 90720 (specify order number 905). Cost is $9 prepaid for Society members or $12 for nonmembers.

Inventory of available software packages being compiled

Software producers or vendors who have not yet registered with the National Center of Scientific and Technological Information (COSTI) may still do so in time to be included in the international survey being conducted under authorization of UNESCO. An inventory of software packages (only those that will be operational by Dec 1982) available for mainframes, minicomputers, and microcomputers is scheduled for publication by the end of 1982. For details, contact COSTI, PO Box 20125, Tel-Aviv 61 200, Israel.

Agreements

Under terms of agreements between GenRad, Inc, and Cirrus Computers, Ltd, 25% ownership of the British advanced software consulting group’s holding companies in the U.K. and the U.S. will be sold to the Concord, Mass, test equipment manufacturer through an exchange of common stock. GenRad will also have an option to purchase the remaining 75%.

CTS Corp has purchased for cash the shares of Fabri-Tek Inc owned by M. F. Mickelson, chairman of the board and president of the latter company. A tender offer will be made for all of the remaining 62% of Fabri-Tek shares at the same cash price ($6/share).

Pretriggers

*Integrated circuits*

A bipolar LSI microcontroller from Signetics called the 8X305 can fetch, decode, and execute instructions in one 200-ns machine cycle. The Schottky device is a speedier version of the previously announced 8X300. It is supported by a host of new products including the 8X310 interrupt controller coprocessor, the 8X355 32-deep LIFO stack, the 8X360 memory address director, and four faster and easier to program I/O devices.
Pretriggers

Microprocessors/microcomputers

The first two members of Texas Instruments' TMS99000 family of third-generation 16-bit microprocessors consist of "the world's first floating point microprocessor," and of a baseline CPU with an 84-instruction set.

Interface

A standard interface that boasts low power, low cost, and small size, the Hewlett-Packard Interface Loop (HP-IL) enables HP-41C and -41CV handheld computers to control and read data from digital multimeters and to interact with a digital tape cassette drive and thermal printer/plotter.

Storage Technology's 8890 intelligent disk controller is said to reduce sequential I/O times by 40% to 75% over standard controllers, thereby significantly improving batch throughput.

System elements

Piezoelectricity's recently recognized ability to produce discrete and controlled motions has been put to use by Piezo Electric Products, Inc as the basis for devices that replace common mechanical and electromechanical switches, valves, and relays.

An optoelectronic keyboard from Optical Techniques International detects key movement through the interruption of light beams, enabling a device with one-third the parts of a standard keyboard.

Computers

Britton Lee's IDM 200 relational database management system can be used in medium or large scale applications as a standalone system supporting intelligent terminals, or as a central resource for several mini- or microcomputers.

A triple symmetric multiprocessing configuration for Digital Equipment Corp's DECSystem-10 mainframes enables three central processors to support up to 250 active jobs.

Data acquisition

Two high resolution data acquisition subsystems introduced by Analog Devices, Inc provide 14- and 15-bit resolution with maximum linearity of ±0.005% and ±0.003% of full scale.

Data communications

The transmission rate of Micromation's M/LINK intelligent modem board, which links S-100 microcomputers to mainframes at 2400 baud over standard Bell 201C phone lines, supports voice and data transmission using SDLC or bisync protocols.

Memory systems

Less than half the height of standard 8" drives, two of the single- and double-sided floppy disk drives introduced by Shugart Associates can fit into the space previously used by a single drive.

Peripherals

Look for a 50M-byte, 4-platter, 5.25" Winchester disk drive from EVOTEK at NCC. Use of plated media results in low error rates and high signal resolution.

Recently announced OEM graphics products from Metheus Corp include a display controller, a graphics subsystem, and a software package that supports development of systems for the other devices and includes 51 FORTRAN-callable subroutines.

When installed in the card cage of a DEC VT-100 or C. Itoh CIT-101 terminal, the Selanar Corp SG200 graphics retrofit board adds Tektronix 4014 emulation capability.

Software

Two more versions of the VRTX realtime silicon 16-bit operating system kernel have been released by Hunter & Ready. Now, in addition to a version for the Z8002, there are versions for the 68000 and for the 8086 and 8088. VTRX extends the architecture of its companion microprocessor by adding a set of 22 operating system instructions for task management, message passing, memory management, interrupt handling, and character I/O. Except for a small configuration table, program functionality is identical across architectures. Programs written in C and compiled are identical and portable between the different processors.
FROM THE LEADER

Look to the leader — Dataram — for your DEC-compatible semiconductor add-in memory. Offering not only the broadest, most complete line of semi add-ins, but the most capable...no matter what your yardstick. Compatibility, throughput, cost, power efficiency, size...no matter how you measure capability, Dataram DEC-compatible semi add-ins are the clear leader.

A leadership position earned by improving on DEC's price and delivery...and then adding features available from no one else in the industry.

The chart provides a glimpse at the industry-pacesetting family of DEC-compatible semi add-ins. Circle the reader service number below or, better yet, call us today at 609-799-0071, and we'll give you a close-up look at the products that have made us the leader.

Dataram also provides core add-ins, core and semiconductor add-ons, memory system units, memory management, and a wide range of memory-related accessories for DEC users.

DEC, DECSYSTEM 2020, PDP and VAX are registered trademarks of Digital Equipment Corporation.
### System technology

28 **Control & automation**: CAD/CAM systems and software supply cost-effective tools to keep pace with growing design automation needs

33 **Integrated circuits**: Products and services offered for voice synthesis applications

38 **Memory systems**: Disk/tape formatter with selective file backup allows host access

46 **Microprocessors/microcomputers**: Handheld computer packs desktop power in portable unit

55 **Data communications**: Local area network transmits at multiple speeds

58 **Computers**: Liquid immersion technology cools supercomputer’s circuits

---

### System design

131 **Software**: Copying ROMs: right or wrong  
*by Richard H. Stern*—When copyright laws confront object code, the outcome is unpredictable due to the random judicial process surrounding software

139 **Peripherals**: Practical backup through rotating head technology  
*by Bruce Manildi*—A disk backup offers adequate throughput and rapid random access without resorting to data streaming

143 **Data conversion**: Digital tools for analog designers  
*by Sandy Wharton*—This computer language for the analog designer speeds development in signal processor applications

149 **Power sources & protection**: The glitch stops here  
*by Ruxton Tucker*—When it comes to power conditioning, the user must often provide his own protective devices

163 **Memory systems**: Effortless error management  
*by Bob Nelson*—Basic application of error management techniques is based on error history, including the double complement error correction cycle

175 **Integrated circuits**: Economical keypad encoding  
*by Jeff Hurlburt*—Through judicious use of biasing resistors, this 2-chip encoder circuit capitalizes on the differences between CMOS and LS/TTL
Special report on innovations in systems architecture

"Design Frontier" discussions include the generation of algorithms to support floating point calculations in a military computer; gaining speed advantages through the execution of special functions in external hardware; using a multiprocessor minicomputer to meet UNIX operating system memory requirements; minimizing system performance limitations through multiprocessing; providing intra-terminal data transfer by use of a serial bus; and applying a dual-bus design to a microcomputer.
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7 reasons why the K100-D is now the world's best-selling logic analyzer.

How the general-purpose K100-D beat out H-P to become #1.

Not so long ago, Hewlett-Packard logic analyzers were the industry standard. We asked digital designers to compare the K100-D with H-P's popular 1610B and 1615A logic analyzers before making any buying decision.

In head-to-head comparison, the K100-D came out looking so good, it's now the best-selling logic analyzer in the world. Here's why:

1. It's easy to systematize.
For automated troubleshooting and production ATE, the K100-D features a fully-programmable GPIB interface.

To help you support a wide variety of bus-oriented systems, there are standard high-performance probes, specialized probing accessories and detailed application notes available on all the popular microprocessor systems currently in use.

2. It's concise.
The K100-D monitors 16 channels in time domain, 32 in data domain, so you can probe enough points to pin down problems at their source.

3. It's fast.
A 100 MHz clock rate resolves signals to 10 nanoseconds. The front end is also sensitive enough to capture glitches as narrow as 4 ns.

4. It's deep.
1024 words deep in memory—for faster, more accurate debugging. The K100-D extends the length of data you can trap from your system at any one time.

5. It's clear.
The K100-D has a large keyboard and interactive video display, a comprehensive status menu, highly useful time domain display, and data domain readout in user-specifiable hexadecimal, octal, binary or ASCII.

6. It has remote diagnostics.
A new T-12 communications interface option lets your field troubleshooters share their system observations with the best engineers back at headquarters. Remote diagnostics provide faster debugging and save a lot of time and travel for your most valuable people.

7. It's well supported.
You get full applications support from the experts in logic analysis.

For a free copy of our "Logic Analyzer Comparison Guide," request card for microprocessor system application notes, and T-12 Communicator information, just circle the appropriate reader service numbers. Or contact Gould, Inc., Instruments Division, Santa Clara Operation, 4600 Old Ironsides Drive, Santa Clara, CA 95050, phone (408) 988-6800.

The T-12 "top hat" for the K100-D provides logic analyzer remote diagnostic capability. Other options include the GPIB Analyzer and RS232 Serial Data Analyzer.
At VERTEL, we just can’t leave well enough alone.

We’ve doubled storage capacity and reduced reading time...simultaneously

Introducing the KB-32 Magnetic Card Reader/Writer. At Vertel we’re always looking for ways to improve parameter loading. With our new KB-32 Card Reader/Writer, we have even outdone the KB-31 system...a system that has become an industry standard.

For example, we’ve doubled the storage capacity of our Kilobyte card™, which now means you can record over 2176 8-bit bytes on one card. And our new reader/writer has an improved head that reads all 4 tracks simultaneously...providing twice the amount of information in one-half the time, thereby improving reading time by a rate of 4.

Designed for microprocessor-based systems, the new KB-32 is ideally suited as a low cost peripheral for parameter loading and/or data storage in process control systems, medical data systems and other similar applications.

Call us today to see how the Kilobyte™ system can benefit you!
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125 ELLSWORTH STREET, CLIFTON, N.J. 07012 (201) 472-1331
ON THE QUALITY OF PROFESSIONAL LIFE ACCORDING TO OUR READERS

☐ Salary  ☐ Fringes  ☐ Location

Our research department just finished tabulating an interesting survey that is somewhat connected with my December '81 editorial and contains some intriguing information. Although our readers span the gamut of executive engineering management to design engineers, our average reader is a senior engineer, whether in software or hardware. This average reader is 30 to 39 years old and has from one to three years of experience in his current job assignment. Asked to rank in order of overall importance what most people look for in a job, it's not hard to guess that salary is most important. That has been the goal of every struggling engineering student I've ever met. It's also not surprising that the tenor of the times—inflation—has taken its place in importance for our average engineer in the form of desire for extended medical and retirement benefits, and in that order. Almost equal in rank to retirement benefits are vacation benefits. Also not really surprising, work hard/play hard is very much in keeping with the tempo of the times.

What is surprising, to some extent, is that as many respondents are satisfied with their current salaries, as are dissatisfied. That, perhaps, is a more accurate measurement of the toll being taken by inflation and their confidence in any forthcoming prospects for reduction in inflation. Even more surprising, but perhaps linked to the desire for more direct compensation, is that twice as many respondents are unsatisfied with growth potential in their current positions as are satisfied. If we actually look at the average respondent (our senior engineer), three times as many felt dissatisfied with present growth opportunities as those who were satisfied.

Despite all of the flak offered by the sunbelt, the bulk of the software-involved respondents currently work in the mid-Atlantic states, while the bulk of hardware-involved respondents work on the West Coast. When asked where they would like to be, most software-involved respondents said the mountain states, while hardware-involved respondents still prefer the West Coast. Without casting any aspersions, neither hardware nor software respondents listed the Midwest as their favorite prospective place to work. Not surprising, however, since there is a universal primary interest in salary and benefits, is that almost everyone would consider any location if the compensation package was right.

The last item I gleaned from the compilation will probably come as a surprise to the current administration in light of its intentions to crank up defense spending; our average respondent would prefer not to work in defense oriented industries.

Going back to the bulk of the people who constitute our average respondent—the senior engineer—and realizing that the number of years out of school for these people is 10 to 19 years, that places them right in the middle of the generation of students that sweated the Viet Nam war out in college. Perhaps all of you in that age bracket who protested, and demonstrated, and felt that you had no effect on the overall scheme of things, may just get your retribution yet—10 to 20 years after the fact.

Saul B. Dinman
Editor in Chief

Best Technical Article of the Month—September
“Designing Software for Maintainability”
Judith A. Clapp, The MITRE Corporation

This article will now compete with other monthly winning articles for the 1981 Windjammer cruise award.
High performance with a long future: There's never been a better time to invest in the best.

Right now is an especially favorable time to invest in new instruments...like the Tektronix 7000 Series: an unequaled value that includes the highest scope performance, the widest choice of storage modes, and the longest life expectancy.

Changing interest rates, new higher tax credits, rising prices: More than ever, there's no reason to wait, or to buy a scope that will be outmoded the first time your measurements take a new tack. The Tek 7000 Series lets you invest in high performance in modular form—by far the leading value for your kind of evolving measurement needs.

Storage performance like nothing else today. And, when you need it, like something else tomorrow. Ten storage mainframes offer the largest choice of bandwidths. The fastest writing speeds. Unique multimode storage and waveform digitizers. Everything you expect from the world's most respected scopes.

When your needs change, as you know they will, you can reconfigure capabilities by selecting from more than 35 plug-ins. From high-sensitivity differential amplifiers and comparators to logic analyzers, you can add needed performance at a fraction of the cost of a single-purpose instrument.

Only Tektronix maximizes your storage scope investment with so many storage modes. Select the variable persistence of the 7613 to suppress random signal noise or display flicker, compare repetitive signals, or obtain bright, high-contrast displays.

Select bistable storage to view signals for long periods of time, store multiple nonrecurring events, or construct waveforms from slow repetitive signals with fast step responses.

To view fast transients with 1 ns step responses, view oscillations from switch contact bounce, or display random noise and glitches in digital data—select the FAST storage of scopes like the 7834.

But why choose just one? Get all three storage modes in the 7834, 7633 and 7623A.

Are automated measurements part of your application? The 7000 Series provides for you there too, with a full range of digital and waveform processing scopes that deliver varying degrees of programmability and GPIB compatibility.

The time to buy is now. So call your Tektronix Sales Engineer today! He can help you select the right 7000 Series products for your measurement needs.

For further information, contact:
U.S.A. Asia, Australia, Central & South America, Japan.
Tektronix, Inc.
P.O. Box 4828
Portland, OR 97208
Phone: 800/547-1512
Oregon only:
800/452-1377
Telex: 910-467-8708
Cable: TEKTRONIX

Europe, Africa, Middle East
Tektronix Europe B.V.
Post Box 827
1180 AV Amstelveen
The Netherlands
Telex: 18312

Canada
Tektronix Canada, Inc.
P.O. Box 6500
Barrie, Ontario L4M4V3
Phone: 705/737-2700

Tektronix
COMMITTED TO EXCELLENCE

Circle 11 for literature
Circle 12 for Sales Contact
Thinking Tape Subsystem?
Think IDT...

Whether you're designing a system or contemplating expanding an existing one, you'll want to explore the advantages of IDT's magnetic tape and cartridge tape subsystems.

IDT designed the series 1050 magnetic tape and series 3000 cartridge tape subsystems with compatibility in mind. That fully means supporting an extensive range of the most popular computers manufactured—names like Digital, Texas Instruments, Data General and others.

Full support also means complete software compatibility, single slot controller boards, industry-standard interfaces and state-of-the-art design and operating features. In short, the series 1050 magnetic tape and series 3000 cartridge tape subsystems are complete turnkey systems capable of enhancing the best computers in the world.

Find out more about the series 1050 and 3000. Call or write for a complimentary descriptive brochure and see why you should think IDT when you think tape.

IDT: where innovation puts you ahead

INNOVATIVE DATA TECHNOLOGY
4060 MORENA BLVD. • SAN DIEGO, CA 92117
(714) 270-3990 • TWX: 910-335-1610 • IDT EAST (703) 759-3003

FOR YOUR CARD & BADGE DATA COLLECTION NEEDS
COME TO THE EXPERTS!!
Peripheral Dynamics Inc.

EQUIPMENT
- Manual-Fed Card Readers
- Card/Badge Readers
- Type 3 Badge Readers
- Type 5 Badge Readers
- All-Weather Badge Readers (UL recognized for Cl. I, Div. 1)

DATA INPUT NEEDS
- Punched Cards (80 to 52 columns)
- Mark Sense Cards
- Mark Sense Cards
- Hazardous Environment Applications
- Data Communications

Check this equipment and your data input needs...then call or write Peripheral Dynamics for time, money, and resource-saving solutions.

Peripheral Dynamics Inc.
5160 Campus Drive • Whitemarsh Industrial Park
Plymouth Meeting, PA 19462-1197
Telephone 215-625-7060 • TWX: 510-660-8028 PDI PMTG
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Layered software for applications programming... helps the pieces fit.

Meeting each minicomputer user's software requirements is a difficult and time-consuming task for the systems integrator. Now, with a unique layered approach to software, Gould S.E.L. makes applications programming more efficient and less costly. Each layer addresses a related set of user programming problems. Within each layer, there is a choice of software aids that focus on specific user requirements.

In addition to most modern high-order languages and the advanced MPX-32 interactive, real-time operating system, Gould S.E.L. offers extensive software libraries. They contain prefabricated code to eliminate repetitive programming. Our software tools and libraries allow the programmer to more efficiently generate, test, optimize and document applications programs and reduce development and maintenance costs. These tools also provide management with greater visibility and control.

Gould S.E.L. has the most comprehensive selection of software development tools and methodologies available today. We also offer the SOFTOOL 80® package as a licensed part of our standard product line. Memory requirements and CPU overhead are never a problem as all the tools and libraries are removed after program development is completed.

Our layered approach provides all the pieces for your applications programming needs... and they fit. Call or write the company with a lifetime of real-time experience and watch the pieces fall in place for you.

Gould Inc., S.E.L. Computer Systems Division, 6901 West Sunrise Boulevard, Fort Lauderdale, Florida 33313. 1-800-327-9716.

* Registered trademark of SOFTOOL Corporation.
CONFERENCES

MAR 3—California Computer Show, Marriott Hotel, Anaheim, Calif. INFORMATION: Carol Reimer, Norm De Nardi Enterprises, 289 S San Antonio Rd, Suite 204, Los Altos, CA 94022. Tel: 415/941-8440

MAR 15-17—Human Factors in Computer Systems/NBS, Gaithersburg, Md. INFORMATION: Wilma Osborne, A265 Technology Bldg, Nat'l Bureau of Stds, Washington, DC 20234. Tel: 301/921-3485

MAR 19-21—Computer Faire, San Francisco Civic Auditorium and Brooks Hall, San Francisco, Calif. INFORMATION: Laurie McLean, Computer Faire, 333 Swett Rd, Woodside, CA 94062. Tel: 415/851-7075

MAR 22-25—Interface Nat'l Conf and Expo for Data Communications/DPD/Networking, Dallas Conv Ctr, Dallas, Tex. INFORMATION: The Interface Group, PO Box 927, 160 Speen St, Framingham, MA 01701. Tel: 617/879-4502; 800/225-4620 (outside Mass)

MAR 23-25—Southcon, Sheraton Twin Towers Hotel, Orlando Hyatt Hotel, and Holiday Inn International Drive, Orlando, Fla. INFORMATION: Robert Myers, Electronic Conventions, Inc, 999 N Sepulveda Blvd, El Segundo, CA 90245. Tel: 213/772-2965

MAR 23, MAR 25, AND APR 14—Invitational Computer Conf, Dallas Marriott, Dallas, Tex; Adam's Mark Hotel, Houston, Tex; and Sheraton Southfield, Southfield, Mich. INFORMATION: B. J. Johnson & Assocs, Inc, 2503 Eastbluff Dr, Suite 203, Newport Beach, CA 92660. Tel: 714/644-6037

MAR 30-APR 1—INFOCOM '82, Joint Conf of the IEEE Computer and Communications Societies, Las Vegas, Nev. INFORMATION: Harry Hayman, PO Box 639, Silver Spring, MD 20901. Tel: 301/589-3386

APR 4-7—SOUTHEASTCON '82, Sandestin Conv and Resort Ctr, Destin, Fla. INFORMATION: Carolyn Schauble, Conv Chairman, U.F. Graduate Engineering Ctr, PO Box 1918, Eglin Air Force Base, FL 32542. Tel: 904/882-5614

APR 5-7—Office Automation Conf, Moscone Ctr, San Francisco, Calif. INFORMATION: Betty Lou Cooke, American Federation of Information Processing Societies, Inc, 1815 N Lynn St, Suite 800, Arlington, VA 22209. Tel: 703/558-3600


APR 15-18, APR 22-25, and MAY 6-9—Computer Show and Office Equipment Expo, Dallas, Tex; Uniondale, NY; and Los Angeles, Calif. INFORMATION: National Computer Shows, 824 Boylston St, Chestnut Hill, MA 02167. Tel: 617/739-2000

APR 21-28—Hanover Fair, Hanover, West Germany. INFORMATION: Hanover Fairs Information Ctr, PO Box 338, Whitehouse, NJ 08888. Tel: 201/534-9044; 800/526-5978 (outside NJ)

MAY 3-5—Acoustics, Speech and Signal Processing Internat'l Conf, Paris, France. INFORMATION: Prof Claude Gueguen, Dept Systemes et Communications, Ecole Nationale Superieure des Telecommunications, 48 Rue Barrault, 75634 Paris, Cedex 13 France

MAY 10-12—IEEE Symposium on Circuits and Systems, Rome, Italy. INFORMATION: Institute of Electrical and Electronic Engineers Inc, 6411 Chillum Pi, NW, Washington, DC 20012

MAY 11-13—Society for Information Display Internat'l Symp, Town-Country Hotel, San Diego, Calif. INFORMATION: L. Winner, 301 Almeria Ave, Coral Gables, FL 33134. Tel: 305/445-8193

MAY 18-20—Northcon, Seattle Ctr Coliseum, Seattle, Wash. INFORMATION: Robert Myers, Electronic Conventions, Inc, 999 N Sepulveda Blvd, El Segundo, CA 90245. Tel: 213/772-2965


SEMINARS

Computer Technology and Requirements for Federal Electronic Regulatory Compliance Seminars, various U.S. cities and dates. INFORMATION: Don White Consultants, Inc, International Training Ctr, State Route 625, PO Box D, Gainesville, VA 22056. Tel: 703/347-0030; Telex: 89-9165

Network Protocols Seminars, various U.S. cities and dates in March. INFORMATION: American Institute for Professional Education, 100 Kings Rd, Madison, NJ 07940. Tel: 201/822-1230

MAY 9-11—Internat'l Zurich Seminar on Digital Communications, Swiss Federal Institute of Technology, Zurich, Switzerland. INFORMATION: Secretariat 82 ZIS, Miss M. Frey, EAE, Siemens-Albis AG, CH-8047 Zurich, Switzerland. Tel: +41-1-247 51 20

SHORT COURSES


MAY 9-12 AND APR 20-23—VIO-Voice Input/Output for Computers, Los Angeles, Calif; Boston, Mass. INFORMATION: Ruth Dordick, Integrated Computer Systems, 3304 Pico Blvd, PO Box 5338, Santa Monica, CA 90405. Tel: 213/450-2060

MAY 15-17—Fiber Optical Communications, Arizona State Univ, Tempe, Ariz. INFORMATION: Ctr for Professional Development, College of Engineering and Applied Sciences, Arizona State Univ, Tempe, AZ 85287. Tel: 602/965-1740


MAY 22-23 AND MAR 24-26—Review of Pascal and Introduction to Ada, Univ of Wisconsin-Extension, Madison, Wis. INFORMATION: Avinash Vaidya, Program Director, Dept of Engineering and Applied Science, 432 N Lake St, Madison, WI 53706. Tel: 608/262-8592

Announcements intended for publication in this department of Computer Design must be received at least three months prior to the date of the event. To ensure proper timely coverage of major events, material should be received six months in advance. Programs and dates are subject to last minute changes.
INTRODUCING
LABOR-SAVING
SOFTWARE.

OS/RT IS THE FIRST PORTABLE REAL TIME OPERATING SYSTEM KERNEL.

Now there's a real-time operating system kernel that optimizes the most precious resource of all: programming time. So you can transport your specialized applications quickly and easily from one processor to another—even from micro to mini to mainframe. And devote your resources to developing new applications, not reprogramming old ones.

OS/RT is ideal for electronic mail and message-switching applications. Not to mention process control, instrumentation, communications control and simulation systems. That's because OS/RT is written in "C." One of the most memory-efficient, code-conservative high level languages ever.

OS/RT is highly customizable. It includes all the functions you'd expect, including dynamic creation and destruction of resources, controlled resource sharing, and asynchronous event support. And with a very small amount of processor-dependent code, your applications are quickly generated on any computer that supports a "C" compiler.

OS/RT is budget-efficient, too. It is available in source code form with the rights for unlimited binary license basis, for only $8,000.

Call DESTEK at (415) 968-4593 for complete details on OS/RT. We're the company developing state-of-the-art software and networking products to make your computing hardware more productive.

The DESTEK Group, 1923 Landings Drive, Mountain View, California 94043

WE BUILD ACCESS TO PRODUCTIVITY.
We call it the Microworld.

The Microworld is being ushered in with a modern revolution as important as all other revolutions in human history. It's changing the way we live and work. We at Zilog are pioneering the Microworld by making smaller, smarter, faster microcomputers and microprocessors that play vital roles in almost every device that measures, computes, communicates, or controls.

There's probably a Z80 in any sophisticated business machine you can think of, and the computer games industry is founded on it. Our Z8000* broke the ice in the 16-bit Microworld, and our new System 8000 delivers high performance computing to people who couldn't afford it before. And these products are just the beginning.

Zilog laboratories are working in unexplored regions of the Microworld right now. So if you want to be a citizen of the new world, if your company has plans for prospering in the Microworld, call us about our microprocessors, microcomputers, or computer systems. We were there in the beginning, and we'll be there to help power you into the future. Zilog Inc., 1315 Dell Avenue, Campbell, California 95008.

Domestic
Scottsdale, AZ
(602) 990-1977

Campbell, CA
(408) 370-8000

Irvine, CA
(714) 549-2891

Van Nuys, CA
(213) 989-7485

Clearwater, FL
(813) 835-5371

Schaumburg, IL
(312) 885-8080

Burlington, MA
(617) 273-1222

Cedar Knolls, NJ
(201) 540-1671

Woodmere, OH
(216) 831-7040

Horsham, PA
(215) 441-8282

Austin, TX
(512) 453-3216

Dallas, TX
(214) 243-6550

Bellevue, WA
(206) 454-5597

International
Maidenhead
Berkshire, England
0628-39200

Minato-ku
Tokyo, Japan
03-587-0578

Z80 is a registered trademark of Zilog, Inc.
Z8000 is a trademark of Zilog, Inc.

Zilog Pioneering the Microworld.

An affiliate of Exxon Corporation
THE DSD FLOPPY SYSTEMS.
MORE OR LESS JUST LIKE DIGITAL'S.
MORE FEATURES. LESS MONEY.
When we designed our DEC®-compatible storage systems, we kept one very important idea in mind.

"Compatible" doesn't mean "the same."
So while our drives work perfectly with Digital's computers, they're also designed to give you more than just compatibility.

Our 430 and 440 Floppy Systems are a case in point.

The DSD 430. Your lowest cost RX02 alternative.

Budgets being what they are, you'll be pleased to know there's a single-sided, double-density, 1-megabyte floppy system you can buy at a ridiculously low price.

But the best part is, even if it didn't cost less, the DSD 430 would still offer more than the alternatives.

Like a built-in hardware bootstrap, LSI-11/23 4-level interrupts. On-board diagnostics. And more. All with a low 5¼" profile.

The DSD 440.

Your full-featured alternative.

Our 440 has all the features of the economical 430, and then some.

Like our exclusive HyperDiagnostics, a built-in, stand-alone diagnostic system that lets you test, exercise and debug without a CPU. And, in many cases, lets you get back up and running without a service call.

The 440 works with the PDP®-11 as well as the LSI-11, and emulates both the RX02 and the RX01. What's more, it also supports the new LSI-11/23 Plus in the RX01 mode.

And the service and support to match.

Like the rest of our systems, we back up the 430 and 440 with DSD exclusives like our Rapid Module Exchange program, designed to give you next-day replacement of a faulty module. HyperService, which takes over when your 90-day warranty expires and covers everything. And a DEC-compatible sales and support network second only to Digital.

So you see, when it comes to a floppy for your Digital system, there really isn't an alternative. After all, why settle for something that's just compatible, when you can have a system that's incomparable?

Corporate Headquarters: 2241 Lundy Avenue, San Jose, CA 95131. Eastern Region Sales and Service: Norwood, MA, 617 769-7620. Central Region Sales: Dallas, TX, 214 980-4884. Western Region Sales: Santa Clara, CA, 408 727-3163.
To the Editor:
“Automated Design of Computer Based Systems” by Shawn Spilman (Nov 1981, pp 161-174), was exceptional but for one detail. Mr Spilman states that only raster displays can perform rubber banding. We use the DVST display in the refresh mode to perform rubber banding as well as other functions generally attributed only to raster display performance. Arguments over this application vary. However, the fact is that it can be done successfully.

Henry Schoenemann
Gerber Systems Technology, Inc
South Windsor, Conn

To the Editor:
I feel I must point out the misleading aspects of the article, “Cartridge Transport Disc Backup,” (Oct 1981, pp 141-146) by Darell Meyer. The most eye-catching piece of the article is Fig 5, a graph of dump time vs record size, using a single-record buffer. Why anyone would use a single-record buffer with a streaming tape drive is beyond me. Even a simple 2-track buffering scheme would permit Mr Meyer’s chosen disk-tape combinations to keep the tape busy, and avoid repositioning completely. This would permit 30-ips backup in file management mode in 6 minutes, and 90-ips backup in mirror image mode in 2 minutes.

The memory requirement for this is 20k to 30k bytes, which would certainly be available on any system I can think of that would be likely to have a 10M byte Winchester disk.

Finally, many low cost start/stop tape drives have start and stop times significantly faster than 60 ms (or 0.60 ms, as given in Fig 4), while retrieval requirements may demand the tape block size to be much smaller than a full track. These two factors can considerably increase dump time for a start/stop tape drive.

Glen Seeds
Systemhouse Ltd
Advanced Technology Div
Ottawa, Canada

The Author Replies:
Thank you for the opportunity to respond to the letter from Glen Seeds of Systemhouse Ltd. The point which Mr Seeds raises is exactly the message of the article. The article was intended to highlight problems that system designers need to be aware of, so that they can address them intelligently. In the text preceding the reference to Fig 5, it is pointed out that several buffering schemes, such as ring buffers, can be used to minimize dump time. Fig 5 was used to illustrate the effect of lack of sufficient buffering.

The start/stop time for quarter-inch cartridge uses DEI, PEREX, Tandberg, and Kennedy product specs as a reference. These vendors represent the majority of products offered in this class of products.

Hopefully this information will help to clarify Mr Seeds’ comments.

Darell L. Meyer
Pertel Computer Corp
Woodland Hills, Calif

To the Editor:
Mr. Pasika’s letter and Peter Ron’s reply in the October 1981 issue (p 28) remind me of a recent experience with the 8255 in a multi-microprocessor system. I had used the 8255 in single processor systems for some time, but in this case I was caught by an 8255 idiosyncrasy. First, when the 8255 is reset, the ports are all switched to inputs, forcing the port pins to a high impedance state. At this time the output latches are cleared to logic zero. Second, if a port is subsequently programmed to be an output, the pins will go to logic zero.

If some other device is monitoring an 8255 pin during a local reset, it will see the high impedance state (equivalent to a logic 1) followed by the logic 0. This caused a problem in our system because the device connected to the 8255 output pin was “informed” of the local reset and merely responded to the logic 1 seen during the reset period. The particular task was moved to an ordinary latch which could be maintained in a known state during reset time.

Bob Schuchman
Datagraphix, Inc
San Diego, Calif

To the Editor:
Mr Dmoch’s comments (Letters, Nov 1981, p 24) on Terence M. Davis’ article, “Powerful Graphics Tool Combines Refresh and Storage Capabilities,” July 1981 pp 105-108, are well founded. I agree that raster, DVST, and refresh vector technology should be viewed as coexisting—not competing—technologies. Each will have optimum application niches for many years to come. Raster will dominate those applications demanding moderate resolution with lots of solid colors. Refresh vectors are best suited for moderately complex line drawings with lots of dynamics. DVST displays are best for very complex drawings with moderate dynamics.

Mr Dmoch is victim of a common error when he states that “vector refresh terminals can generate high resolution (4096 x 4096) displays.” Resolution is defined as the ability to resolve adjacent points by some criterion, such as Rayleigh’s. Mr Dmoch is probably referring to 12-bit DACS used both in the vector refresh terminals and in DVST terminals. While this is an important characteristic of terminals (it defines the quantization error and hence the jagginess of, say, a circle), it has nothing to do with resolution. The true resolution of vector refresh terminals is closer to 1000 x 1000. DVSTS operated in the storage mode have much higher resolution. This is due to the bistable nature of the device, which enhances the Gaussian spot into a sharp edge similar to a printed page. This, together with the absence of flicker inherent in DVSTS, leads one to speculate that storage displays should be superior, in terms of user fatigue, to both raster and vector refresh displays. Experiments designed to address this issue are underway at Tektronix and elsewhere.

Dr Carlo Infante
Tektronix, Inc
Beaverton, Ore

To the Editor:
The article on LM-2, “the LISP machine” (Oct 1981, pp 38-40) was interesting, especially since this is obviously not a very accurate machine. The article says that in reply to 50!, it “fills the screen with hundreds of digits.” Since 50! has only 65 digits (actually it equals 30,414,093,201,713,378,043,612,608,166,064,768,844,377,641,568,960,512,000,000,000) there appears to be something wrong. Maybe it was printed out in binary? That would take 215 digits (I won’t write it out).

Mark A. Sicking
Monsanto
St Peter’s, Mo
Color output for $1995...and less.

The Prism color printers from Integral Data Systems give you great color hard copy for less than you’d pay for most other quality colorless matrix printers.

The fully optioned 132 column Prism Printer turns complex data into colorful, communicative information that you can really use. Practical information that can help you develop ideas, make decisions and effectively communicate with others. Detailed inventory data, lengthy sales analyses and financial models can now be displayed more clearly and precisely than ever before with colorful text, charts and graphs.

And color is just part of the Prism Printer story.

Text quality print at up to 150 cps, with proportional spacing and automatic text justification make the Prism Printer ideal for all your correspondence requirements. A new cut sheet feeder automatically positions an 8 1/2” x 11” sheet for quick, hassle-free loading, while a software selectable Sprint Mode lets you fly through data at over 200 cps. And if your requirement is for only an 80 column printer, or if you simply don’t need some of the performance features mentioned, other configurations of the Prism Printer are available for even less.

How much less? Contact your local dealer to find out. Call toll free (800) 258-1386 (New Hampshire, Alaska and Hawaii, call (603) 673-9100) for your dealer’s name. He’ll color your output affordable...at just $1995. And less.

Affordable color. Now.
Meet the Prism Printer™ from Integral Data Systems

Integral Data Systems, Inc.
A Whole New Spectrum of Imaging Ideas
Milford, NH 03055 Telex: 953032
To the Editor:
The article by L. T. Pearson, "Extending the Limits of an RS-232 Interface" (Sept 1981, pp 163-166) is good but neglects the effects of filter elements added by the manufacturers of RS-232 devices, who may have looked at that same capacitance limit. For example, the “simplified EIA” interface on the Teletype model 40 printer uses a 1200-pF capacitor on the RS-232 signal line. This cuts the available cable length in half unless the data speed is also kept down.

Several months ago I had a similar problem with a modem, even though my cable was only a few feet long. I was developing a box to use a Racal-Vadic VA3451P modem with an Apple II+ and an SSM AIO interface board with automatic origination capabilities. When I tried to test by accessing a local computer dial-up facility at 1200 baud, the responses indicated that the system received garbage and refused the logging information. I then tried the analog loopback feature of the VA3451P. At 300 baud there were no errors in a test of an hour or so, but at 1200 baud errors in each line exceeded correct data returned. In order to check the modem, a factory test was run using the internal remote-controlled digital loopback with the report of perfect operation. Finally I looked at the transmit data line with my oscilloscope. I found the data integrated to a triangular waveform. Tracing the input circuit of the modem, I found that the data are received in the modem by a 1489 but that there is a low pass filter made up of a pair of 820-Ω resistors and a 0.1-pF shunt capacitor. Another call to the factory disclosed that the capacitor is correct. (See the Figure.)

The Author Replies:
Regarding Mr Johnson’s question about the possible omission of filter element (ie, 1200-pF capacitor) in the cable length calculation, this capacitance would fall under the category of driver or termination capacitance. On p 166 I write, “Of course, driver and terminator capacitance must be subtracted from the total capacitance before determining the capacitance to be allocated for the cable.” The article goes on to say that internal capacitances of the driver or terminator are small enough to be considered negligible. However, designers or manufacturers can add any number of capacitor values at their discretion. Each value will modify the results, but the above sentence specifies how they are to be accounted for. They cannot be (and were not) neglected!

Other engineers have designed their own interfaces (drivers and receivers) with no capacitance added, and have exceeded the values stated in the article. This is possible; however, it is pointed out that though their interface worked, they were running outside the RS-232 standard and taking their chances—in this case on crosstalk between lines.

Any article has greater value when it provides a solution to a wide range of problems or is directed towards a large scope of applications. Thus, the intent behind my article was not to emphasize one particular design case, though one was used to serve as an example (no filter capacitors). The equations are general and handle the filter capacitor situation as described in the article. However, the addition of sophisticated filtering, beyond a simple capacitor, requires redefining the circuit model. This is an exception to normal use and beyond the intended scope of the article. Mr Johnson even states in his letter that the VA3451P is a "non-standard" input.

L. T. Pearson
Federal Aviation Administration
Pomona, NJ

To the Editor:
In your Nov 1981 editorial (p 11) you mentioned direct execution of high level languages, but forgot to add "user friendly" and "nonprocedural" to the qualifying adjectives. These adjectives represent a basic requirement for untrained computer—or maybe "information machine"—is more appropriate here—users. With the advances in hardware and the concepts of dynamic machine architecture through accessible microcode, such languages are already on the way. PROLOG is an excellent example (a brief description appears in the article "PROLOG, in the Nov 1981 issue of BYTE magazine).

Keep up the good work with Computer Design—it’s an excellent publication.

George J. Freidkin
Cord Consulting Co
University, Ala

The Editor Replies:
You are quite correct in calling attention to the “user friendly” requirements. I’m afraid I made the tacit assumption that “user friendliness” is a foregone requirement even for high level systems and languages designed for the accomplished programmer. There is nothing more frustrating to the experienced programmer than to have to wade through someone else’s undocumented idiosyncrasies. Hopefully those days are drawing to a close and self-documenting and auto-promPTing techniques will become the rule rather than the exception.
HITACHI KNOWS HOW.

Example: While others jumped the gun with various types of color monitor technology, Hitachi carefully developed an adjustment free and cost-effective IN-LINE GUN system. In fact, since 1979 Hitachi in-line gun RGB monitors have saved both hours and money for manufacturers and engineers alike.

Example: While others promise high convergence, Hitachi delivers. In fact, the newest Hitachi 1,000 line color monitor (HM-3619) has an amazing Digital Dynamic Convergence™ of within 0.3 mm.

This means clearer, sharper pictures.

Example: While others sell you then leave you, Hitachi offers a service commitment that is second to none. In fact, due to Hitachi's reliability, modular construction, single PCB, and low power consumption, downtime is nearly eliminated.

Discover more examples of Hitachi know how from your Hitachi Color Monitor representative or call: East: (201) 825-8000 or West: (415) 783-8400.
IN A WORLD FULL OF MEDIA HYPE, HOW DID DYSAN COME SO FAR SO QUIETLY?

Or so fast? We didn't become a $100 million-plus company in less than nine years by producing just any magnetic media. We did it by making the best. The best in disc packs. In single rigid discs. In disc cartridges. In diskettes. And in mini-diskettes. Many major OEM's have recognized the difference that Dysan quality can make. And have endorsed it with their own private label.

Today, there are sales offices and distributors in the United States and throughout the world, selling and servicing Dysan precision magnetic media... to OEM's, end users and retail outlets. If our media was just like everyone else's, we never would have come this far this fast.

Precision magnetic media from Dysan. Our media says it all.

For the location of the Dysan sales outlet nearest you, contact Dysan at:
(408) 988-3472 Toll Free: (800) 538-8133 Telex: 171551 DYSAN
SNTA TXW: 910-338-2144

Dysan Corporation, U.S. Sales Offices:

Dysan Magnetic Media is also available Worldwide:
Argentina, Australia, Austria, Belgium, Brazil, Canada, Chile, Colombia, China, Denmark, Ecuador, Finland, France, French Polynesia, Greece, Guatemala, Hong Kong, Iceland, India, Israel, Italy, Ireland, Japan, Korea, Malaysia, Martinique, Mexico, Netherlands, New Zealand, Norway, Peru, Philippines, Puerto Rico, Saudi Arabia, Singapore, South Africa, Spain, Sweden, Switzerland, Taiwan, Thailand, United Kingdom, Uruguay, Venezuela, Western Germany.

Dysan Flexible Diskettes are also available from all Computerland Stores, Sears Business System Centers, and many independent computer outlets nationwide.
Dysan Corporation

Our Media Is Our Message

5201 Patrick Henry Drive
Santa Clara, CA 95050
CAD/CAM systems and software supply cost-effective tools to keep pace with growing automation needs

Today's products and production technologies require more complex design and design documentation for manufacture. As a result, the production cycle is stretched. Since getting products to market rapidly is the key to a company's economic success, automation of the design process has become essential. CAD/CAM equipment manufacturers are filling this need.

Two factors have been primarily responsible for the development of CAD/CAM systems as cost-effective tools for industry. These are lower cost, high performance computer hardware and sophisticated turnkey software packages for specialized applications. Some of the trends showing potential for the future are lower priced systems that provide all current capabilities, in addition to more powerful systems that will support all processing and data management requirements for product design, engineering analysis, and manufacturing operations.

Turnkey systems

CADMAX-1, from Vector Automation, Inc., Village of Cross Keys, Baltimore, MD 21210, combines vector stroke refresh display techniques with bit slice processor technology in a design and drafting system for electrical schematics. The system results from the company's attempt to produce a state of the art system at a price within reach of small and medium sized users.

The $66,200 turnkey standalone CADD system uses a 21" (53-cm) vector stroke refresh display with 4096 x 4096 resolution as its graphics terminal. A bipolar bit slice processor gives interactive users instantaneous response and can operate up to 56 workstations without degradation. Optional multicolor plotter and digitizer are also supported.

A data tablet enables entry of design and drafting commands; a separate 95-key ASCII keyboard allows text entry. Online storage is provided with a Winchester disk; a magnetic tape cartridge maintains a duplicate set of drawing files for backup, and is used to install software and communicate drawings to other like systems.

Another multistation system priced under $70,000 from Drafting Dynamics, Inc., 4615 Industrial Ave, Suite H, Simi Valley, CA 93063, the ON/LINE provides high performance CAD/CAM for PC boards and schematics. With this system, one drawing can be digitized, while another is being edited or designed on the CRT and the pen plotter is producing a third.

The minicomputer based system automatically produces drill tapes, photoplot tapes, wire lists, and parts lists. It can also perform schematic to PCB board continuity checks. Software and symbol chip libraries are supplied with the basic system.

In addition, a bit slice graphics processor used within its Systems 52 and 54 has allowed Nicolet CAD Corp, 2450 Whitman Rd, Concord, CA 94518, to significantly cut prices of these systems. The multiprocessor systems use a 16-bit DEC LSI-11/2 controller and the Tektronix 16-bit bit slice processor with 128k bytes of onboard memory.

System 52, built for high speed digitizing, is constructed around the Tektronix 4022 desktop computer with a high resolution 11" (28-cm) direct view storage tube display, integral keyboard, magnetic tape cartridge drive, and joystick. A DEC LSI-11/2 processor, two dual-density floppy disks with DMA controller, and 36" x 48" (91 x 123-cm) digitizing tablet complete the $37,465 system.

Built around a Tektronix 4042 with 19" (48-cm) display and thumbwheel driven crosshair cursor, the System 54 has been reduced in price to $44,965. The high resolution screen on this unit allows complex drawings to be panned or specific details to be zoomed in. Layout elements are automatically positioned on the grid as specified, permitting rapid, accurate component by component design. Layers of the drawing can be displayed together or separately; all layers are corrected simultaneously when a change is made.

Graphics processors

Claiming to extend turnkey CAD/CAM systems into interactive engineering analysis, analytical processing unit (APU) from Computervision Corp, 201 Burlington Rd, Bedford, MA 01730, supplies computer power and processing architecture necessary for execution of computationally complex analytic programs such as finite element analysis, kinematics, and advanced printed circuit and integrated circuit routing packages.

An extension of the distributed processing architecture used in the Designer V, the 32-bit cache based processor has an integral floating point accelerator. It supports interactive analysis functions without degrading graphics performance.

Running the CMOS virtual memory operating system, the processor supports programming languages that include FORTRAN 77/66, PL/I, and Pascal. Thus, users can integrate existing analysis programs and develop their own analysis software. Hardware and software elements of the system are fine tuned to specific CAD/CAM requirements.

The APU can be shared by up to eight CGP-200X central processors. This multiple (continued on page 32)
Fatten your profits with NEC disks.

They're less expensive going in, and that's only the beginning.
Our disks also give you extra margins which no competitive products can touch. Here's how.

Built-in quality plumps up profits.
Take our NEC Soft-Touch™ dual-sided double-density 8-inch diskette drive. It gives you a media life of more than six million passes, nearly double that offered by other suppliers. The entire drive has a field-proven mean time between failure (MTBF) of 15,000 hours, nearly twice the industry average.

NEC technologically reduced the parts in our high-performance 8-inch Winchesters. As a result, we eliminated the need for periodic maintenance, extended MTBF to more than 12,000 hours (about five years of normal operation), and cut mean time to repair (MTTR) to 30 minutes. Our 14-inch, 317 mega-byte high-performance Winchester has a field-proven 10,000-hour MTBF and an MTTR of only one hour. Plus, it offers optional off-line microprocessor-diagnostic capability.
All of this translates to the kind of value you take to the bank.

Our 15 years of disk-building experience pays off.
We know disks, we know how to build them, and we know how to keep them running. As a result, we've got features in our disks that give you, and your customers, years of hassle-free service.

As a first step to fattening your profits...
Send for information on NEC disks, or call your nearest NEC sales office.
NEC Information Systems, Inc.
5 Militia Drive, Lexington, MA 02173

Because we manufacture almost every part in all our disks, we can assure the high tolerance engineering, rigid quality control in selection of raw materials, and attention to production details that guarantee you years of trouble-free operation.

Our significantly better diskette drive DOA rate reduces test and inspection time, saving you hundreds of dollars.

NEC Soft-Touch™ DOA rate: practically nil.

Other diskettes' DOA rate: as much as 10%.

CIRCLE 22 ON INQUIRY CARD
The new HP you'd think you were
Now you can tackle your large applications without breaking your budget. That’s because our new HP 1000 Model 65—with a powerful real-time operating system and advanced memory management scheme—can handle jobs that previously required a mainframe computer. And do it at a minicomputer price.

**Extended code space for programs. Virtual memory for data.**

The key to the Model 65’s new power is our enhanced RTE-6/VM operating system. Using an Extended Code Space segmentation scheme, RTE-6/VM lets you compile, load and execute large programs (approaching 25,000 lines of FORTRAN code), or convert them from other computers. And because RTE-6/VM uses a virtual memory design, these programs can access a huge 128 megabytes of data—transparently. So your programs can virtually be as large as the application requires.

**Getting a head start on development.**

A Model 65 development system gives you maximum HP 1000 power in one fully-configured package. You start with RTE-6/VM, floating point hardware and one megabyte of high-performance main memory. You also get our award-winning IMAGE data base management system; FORTRAN 77, Pascal and Macroassembler; a 16 Mb fixed disc with integrated tape cartridge; and a powerful graphics terminal to use with our Graphics/1000-II software. All for less than $65,000.

**Third parties play a part.**

If you’re a software supplier, just picture your big applications on the Model 65. The cost of the “total solution” to your customer will be significantly lower. Which means more systems can be sold. And that’s just the idea behind our new HP PLUS program, where selected software suppliers team up with HP to bring competitively priced, quality solutions to the marketplace. And if you’re an OEM, our volume discount schedules make these systems even more attractive.

For more information, call your local HP sales office. Or write Hewlett-Packard, Attn: Joe Schoendorf, Dept. 12128, 1100 Wolfe Rd., Cupertino, CA 95014.

You can see the HP 1000 working on factory applications at Productivity ‘82. Watch your newspaper for more details.

**When performance must be measured by results.**
processor architecture allows configuration of systems having more than 50 workstations. The processor is priced at $150,000 and will be available in the second quarter of 1982.

In addition, CGP-200X extends the CGP-200 functionally distributed processing computer to improve performance and functionality without making existing hardware, software, and data bases obsolete. The machine quadruples the size of the virtual memory space, supplies eight times the physical memory capacity (6M bytes), and expands the amount of microcode devoted to CAD/CAM. Online disk capacity and disk channel bandwidth have also been increased. Integral remote diagnostic capability allows system problems to be diagnosed from remote sites.

Applications software
Among recent software releases aimed at the CAD/CAM area are automated packaging and placement and 3-dimensional geometrical design packages that unite design and manufacturing through a common data base. Also available from Applicon Inc, 32 Second Ave, Burlington, MA 01803, is a CADAM package that runs on a minicomputer rather than a mainframe.

Designed to improve routine completion of printed circuit boards designed on a CAD/CAM system, Applicon's packaging and placement program automates the time consuming, error prone tasks of packaging and placing components and back annotation. This significantly reduces keying errors, since schematic text associated with a design need not be manually entered. It also cuts the time required using manual methods.

Back annotation, the process of recording pin and component assignments back to the original schematic drawing, is also handled automatically. This cuts the time required from hours to minutes.

Compatible with 9845 desktop computer systems, EGS/45 software from Hewlett-Packard Co, 1820 Embarcadero Rd, Palo Alto, CA 94303, offers general drawing, PC board layout, and schematic drawing capabilities. The package, created for use by electronic circuit and PC board designers, increases individual productivity, saving up to 50% of the time required using manual methods, and is a key element in HP's concept of a manufacturer's productivity network.

General drawing core, schematic drawing, and PC board layout modules are available individually or as part of the package. Required to use the other modules, the general drawing core is used to create engineering drawings from primitive elements. Primitives and library parts are viewed on the CRT. Screen editing commands allow objects to be copied, moved, or repeated.

Interactive layout or digitizing of 32" x 32" (81 x 81-cm) multilayer boards with 0.001" (0.025-mm) resolution is supported by the PC board layout module. Tooling outputs for use in manufacturing are automatically generated, and users can obtain plots to verify layout accuracy, paper tapes to feed NC controlled drilling machines, and magnetic tapes to drive photoplotters.

The schematic drawing module produces electronic schematics and automatically generates materials lists. Appropriate library symbol modification also enables this software to produce other types of diagrams.

Modular structure of the system allows BASIC routines to be developed to process drawings created with any module in the package. Routines fit into the program structure and appear as just another module.

Hardware recommended for use with the package includes HP 9845C, assembly execution ROM, graphics tablet, drafting plotter, and mass storage device.

To extend graphics capabilities of its 3400 and 3081 computer systems in engineering and manufacturing areas, International Business Machines Corp, Data Processing Div, 1133 Westchester Ave, White Plains, NY 10604, offers two CAD programs and support for the CADAM system under the VM/370 operating system. The CAD packages, developed by Dassault Systemes of Paris, France, and Structural Dynamics Research Corp of Milford, Ohio, provide functions for 3-dimensional and solid geometrical conceptual design evaluation, as well as engineering modeling and analysis.

CATIA, Dassault Systemes' computer graphics aided, 3-dimensional interactive application package, allows direct construction of 3-dimensional objects on IBM 3250 graphics display systems. Modules include wireframe geometry, surface geometry and numerical control, polyhedral solid geometry, and kinematics. Design data from these modules can be passed to a CADAM system.

The CAEDS graphics system developed by SDRC has pre- and postprocessing capabilities for model generation and checking. Interfaces are provided to CADAM and finite element analysis programs; graphics output of user models is provided either before or after analysis. The program can significantly shorten the overall design process by evaluating key structural points on a computer generated model rather than a full scale mockup.

Another CADAM system allows users to offload work from mainframes onto midrange minicomputers. Offered by Perkin-Elmer Corp, Computer Operations, 2 Crezent Pl, Oceanport, NJ 07757, for use on its 32-bit minicomputers, this system, developed and used by Lockheed, has previously been available only on mainframes.

CABAM (computer graphics augmented design and manufacturing) is an interactive general purpose design and drafting system containing analytical design aids for use in 3-D design, design drafting, and NC parts programming. The system enables engineers to work in an interactive environment. Designs can be enlarged 100 times or more to permit the smallest details of a complex structure to be examined.

CADAM software ties design and manufacturing disciplines together through a common data base, thus permitting better communications between those functions. Perkin-Elmer's use of midrange computers in the distributed graphics system enables the full attributes of the system to be placed at the designer's desk, thereby enhancing engineering/design productivity.

Upcoming distributed graphics products supporting and enhancing CADAM (continued on page 33)
will provide sufficient processing power to supply rapid interactive response. Both hardware and software products will be fully supported by the company.

**Integrated service networks**

Taking the user from concept to finished product, the ICEM approach from Control Data Corp, Box O, Minneapolis, MN 55440, integrates engineering and manufacturing products and services. It includes a library of engineering oriented application packages ranging from design, modeling, analysis, and drafting to mechanical and structural analysis and on to numerical control of machine tools.

**Control Data's Integrated Computer Aided Engineering and Manufacturing (ICEM) program**

The ICEM approach establishes a library of engineering oriented application packages ranging from design, modeling, analysis, and drafting to mechanical and structural analysis and on to numerical control of machine tools.

**Integrated Circuits**

**Products and services offered for voice synthesis applications**

Texas Instruments Inc has announced several additions to its line of speech technology products, including a speech development system (SDS), a speech evaluation board, upgrades in its existing TMS010 and TMS020 series voice synthesis processors (Computer Design, July 1980, p 166), and three additional speech ROMs.

SDS is intended for OEMs who wish to design synthesized speech vocabularies into their proprietary products. The system enables users to develop, analyze, and edit custom vocabularies. Two major hardware components are used. The MultiAMPLUS™ development system is a high performance, general purpose minicomputer that provides a computing environment for speech-data processing and utility execution. The second component is the data collection processor. It is an intelligent slave to the minicomputer, and provides linear A-D and D-A conversion of 12-bit accuracy. It also includes the necessary anti-aliasing and signal reconstruction filters that are required to collect and play back speech signals.

Users of SDS can record, store, and edit any kind of linear predictive coding (LPC) speech. The system has complete facilities for both analysis and constructive synthesis, and can interactively edit text, phoneme, allophone, and LPC data. It will generate speech from text, phoneme, or allophone inputs. Friendly system software leads users through the vocabulary generation process. SDS allows users to control every step of vocabulary development from initial script generation to programming EPROMs.

System pricing varies, dependent on the hardware included. A typical configuration including the development system, data collection processor, and SDS software costs $97,630, with delivery 60 days ARO. Companies who cannot justify the cost of SDS, do not have staff or experience, or do not have extensive requirements in vocabulary development, can avail themselves of SDS capabilities at Regional Technology Centers (RTC's) established by the company in Chicago, Ill; Boston, Mass; Los Angeles and Sunnyvale, Calif; and Atlanta, Ga. Another RTC is scheduled for opening in Dallas, Tex early in 1982.

(continued on page 34)
Bipolar linear arrays handle high output current

A series of 14 bipolar linear array devices was recently introduced by Micro-Circuit Engineering (MCE). Called UniRay, the devices are fixed component arrays, to which metal interconnect is added, producing a custom circuit. Arrays are supported by a design program that enables a circuit designer with little or no IC design experience to design a custom IC. These designs are completed in a few weeks at a cost lower than that of a full custom circuit. Preprocessed arrays are stocked in the factory with transistors, resistors, capacitors, and gates defined. MCE then connects these components as indicated in the customer’s layout. Normally, the customer does the design and layout, but if requested, the company will do both for just the layout and a nominal charge. Ten of the recently announced parts are improved 20-V versions of A20 standards. One part is an improved version of Intersig’s 40-V MOD. Three of the devices, one 20-V part and two 40-V parts, are proprietary linear.

The company is claiming a significant performance increase as a result of N+ sinker diffusion fabricating. This process results in a low-value saturation resistance that gives the user a choice between higher output current or lower saturation voltage and reduced power dissipation.

With the increased capacity for output current, typically 50% greater than that offered by industry standards, the series meets industrial/process control, instrumentation, medical electronics, and military equipment requirements.

The three unique and improved bipolar arrays are the 20-V A20WS, and the 40-V A40AS and A40BS. The 20-V array has 464 components on a 117 x 102-mil (2.97 x 2.59-mm) die and 24 bonding pads. Active components include small signal and medium current npn transistors, in addition to lateral dual-collector and vertical pnp transistors. Total diffused resistance is 443 kΩ with 200-ft to 3.6-kΩ capacities. There are also ten 30-kΩ pinch resistors. The 40-V A40BS has 218 components, including small signal, medium current, and common-collector npn transistors; lateral single-collector and vertical pnp transistors; and Schottky diodes. Total diffused resistance onchip is 161 kΩ. The 40-V A40AS has 245 components, including small signal and medium current npn transistors; lateral quad-collector, lateral 6-emitter, and vertical pnp transistors; and diffused and pinch resistors. The total diffused resistance is 237 kΩ.

These custom ICs can be packaged in a variety of housings. Offerings include ceramic and plastic DIPs, ceramic side-brazed DIPs to TO-92, plastic ceramic flatpacks, metal flatpacks, multilead metal cans, TO-66, TO-3, and T-20 power packages. The package variety covers 3- through 40-lead requirements.

UNIDES is the company’s array development and evaluation system. UNIDES is a self-prompting IC design program. For example, a UNIDES breadboard consists of a printed circuit board mounted in a supported fixture. It contains a silk-screened geometrical layout that corresponds to a particular worksheet. The breadboard has monolithic IC components in discrete form ready for interconnection by the user with a set of patch cords provided. It also has an onboard tester to check performance of the kit parts. Micro-Circuit Engineering Inc., 1111 Fairfield Dr., West Palm Beach, FL 33407. Circle 250 on Inquiry Card.
Vincent van Gogh would have given his left ear for an AED512 graphics terminal.

To impress his young paramour, van Gogh cut off a piece of his right ear. He simply couldn't live without love. Nor could he live without the vibrant colors of his craft—which is why he'd have given his left ear for the powerful graphics and imaging capabilities of the AED512.

This intelligent, full-color raster graphics terminal would have given van Gogh the purity and intensity of color he demanded—with a palette of 16.8 million hues. The ability to display 256 colors simultaneously. Plus two serial interface ports. Half-second image transfers by DMA. Emulation of the Tektronix 4010 family. And a price tag even an artist could afford.

Besides the striking self-portrait displayed here on the 512 screen, van Gogh would have been able to produce equal masterpieces in CAD/CAM, animation, business graphics, cartography and TV production.

He would certainly have joined our Graphics User Group to trade techniques with others in this growing colony of AED graphics masters.

You, too, can join the AED colony and create your very own masterpieces. With the AED512. Call or write us today for a free brochure, full technical specifications, and information about our 16 demo diskettes.

Advanced Electronics Design, Inc.
440 Potrero Avenue, Sunnyvale, CA 94086. Phone 408-733-3555
TELEX 357-498
Sales Offices: LA 213-907-8811
Detroit 313-352-4290 / New Jersey 201-238-6322 / Boston 617-256-1700.
Everybody knows it's tough to get high-density, high-speed PROMs. And 16K PROMs use too much board space. And adding registers takes too much board space and power. Everybody knows that.

Everybody's wrong.

IMOX™ is our advanced ion-implanted, oxide-isolated process. It shrinks the space between transistors, cuts capacitance, and decreases size.

Thanks to IMOX we've got 16K PROMs that can do 35ns, very fast registered PROMs that use a third of the space and half the power of two-pack solutions, the industry's first 4Kx4
FORGET EVERYTHING YOU EVER KNEW ABOUT BIPOLAR MEMORIES.

16K PROMs that use 50% less space than standard 16Ks, high-performance RAMs like the Am93422 and a whole new family of ECL RAMs.

Thanks to our platinum-silicide fuses, we offer incredible reliability and very high programming yields.

**FIVE BIG, HAPPY FAMILIES.**

We’re using IMOX to build a lot more than the broadest, fastest line of bipolar memories.

We also have families of high-performance PALs, controllers, CPUs, digital signal processing products, interface, plus all the support you’ll ever need.

All made with IMOX. All MIL-STD-883 for free. All with a quality guarantee you can’t get from anybody else.

If you need really high-performance Bipolar memories there’s only one name you need to remember: AMD.

---

The International Standard of Quality guarantees these electrical AQLs on all parameters over the operating temperature range: 0.1% on MOS RAMs & ROMs; 0.2% on Bipolar Logic & Interface; 0.3% on Linear, LSI Logic & other memories.

---

**Advanced Micro Devices**

901 Thompson Place, Sunnyvale, CA. 94086 • (408) 732-2400

IMOX is a trademark of Advanced Micro Devices, Inc. *PAL is a registered trademark of Monolithic Memories, Inc., ©1982 AMD
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CMOS double-metal level array fabricated in 5" wafers

SLX 6320 and SLX 6360 are 2000- and 6000-gate arrays, respectively, fabricated in 2-level metal N-well silicon gate CMOS technology. The first of National Semiconductor’s SLX family, the devices are designed to replace bipolar TTL parts. More than TTL compatible, the arrays have ac and dc characteristics that match or exceed the performance of the 74LS family. Output buffer current and capacitive drive (8 ns for 50 pF) characteristics are the same as for the 74LS family. The input buffer, with its 4-ns propagation delay, performs better than the input buffers on the 74LS parts.

The first members of the new gate array family will be fabricated with 3-µm line widths. The 2000-gate 3-µm array with an internal propagation delay of 2 ns is due for sampling in the first half of '82; the 6000-gate 3-µm array, also with a 2-ns delay, should be available in the second half of this year. A 2000-gate 2-µm part with a 1-ns delay is due the latter part of this year. Fifty-six 3-state I/O buffers and 56 input buffers are on-chip. Packaging options include 124-pin plastic and ceramic area-grid pinned packages, with leads on a 100-mil (0.3-cm) grid.

Power dissipation in the gate arrays is a function of the average switching frequency of the gates used. With these arrays, the typical internal gate power dissipation is 20 µW/MHz of switching frequency. The resulting power dissipation is typically under 400 mW for the 2000-gate array and under 900 mW for the 6000-gate array. Standby power will be less than 1 mW.

Array performance is a result of the processing technology: CMOS, double-metal, and 3-µm line widths. CMOS means low power. The two layers of metal maximize circuit speed by eliminating delays associated with poly interconnect resistance. Dry plasma etch techniques, which are used extensively throughout the process, achieve the 3-µm line width. Small line widths are necessary to make the high current and capacitive drive output buffers practical. Previously, they were impractical because the transistor area required to obtain a given transconductance is proportional to the square of the gate length, i.e., a 5-µm gate length transistor is three times as large as a 3-µm gate length transistor. An integrated CAD system including logic simulation, test generation and grading, and automatic placement and routing will support the

gate arrays. Turnaround time from logic design to sampling is estimated to be 12 to 14 weeks.

To produce the gate arrays, the company is installing two 5" (13-cm) VLSI lines for wafer fabrication. One of the new 5" wafer fab lines will be used for the fabrication of CMOS gate arrays; the other will be a 5" bipolar line to manufacture ECL arrays. National Semiconductor, 2900 Semiconductor Dr, Santa Clara, CA 95051.

### MEMORY SYSTEMS

Disk/tape formatter with selective file backup allows host access

[Diagram of disk/tape formatter]

T-series disk tape formatter. Host interface for single-board device requires eight data lines, four address lines, and three control lines (read/write/reset).

Century Data System's Marksman T-series formatter controls one or two Marksman disk drives of 20M to 160M bytes and up to four 30- or 90-ips Archive, Cipher or DEI intelligent 0.25" tape drives. The disk controller, tape controller, and host interface are on one PC card. Combining these features on one card benefits the host system in three ways: increased data transfer rates, offline backup and restore capability, and simplicity in the host interface.

The formatter can support data rates to the host of up to 2M bytes/s burst and 500k bytes/s continuous. 10M bytes can

(continued on page 42)
Dataram Corporation offers the industry's widest range of DEC-compatible peripheral controllers — from comparatively simple NRZI tape controllers to complex 300 MB storage module drive (SMD) controllers.

An impressive array of state-of-the-art controllers, all built around high-speed bipolar microprocessors. All software compatible with the host LSI-11®, PDP®-11, or VAX® minicomputer...and all available now.

And Dataram's controllers are designed to save you money, and, more importantly, space — our controllers typically occupy half the space required for the comparable controller from DEC. Doing it with a level of performance that makes any member of this family worth looking at.

The chart shows our current family of peripheral controllers, growing every day. If you don't see the controller you need, we're probably working on it right now. Call us and discuss your requirements.

Dataram Corporation
Princeton Road
Cranbury, New Jersey 08512
Tel: 609-799-0071  TWX: 510-685-2542

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CONTROLLER</th>
<th>DESCRIPTION</th>
<th>COMPATIBILITY</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>C03</td>
<td>Cartridge disk controller</td>
<td>RK05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C33</td>
<td>Cartridge disk controller</td>
<td>RK05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T03</td>
<td>NRZI mag tape controller</td>
<td>TM11/TU10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T04/N</td>
<td>NRZI mag tape controller</td>
<td>TM11/TU10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T04/D</td>
<td>Dual density mag tape controller</td>
<td>TM11/TU10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T34/N</td>
<td>NRZI mag tape controller</td>
<td>TM11/TU10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T34/D</td>
<td>Dual density mag tape controller</td>
<td>TM11/TU10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T36</td>
<td>Dual density mag tape controller</td>
<td>TM11/TU10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S03/A</td>
<td>80 MB/300 MB SMD controller</td>
<td>RM02/RM05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S03/A1</td>
<td>80 MB/160 MB SMD controller</td>
<td>RM02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S03/B</td>
<td>80 MB/300 MB SMD controller</td>
<td>RK07</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S03/C</td>
<td>200 MB/300 MB SMD controller</td>
<td>RP06</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S03/D</td>
<td>96 MB CMD controller</td>
<td>RK06</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S33/A</td>
<td>80 MB/300 MB SMD controller</td>
<td>RM02/RM05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S33/A1</td>
<td>80 MB/160 MB SMD controller</td>
<td>RM02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S33/B</td>
<td>80 MB/300 MB SMD controller</td>
<td>RK07</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S33/C</td>
<td>200 MB/300 MB SMD controller</td>
<td>RP06</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S33/D</td>
<td>96 MB CMD controller</td>
<td>RK06</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Products printed in red are LSI-11 Bus compatible.
Products printed in black are UNIBUS® compatible for PDP-11 and/or VAX minicomputers.

DEC, LSI-11, PDP, UNIBUS and VAX are registered trademarks of Digital Equipment Corporation.
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INTERSIL PREMIERES ALPHANUMERIC LED

Double Feature
New LED Drivers
Plus
Tri-Plexed LCD Drivers

LED Drivers
$8.25 per hundred

LCD Drivers
$5.00 per hundred
8-CHARACTER DRIVER/DECODER.

FIRST 8-CHARACTER ALPHANUMERIC LED DRIVER/DECODER.

There's an exciting new attraction in single-chip display drivers: the ICM7243. The first 14/16 segment alphanumeric 8-character LED display driver/decoder. The ICM7243 has the award-winning features you expect from Intersil. Like an on-board ROM for generation of 64 characters (eliminating additional PROMs and ROMs). Full microprocessor compatibility, accepting the popular six-bit ASCII input. Elimination of external components for direct driving of multiplexed displays. Cascadability to 16 or 24 characters without additional hardware. And, of course, at a matinee price—only $8.25 in 100s.

SAVE PARTS. SAVE SPACE.

Intersil display drivers provide a direct microcomputer bus interface without external parts. All latching, timing, and decoding are performed on-chip, dramatically reducing software overhead. And power-saving CMOS technology gives you lower operating current while improving reliability. Plus, evaluation kits for both are available.

APPEARING AT A LOCATION NEAR YOU.

LED or LCD, there's an Intersil display driver that's perfect for your display application. Call us for full details, or send the coupon. If you prefer, contact one of the Intersil sales offices or franchised distributors listed below.

INTERSLIL SALES OFFICES:

CALIFORNIA: Sunnyvale (408) 744-0618
    • FLORIDA: Hollywood (305) 920-2442
    • ILLINOIS: Hinsdale (312) 986-5303
    • MASSACHUSETTS: Lexington (617) 861-6220
    • MINNESOTA: Minneapolis (612) 925-1844
    • NEW JERSEY: Englewood Cliffs (201) 567-5585
    • TEXAS: Dallas (214) 369-6916

INTERSLIL FRANCHISED DISTRIBUTORS:

Advent (IN, IA) • Alliance • Anthem • Arrow • Bell Industries • Cadence • Cardinal • CESCO • Component Specialties • Components Plus • Diplomat (FL, MD, NJ, UT) • Harvey (upstate NY) • Kierulf • LCOMP • Newark • Parrott • R.A.E. Ind. Elect. Ltd. • RESCO/Raleigh • Schweber • Summit • Western Microtechnology • Wyle • Zentronics

INTERSLIL ALL-STAR CAST.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>LED Display Driver/Decoders</th>
<th>LCD Display Driver/Decoders</th>
<th>Vacuum Fluorescent Driver/Decoders</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Multiplexed</td>
<td>Direct</td>
<td>Direct</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ICM7243A/B 8-Character 16/14 Segment 6-Bit ASCII Input Parallel Entry Hexadecimal or Code B</td>
<td>ICM7212 4-Digit 7 Segment Parallel Entry Hexadecimal or Code B</td>
<td>ICM7235 4-Digit 7 Segment Parallel Entry Hexadecimal or Code B</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ICM7218 8-Digit 7 Segment</td>
<td>ICM7231 8-Character 7 Segment 16 Indicators Parallel Entry</td>
<td>ICM7211 4-Digit 7 Segment Parallel Entry Hexadecimal or Code B</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ICM7232 10-Digit 7 Segment 20 Indicators Serial Entry</td>
<td>ICM7233 4-Character 18 Segment Parallel Entry 6-Bit ASCII</td>
<td>ICM7224 5-Character 18 Segment Serial Entry 6-Bit ASCII</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ICM7234 5-Character 18 Segment Serial Entry 6-Bit ASCII</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Give me name in lights! Please rush me a data sheet on the ICM7243 family of LED display driver/decoders.

Also, please send me a Mark Twain poster from your "famous quotations" ad series.

Dear Intersil:
Put my name in lights!

Name:
Company:
Address:
City/State/Zip:
Phone:

Also, please send me a data sheet on the ICM7231 series of LCD driver/decoders.

Intercon Intersil®
8-Character Driver/Decoder
be backed up in less than 2 min. The formatter offers true offline data backup and restoration through its transparent commands. Even with a previously commanded transparent backup or restore operation in progress, depending on user defined priorities, the host can access a disk. The host interface requires only a disk. The host interface requires only and a tape interface.


In addition, the formatter provides all signals necessary to support DMA and other control features for high performance systems.

The T series formatter has six basic functional blocks. The six blocks include an onboard microcontroller, a serial data sequencer, three floating data buffers, a host interface, a disk interface, and a tape interface.

- A Z80 CPU, EPROM, RAM, and I/O control circuitry are included in the onboard microcontroller. It reads the command register, initiates host commands, and updates the status register at command completion. Because of the very high data transfer, the microcontroller does not transfer data, but initiates the transfer sequences through its I/O circuitry.

The serial data sequencer performs serial to parallel data conversion for disk data, and also does a CRC for errors on the serial data stream. It works together with the disk interface to handle disk data transactions.

With the three floating data buffers, the microcontroller handles all data transactions. To execute a data transfer in "bucket brigade" fashion, it can assign them individually to any of the host, disk, or tape data buses. First, it assigns an empty buffer to the source device. When the buffer is full, the microcontroller assigns it to the destination device and assigns the next empty buffer to the source device. The buffers rotate in this fashion, full ones from source to destination device, and empty ones back in a rotary fashion, until the transfer is complete.

In addition to generating the necessary interface signals for the disk, tape, and host, the three interface blocks also provide terminations for inputs and drivers for outputs. Each interface includes a data bus.

The host interfaces to the formatter via a 16-byte command register, and a high performance discrete signal set. The host writes commands, command execution parameters, and data into the command register, but cannot read back what it has written. All read operations are from the status register, which transfers status information from the formatter to the host.

For high performance systems that require DMA and overlapped command capability, the formatter provides six additional status signals, which are the high performance signal set. These discrete signals include two direct command status signals, two transparent command status signals, and two DMA transfer signals. With these, the host can monitor and direct the transparent command status without reading the status byte. It can also generate interrupts upon command completion, and set up multiple-sector DMA transfers that will carry through to completion without further host processor intervention. The price of a formatter with cables, accessories, and a single 40M-byte disk drive is $3370. Century Data Systems, 1270 N Kraemer Blvd, Anaheim, CA 92803. Circle 252 on Inquiry Card

45M-byte 0.25" streaming tape drive provides low cost Winchester backup

The Super Sidewinder 45M-byte (formatted) 0.25" streaming cartridge tape drive with a transfer rate of 90k bytes/s provides 8" and 14" Winchester backup at $20/M byte. Manufactured by Archive Corp, it can back up 160M bytes in 33 min with three media changes. Two models are available: basic and intelligent. Both provide high streaming at 90 ips and eliminate the inter-record gaps associated with traditional start/stop tapes. The drives use a serpentine recording technique that allows nine tracks of data to be written in both forward and reverse directions, without the need for rewind at the end of each track.

The recording head has two channels and a separate erase. Each channel has both write and read functions. The Super Sidewinder and the previously announced plug compatible Sidewinder are claimed to be the only 0.25" drives that erase with an ac signal, permitting light writing and high density recording with existing head technology. This advanced tape recording technique is usually found only in high performance 0.5" reel-to-reel tape drives.

The intelligent drive has a microprocessor based controller that relieves the host CPU of overhead functions such as buffering, tape positioning, error detection, rereading, tape formatting, file searching, and determining read status. The intelligent unit also minimizes the engineering hardware and software efforts required to interface the drive with the

(continued on page 44)
Input Graphic Data With A Digi-Pad
WITH 0.001 INCH RESOLUTION

Just plug one of our new DIGI-PAD 5's into your graphic terminal or computer I/O port and you can input precise graphic coordinates without a keyboard or light pen. Use the Digi-Pad to control a cursor for CRT display analysis...or to enter commands by menu...or to precisely digitize graphic information.

The DIGI-PAD 5 digitizer tablets and stylus or cursor measure and transmit X-Y coordinates with 1 mil resolution over the active tablet area. Coordinates are transmitted at up to 200 X-Y points per second. The DIGI-PAD has an integral microcomputer that computes stylus X-Y coordinate location from GTCO's proprietary electro-magnetic ranging array, built into the tablet's surface. From local or remote commands, the microcomputer also controls data transmission and protocol for compatibility with your terminal or computer. That compatibility allows us to emulate Bit Pad* and other more expensive or lower performance tablets you may have used before. And due to its manufacturing simplicity, DIGI-PAD 5 costs less...even though it is built for rugged commercial environments.

GTCO has pioneered development of a comprehensive range of digitizer products. Our electro-magnetic absolute ranging technology was patented in 1975 and has set the standard for our industry. So whether you need a special OEM digitizer, the DIGI-PAD, a larger digitizer, or an interactive digitizing system, call us at (301) 279-9550 and talk with one of our digitizer specialists.

*BitPad is a trademark of Summagraphics Corporation.

GTCO Corporation
1055 First Street/Rockville, MD 20850
(301) 279-9550 Telex 898471
Multiple file marking allows the drive to be used for more than backup. The intelligent drive has been designed for a streaming environment at a recording density of 8000 bpi. The drive will fit into the same form factor as an 8" floppy disk drive.

Other key specifications of the drive include hard error rates of one in $10^4$ bits (recoverable) and one in $10^5$ bits (nonrecoverable), commensurate with those of Winchester drives; a start/stop time of less than 300 ms; and a MTBF of 3500 power-on hours of typical usage.

Along with Dysan and Seagate, the company has applied for an ANSI standard to cover the cartridge's mechanical characteristics. The cartridge is basically a standard 5.25" oxide disk clamped to a hub and enclosed in a plastic housing. The cartridge is designed, in conjunction with the receiving mechanism, to be loaded in only one orientation. It weighs 11 oz (0.312 kg) and is 5.394" x 5.551" x 0.748" (13.70 x 14.09 x 1.89 cm).

The form factor and mounting holes of the drive conform to the front panel.
PRIAM's 158-megabyte Winchester Disc Drive

Supercharge your system performance with the 158-megabytes-per-unit capacity and fast voice-coil head positioning of PRIAM's DISKOS 15450. Multi-user and multiprocessor systems put demands on database size and response that only a high-performance Winchester disc drive like the DISKOS 15450 can satisfy.

PRIAM's 14-inch disc drive design has been proved in thousands of units shipped. It weighs only 38 pounds, and its brushless DC motor drive makes the DISKOS 15450 as mechanically simple as the turbocharger it resembles. No belts, no pulleys, no mechanical brakes. Compare the low price of the DISKOS 15450 with comparable drives. You'll agree that its cost/performance is far ahead of the pack.

All three PRIAM 14-inch drives, with capacities of 34, 68 and 158 megabytes, are only 7" x 17" x 20" in size, including the optional power supply. They all have the same 1.04 megabyte/second data rate, and operate from the same interfaces. Standard PRIAM or optional SMD, ANSI or SMART/SMART-E Interfaces make integration of these high-performance drives into your system quick and easy.

PRIAM 8-inch drives have capacities of 11, 35, and 70 megabytes, with the same interfaces and the same grand-prix performance characteristics as PRIAM's 14-inch models.

Find out now how to get your systems into the pole position. Call or write today to:

PRIAM
3096 Orchard Drive, San Jose, CA 95134 (408) 946-4600 TWX 910-338-0293
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of a mini-floppy. At a length of 10.5" (26.7 cm), it is longer than a mini-floppy drive, however. The added length is required to accommodate the linear motor. The drive is shock mounted horizontally, and requires only one controller. Other fixed/removable systems require two controllers; one for the fixed disk and another for the floppy, tape, or separate removable disk. The controller drive interface is shown in Fig 2.

Both disks have capacities of 454 tracks/in and 8617 bpi. Sector density is 256 bytes/sector. There are 32 sectors/track plus one spare. Transfer rate is 5M bps. Access times are 3 ms track to track, 40 ms average, and 10 ms settling. The disks rotate at 3443 rpm. Operational temperature range of the drives is 50 to 115 °F. DMA Systems, 325 Chapala St, Santa Barbara, CA 93101. Circle 254 on Inquiry Card

Handheld computer packs desktop power in portable unit

Handheld, like a programmable calculator, Quasar's HHC (handheld computer system) contains a processor equivalent in power to that of a desktop computer, yet weighs less than a pound with keyboard and display. A built-in nickel-cadmium battery powers the unit, which with six peripherals including optional modem and printer fits comfortably in an attache case. Total weight is 22 pounds.

Based on the 1-MHz 6502 microprocessor, the system accommodates up to three 16k-byte plug-in ROMS or 4k-byte EPROMS, and 2k or 4k bytes of CMOS RAM. The I/O adapter allows users to add up to 48k more nonvolatile RAM. The basic unit and optional peripherals and adapters can operate from NiCd batteries, or using an external adapter/recharger, from ac current.

With optional adapters, the unit plugs directly into a television receiver for color graphics capability; connects with larger computers and data bases over telephone lines through an acoustic coupler; and attaches a 15-column thermal printer, additional memory, or RS-232-C compatible devices.

Design of the unit incorporates an advanced bus structure with extended addressing to 256 16k-byte segments. All peripherals work together in any combination. Use of interrupt driven I/O takes advantage of the processor's capabilities. Use of vectored interrupts instead of device polling techniques eliminates the burden that keyboard, display, and peripheral device monitoring tasks impose on the processor. Thus, the microprocessor can handle sophisticated applications programs and execute multiple tasks concurrently.

A memory bank switching technique supplies extensive read only and random access memory capability and flexibility. The technique permits the computer to combine data from both ROMS and RAMS through a memory continuation program. Data compression and memory management techniques such as Huffman coding and mapping and the use of permutation algorithms significantly extend capacities of the 160k ROM and 73k RAM. The mapping algorithm also permits the computer to use bidirectional data access to speed computing.

The TV display monitor adapter allows the computer to attach to any standard TV receiver. Sixteen lines of 32 characters each can be displayed in several combinations of color. Three color graphics modes display 64 graphics dots by 32 lines, 64 dots by 48 lines, and a selection of black and eight other colors.

Providing 65 keys including 3 programmable function keys and 4 program definable keys, the keyboard supplies 2-key rollover, auto repeat keys, and full cursor control. Function keys perform uniformly no matter what program is running. The three programmable function keys can be assigned to perform any sequence of keystrokes. Functions are selected through a series of nested menus; interactive prompts appearing on the 26-character LCD display guide users through the process.

The RS-232-C interface adapter permits any RS-232 compatible device to be used with the system. An acoustic coupler with integral data modem gives the computer full communications capability from any telephone. The modem's options—110 or 300 bps, full- or half-duplex transmission, answer or originate mode, number of start or stop bits, and parity—are set and controlled by software. An automatic handshake routine used with the host allows users to regulate the rate of display.

The unit has a fully developed operating system and built-in applications.

(continued on page 50)
GRAYHILL DIP SWITCHES: THERE IS A DIFFERENCE!

Our most visible difference is color. Our DIP switches are red, important only because it tells you right from the start that they're in a class by themselves.

A more significant difference is our exclusive spring-loaded, sliding ball contact system. Highly reliable, it outperforms other contacts, provides positive wiping action, immunity to normal shock and vibration, low and stable contact resistance, and exceptional 50,000 cycle life.

Another difference: each Grayhill DIP Switch is potted as part of the assembly process, to provide a bottom seal with maximum integrity. Wave soldering contamination is virtually eliminated; reliability is enhanced; and with Grayhill there is no cost premium for this important feature. Grayhill also offers 3 topside sealing options, for raised or recessed rockers—a tape seal, applied at Grayhill; cards of tape seals, for your application; or re-usable protective covers. Whichever you choose, you get complete protection during PC Board cleaning.

Important Grayhill differences also include 100% electrical inspection and 100% pin straightening. You don't have to ask for these services or pay extra for them... they're part of the standard difference between Grayhill and other brands.

Procurement is simple. Call Grayhill or your local distributor, for off-the-shelf delivery of most types. Only Grayhill offers you all these choices, with all this purchasing convenience! Make sure you have your copy of the most recent DIP Switch Catalog... free on request.

Grayhill Inc

361 Hillgrove Avenue • LaGrange, IL 60525 U.S.A
Phone: 312-354-1040 • TWX: 910-683-1850
ADM 3A DUMB TERMINAL®
The original Dumb Terminal
Full or Half Duplex up to
19.2K Baud
1920 Characters in 24 rows
of Characters

ADM 3A DUMB TERMINAL®
$595.

ADM 5 ENHANCED DUMB TERMINAL®
All ADM 3A Features Plus:
Reverse Video, Reduced
Intensity or Combination
of Both
Limited Editing with Erase
to End of Line/Page

ADM 5 ENHANCED DUMB TERMINAL®
$645.

ADM 24 DETACHABLE SMART TERMINAL
All ADM 21 Features Plus:
Complete Non-Embedded
Visual Attributes
Selectable Jump or
Smooth Scroll

ADM 24 DETACHABLE SMART TERMINAL
$895.

ADM 36 DEC SYSTEM TERMINAL
ANSI Standard
80 or 132 Column Display
Jump or Smooth Scroll/Split
Screen
Non-Volatile Set-Up Mode
Using "English" Prompts

ADM 36 DEC SYSTEM TERMINAL
$1195.
Until now there's been quite a war going on over prices and features in the terminal industry. Until now, that is—the competition just lost, hands down.

For years, Lear Siegler has set the standards of the industry. Dumb and smart. And the competition has worked hard to imitate them.

But these new prices and performance features are the toughest standards anywhere. Bar none. So it's back to the drawing boards for everyone else in the industry.

Meanwhile, Lear Siegler is featuring a complete family of low priced, high performance terminals with attached or detachable selectric keyboards, white or green screens, Dumb or smart.

The detachables offer extra memory and accept an extra board for speech, graphics, modems, controllers or additional memory. Options include 15” screens and a convenient tilt mechanism.

So if you've been holding out, waiting for the right prices and features, give in. Say uncle. Say Lear Siegler.

**INcredible Performance, INcredible Prices.**

Los Angeles 213/454-9941 • Chicago 312/279-5250 • Houston 713/780-2585

Dumb Terminal is a registered trademark of Lear Siegler, Inc.

CIRCLE 30 ON INQUIRY CARD
Standard software includes a calculator, clock/calendar, and flexible file system. The system's programming languages include SNAP and Microsoft BASIC. SNAP, a Forth-like threaded language, can call any 6502 instruction allowing critical subroutines to be written in assembly language for fast execution. BASIC gives users access to existing programs.

A basic 4k-byte unit retails for $595. $150 buys an I/O peripheral device adapter; $55 an ac adapter. The acoustic coupler with integral modem sells for $275; the TV display interface for $295; and the RS-232 for $250. Additional memory is available at $225 and $325 for 4k and 8k modules, respectively. Quasar Co, Div of Matsushita Electric Corp of America, 9401 W Grand Ave, Franklin Park, IL 60131. Circle 255 on Inquiry Card

Continuous processing system reduces programming costs by automating software development

Claiming to virtually eliminate computer downtime through its architecture, and to reduce the cost of programming with an automated software development system, DOSC designed the FailSafe system to provide fast response time and high throughput in an online transaction processing environment. This is achieved using a distributed microprocessor architecture that dedicates individual application processors to each function or task, and supplies a high speed data bus to link each processor to a shared data base.

Implemented in hardware as a distributed multiprocessor with continuous processing capability, the MT-85 computer contains multiple microcomputers that perform assigned tasks in parallel. Parallel organization supplies high processing capacity and rapid response time while simplifying system support software.

A large shared data base is accessible to each processor through the database manager, a 1.25-MIP processor running the FailSafe operating system that works concurrently with a 5-MIP database controller processor to provide controlled access to the data base. A second database manager, used only for backup, can be switched online automatically or manually.

The intelligent database controller processor supports CDC cartridge module drives (16M to 300M bytes) or any SM5 type disk interface. The system contains two such controllers, both online, and provides for mirrored imaging of all writes, automatic

Hardware architecture of DOSC FailSafe computer includes microprocessor based application processors associated with each of up to 32 workstations. All are connected to central database unit through high speed data buses. Central unit includes dual database disks, dual database managers, dual disk controllers, and dual power supplies for failsafe operation.

(continued on page 55)
YOUR IMAGE IS ON THE LINE

Your system’s monitor is a window on its capabilities.

That’s why it’s so important to choose a monitor that’s equally capable. One that won’t compromise your quality image each time your system is turned on.

Mitsubishi makes it. In fact, we make a complete range of quality analog and digital monitors from 13” to 25” with features like automatic self convergence and ultrahigh resolution exceeding 2,000 lines.

One look, and you’ll know there’s no better way in sight to protect your investment in hardware and software.

So for CAD/CAM, Process Control Graphics, Data Display, Imaging, or any other application, choose from the monitor line our image is on.

Call or write for complete information today.

CIRCLE 32 ON INQUIRY CARD

MITSUBISHI ELECTRONICS

MITSUBISHI ELECTRONICS AMERICA, INC. 2200 W. Artesia Blvd., Compton, CA 90220 (213) 979-6055
DISPLAY PRODUCTS GROUP
Eastern U.S. (201) 753-1600
Another new standard from INMOS.

4Kx4/16K Static RAM


The VLSI technology leader in 16K static RAMs introduces another industry first. Organized 4K x 4, the IMS1420 offers a chip enable access time as fast as 45ns.

Lowers System Cost
The low entry level price of $38.00 (100's) for the IMS1420-55 makes this new 4K x 4 a viable alternative to 4K x 1 and 1K x 4 fast static RAMs. It matches their speed, saves board space and reduces power consumption by at least a factor of four. Trade off your 4K designs today and lower your system costs.

Need Higher Speed?
The companion IMS1421 delivers even more performance where higher speed is a must. With a chip select access time as fast as 30ns, the IMS1421 sets a new speed record for 16K memories.

Naturally, both new RAMs operate from a single +5V (±10%) supply and are fully TTL compatible. They're packaged in industry standard 20-pin, 300-mil dips and also industry standard 20-pin chip carriers.

Application Note Tells You How
Check your current 4K static RAM designs today. Chances are good that one of the new INMOS 4K x 4 RAMS offers a better system solution. Call or write for our new application note that tells you how to make the switch - and save.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>INMOS 16K Static RAMs</th>
<th>Max. Access Time</th>
<th>Max. Power Dissipation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Chip Enable/Select</td>
<td>Address</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IMS1420-4S</td>
<td>45ns</td>
<td>40ns</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IMS1420-55</td>
<td>55ns</td>
<td>50ns</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IMS1421-40</td>
<td>30ns</td>
<td>40ns</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IMS1421-50</td>
<td>40ns</td>
<td>50ns</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IMS1400-4S</td>
<td>16K x 1</td>
<td>40ns</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IMS1400-55</td>
<td>16K x 1</td>
<td>50ns</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The Lexidata System 3400 Display Processor and full line of interactive peripheral devices are designed specifically for OEMs and sophisticated end-users. The System 3400, rapidly becoming the leader, with over 1,000 units shipped to date, possesses the product characteristics required by this demanding customer group.

- **System 3400 performance** is truly outstanding. Only the System 3400 offers 1280x1024 resolution at 60Hz non-interlaced black-and-white and grayscale capability, or 880x704 resolution at 60Hz non-interlaced color. Our programmable lookup tables are the industry standard of performance. Double buffered memories or multiple lookup tables with bank switchable memories and processor features, such as pan/zoom and 4K WCS, are available.

- **System 3400 quality** satisfies the requirements of Fortune 500 companies, the leading CAD/CAM systems vendors and military and government contractors. We continue to focus on quality because we believe that quality and cost effectiveness are closely related.

- **System 3400 flexibility** ensures a configuration to meet the exact requirements of each customer. The System 3400 offers a complete range of OEM configurations, starting from $7,540, including monitor.

- **System 3400 software** provides a high-level language user-interface to execute graphics and imaging functions. The powerful subroutine library streamlines application software development and facilitates user interaction.

- **System 3400 cost effectiveness** enables even price-sensitive OEMs to configure a highly competitive product. You will be able to maximize your value-added contribution and optimize your overall system performance.

For more details, call (617) 663-8550 or write to us at 755 Middlesex Turnpike, Billerica, MA 01826. TWX 710-347-1574.

LEXIDATA CORPORATION
Low cost, disk based microcomputer systems run UCSD Pascal

With prices that start at $5195, microcomputer systems store up to 14M bytes of data online. Designed for industrial users and third party OEMs, the systems run the UCSD Pascal operating system.

A number of features have been designed to adapt the units to commercial and industrial environments. Dependability is enhanced by electronic soft head load, automatic disk drive power-down, low operating temperature, and rugged all-metal enclosure.

Standard configurations are based on a 500-ns processor with 64k bytes of RAM. Six serial I/O ports and a realtime clock/calendar with battery backup are also provided. Expansion cards meet special requirements for parallel I/O and EPROM programming.

Model ONE supplies 2.2M bytes of online storage using two double-sided, double-density 8" diskettes. An integral DMA channel ensures high throughput in disk intensive applications. Model TWO provides 5M- or 14M-byte capacity using a Winchester disk drive. Its single 8" diskette offers backup capacity of 1.1M bytes. Both models are available with either desktop or rackmount cabinets.

Software support for the systems is provided by UCSD Pascal versions 11.0 and IV.O, with optional FORTRAN 77 and BASIC compilers, as well as assemblers for 6800 and 8080 microprocessor families. Virtual disk and recursive editing capabilities are obtained with an AS8 text editor.

During software development, the systems offer a workstation environment for Pascal and assembly language programmers. Applications packages in Pascal are available from several sources for business as well as other uses.

Prices for a complete system start at $5195. A 5M-byte unit with Pascal installed sells for less than $7000. OEM discounts are available. Scenic Computer Systems Corp, 12314 Scenic Dr, Edmonds, WA 98020.
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Local area network transmits at multiple speeds

A local area networking system ZEDA Computers' InfiNet allows individual microcomputers to process local tasks in parallel with other processing. Two to 30 computers can be networked and up to 60 operations can be simultaneously performed. Along with microcomputers, the system allows the networking of hard disks, printers, tape, clocks, and terminals via a 2-connector cable; all run under a CP/M subset.

User sharing of resources, such as printers and disks, is a cost advantage obtained by networking. When a node or processor is added to the network, the system power does not degrade as it does in distributed systems. With networking, however, there is a degradation in the average network response time. At a conservative 24,000-baud transmission rate, response time for 2 stations transmitting simultaneously is 122 ms; 5 stations, 249 ms; and 10 stations, 1.25 s. Typically, 25 stations simultaneously transmitting require 3.12 s for network response. When 25 stations are transmitting, the rate slows to 939 baud. One way of improving response time is to increase the baud rate. The company feels many networks will be able to transmit at 100,000 baud. In most applications, however, stations spend more time executing programs locally than transmitting data. All or even most stations in a network would rarely transmit simultaneously. Response time and transmission rate degradation are not as debilitating as appear at first glance.

Several organizations, including the International Standards Organization (ISO), have proposed methods to divide various modules of local area networks into logical "layers." The ISO model consists of seven layers. InfiNet has dealt with the lower three levels (physical, data link, and network) of the ISO model and has maintained compatibility with the others.

The physical layer consists of a single twisted pair cable, less than 5 km long, which connects the transceivers in parallel. Differential voltage levels on the cable conform to the conventions of RS-422. Characters are placed on the cable in UART fashion by asynchronous

(continued on page 56)
The data link layer is responsible for construction of data packets. This layer accepts data from higher levels, delivers formatted packets to the physical layer, and awaits acknowledgments. When receiving, this layer acknowledges formatted packets from the physical layer, removes framing information, and delivers the contents of the data field to higher levels. Routines implementing this layer have been embedded into the ZEDOS (CP/M compatible) operating system, and could be buried within virtually any other DOS. The company’s ZBASIC programming language also implements commands for communication with other stations.

The network layer divides outgoing messages into packet sized data fields, and assembles incoming data fields into complete messages for higher levels. Several utility programs for transmission of disk files, printing files, and sharing disk drives, have been written for systems at this level. Hooks for the MDBS data base manager have also been written into utilities at the network layer level, as well as for applications programs written in ZBASIC.

Information in the network is transmitted in packets; regardless of length and data rate, all packets begin with a preamble of nine character times. One character time is the time required to transmit a byte on the network, including the start and stop bits. The preamble is always transmitted at 25,000 baud, and consists of the following fields:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Char time</th>
<th>Field name</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0 to 1</td>
<td>Break char</td>
<td>marks beginning of each packet</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 to 4</td>
<td>3-byte destination address</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5 to 7</td>
<td>3-byte source address</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>Command byte</td>
<td>any 8 bits for arbitrary use</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>Length of data field (in bytes)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10 to end-2</td>
<td>Data field</td>
<td>as many bytes as desired, containing data to be delivered to destination</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Last 2 chars</td>
<td>16-bit checksum char</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Any two network stations can, by mutual agreement, use the command byte to switch to a higher data rate and/or lengthen the data field of the packet. The basic network can drive a 5-km cable with packet communication established at nine character times at a 25,000-bps rate. Individual applications can control the speed/cost/distance tradeoffs to increase the effective communication rate when appropriate. A packet cannot exceed 125 ms in length, which prevents any one station from dominating the bus. Also, a new packet cannot be placed on the cable until 16 bit times (at 25,000 baud) of silence have followed the previous packet. However, an exception to these restrictions is useful in optimizing data flow and reliability. When a receiving station wishes to acknowledge receipt of a packet from a transmitter, it can place up to three characters of data on the bus immediately after receipt of the last character of the packet, without waiting for the cable to become available to the other stations on the network. In this way, packet acknowledgment (or lack thereof) can be added to a data exchange without the delays inherent in cable arbitration and collision resolution.

A typical hardware implementation of the network is based on National Semiconductor’s 8250 serial communications chip. Like many others, this chip interfaces directly to the microprocessor bus for parallel data transfers, and provides flexible serial input and serial output pins for connection with the network cable through the driving and detection circuitry. Collision detection is accomplished by transmitting stations that monitor their own transmissions and compare received data with transmitted data on a character by character basis. Differences are interpreted as a collision. ZEDA Computers International Ltd, 1662 West 820 North, Provo, UT 84601.

—Douglas Eidsmore, Senior Editor
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There are two leaders in 32-bit minicomputers.

Perkin-Elmer is the one that offers a 'no-frills' 32-bit processor at $19,100.

The new Perkin-Elmer Model 3210/A lets the OEM choose only the components he needs to custom tailor the 32-bit system he wants. At $19,100 (OEM quantity 100), the high-performance Model 3210/A is actually priced lower than many smaller, less powerful 16-bit machines.

The Model 3210/A gives you 32-bit power and component options at a price that can do great things for your product line—and your bottom line.

The basic unit includes a fully functional 32-bit processor with 512KB of state-of-the-art high-density memory mounted in a chassis with control panel and two communications lines.

All other components are available separately at off-the-shelf prices. These include 30- or 50-inch high cabinets, DC power system, air-cooling assembly, floating-point processor, and attractively priced add-on memory to a maximum of 4MB.

The Model 3210/A gives you a path for future growth plus a broad range of available systems and applications software.

Looking for a 32-bit minicomputer supplier? Look to Perkin-Elmer—the company with more installed 32-bit minis than any other company except one. We're the one that gives you more. More performance. More support. More value. Call or write for details. Perkin-Elmer, Oceanport, NJ 07757. Tel: 800-631-2154. In NJ 201-870-4712.

We're the one.
Liquid immersion technology cools supercomputer's circuits

A technological advance will permit development of a computer 6 to 12 times more powerful than today's machines. Performance goals for this machine require extremely dense packaging to reduce the length of connecting wires and achieve the 4-ns cycle time desired.

Plans for the CRAY-2 computer under development call for a 32M-byte memory and a CPU having a 4-ns cycle time. In contrast, the existing CRAY-1 has a 4M-byte memory and a cycle time of 12 ns. In designing the machine, Seymour Cray, founder of Cray Research, Inc, has used ECL chips housed in tightly packed modules. They are immersed in an inert liquid for cooling.

Most large scale machines relay on freon or circulating water for cooling, with the cooling liquid flowing through a heat sink to which the circuits are attached. However, Cray has totally immersed the circuit card modules in the cooling liquid. Fluorinet, the inert fluorocarbon cooling liquid, is supplied by 3M Co for this and other electrical applications.

Immersing the circuits in the liquid eliminates the need for heat dispersing elements within the modules, enabling circuits to be more densely packaged into the 3-dimensional modules. This dramatically reduces the length of connecting wires—from 48" (123-cm) in the CRAY-1 to 16" (41-cm) in the machine under development—and provides far greater speed potential.

Development of the system will continue over the next few years. It is expected to be phased into production before 1985. Cray Research, Inc, 1440 Northland Dr, Mendota Heights, MN 55120.
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OUR MODEL 400 I/O CONTROLLER IS

SIMPLE but

SOPHISTICATED...

POWERFUL but

INEXPENSIVE

IF YOU'RE A NOVA/ECLIPSE USER, you won't want to miss this!
Our new Model 400 I/O Controller actually replaces three DG boards: two ULM Muxes (4241, 4241A), and line printer controller.

Model 400 interface features include:
- 8 channels of ULM multiplexer
- 2 general purpose console controllers
- 1 parallel line printer
- Real Time Clock

All ten asynchronous ports are switchable for RS232 or current loop, and all device codes are fully selectable. All popular brands of printer are supported and the warranty is good for a full 2 years.

Single unit price (only $2100) includes a 10-port distribution panel, ribbon cables and line printer cable.

If you're interested in the Model 400 or any other Custom Systems products, call or write for more information.

CUSTOM SYSTEMS INC
6850 Shady Oak Road
Eden Prairie, Minnesota 55344
Telephone: (612) 941-9480 Telex: 290975
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Every Cherry TOUCH PANEL membrane keyboard is an ORIGINAL.

Cherry custom designing gives you complete versatility. The kind of versatility so important to the appearance and utility of your product. The kind of versatility that makes TOUCH PANELS available with any key arrangement, any legend, encoded or non-encoded, with or without lighting, added electronic components and display systems. In any size, any shape. With standard alphanumerics or special legends. Any color you can spec for backgrounds, keys, legends, your company logo or product trademark. Special patterns and surface effects, too.

All this versatility...and long service life, too. In home, office or hostile industrial environments. Because each TOUCH PANEL is custom designed and produced by the people who know more about keyboards than just about anybody. The people at Cherry.
Introducing 3.2 Mb capacity in a 1.6 Mb space.

Presenting the half-size 8" ThinLine® Floppy that lets you double your capacity without increasing your cabinet size.

We're proud to announce the 8" floppy disk drive that brings unheard-of capacity to traditional single-drive systems—the TM-800.

Since it's exactly half the height and weight of a standard 8" floppy, you can stack two ThinLine floppys where one standard used to go. That doubles your capacity from 1.6Mb to 3.2 Mb without increasing cabinet size, weight, or power requirements. And the TM-800 is priced less than a standard floppy.

The TM-800 ThinLine family is built with quiet, efficient brushless DC motors which eliminate the need for voltage changes for overseas use (as required with AC motors in traditional 8" drives).

Our TM-848-1 reads and writes .8 Mb (double density, IBM unformatted) on one side of the disk. And our TM-848-2 provides 1.6 Mb (1.2 formatted) by using both sides of the disk.

Both models feature our proprietary high-resolution manganese-zinc read/write heads. They have 30%-40% higher performance than ferrite and minimize diskette wear. What's more, despite the fact that other manufacturers talk about bringing out products like the 8" ThinLine, Tandon is the only place to get one.

Because no one else has our capacity for turning the unheard-of into a reality.

Tandon. 20320 Prairie, Chatsworth, CA 91311, (213) 993-6644. Regional Sales Offices: Wakefield, MA (617) 245-4482; Plano, TX (214) 423-6260; Addison, IL (312) 530-7401; Newport Beach, CA (714) 675-2928; Sunnyvale, CA (408) 745-6303; Frankfurt, West Germany (0611) 392081-85 TWX 411547.

The most successful disk drive company you never heard of.
SPECIAL REPORT ON
INNOVATIONS IN
SYSTEMS ARCHITECTURE
"...stands well above other S-100 graphics displays in its price and performance range."

BYTE, Product Review

"...better monochromatic display...."

ELECTRONIC DESIGN, 1981 Technology Forecast

 MICROANGELO
 HIGH RESOLUTION GRAPHICS SINGLE BOARD COMPUTER
 512 x 480 resolution black and white and vivid color displays

- RS-170 composite or direct drive output
- Local or external sync generation
- 4 Mhz Z80 microprocessor
- 60 hertz real-time clock
- 8 level interrupt tie-in
- IEEE S100 bus compatible

**Screenware™ Pak I**
A 4K byte operating system resident in PROM on MicroAngelo™. Pak I emulates an 85 character by 40 line graphics terminal and provides over 40 graphics commands. Provisions exist for user defined character sets and directly callable user extensions to Screenware™ Pak I.

**Screenware™ Pak II**
An optional software superset of Pak I which adds circle generation, polygon flood, programmable split screen for separate graphics and terminal I/O, relative coordinates, faster vector and character plotting, a macro facility, full UCSD Pascal compatibility, and more.

And now...COLOR!!
The new MicroAngelo™ Palette board treats from 2 to 8 MicroAngelos as "bit planes" at a full 512 x 480 resolution. Up to 256 colors may be chosen from 16.8 million through the programmable color lookup table. Overlays, bit plane precedence, fade-in, fade-out, gray levels, blinking bit plane, and a highly visual color editor are standard.

Ask about our multibus and RS-232 versions.

12310 Pinecrest Road • Reston, VA 22091 • (703) 476-6100 • TWX: 710-833-0684
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Minicomputer designed specifically for the UNIX operating system communicates with its I/O device controllers via IEEE 796 bus 87

Special report on innovations in systems architecture

65 Introduction

67 A floating point module for military computers
by Robert L. Casso—An extended arithmetic unit attains performance goals through its architecture and its approach to generating the algorithms that support floating point calculations

81 External multiply improves micro performance
by Meir Lahat—Executing special functions in external hardware, interlaced with but not controlled by the microcomputer, offers speed advantages

87 A multiprocessor minicomputer designed for UNIX
by Curtis Myers and Grant Munsey—Using industry standard design, challenging memory requirements of the UNIX operating system are met by a multiprocessor equipped minicomputer

101 Making the most of multiprocessing for microcomputers
by W. Y. Yue and R. P. Halverson—Microprocessor system performance limitations can be minimized through use of multiprocessing techniques

111 Serial bus for intra-terminal data transfer
by John E. O'Neil—Use of a serial data bus concept in point of sale systems provides flexibility, uninhibited debug, uncomplicated manufacturing, and straightforward maintenance

121 Dual-bus design for a microcomputer
by Robert A. Garrow—Improved performance and increased memory availability result when a microcomputer's resources are divided along common and applications lines
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INNOVATIONS IN SYSTEMS ARCHITECTURE

have been few and far between in recent years. In a sense, the microprocessor revolution and the drive for lower priced computing power has more or less stifled most CPU architects, except for those involved in mainframe architecture and military or highly specialized systems. The era of designing minicomputers at the average computer company that couldn't support its own custom LSI designs ended several years ago, and with it came an innovation drought in system architecture. The microprogrammable bit slice chip offered somewhat of a resurgence in innovation architectures, particularly where 8-bit micros simply couldn't offer the functional performance features required in high speed applications such as array processing, graphics systems, and high end or super minicomputers. Many minicomputer companies were afforded reprieves from "death by microcomputer" competition through bit slice components, simply redesigning their multi-board SSI/MSI minis into single-board CPUs that were fully upward compatible with all of their previous software. Incidentally, the act of taking an off the shelf bit slice chip set and warping its preconceived purpose to emulate anyone's existing architecture is, indeed, a feat of sheer innovation in microcoding, as well as logic design.

For the time being, the upswing in 16-bit microcomputer chips is again going to put somewhat of a crimp in architectural innovation. The difference this time around, however, is that the host of smart support chips now available, and growing, is allowing system architects to do lots of innovative things with overall system structure, even though they are using somewhat mundane CPU chips as components. Multi-CPU and locally distributed functional system architectures are becoming commonplace. Now the system architect's challenge has become one of not being boxed in by a particular IC manufacturer's concept of what a computer system should look like.

The real renaissance in smaller CPU architectures is just within grasp as the VLSI gate array moves into the realm of the smaller computer manufacturer with the advent of the silicon foundry. Once again the CPU architect can return to innovations in internal CPU structures and still come up with a commercially feasible, competitive design.

Saul B. Dinman
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A FLOATING POINT MODULE FOR MILITARY COMPUTERS

An extended arithmetic unit attains performance goals through its architecture and its approach to generating the algorithms that support floating point calculations

by Robert L. Cassola

The AN/AYK-14(V), designated as the U.S. Navy standard airborne model, is a variable configuration, general purpose 16-bit computer with a performance range of 400k to 800k operations/s. It is functionally partitioned into pluggable modules, the basic building blocks from which a variety of computer configurations can be constructed. Intermodule communications are standardized via uniform internal bus structures which permit reconfiguration and the addition of new modules without impacting the architecture. (See Fig 1.)

In order to broaden the capabilities of the computer, a special module has been designed to perform the floating point calculation of nine frequently encountered special mathematical functions: square root, exponential, natural logarithm, sine, cosine, tangent, inverse sine, inverse cosine, and inverse tangent. When configured with this module, called the extended arithmetic unit (EAU), the computer becomes well suited for performing mathematical calculations requiring high precision, such as those arising in navigation, guidance, and signal processing applications.

Basic design considerations

The design of the EAU began with the specification of the floating point word format, as well as the requirements for execution time, accuracy, module size, weight, and power. To maintain compatibility between AN/AYK-14(V) and AN/UYK-20(V) (U.S. Navy standard shipboard computer) software, the floating point word format for the unit was chosen to consist of a 24-bit fractional mantissa, a 7-bit exponent, and a sign bit denoting whether the value of the mantissa is positive or negative.

Fig 1  Block diagram of EAU in typical AN/AYK-14(V) configuration. Memory subsystem comprises four core memory modules (CMMs) and memory control module (MCM). I/O subsystem includes I/O processor (IOP) and three I/O channel types: Navy Tactical Data System, serial, and discrete interface modules (NIM, SIM, and DIM). CPU consists of general processor module (GPM), processor support module (PSM), and EAU, which interfaces directly with GPM. Instructions and floating point operands are transferred to EAU via 16-bit bidirectional bus. Floating point results are returned via same bus.
The partitioned polynomial approach to the generation of the special functions divides the range over which a given function is to be determined into a small number of contiguous intervals. The function is then approximated within each of these intervals by a rational polynomial whose coefficients are optimized to provide the best fit to the desired function. A complete approximation for a given function thus consists of a set of polynomials which span the entire range of function arguments and can produce values that agree with the true function values to the desired level of accuracy.

For example, suppose that the function $f(x)$ is to be approximated over the interval $x_l \leq x \leq x_r$. The partitioned polynomial approach divides the interval $(x_l, x_r)$ into a number of intervals, $n$, such that

- first interval: $x_l \leq x < x_1$
- second interval: $x_1 \leq x < x_2$
- ... $j$th interval: $x_{j-1} \leq x < x_j$
- ... $n$th interval: $x_{n-1} \leq x < x_r$

For each of these intervals an approximating polynomial is generated. Thus, for the $j$th interval the approximating polynomial $f^{(j)}(x)$ is generated, where

$$f^{(j)}(x) = \sum_k a_k^{(j)} x^k$$

and the coefficients $a_k^{(j)}$ are determined to reduce the difference between $f(x)$ and $f^{(j)}(x)$ to some acceptable level. The complete partitioned polynomial approximation to $f(x)$ over the entire interval $x_l \leq x \leq x_r$ thus becomes

$$f(x) = \begin{cases} f^{(1)}(x) & x_l \leq x < x_1 \\ f^{(2)}(x) & x_1 \leq x < x_2 \\ \vdots & \vdots \\ f^{(n)}(x) & x_{n-1} \leq x < x_r \end{cases}$$

The key considerations in using partitioned polynomials involve the number of intervals into which the total function range is to be divided and the complexity of the approximating polynomials employed in the various intervals. As a general rule, the number of intervals should be kept as small as possible, consistent with speed and accuracy requirements, and the complexity of the approximating polynomials should be essentially equal for each interval, thus ensuring that execution time will be relatively constant over the entire range of function arguments.

**Architecture design.** As already noted, the partitioned polynomial approach to approximating the special functions leads to a relatively straightforward and efficient
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architecture. This is because each of the expressions to be evaluated is a polynomial of the general form
\[ p(x) = p_0 + p_1x + p_2x^2 + p_3x^3 + p_4x^4 \]
where, as an illustration, a 4th-order approximating polynomial has been assumed. Such a polynomial can be rewritten in the equivalent form
\[ p(x) = \{(p_0 + p_1)x + p_2\}x + p_3 \]
consisting of a sequence of repetitive operations involving a multiplication followed by an addition. Because this process is repetitive, an architecture can be specifically developed to perform this multiplication/addition sequence efficiently.

Such an architecture, shown in Fig 3, contains the elements of the EAU directly involved in the polynomial expansion process. Other elements (not shown) include exponent handling hardware, additional registers for floating point scaling and for interfacing to other AN/AKY-14(V) central processing unit modules, and a 2048-word x 40-bit control memory (containing built-in test and operational sequences) and supporting addressing structure. Command word sequences called controlware regulate this architecture. Commands are read from the control memory, and one command is used to control each machine cycle. Cycle times range from 156.25 to 343.75 ns, depending on the function performed. Commands are used to initiate the serial multiply/add operations, which then proceed independently, under control of a 16-MHz clock. Additional commands may be executed during a serial multiply/add operation.

In order to illustrate the use of the architecture for polynomial expansion, the general 4th-order polynomial of Eq (1) will be assumed. If \( m \) represents the 24-bit mantissa, then \( p(x) \) becomes
\[ p(m) = \{(p_0 + p_1)m + p_2\}m + p_3 \]
The controlware steps and serial multiplier/adder operations required to evaluate \( p(m) \) are

1. \( Y = p_0: \) Transfer the 32-bit \( p_0 \) value from the PROM, via the selector, to the Y register.
2. Initiate MULT 1 for \( p_0 \): Load serial multiplier 1 with the value \( m \) which is contained in the X register, and multiply by \( p_0 \) (contained in the Y register). The serial adder 1 (A1) is disabled for this multiply, thus disregarding multiplier 2 output.
3. \( Z = p_1: \) Transfer the 32-bit \( p_1 \) value from the PROM, via the selector, to the Z register. This transfer occurs during the first part of the previously initiated multiply operation.
4. Initiate MULT 2 for \( (p_0 + p_1)m \): Load serial multiplier 2 with the value \( m \) from the X register, and multiply by the sum of \( p_0 \) (from multiplier 1) and \( p_1 \) (from the Z register). The EAU hardware initiates this multiply at the midpoint of the multiplier 1 operation. At this point, the 24 least significant bits (LSB) of the multiplier 1 product have been discarded, and the 32 most significant bits (MSB) of the product are serially added to the Z register contents for the multiplier 2 operation. The first half of the multiplier 2 is thus overlapped with the last half of the multiplier 1 operation, as illustrated in Fig 3.
5. \( Y = p_2: \) Transfer the 32-bit \( p_2 \) value from the PROM, via the selector, to the Y register.
6. Initiate MULT 1 for \( (p_0 + p_1)m + p_2 \): Load multiplier 1 with the value \( m \) from the X register, and multiply by the sum of \( p_0 \) (Y register) and the 32 MSBs of the multiplier 2 product.
7. \( Z = p_3: \) Transfer the 32-bit \( p_3 \) value from the PROM, via the selector, to the Z register.
8. Initiate MULT 2 for \( (p_0 + p_1)m + p_2 \): Load serial multiplier 2 with the value \( m \) from the X register, and multiply by the sum of the 32 MSBs of the multiplier 2 product and the \( p_2 \) value (Z register). This final product is serially transferred into the A register such that when the multiply operation is complete, the product is contained, appropriately scaled, in the A register.
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(9) \( X = p_0 \): Transfer the 32-bit \( p_0 \) value from the PROM, via the selector, to the X register.

(10) \( X = A + X \): Transfer the sum of the \( p_0 \) value (X register) and the A register contents back into the X register. The EAU hardware delays this operation until the final multiplier 2 operation is complete. This final addition is performed in the 32-bit parallel arithmetic logic unit (ALU) and transfers the value

\[ ([p_0m + p_1m] + p_2m + p_3m + p_4) \]

to the X register. This value is the fractional mantissa of the final polynomial result. Additional EAU commands are required to appropriately normalize the final result, combine the mantissa with the final exponent value, and transfer the floating point number to the central processing unit.

It was recognized early that the effects of finite word length, rounding and truncation operations, resolution, etc, would strongly influence overall algorithm accuracy.

The polynomial expansion process uses the overlap feature of the dual, serial multiplier/adders to perform an \( n^{th} \) order polynomial expansion in \((n + 1)\cdot1.8125\ \mu s\), as illustrated in Fig 3. Each serial multiplier uses three AMD 25LS14 multiplier circuits to obtain a product in \( a + b + 2 \) clock cycles, where \( a \) is the number of bits in the multiplier and \( b \) is the number of bits in the multiplicand. Since 32-bit \( (p_i) \) by 24-bit \( (m) \) products are required, and a 16-MHz clock is used, the total multiply time is \((58)\ (62.5 \text{ ns}), \text{ or } 3.625 \mu s\). The overlap feature effectively reduces this time to one half, or \( 1.8125 \mu s\), for each multiply in the polynomial except for the last, which requires the full \( 3.625 \mu s\).

The exponents of the floating point operands can be accommodated using the same general approach by expressing the approximating polynomial in the form

\[ p(x) = p_0 + p_1m + p_2m^2 + p_3m^3 + p_4m^4 \]

where \( x = m16^k \) is a floating point number whose fractional mantissa is \( m \) and whose unbiased hexadecimal exponent is \( k \). This expression may be expanded and rewritten

\[ p(x) = p_0 + p_1m16^k + p_2m16^{2k} + p_3m16^3k + p_4m16^4k \]

or

\[ p(x) = ([(p_1m16^k + p_1m16^k) + p_2m16^k + p_3m16^k + p_4m16^k] + p_0) \]

which possesses the same general form as Eq (1), and reduces to Eq (1) for the case \( k = 0 \).

For \( k \neq 0 \), the polynomial expansion proceeds as already described, except that the values of \( p_0, p_1, p_116^k, p_116^2k, \text{ etc} \), are now read from the PROM instead of the \( p_i \) values. This technique requires multiple tables of coefficients to be stored in the PROM for each function, but eliminates the need to perform a multiply (or scaling) operation on the \( p_i \) values. The quantity \( (16^k) \) factored from the expression

\[ p(x) = \left( [(p_1m16^k + p_1m16^k) + p_2m16^k + p_3m16^k + p_4m16^k] (16^k) \right) + p_0 \]

represents the exponent of the operand and does not require a multiplication in the polynomial expansion process.

Tables for exponent values \( k = 1, k = 0, k = -1, k = -2, k = -3, k = -4, k = -5, \text{ and } k = -6 \) are normally required. For \( k > 1 \), an input operand reduction is performed to reduce the operand to the primary range of the function and allow use of the appropriate table. Tables for \( k < -6 \) are not required, since function calculations become unnecessary for these small values (for example, \( \sin x = x \) for very small numbers). For negative \( k \) values, the tables (and the corresponding number of terms in the polynomial) become smaller as \( k \) increases, since the 32-bit coefficient \( p_116^k \) is 0 when \((n - 1)k < -8 \). Thus, the unnecessary multiplications by zero are eliminated, and execution times are reduced for operands with negative exponents.

Detailed design considerations

Once partitioned polynomials had been chosen as the preferred mathematical approach, and the basic architecture had been established, the detailed design of the algorithms for the nine special functions began. The principal goal was to develop specific algorithms.

The first step was to develop an EAU simulation which would permit an accurate evaluation of the performance of various candidate algorithms. It was recognized early that the effects of finite word length, rounding and truncation operations, resolution, etc, would strongly influence overall algorithm accuracy. It was also recognized that once a suitable algorithm structure had been established, a number of iterations would be required to refine it into a form optimized for speed and accuracy. The simulation was therefore carefully constructed to faithfully represent the actual EAU hardware to the bit level, ensuring that the simulated performance of a candidate algorithm would be identical to its performance in an actual EAU. In addition, it was designed to efficiently accommodate modifications to candidate algorithms, thus permitting a wide variety of algorithm implementations to be fully explored in a relatively short time.

After developing the simulator, detailed algorithms for each of the nine special functions were specified, programmed, tested, evaluated, and refined. During the evaluation, several observations about the detailed structure of the algorithms emerged. First, it became
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apparent that any reasonable partitioned polynomial representation of the inverse sine and inverse cosine functions would require the evaluation of a square root. It was therefore essential to develop an algorithm for the square root function which not only provided the requisite accuracy, but whose execution time was significantly less than 30 µs. Careful analysis led to an approach based on a 3-term Taylor expansion of the square root function within a number of relatively narrow intervals which span the range of argument values lying between 0.25 and unity. A scaling technique was then used to expand this reduced range to the full range of argument values, which extends from zero to infinity. The resulting algorithm for the square root function is able to provide an average accuracy in excess of 23.5 bits and requires an execution time of 13 µs. This latter figure is sufficient for evaluating the inverse sine and cosine functions within the desired range of argument values. Care was taken to ensure that adequate sampling was provided for all ranges of the function and that potential trouble spots were identified and examined in detail.

Second, it was observed that the accuracy of an algorithm suddenly and unexpectedly deteriorated in certain regions. This aberrant behavior was usually subtle so that it was hard to detect. Such behavior typically arises not because of any mathematical flaw in the algorithm design, but because of the errors introduced by certain digital operations used by the algorithm. Considerable effort was required to locate these trouble spots, and much ingenuity was needed to eliminate them.

Third, it was noted that an efficient procedure for performing angle reduction was needed. Angle reduction is required to calculate the trigonometric functions for argument values exceeding 2π radians, thus reducing a large input argument to one that lies within the principal range of the trigonometric functions. The procedure requires considerable care to ensure that the reduced angle contains sufficient precision to yield a function value with the desired accuracy. Furthermore, the process must be accomplished as rapidly as possible, since computational speed is of utmost importance. A series of tradeoff analyses led to a procedure in which a complete angle reduction process typically requires 20 µs. Its accuracy is evidenced by the computation of the sine and cosine functions with an error that does not exceed 4 bits for argument values as large as 10° radians.

**EAU performance**

The performance of the EAU's nine special functions was verified by comparing the calculated results with those of a standard, taken to be the CDC 6600, whose accuracy significantly exceeds that required for EAU verification. For each of the special functions, at least 10,000 random numbers were used to sample the range of function argument values. Care was taken to ensure that adequate sampling was provided for all ranges of the function and that potential trouble spots were identified and examined in detail.

The Table summarizes the results of the accuracy and speed evaluation for the nine special functions. It shows that for all of the functions the EAU results are either identical to, or within one bit of, the true value in over 95% of the cases tested. Also, the typical execution times for each of the special functions are less than 30 µs over the principal range of argument values. Only when the trigonometric functions are evaluated for arguments exceeding 2π radians does the average execution time exceed 30 µs.

**Conclusions**

The EAU provides the AN/AYK-14(V) with the capability to perform floating point arithmetic as well as highly

---

**Accuracy and Typical Execution Times of EAU Special Functions**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Function</th>
<th>Range</th>
<th>Percent Occurrence of n-bit Error</th>
<th>Typ Execution Time (µs) (incl CPU and EAU times)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>n = 0   n = 1   n = 2   n = 3   n &gt; 3</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Square root</td>
<td>0 ≤ x ≤ +∞</td>
<td>70      30       -       -       -</td>
<td>13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Exponential</td>
<td>-∞ ≤ x ≤ +∞</td>
<td>45      50       5       0.01    -</td>
<td>26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Natural</td>
<td>0 ≤ x ≤ +∞</td>
<td>50      50       -       -       -</td>
<td>26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>logarithm</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sine</td>
<td>-2π ≤ x ≤ +2π</td>
<td>77      23       -       -       -</td>
<td>24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-10° ≤ x ≤ +10°</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>56       13       -       0.01†</td>
<td>45</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cosine</td>
<td>-2π ≤ x ≤ +2π</td>
<td>68      32       -       -       -</td>
<td>24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-10° ≤ x ≤ +10°</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>55       13       -       0.04†</td>
<td>45</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tangent</td>
<td>-2π ≤ x ≤ +2π</td>
<td>68      31       1       0.09     0.04</td>
<td>28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-10° ≤ x ≤ +10°</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>35       20       3       2</td>
<td>50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Inverse sine</td>
<td>-1 ≤ x ≤ +1</td>
<td>79      21       -       -       -</td>
<td>26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Inverse cosine</td>
<td>-1 ≤ x ≤ +1</td>
<td>60      40       -       -       -</td>
<td>26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Inverse tangent</td>
<td>-∞ ≤ x ≤ +∞</td>
<td>56      44       -       -       -</td>
<td>23</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* Fractional percentages have been suppressed except for values less than unity
† Corresponds to a 4-bit error
New VISUAL 300. Now let's compare flexibility and price.

Before you buy one more video terminal compare the new VISUAL 300.

The microprocessor-based VISUAL 300 combines a highly comprehensive command set with traditional VISUAL ergonomic design. The result is a terminal built for flexibility and superior productivity. And at surprisingly low prices.

Of the terminals in its class only VISUAL 300 offers so many standard features including:

- Flexible block mode transmission parameters
- Programmable non-volatile function keys
- Split screen
- Full editing
- 12" or 14" non-glare screen
- Non-volatile set-up modes for selection of terminal parameters, eliminating cumbersome switches.

Call for full details on the VISUAL 300... the new standard of comparison for video terminals.

Service available in principal cities through Sorbus Service Division of Management Assistance Inc.

AN APPLES-TO-APPLES COMPARISON OF FEATURES.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Feature</th>
<th>VISUAL 300</th>
<th>TeleVideo® 950</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ANSI X3.64 Specified</td>
<td>STD</td>
<td>NO</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Block and Character Transmit</td>
<td>STD</td>
<td>NO</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Solid State Keyboard</td>
<td>STD</td>
<td>NO</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Programmable Non-Volatile Function Keys</td>
<td>STD</td>
<td>NO</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Video Attributes Require No Display Space</td>
<td>STD</td>
<td>NO</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Non Glare Screen</td>
<td>STD</td>
<td>STD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Smooth Scroll, Slow Scroll and Jump Scroll</td>
<td>STD</td>
<td>NO</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Audible Key Click</td>
<td>STD</td>
<td>STD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Non Volatile Set-up Modes, &quot;Menu&quot; Style</td>
<td>STD</td>
<td>NO</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25 Status Line</td>
<td>STD</td>
<td>STD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Split Screen</td>
<td>STD</td>
<td>STD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Line Drawing Character Set</td>
<td>STD</td>
<td>STD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Block Graphics</td>
<td>STD</td>
<td>NO</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sculptured Keycaps, Matted for Low Glare</td>
<td>STD</td>
<td>NO</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Paging</td>
<td>OPT-8 Pgs.</td>
<td>OPT-4 Pgs.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Full Editing</td>
<td>STD</td>
<td>STD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Programmable Non Volatile Columnar Tabbing</td>
<td>STD</td>
<td>NO</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Choice of Typomatic/Non Typomatic Keyboard</td>
<td>STD</td>
<td>NO</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14&quot; Screen</td>
<td>OPT</td>
<td>NO</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Independent Xmit/Receive Rates</td>
<td>OPT</td>
<td>NO</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N-Key Rollover</td>
<td>STD</td>
<td>NO</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CR New Line Mode</td>
<td>STD</td>
<td>NO</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Foreign Character Sets</td>
<td>OPT</td>
<td>NO</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>User Programmable Non-Volatile Answerback, 32 Codes</td>
<td>STD</td>
<td>NO</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Screen Brightness Control from Keyboard</td>
<td>STD</td>
<td>NO</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>XON/XOFF Flow Control, Split for Xmitter and Receiver</td>
<td>STD</td>
<td>NO</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

See for yourself

Visual Technology Incorporated
540 Main Street, Tewksbury, MA 01876
Telephone (517) 851-5000. Telex 951-539
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accurate and rapid floating point calculations of nine frequently encountered mathematical functions. This capability, unique in a general purpose tactical processor, makes the computer particularly attractive for guidance, navigation, signal processing, and similar applications requiring rapid, high precision, floating point calculations.

Also provided by the unit is the potential for evaluating other special functions that might be encountered in certain applications. This added feature stems from the EAU's ability to accommodate additional special purpose controlware, which can be tailored to the requirements of specific problems. For example, a particular guidance application might use linear regression to estimate current position from a series of prior position measurements. By adding appropriate controlware to the unit, the calculation can be incorporated directly into the EAU's list of standard functions, thereby significantly increasing the speed at which the linear regression is calculated. Other special purpose calculations, such as Kalman filtering, readily suggest themselves as candidates for additional EAU functions.
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Operating Systems Expertise
from the "internals" experts at triple-S...

- totally new custom real-time operating systems
- modifications of leading mini-computer operating systems
- special expertise in MAX IV, MPX, OS/32, RSX-11 M, RTM, and VULCAN

We can meet your special requirements from handlers to a complete system.
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To your host CPU our Winchester Disk backup looks just like your Winchester Disk.

Now, costly interface designs are eliminated when you specify EPI's STR®-Stream. That's because this compact, reliable 1/4" cartridge incremental recorder has a system designed interface that emulates both the power requirements and interfacing of Winchester disks. Interfaces available include PRIAM, ANSI, nine track tape and DEI funnel* look-alikes.

STR®-Stream offers the highest data integrity (< one soft error in 10^9 bits), and unit-to-unit compatibility of any recorder in its class. To achieve this, it utilizes a wide write track, narrow read track, read-after-write circuitry and CRC verification.

The recorder stores up to 17 Mbytes (unformatted) on a DC-300XL cartridge, yet takes up no more physical space than an 8" floppy.

Each STR®-Stream comes complete and ready to plug into your compatible controller. Domestic U.S. price is $1115 in quantities of 100.

EPI, with more than 10 years experience moving tape, has the technology and resources to back you and your Winchester disks.

For complete information on STR®-Stream, write to Electronic Processors, Inc., P.O. Box 569, Englewood, CO 80110. Phone (303) 761-8540.
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Now more than ever, Tektronix 7000 Series users know the performance and investment advantages of the world's most respected oscilloscopes.

While money has been tight and major equipment purchases few, they could respond to their evolving measurement needs by adding Tek 7000 Series plug-ins for a fraction of the cost of an entirely new scope.

Now, with new tax credits and other incentives at hand, that existing pool of plug-ins makes every new 7000 Series mainframe purchased all the more valuable.

Today, some 35 plug-ins support your 7000 Series investment. You start with a choice of 22 scopes, including the highest bandwidths, the fastest writing speeds, unique multimode storage and waveform digitizers.

As new applications require, you can add the appropriate plug-in. Add multimeters. Differential amplifiers. Sampling units. Spectrum and logic analyzers. Curve tracers. Digital delay units. And much more. Tek's commitment to 7000 Series versatility is highly developed and still expanding.

It's the one scope package that keeps expanding in value. Digital designers, for example, often begin their Tek 7000 Series investment with the 7704A, a general-purpose 250 MHz oscilloscope. They can use the 7704A's multi-trace capabilities, for example, to view analog characteristics on up to four different logic lines.

For logic analysis, they simply plug in the 7D01 to enjoy the unique interaction of a multi-trace scope and a 16-channel logic analyzer, and simultaneously view both the digital and analog signal.

For power supply evaluation, they can plug in the 7A13 Differential Amplifier, and easily view millivolts of noise riding on power supply buses. Or add a 7D11 Digital Delay unit to find troublesome glitches several clock cycles downstream from the trigger point.

Each plug-in works with virtually all 7000 Series scopes. So if you ever need more than one high bandwidth scope, you can continue to use the plug-ins you have.

Call your Tektronix Sales Engineer today:
Get expert help in selecting the right instruments for your evolving needs. Promise yourself all the performance you need now, plus insurance for the future.

For further information, contact:
U.S.A., Asia, Australia, Central & South America, Japan: Tektronix, Inc.
P.O. Box 4828 Portland, OR 97208 Phone: 800/547-1512 Oregon only: 800/452-1877 Telex: 910-467-8708 Cable: TEKTRONIX
Europe, Africa, Middle East: Tektronix Europe B.V.
Post Box 827
1180 AV Amstelveen
The Netherlands
Telex: 18312
Canada: Tektronix Canada, Inc.
P.O. Box 6500
Barrie, Ontario L4M4V3
Phone: 705/737-2700
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Most digitizers are pretty much alike...the New CalComp 9000 Series is the exception.

Most are priced alike...except the CalComp 9000.
The new CalComp 9000 Series Digitizer gives you the best performance features at the lowest price. Only the new CalComp 9000 allows you to customize application configurations by switch selectable character framing, data rate, operating modes and interfaces.

Most have the same features...except the CalComp 9000.
Check the specs and you will find that accuracy, resolution, digitizing surface sizes and even transducers are just about the same on most competitive models.

Then consider these CalComp digitizer features: You can choose a digitizing surface and transducer to fit your application. Solid or backlighted surfaces are available in sizes from 12” x 12” to 60” x 44”. All have standard accuracy of ±0.0105 inch and resolution of 1000 lines per inch. Transducer choices include a pen stylus, and 4, 12 or 16-button cursors.

The compatible 9000 Series lets you communicate simultaneously with several host computers and/or peripherals via multiple interfaces.

And, you can count on CalComp to keep your digitizer operating at peak efficiency. Each CalComp 9000 Series Digitizer carries a full one-year warranty on parts and labor. Reliable, nationwide direct sales and service guarantee quick response time.

The new CalComp 9000 Series is an exceptional digitizer. Point for point, when it comes to price and performance, CalComp is the choice.

Call or write today for complete specs on the 9000 Series.

CALCOMP
A Sanders Graphics Company

California Computer Products, Inc.
2411 West La Palma Avenue
Anaheim, California 92801
Telephone (714) 821-2011
EXTERNAL MULTIPLY IMPROVES MICRO PERFORMANCE

Executing special functions in external hardware, interlaced with but not controlled by the microcomputer, offers speed advantages

by Meir Lahat

Being integral components, microcomputers have instructions that cannot be modified from outside. To enable the processors to execute additional instructions, sequences are conventionally formulated by means of routines (e.g., multiplication in the 8085 or floating point in the 8086). For greater speed, connecting external hardware permits various functions to be executed under processor control. In this case, operands are transferred from the processor to the external device and the results are read back; this is accomplished under computer control using conventional input/output techniques.1, 2 Controlling execution of such functions with the processor, however, requires that the processor be interrupted to handle functions such as operand transfer. Additional speed can be obtained more efficiently without processor intervention by using specialized high speed hardware3-5 in combination with a technique that executes functions interlaced with the processor but independent of it.

The interlacing technique provides a higher execution speed and exploits up to 50% of the special hardware's capacity. Flexibility in addressing the operands is preserved on the level of the microcomputer itself.

Interlacing functional hardware

Key to the technique is conversion of a complete instruction in the fetch phase to a different instruction (usually a NOP or relative JMP). This converted instruction, instead of executing a function within the microcomputer, results in activation of the special hardware function that connects directly to the memory. This function, in turn, extracts operands, performs required operations, and returns results to memory.

The technique, illustrated in Fig 1, uses as special instructions either unused instructions or existing instructions that are blocked in the microprocessor. The address multiplexer and the data buffer remain transparent as long as they do not execute special function instructions. When a special function instruction is reached, the special instruction switching unit decodes it during the fetch phase and blocks the data buffer and address multiplexer with the aid of the special instruction line. The special instruction switching unit sends a short "dummy" instruction to the data input bus of the microcomputer. Although no function is executed by the microcomputer (similar to a NOP or JMP instruction), the special hardware function unit is instructed to begin independent operation. The special hardware function unit extracts addresses of the operands from memory, executes necessary operations, and returns results to memory.

Since the functional hardware can execute functions at a very high speed, and since memories currently in use are very fast compared with the execution speed of even short instructions in the microcomputer, the entire process can be completed during the time the dummy instruction is being executed in the microcomputer. Depending on the specific processor used, its speed, and the interlaced function implemented, extra wait cycles can be added to the dummy instruction to ensure that the interlaced hardware can complete its function before the dummy instruction is completed.

The interlaced technique can be implemented for any microprocessor. With pipelined central processing units based on sophisticated microprocessors, it is only necessary to ensure proper synchronization and to add wait cycles as required. The technique easily addresses operands in memory; however, addressing information in
the microprocessor is more difficult and may require additional instructions to accommodate information exchange with the processor.

Depending on required functions and on the structure of the microprocessor system in use, the technique can be implemented in various ways. Therefore, this discussion will be limited to implementation of a high speed interlaced multiplication function for the TMS-9900 microcomputer by connecting an external TRW MPY-16 multiplier.

Realization

A 16-bit microcomputer with a memory to memory architecture, the TMS-9900 is distinguished by having only three onchip registers: program counter (PC), status register (ST), and workspace register (WH). The workspace register indicates the memory address that is assigned to the first of 16 registers; the remaining 15 registers are sequential to the first.

In the 9900, the multiplication instruction takes about 20 µs and is performed only on unsigned operands. The interlaced technique reduces the execution time to 2 µs, and allows multiplication of signed operands. The interlaced multiplication function is transparent to the programmer. When a multiplication instruction is fetched from memory, it is converted to a short dummy instruction for the processor. The interlaced hardware performs the multiplication function during dummy instruction execution. The result is obtained as if the multiplication function were performed by the microcomputer, but faster than the processor could do it. The multiply instruction consists of one or two words, as shown.

```
0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15
0 0 1 1 1 0 D TS S
```

Second word (only in TS = 10)

D—operand in register (1 of 16 registers)

TS, S—source

Symbolic and index addressing modes use two words for instruction execution. The second word is the operand or the address of the operand. In the remaining three modes of addressing, one word is sufficient.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TS</th>
<th>S</th>
<th>Addressing mode</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>00</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0 to 15 Workspace register</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>01</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0 to 15 Workspace register indirect</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10*</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>Symbolic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10*</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1 to 15 Indexed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1 to 15 Workspace register indirect autoincrement</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Not used

Only three addressing modes are used in this system. One word mode is used only for multiplication; the remaining two modes are not used, saving hardware and preventing execution of the two dummy instructions that are required to complete the process and set the program counter for continuation of the run.

The multiply instruction (op code 00110) is decoded during the fetch phase (instruction acquisition—IAQ) by the special instruction switching hardware. Then the data buffer is blocked, and code 0000 is instead sent to the microprocessor. This code is not used by the processor and results in no function execution or status alteration. Decoding is completed within six cycles; after decoding, the PC is incremented in preparation for the instruction that follows.

The special hardware function receives the multiply instruction at the same time. Depending on the addressing mode, as specified by TS, the unit extracts addresses and operands from memory, and executes up to six additional memory accesses (mode 11) to complete the connection and return the result. The multiplication itself is executed in the fast multiplier; results are obtained in 200 ns. The entire process, from beginning to end, is performed in less than 2 µs.

If a memory with a 200-ns cycle time is used, and if allowance is made for the additional 50-ns propagation time in the system, the process can be completed within 1.9 µs. Execution of the dummy instruction in the processor will take 2 µs. If the process requires more than 2 µs, the system must be switched to hold to complete the process.

The system reduces execution time for a multiplication by a factor of 10 for unsigned operands and by a factor of 20 for signed operands. In systems operated under microcomputer control, the corresponding acceleration factors are 2 and 4, respectively.

Functional multiplication circuit

When the special instruction signal is sent from the special instruction switching unit, the functional multiplication circuit (Fig 2) is activated. Changes to the workspace register made during programming require an update. This can be accomplished by means of routine
MACSYM 10.
The first 16-bit stand-alone minicomputer designed for harsh industrial environments.

At last, there's a computerized, real-time system specifically designed for applications requiring signal conditioning, data collection, computation and control in rugged plant floor environments.

It's MACSYM 10, the first stand-alone measurement and control system that puts computer power where you want it—right on the plant floor. You need no expensive control rooms or long, costly wire-runs.

MACSYM 10 is also the most reliable system you can get for harsh environments. Instead of disks or tapes, it uses PROM for program storage so there's never a worry about head crashes or bearing failures.

MACSYM 10 comes ready to go—all you do is select the measurement and control functions you need from our extensive family of I/O cards, and connect your sensors or actuators directly to MACSYM 10 with easy-to-use screw terminals. With programming in easy-to-use BASIC and the support of full documentation, you get your application on-line fast.

For more information on how MACSYM 10 can automate your discrete manufacturing lines or control your process, simply fill out and return the coupon on the right.

The only measurement and control computer that thrives on adversity.
input/output instructions or by direct decoding of the two instructions affecting the workspace register.

The control unit decodes the addressing mode according to TS, S, and D, and activates the phase counter. The system contains up to 10 phases, two of which are optional and depend on the addressing mode.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Phase</th>
<th>Function</th>
<th>Cycle (ns)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Fetch</td>
<td>350</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(WH) + SRC → ADDR BUS</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(Memory) → data bus</td>
<td>200</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2*</td>
<td>(Data bus) → ADDR BUS (mode TS ≠ 00)</td>
<td>50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>(Memory) → multiplier</td>
<td>200</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4**</td>
<td>(ADDR BUS) + 1 → memory (mode TS = 11 only)</td>
<td>200</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>(WH) + DST → ADDR BUS</td>
<td>50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>Memory → multiplier</td>
<td>200</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>Multiplication</td>
<td>200</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>(Multiplier most significant half) → memory</td>
<td>200</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>(WH) + DST + 1 → ADDR BUS</td>
<td>50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>(Multiplier least significant half) → memory</td>
<td>200</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Active only if mode is not workspace register, WH (TS ≠ 00)  
**Active only in autoincrement mode (TS = 11)  

Durations of all cycles are integral multiples of 50 ns. Execution time of the multiplication operation will be 1.9 µs using the longest addressing mode.

**Summary**

Accelerating microcomputer performance through external functional hardware, this technique overcomes delays encountered using conventional techniques. By eliminating the need to use the computer to move operands to external hardware, the technique supplies speed and flexibility advantages. In addition, it can be implemented in most existing systems without internal modifications.
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Would you like your minicomputer terminals to:

1. Transmit data error-free at up to 9600 bps?
2. Operate dial-up at 2400 bps or 4800 bps?
3. Automatically recover from phone line errors?

If you are a minicomputer user, chances are that your "dumb" asynchronous terminals have kept you from using your system to best advantage, simply because they were never designed to do what you'd like them to do.

For example, have you been limited to 1200 bps or slower data communications rates because faster speeds demanded synchronous modems? No more. MICOM's Micro500 performs the async to synch conversion you need to use those faster modems, plus error correction—all transparently.

Has fast dial-up operation been impossible because dial-up modems are half-duplex and your dumb terminals need full-duplex support? Not to worry. The Micro500 performs full-to-half-duplex conversion too—again without any changes to your hardware or software.

Or have communications errors been a problem? (If they haven't at 300 bps or 1200 bps, they surely will be at the faster speeds.) The Micro500's automatic retransmission on error assures you of error-free data every time.

Consider the Micro500 to be inexpensive add-on intelligence for your dumb terminals. It does a lot for very little. Call or send today for an 8-page brochure describing the Micro500 and its applications, and forget about those "dumb" limitations.

At a glance:

- **Transmit data error-free at up to 9600 bps**
- **Operate dial-up at 2400 bps or 4800 bps**
- **Automatically recover from phone line errors**
- **Dumb terminals souring your outlook?**
- **Life can be sweeter with add-on intelligence**

New Low Price
A MULTIPROCESSOR MINICOMPUTER DESIGNED FOR UNIX

Using industry standard design, challenging memory requirements of the UNIX operating system are met by a multiprocessor equipped minicomputer

by Curtis Myers and Grant Munsey

A multi-user minicomputer designed specifically for the UNIX operating system incorporates industry standard design elements. The architecture's sole purpose is to optimize UNIX by exploiting its strengths and designing around operating system characteristics that hinder performance in multiprocessoring environments.

Designing system hardware for a specific operating system is not a new concept; neither is designing according to readily available and understood industry standards. However, a number of factors, such as the growing cost of software development for both the system integrator and the end user, have combined to make these two design criteria essential for future systems. Additional factors include the falling price of hardware, standardization of buses and interfaces, leveling of technical capabilities, and growing availability of special purpose integrated circuits. These factors have diminished the advantages of proprietary architectures and operating systems.

In short, market forces have played the largest part in system design. Providing high system performance and throughput was the first design criterion. The second was to provide interfaces for the widest range of peripherals possible, and the third was to provide a growth path through a regular, uniform architecture.

The strengths of UNIX

UNIX is a clean, simple operating system with comprehensive capabilities. Highly modular, it consists of many separate processes that could fit within a limited hardware address range. Program development consists of small single-task modules that are later linked together; its interprocess controls allow very large applications to be developed and tested in modules. While a full UNIX system occupies up to 6M bytes of secondary storage, most modules are very compact.

Because the total UNIX system is large, it must be disk resident, and the system designer must provide fast and efficient disk access for the required memory swapping. This is particularly important in view of the tree structure of the UNIX file system which involves many indirect accesses. In a multi-user commercial environment dominated by file transfers and inquiry/response tasks, this directory structure poses a challenge. As system loading increases, the performance of an unaided central processing unit (CPU) quickly degrades with the overhead of handling interrupts and the associated
memory swapping; this results in response times that suffer dramatically. Intelligent input/output (I/O) controllers and an efficient common memory manager can address some of these problems.

**Design overview**

The Plexus P/40 is a 16-bit multiprocessor minicomputer designed to rapidly integrate hardware and software. Its hardware essentially consists of off the shelf microprocessors, while its system design is a proven, high performance minicomputer architecture. Moreover, the I/O design, based on Intel's MULTIBUS, is easily understood and interfaced. Using industry standards, including the MULTIBUS backplane, the device has a storage module disk (SMD) interface, UNIX, and supports asynchronous, bisynchronous, and high level data link control/synchronous data link control (HDLC/SDLC) communications (Fig 1).

In addition, the P/40 provides intelligent I/O controllers, an efficient common memory manager, fast access through fast disks, and an intelligent SMD type disk controller supported by a direct memory access (DMA) channel to main memory. The technical design goal in using multiprocessors was to eliminate traditional bottlenecks on data transfer rates and interrupt handling so that the system performance would have only two technical limitations: disk access time (20 to 40 ms) and overall main processor performance.

The main processor, designated the job processor, is built around a 16-bit microprocessor and is responsible for executing user programs. Because its shorter instructions meant fewer fetches per instruction and in most cases faster execution, the Z8000 series was chosen over other microprocessors with larger address space. The nature of the design is such that, by distributing processing power throughout the system, a job processor can be chosen for its efficiency at particular tasks. The system's 8M-byte physical address space was considered more than sufficient for the initial markets; the present model supports 4M bytes.

At least two other types of processor, also built around Z8000 microprocessors, assist the job processor—the intelligent communications processor (ICP) and a mass storage controller. These peripheral processors handle all interaction with terminals, printers, and disk and tape units independent of the main processor. Information is transferred between the peripheral processors and main memory using DMA techniques. Since each processor has its own DMA channel, the job processor is rarely interrupted. Multiple ICPs, job processors, and/or mass storage processors can be plugged into the MULTIBUS backplane.

The major issues affecting system design were how and what the auxiliary processors would communicate with the job processor, and how memory management would efficiently maintain control. UNIX made it fairly easy to resolve these issues since it is built on a set of small, relatively independent modules.

**Job processor**

Nearly all features of the Z8001 are used, including separate instruction and data spaces, user and system modes, and vectored interrupts. With 16 general purpose registers and 110 distinct instruction types, the job processor uses four address spaces. The normal I/O space is used to communicate with I/O ports on the MULTIBUS while special I/O space (SIO) is used to control the processor. Memory instruction and data spaces are used to access the corresponding locations in main memory.

**An intelligent controller helps maintain high rates by offloading the main processor.**

The job processor maps all normal I/O references to the MULTIBUS. When executing an I/O instruction, the processor requests control of the MULTIBUS through its bus arbiter. When control is granted, the processor places the port address on the lower 16 address lines (A0 through A15) and asserts the appropriate read or write control line (IORC or IOWC). After the addressed MULTIBUS port executes the command, it returns an acknowledgment (XACK) to the processor, which allows the I/O instruction to complete execution and releases control of the MULTIBUS. If either the MULTIBUS is busy when the processor tries to execute a normal I/O instruction or if the port is slow in returning its acknowledge signal, wait states are automatically inserted to extend the I/O instruction. The job processor uses only word I/O instructions when accessing MULTIBUS ports. If the port only supports byte operations, the high order byte is undefined when the port is read and ignored when the port is written.

---

Fig 1  Plexus P/40 block diagram. System relies on IEEE 796 bus (MULTIBUS) to communicate with its I/O device controllers. For greater speed, system memory is on separate bus.
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Job processor's SIO is used for system control, diagnostic, and housekeeping functions. Because efficient diagnostics are critical in a multiprocessor design, a special serial I/O port is used to connect a diagnostic terminal directly to the processor. A universal asynchronous receiver/transmitter (UART) with a programmable baud rate generator is used to create a single vectored interrupt to the job processor. To aid in software debugging, the job processor has a trace mode capability that generates a vectored interrupt whenever the processor fetches the first word of an instruction and is in normal mode. This feature can be used to single-step through programs.

In addition, the job processor has access to a counter/timer circuit (CTC). In normal operation, the CTC is used to divide the system clock down to 50 Hz to provide the job processor with realtime clock interrupts. A battery powered clock/calendar gives the job processor access to the time of day in hours, minutes, and seconds and will operate up to forty days without system power. This feature is critical as many UNIX utilities require the time of day to be correct. Additionally, the clock/calendar allows the system to go from power-up to a fully operational state without operator intervention. Power-up sequences are automatic and are initiated with an on/off switch.

To augment its capabilities, the job processor also contains an arithmetic processing unit (APU), which performs floating point addition, subtraction, multiplication, and division on 32- and 64-bit numbers in American National Standards Institute (ANSI) standard format. Software options are being explored for even greater speeds.

The job processor uses two Intel 8259A programmable interrupt controllers (PICs), each with eight interrupt request lines. The PICs are cascaded together in a master/slave configuration to give a total of 15 interrupt lines with distinct vectors. This may seem extremely low for a processor of this size, but only a few interrupts per second actually reach the job processor—the intelligent communications processors handle the rest locally while the DMA techniques further reduce job processor involvement in interrupt handling. When considering the auxiliary processors and the MULTIBUS interrupts, the system has hundreds of distinct interrupt vectors.

Here, a small design problem had to be overcome. Because the processor requires that all vectors be on an even boundary (bit 0 must be 0), the PICs cannot be connected in a normal manner. Instead, data line 0 from the PIC is connected to data line 1 of the job processor bus, and so on with PIC line 7 to processor line 8. Processor data line 0 is pulled low, which means that data must be shifted one line to the right when the PIC is read or written to.

**Memory control unit**

Efficient and proven memory management and error handling and correction are critical in a multiprocessor system, particularly since UNIX is rather intolerant of errors. To break a large amount of memory into small segments that enable the processors to find information faster, and to include error checking and correction is the system's concept. The memory control unit (MCU) takes requests for main memory, from both the job processor and the peripheral processors, and generates the proper signals to the memory array boards. Controlled by the job processor with SIO instructions, the MCU contains address mapping circuitry (Fig 2), error correction logic, and the dynamic random access memory (RAM) controller.

---

![Memory control unit diagram](image-url)

**Fig 2** Memory control unit translates MCU and MULTIBUS logical data addresses into physical memory addresses.
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In normal operation the MCU takes 21 address lines from the job processor or the MULTIBUS, then maps them into a 23-bit (8M-byte) physical address space. When the job processor accesses memory, five segment address lines and the 16 address lines form the address to the MCU. Segment line 0 is ORed with the instruction/data (I/D) line; this implies that the job processor can access data memory in segments 0 to 31, but instruction references can be made only to odd numbered segments (I/D bit = 1). Thus, running in segmented mode, the operating system has access to all memory segments, whereas user programs, which run in unsegmented mode, have access to one code and one data space.

Logically, the five highest MCU address lines select 1 of 32 map sets (Fig 3). A map contains from 1 to 32 2k-byte pages of memory. A typical process or program requires one map set for instructions and one for data. Minimum memory for a single program is 4k bytes, and must be changed for the process to run. In other words, without swapping the process itself in from secondary storage, the maximum is 128k bytes. Therefore, maps for up to 16 processes can be simultaneously resident in the mapping RAM, and if a process is resident in memory without a map slot, only one map slot for that process must be changed for the process to run. In other words, frequently called processes can be stored in memory without occupying map slots and be run very quickly without swapping the process itself in from secondary storage.

In addition to the page map, a MULTIBUS map RAM allows processors on the MULTIBUS to access memory through the MCU (Fig 4). This RAM can store eight map set numbers, allowing processors to simultaneously access eight of the 32 map sets.

Moreover, the MCU is responsible for error handling, checking each reference to memory for consistency with the attribute bits assigned to each page. Each page can be assigned a read only or invalid status. When a violation occurs, the MCU latches the address and map set number that caused the violation; the status information; and, for an error generated by the job processor, the address of the first word of the last instruction fetched before the error. The MCU determines whether the job processor or a peripheral processor generated an illegal reference and takes appropriate actions. If the job processor caused the violation, the MCU asserts the job processor segment trap line. For a MULTIBUS processor error, the MCU enables the job processor to take control of the MULTIBUS and notify the processor that an error occurred before the processor tries to transfer another block.

**MCU arbiter**

The MCU arbitrates between MULTIBUS processor and job processor requests for main memory. When a device wants to request a memory cycle, it asserts its memory request line to the MCU arbiter, which, in turn, asserts the memory grant line to the winning device. The grant line enables the device's address, data, and control lines, using a first come, first serve protocol when memory is not in use and interleaving requests when memory is active. For example, if the memory is inactive and the job processor requests memory, it immediately receives a grant and the cycle begins. If a MULTIBUS processor requests a cycle during the job processor cycle, it will not receive a grant until the job processor cycle is complete. Cycles are interleaved when the MULTIBUS port and the job processor issue a continuous stream of requests.

**MULTIBUS memory port**

The MULTIBUS memory port maps the upper half of the 1M-byte MULTIBUS memory address space through the MCU. When the port detects a MULTIBUS memory request with the high address bit (A19) active, the port requests control of the MCU through its arbiter. Then the port initiates the memory cycle and generates the acknowledge signals (AACK and XACK) when the cycle is complete. Generated a fixed time before the cycle finishes, the AACK is used by the peripheral processors to increase throughput. The port supports both word and byte memory accesses.
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Certain measures are taken when the job processor and the MULTIBUS processors share buffers in memory, because addressing conventions used by the job processor and the MULTIBUS byte are different. The job processor expects the high order byte in a word to be at an even address, while the MULTIBUS uses the opposite convention. Data can be accessed from the MULTIBUS or by the job processor without further consideration, provided they use independent sections of memory. When main memory is used as a common area for passing data between MULTIBUS devices and the job processor, data are stored in memory. (See Table, "Memory addressing.")

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Memory addressing</th>
<th>Even address</th>
<th>Odd address</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>MULTIBUS</td>
<td>RAM low bank data (0 to 7)</td>
<td>RAM high bank data (8 to 7)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Job Processor</td>
<td>RAM high bank data (8 to F)</td>
<td>RAM low bank data (0 to 7)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

When the job processor writes a byte into a location using an even address (eg, 1000H), it is placed in the high bank. If data from the same location are read from the MULTIBUS, low bank data are actually read. To read the correct byte, the next address location (1001H) is read from the MULTIBUS.

**Dynamic RAM array.** The dynamic RAM boards contain 128k or 512k 22-bit data words, each logically made up of a 16-bit data word and a 6-bit error correction field (modified Hamming code). The error correction scheme detects and corrects single-bit errors and detects double-bit errors. In addition, the arrays contain basic support functions such as address decoders, buffers, and row address strobe/column address strobe multiplexers. All control, address, and data lines come from the MCU over a dedicated bus, taking power and ground from the MULTIBUS connector.

**Intelligent communications processor**

A powerful, intelligent device, the ICP contains a processor, memory, eight serial ports, one parallel port, and DMA channels associated with each port. Typically, it handles all low level buffering and processing necessary to support a variety of terminals, modems, and printers. The eight RS-232 serial ports are implemented with universal synchronous/asynchronous receiver/transmitters (USARTs). Asynchronous baud rates from 50 to 38.4k are selected for each channel by programming a CTC counter/timer. Character length, parity, and the number of stop bits are also programmable. Each serial port can support asynchronous, bisynchronous, and HDLC/SDLC protocols.

The ICP communicates with the job processor using command and status blocks located in main memory. Data transfers between the ICP and main memory are controlled by the ICP's processor, thus further freeing the job processor of any time-critical interrupt handling.

The ICP uses a Z8000-series 16-bit microprocessor. Always operated in the system mode, there is no separation of instruction and data or special and normal I/O spaces. The ICP contains 16k bytes of programmable read only memory and 32k bytes of RAM with parity arranged in two 16k x 9 banks. The processor can directly address 64k bytes of memory, with the lower 48k resident on the ICP and the upper 16k mapped into main memory via the MULTIBUS and the system MCU. Parity generation and checking are enabled or disabled by the processor.

**DMA techniques.** The ICP uses a combination of software and hardware to simulate a DMA. Data are moved to and from main memory via block move instructions executed by the ICP processor. Since the upper 16k bytes of the ICP's address space are mapped into main memory, the ICP processor executes a block move from the middle 32k bytes of memory to the upper 16k bytes when it wants to move data into main memory. It programs a CTC channel to provide a pulse every n seconds, nominally 1 to 2 ms but tunable, depending on the application. This pulse goes to the MULTIBUS arbiter and causes it to request the bus. When control is obtained the arbiter sends an interrupt to the ICP processor, which initiates a block move of approximately 32 words. The size of the block is also tunable depending on the application. After the move is complete the processor signals the arbiter to release the bus. When no blocks remain in the DMA queue, the ICP processor disables the CTC channel so that no more interrupts are generated.

**The nature of the design is such...that a job processor can be chosen for its efficiency at particular tasks.**

This technique moves 64k characters/s, or the equivalent of eight terminals running in burst mode, and uses less than 10% of processor bandwidth. It allows a DMA task to run in the background without monopolizing either the MULTIBUS or local bus, and it leaves a great deal of the ICP processing capabilities free for tasks such as executing segments of UNIX, table conversions for data communications protocols, terminal handling programs, and other local processing tasks.

Port handling is also done with DMA channels within each ICP, which allows all eight ports to output simultaneously at a 19.2k-baud maximum asynchronous rate. The DMA function is provided by three Intel 8237 DMA chips, which are programmed by the processor to transfer one byte, then release the local bus to the processor. This ensures that the ICP processor will get at least every other memory cycle. Based on the 286A PIO, the parallel port is also DMA supported. Control logic associated with the port generates all control and handshake signals necessary for the DMA to transfer data to a line printer without processor intervention. The port sends a vectored interrupt to the processor if the printer asserts the fault line.

**MULTIBUS arbiter and interface.** Using the parallel arbitration technique, the MULTIBUS arbiter on the ICP requests the MULTIBUS every time a processor controlled timer circuit reaches a 0 count. When control of the MULTIBUS is obtained, the arbiter locks BUSY and interrupts the ICP processor, informing the processor that it can begin a transfer to main memory. The processor
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resets the arbiter and releases the MULTIBUS when the transfer is complete.

A master that supports only 16-bit memory read and write operations, the MULTIBUS interface allows the processor to assert one of the eight MULTIBUS interrupt lines (INT0 to INT7). It initiates a MULTIBUS memory cycle when the processor performs a memory operation in the upper 16k bytes of its address space, which are mapped into the system’s main memory. Addresses are formed by linking a 6-bit port with the 14 least significant processor address lines, forming the 20-bit MULTIBUS address. Nine peripheral chips in a daisy chain generate vectored interrupts. A translation circuit makes the interrupt vector produced by the peripheral chips compatible with the ICP processor.

**Disk and tape controllers**

The disk controller is an intelligent device that supports up to four drives. High performance SMD disks were chosen for the system because a wide range is available from many vendors (20M bytes to 1G byte), allowing systems integrators to precisely match disk capacity with applications, and also, because of its size and flexible file system, UNIX requires frequent disk accesses. As the UNIX file system is tree structured and file space is not preallocated, most accesses consist of several indirect accesses through directories. Thus, a very fast disk and disk controller supporting high transfer rates are desirable for UNIX based minicomputers. DMA channels provide the 3-MHz bandwidth for these rates.

An intelligent controller helps maintain high rates by offloading the main processor. The job processor simply sends the disk addresses and lengths of the blocks to be transferred; the controller’s intelligence allows it to send a very large number of blocks, provided the MULTIBUS is not busy.

Built around an Intel 8089 16-bit I/O processor with 10k bytes of memory, the controller is capable of performing multiple-sector operations that span tracks, as well as automatic error detection and correction. It uses a 32-bit fire code to detect 22-bit burst errors and correct 11-bit errors in a way that makes its operation transparent to the job processor. Like the ICP, the controller receives commands from the job processor by reading a control block in main memory. But unlike the ICP, which controls the MULTIBUS for transfers of about 32 words, the disk controller can be interrupted after each word by higher priority MULTIBUS interrupts. While preventing data transfers from tying up the MULTIBUS, it allows the full 1.2M-byte transfer rate of the SMD disks.

The technical design goal...was to eliminate traditional bottlenecks on data transfer and interrupt handling.

The magnetic tape controller supports up to four industry standard 9-track, 0.5" tape drives. These are dual-mode units to support streaming as well as start/stop operation. Like the disk controller, it uses an 8089 I/O processor and has its own local memory. Since it maintains record buffers in main system memory, there is no limitation on tape block length.

**Conclusion**

While the job processor can be expanded from 256k bytes to 4M bytes and beyond, up to eight job processors, ICPs, and mass storage controllers can be configured in a single system. This results in a mid-range minicomputer with expansion to 24 terminals and 580M bytes of disk storage. Another growth path is through networking—not by adding even more power to the processor, but by adding another processor. This multiprocessor approach of using industry standards makes networking extremely easy. Since the ICP is a general purpose computer in its own right and can be downloaded, it can be programmed to handle Ethernet, X.25, or other network protocols. Its overall performance is roughly that of a PDP-11/70 or the high end of the 16-bit Eclipse systems, at approximately one-third to one-half the cost.
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Century Data's new T306 disk drive:
It's what a lot of 300 MB-removable users have been waiting for.

If removable-pack disk drive users have needed anything, it's been a new reliable source for media-compatible 300 MB drives.

Introducing the Trident T306 — ready for shipment today and well worth the wait. Because it's more than a match for any other removable-pack drive on the market.

Take the way our design attacks the problem of head crashes:

Continued on next page
"The last thing we ever needed was a spare Trident!"

Tom Amerson, President
Consultant Field Engineering
Mission, Kansas

At Century Data, we always knew the quality of our Trident removable-pack disk drives could speak for itself. But a lot of Trident users are speaking up, too. For instance, there’s Tom Amerson, president of Consultant Field Engineering, an independent service company that maintains over 200 brands of computer equipment.

Mr. Amerson is also chairman of the board of IASCO, the International Association of Service Companies, a new organization that seeks to establish standards for the industry.

He has a lot to say about Tridents:

“Tridents are terrific. Three years ago, we bought a spare drive for one of our customers. But we never used it because the Tridents it was backing up never broke down.

“That isn’t really unusual for a Trident, though. In the last six years, I haven’t seen more than one head crash in a Trident. Which is something I sure can’t say about other manufacturers’ drives.

“Overall, Tridents are just amazingly reliable. In fact, we don’t do much business writing service contracts on them. Most people would rather just call us once a year for maintenance. And really, that’s about all the attention a Trident needs.”

Needless to say, Mr. Amerson likes our Tridents a lot. We think your customers will like them, too. Why not give us a call, today, and get the details.

T306 Continued from first page

a catamaran head shape significantly improves aerodynamic performance.

And Century’s special air filtration system helps eliminate contaminants that could cause a crash in the first place.

What’s more, Trident T306 is quiet. Very quiet, in fact. Our design meets not only the NC55 quietizing standard for office environments, but even exceeds this standard.

We think of it as the Rolls Royce of disk drives. Quiet. Reliable. But with no price penalty.

We’ve been making removable-pack drives for 13 years — tens of thousands of them and there’s plenty more where those came from.

In fact, new assembly and test facilities have significantly increased our Trident production capacity.

No other manufacturer has achieved our level of reliability because no other can match our design, engineering, manufacturing and testing capability and technology.

Put your order in today for the no-wait drive with maximum up-time. Trident T306.
Something few repairmen will ever see: Inside a Century Data Trident.

There are a lot of reasons why we call Tridents reliable. But basically, it's because we designed them right the first time. And we manufacture them in an exacting way. In fact, every

Parallel Disk/Head Surfaces assure far greater stability of the head over uneven surfaces or dust particles, providing higher data integrity.

Hinged Major Assemblies for easy maintenance, giving a reduced downtime and maintenance cost.

Advanced Seal Design keeps out airborne contaminants during repair or routine maintenance (other drives violate the purified-air section of their drives even for a head cleaning).

More Thorough Contamination Control has been a major goal at Century, and we've designed an absolute filtration system that removes particles to 0.3 microns. Air flow is routed in a full 360° pattern to purge all internal areas of contaminants (air leaves through a single port rather than the common method of air leaving the drive anywhere through several holes in the housing).

Trident that leaves our facilities is virtually a Winchester. If you never remove the disk pack, it's a Class 100 clean room environment inside.

These 50 MB through 300 MB drives are engineered for what you need. Lower maintenance costs over the life of the product. And easy maintenance when it is needed.

Most important: maximum up-time.

Protected Carriage Bearings are isolated from air movement that could dry out the lubricant.

Tunnel Cover over carriage acts further to keep contaminants out of the airstream, in effect creating an enclosed Winchester environment.

Symmetrical Carriage and Way is assured by a proven, high-precision tri-rail positioning and stabilizing system, giving the highest level of data integrity.

Rigid Deck Plate assures perfect alignment of head, carriage, disk, and spindle (other drives have flexible or independent support of these elements — a less reliable design).

Low Power Consumption gives you less heat generation that could damage electronics, plus reduced air conditioning and power requirements.

SMD-compatible 200 MB Tridents: Available now.

As modern office equipment grows more sophisticated, floor space grows more valuable. So when we developed our new Trident T202 removable pack drive, we decided to think small.

The result is a compact, low-maintenance 200 MB drive that not only saves floor space, but also makes a perfect plug and media-compatible replacement.

Being small has other advantages, too. It uses less energy.

Century T202. The only thing big about it is the way it performs.
We've packaged the ultimate mass storage breakthrough for microcomputers.

Maximized system performance. Minimized system overhead. A strong growth path for future data storage needs.

These are the ideals that the Marksman T-Series is designed to meet—a complete mass storage system of Winchester drive, streaming 1/4" cartridge tape drive, intelligent and composite disk/tape formatter.

Enter a new era of mass data storage with T-Series. Easily integrated into bus structures such as S-100 or Multibus (with a simple host adapter) and operating system environments such as CP/M, MP/M, UNIX and others.

Plug our system into your system for mass storage that gives you extreme reliability, has the highest cost efficiency, and Winchester/tape file loading and unloading without downtime for the operator.

The secret is transparent, prioritized commands. While our new T-Series Marksman is fully or selectively backing up data onto 1/4" streaming tape, direct requests from the CPU for access to data files on the disk can be given higher priority. The user is unaware of any time lapse as the back-up function is interrupted, the user's data need is fulfilled, and the back-up function is resumed, without further host system intervention.
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MAKING THE MOST OF MULTIPROCESSING FOR MICROCOMPUTERS

Microprocessor system performance limitations can be minimized through use of multiprocessing techniques

by W. Y. Yue
and R. P. Halverson

Design for maximum efficiency of the most expensive resources has been a prime directive in design of computer systems. But now, the era of the multiprocessor has arrived, and with it have come changes in the traditional manner in which engineers approach design considerations. Although the assumption that greater utilization of resources yields greater gains is still valid, the relative cost of system building blocks has changed drastically in recent years. Today, peripherals—not processors—represent the most costly design element.

Advances in semiconductor technology have inverted the cost of the central processing unit, local read only memory and random access memory, and input/output modules with that of the higher cost of peripherals, making relatively cheap computing power available. However, to design for maximum efficiency and economy, the engineer must keep the expensive peripherals busy. The design consideration today lies with the speed of the multiprocessing unit (MPU). Many fast peripherals that interface directly to local storage through direct memory access (DMA) could be used to the limit of performance if the overall data transfer rate were not compute-bound.

Unfortunately, many applications are compute-bound, and the least expensive resource, the MPU, limits performance. Furthermore, MPU speeds have not kept pace with local storage speeds. Although they may require fast access storage devices, none of the currently popular MPUs can effectively utilize data transfer rates possible with even the lower cost members of today’s read only memory (ROM) and random access memory (RAM) families. Multiprocessors can serve to answer these needs, improving performance (for small added cost) by sharing high bandwidth RAM and ROM among two or more MPUs.

Most widely employed MPUs are able to support shared bus multiprocessor systems. For example, Intel's 808X family uses HOLD and HLDA or RQ and GT signals to provide orderly bus control switching. Zilog's Z8X family has similar signals, BUSRQ and BUSAK. But use of these signals for shared bus operation does not accomplish the multiprocessing objective, since only one processor at a given time is active on the bus. The timing of these MPUs is such that simple bus control and arbitration logic can mesh bus transactions of two or more MPUs together. They become transparent to each other with little degradation in performance.

Fig 1 illustrates the timing diagram for the Intel 8086 MPU. Each bus transaction requires at least four clock pulses, called timing states. Timing state T1 is used to issue and latch address values. Write transactions end 10 ns after the trailing edge of the T3 clock. Read transactions could end during state T2, since all needed data are then available.

R. P. Halverson is staff consultant for Data Flo Corp, 1301 Cambridge Ave, Hopkins, MN 55343. Mr Halverson was formerly an associate professor in the electrical engineering dept of the University of Minnesota, where he also received his PhD degree, and has served as a consultant to several computer systems design firms.
A practical example

Employing two microprocessors is the system design depicted in Fig 2. The two 8086s each have fully buffered address, data, and control access to the system bus. A single 8284 clock generator circuit provides 15-MHz clock (osc) to the bus arbitration logic, 5-MHz clock (CLK) to both microprocessors, and 2.5-MHz clock (PCLK) to peripherals and RAM refresh counter. Local storage uses both 2716 electrically programmable read only memory (EPROM) and 4116 RAM. Peripheral chips include an 8253 programmable interval timer (PIT) and several 8251 universal synchronous/asynchronous receiver/transmitters (USARTs). Each microprocessor has its own 8259 programmable interrupt controller (PIC) connected to the MPU side of the bus buffers.

Bus control logic arbitrates requests from three sources—the two MPUs and the RAM refresh logic, as shown in Fig 3. Priority order is MPU 1 first, refresh second, and MPU 3 third. This order ensures that distributed RAM refresh can never be locked out for more than two or three states. Since the RAM refresh occurs approximately every 13 µs, the possible preemption of the MPU 2 bus cycle only slightly degrades the MPU 2 performance. DMA request arbitration logic could be added in a similar way. If DMA transfers always reference 256 or more successive RAM addresses (128 words) within 2 µs, the transfers could replace the RAM refresh request.

A timing diagram of several bus transactions is shown in Fig 4. The bus grant latch is clocked by a signal derived from the clock generator and driver’s OSC and CLK signals and the bus busy (BBSY) flipflop, so that bus grants change soon after CLK. BBSY ensures that each bus transaction takes at least two clock periods. The WAIT flipflop inserts one wait state for bus requests to EPROM or input/output (I/O) devices, thus ensuring adequate access time to these slower devices. The dynamic RAM’s row address strobe (RAS) and column address strobe (CAS) timing is also shown in Fig 4.

Hardware semaphore

Multiprocessors contending for shared resources can interfere with each other unless a semaphore mechanism exists to lock others out while a processor executes critical code. In maximum mode configuration, the 8086 features a lock prefix instruction to drive a signal line that hardware can use to prevent bus access by other devices during a “locked exchange.” However, this mechanism does not exist in minimum mode 8086, or in most other microprocessors.

A simple lock flipflop is used in this microprocessor system to accomplish the same purpose. Second rank of this double-rank flipflop is one bit of the status word read by instructions IN 00 or IN 02. The bit indicates whether the system is locked or unlocked. IN 00 clears, and IN 02 sets the first rank; transfers from first to second rank occur at the end of each bus transaction. A processor that reads the status (with IN 00) and finds the system unlocked can then manipulate semaphores in memory associated with the critical resources or code. Further status inputs (even on the next bus transaction) will find the system locked. After testing

Fig 1 Timing diagram for 8086 microprocessor. Since at least four timing states (800 µs at 5 MHz) are required for each bus transaction, typical RAM chip operates at half speed when used in conjunction with single 8086 processor.

Fig 2 Dual processor system. Performance increases when more than one processor shares memory. In system depicted, external clock provides timing signals for bus arbitration logic.
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or setting the memory semaphores, the first processor executes an IN 02 instruction, which again unlocks the system for other processors. Another bit of the status word is an “identity” bit derived from the grant logic, which identifies the processor (0 or 1) so that decision branching is possible during interrupt controller initialization.

Since a concurrent coprocessor conceptualizes a multiprocessor system, it is important that the interrupt structure be provided for smooth efficient task switching. Some hardware interrupts that may occur in a multiprocessing system include

- realtime clock “tick” interrupts, used by the operating system to reallocate processor resources equally among several users;

- I/O interrupts such as ready/requests from slow peripherals that avoid time-wasting busy/wait loops; task completion and error exception interrupts from peripheral controllers or DMA devices that are capable of substantial independent activity before requiring processor service;

- event notification interrupts that require immediate processor attention, such as “power is failing.”

In addition, a software interrupt scheme, if available, can be used for system resource calls or job termination notification to the operating system. Ideally, an interrupt in a multiprocessor system should be serviced by the processor that is executing the lowest priority task. In a multitasking operating system with symmetrical treatment of processors, any given processor may be executing the lowest priority task at the instant of interrupt.

To communicate task priority to interrupt controllers complex hardware must be used. Also, the required handshaking signals (INT and INTA) between the 8086 MPU and, for example, the PIC make a fully symmetrical dual processor interrupt system difficult to design. In the system described here, each processor has its own PIC, wired to the local side of its bus buffers. Judicious distribution of interrupt signals between the two controllers helps to avoid excessive interrupt service by either processor.

Fig 4 Dual processor bus timing diagram. Wait states are inserted when necessary to allow slower system elements and procedures to catch up with processors.
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executing common code can branch to a routine unique to its interrupt. The same test can also be used to separate the code to initialize each processor's PICs for different interrupt vectors.

**Software considerations**

In many applications, high performance microprocessors are capable of serving several users simultaneously. Multi-user operating systems have been written to control such usage in a multiprogramming context. Software extension, however, of such operating systems to run in concurrent multiprocessors can be difficult. Since an 8086 assembler was not readily available to test the concurrent operation of the two MPUs as described here, a small operating system was modified by hand assembly to support two 8259A PICs and two 8251A USARTs. At initialization, each processor was forked to a different segment of code using the identity input to initialize its own 8259A PIC and assign nonconflicting data and stack segments in RAM. Only one MPU was allowed to initialize the 8253 PIT under locked (critical code) conditions because of chip recovery time restrictions. A fork at the entry to each I/O driver causes each MPU to control a separate USART in a unique assignment.

With these changes, two separate terminals run the same operating system independently, sharing most of the code in ROM. However, this scheme makes a fixed assignment of one MPU to each port, and does not allow a processor to handle overload computing from the other. A better approach would be to implement an interrupt driven multitasking operating system such as that described in Intel's 8086 *Family User's Manual*, application note AP-6. In this scheme, interrupts to either or both processors dispatch them to a multi-priority multiple task program which allocates processor time on the basis of user needs. If both processors execute common code, the test and lock feature described above can keep the processors from interfering with each other as task programs are assigned. Throughput of such a system should approach or exceed that of two independent microcomputer systems which duplicate the resources shared in this design.
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FUNCTIONS of intelligent terminals, especially those used in point of sale applications, have expanded beyond mere data entry sequencing and cash control. Complexity in these applications is increasing and terminals are playing a more pervasive, active role in the banking or retail business systems of which they are a part. In addition to integration of the credit authorization function, successful product lines will offer direct connection to accounting and inventory systems and access to shared data bases (Fig 1).

A terminal must be flexible because many of these systems are already in place. Varying requirements on peripheral device characteristics that a terminal must support also suggest a flexible approach. For example, a printer may or may not be required to print in two colors, print alphanumeric data or upper/lowercase characters, or print on inserted forms such as charge slips. A quiet printer may be more desirable than a fast one or vice versa; a given terminal may need one or perhaps multiple printers. This diversity is manifested by a rash of terminal hardware configurations, each of which uses the same central processing element (Fig 2).

Modularity is the recognized technique in achieving flexibility. In this case, modularity can be effected by partitioning all hardware specific to a given device onto a device controller card that can be plugged into the terminal/system when necessary. This is not a new concept; minicomputer companies have been using it for years. In general, the choice must be made between a modular, systems oriented approach to hardware design, and a customized approach using unique interfaces optimized for specific devices. In the modular approach, one must be careful to provide configurability at the proper level. The intent is to provide devices that are readily installed and removed. Losing sight of this is easy when considering how empty a given device controller may be, how easy it is to combine two controllers into one, or how much more of a given resource a controller can handle. Thus a device providing 16 control lines could be more desirable than one providing 64.

As processing power cost decreases, the modular approach becomes more attractive in applications where hardware component cost was previously prohibitive. The systems approach should also benefit with lower manufacturing and service costs; this must be weighed against component cost. Self-contained microprocessors are useful tools for modular design and are becoming comparable in price to much less intelligent devices, such as universal synchronous/asynchronous receiver/transmitter (USART) and programmable input/output (PIO) chips.

As modularity is an essential ingredient of a flexible system, this draws attention to characteristics of the backplane or bus where pluggable modules reside. The degree of flexibility a modular design offers will depend on the strength of the connection between modules, in this case printed circuit boards (PCBs). The less complex the bus used as the connection, the more flexible the resulting system.

Configuring a terminal for a specific application is simply a matter of connecting a universal main logic board to the appropriate device controller boards at final assembly. Situations in which two devices are
made mutually exclusive by requiring the same interrupt lines on a bus are undesirable. In order to avoid such situations, software and hardware interdependencies must be confined to individual boards. The presence or absence of any given board (with the exception of the main logic board, which must always be present) does not affect another board. Optimally, only the application program will be affected as the device configuration changes.

Flexibility within cost constraints is the design goal. Thus, a look at the required performance level is in order. The application calls for a simple I/O bus to be used for data exchange between a central processor board and device controller boards. By and large, the peripherals run by the device controller boards interact with a human terminal operator. As a result, data rates supported by what is usually thought of as a bus are not required. Speed can be traded off for simplicity, flexibility, and ease of reliable implementation as design goals.

A new approach to the I/O bus

A network approach to an I/O bus, the Intrabus™ technique uses a common 2-wire cable assembly connected to each device controller board and to the main logic board (Fig 3). One wire is a signal line; the other a common ground return. The bus is inherently serial and half-duplex. An asynchronous transmission format is used even though it is not the most efficient scheme possible. However, the simplicity it offers outweighs the better line utilization of synchronous transmission or other more complex schemes.

Data are transmitted in ASCII at 9600 bps, allowing the use of line monitors to view bus traffic. A contention protocol approach is used because of its simplicity. The excellent connectivity offered by contention has not proved to be of much significance in the application. Collision does not introduce the degradation expected in a contention environment because bus traffic arrives in sequenced, rather than in random, fashion.

Hardware component cost of the network approach is acceptable and offers free advantages, many of which derive from extending device independence to a hardware level. Usually, a device driver must be written for each device and the operating system implements device independence by invoking the appropriate driver. It should be emphasized that the benefits realized are the result of using an architecture designed to fit the application—a common, I/O channel for communication among PCBs. Many implementations of the channel are possible, such as a polled approach where the main logic board acts as the network host. As another alternative, much higher data rates can be achieved using various forms of synchronous transmission since the clocking implied allows the receiver to lock onto the beginning of each bit time with high accuracy. As synchronization occurs at the start bit which begins each character, asynchronous implementations drift at the bit level.

**Bus interface**

The Intrabus technique uses the Intel 8041A (UPI-41A) as the bus interface. Each connection to the bus requires this device as a bus controller. It is a convenient device to use since it is designed to be a user programmable peripheral controller that can connect directly to a master processor's bus. The 8041A contains three registers that are available both internally and to a master processor: input, output, and status. As a bus controller, the 8041A can be thought of as a smart universal asynchronous receiver/transmitter (UART) with a built-in communications protocol.

Software in the bus controller is organized into four major sections—software UART, bus interface, protocol state processing, and main processor interface—each of which can be viewed as an independent state machine, driven by events relevant to it. The highest level control flow within the bus controller is as follows:

```
DO FOREVER
  PERFORM bus interface
  PERFORM main processor interface
ENDDO
```

The protocol state processing section is performed by the bus interface when a properly addressed error-free packet is received. Once started, the software UART section is interrupt driven. An interrupt caused by a start bit on the bus initiates the receive mode. Transmit mode is initiated on command of the protocol state processing section.

**Alternative implementations**

Using an entire microprocessor as a bus interface may seem unusual. Indeed, there are other possible implementations of a shared I/O channel for communication between a main logic board and device controllers. The tradeoff involves use of the central processing unit as a
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means of simplifying interconnection, as opposed to a more complex bus where a given board connects only to the bus lines it needs. A bus controller with self-contained read only memory (ROM), random access memory (RAM), and interface hardware does not require excessive board space while the overall cost compares favorably to other methods of interfacing microprocessors.

For example, although much higher bandwidth is possible for a parallel bus with eight data lines, it is unnecessary. Some form of a byte-wide bidirectional buffer will be required at each device unless an 8041 type processor with its built-in buffering can handle the peripheral and interfacing to the bus. Ribbon cable with its relatively expensive connectors will probably be required and will introduce crosstalk problems. While a backplane or motherboard circuitry these effects to a degree, the geometry of board placement inside a cramped terminal may not permit it as a solution.

A strong argument can be made for the use of a less intelligent device, such as a UART, to serve as the bus interface device. There are advantages to the processor approach, the relative importance of which is application dependent. One advantage is that a very simple point to point protocol can be used as the data link between a main processor and its bus controller. This simplified protocol requires less memory to implement since it need not deal with the complexities of the protocol used to communicate over the bus. Also, the RAM contained in the 8041A reduces realtime constraints on a board’s main processor because it buffers up to 16 characters at a time. This allows the main processor to ignore the bus controller during critical device service periods, and to catch up during less critical intervals. A self-contained microprocessor with enough RAM can buffer an entire message and thus become a store and forward device. This eliminates all bus controller imposed realtime constraints on the main processor. As a result, much higher data rates can be implemented on the bus without placing higher throughput requirements on processors that desire to use the bus.

Intrabus addressing—simplicity

Any bus on which addressing is done by message content rather than wires, by use of dedicated bus lines, offers the advantage of simplicity because the main logic board hardware remains the same no matter how many devices are connected. Though attractive at the low end, point to point approaches using dedicated unique interface electronics become cumbersome as devices are added.

A 2-wire bus reduces cabling used for the data link between boards to a minimum. As all boards share a common data link, it is possible to construct a universal test fixture. This fixture has to satisfy variable power requirements of the board under test, but can achieve a go/no-go level test by supplying the appropriate scenario on the bus.

Using a contention protocol permits identical software to run in each bus controller so that only one mask is needed for the 8041A. The excellent connectivity offered by contention, where any two nodes on the bus can directly communicate, is more important in a local area network (inter-terminal) than in the intra-terminal environment, since in the latter case traffic tends to be routed to or from the main logic board. The loss of throughput at high loading, usually suffered by contention schemes, is not experienced since bus traffic is strongly time sequenced and collisions are rare.

The Intrabus technique tolerates changes in the I/O device configuration with minimum customization. Changing or adding devices that connect to the bus will only affect the application program, as it must communicate with a device at a different address. The change is transparent to the operating system because it is capable of routing messages to any valid bus address and it does not perform message processing specific to any device.

Adopting any interface standard carries with it the benefit of reusable software. The main processor code that interfaces to a bus controller only has to be written once for each type of processor.

The less complex the bus...the more flexible the resulting system.

Intrabus processing—reliability

Most popular microprocessor bus architectures are high speed, parallel designs intended to provide a maximum data rate for general purpose distributed processing. They are capable of supporting tightly coupled microprocessors that communicate indirectly via shared memory. Attached resources may or may not be intelligent, and therefore may or may not be able to gain control of the bus. The essential architectural difference between these bus structures and a microprocessor bus is the capability for more than one bus master. As they are no more tolerant of noise than a microprocessor bus, care must be taken to isolate them from it.

Although incapable of satisfying the most demanding multiprocessing applications, a bus that requires all connections to be intelligent has reliability advantages. The protocol implemented on the bus protects all data exchanged between boards. Additional error detection/correction can be implemented between cooperating nodes. For example, data to be displayed are not as critical as transaction data being transmitted to a recording device. Errors are transient and immediately apparent in the former case but not in the latter.

Presence of a bus used exclusively for I/O tends to localize microprocessor bus runs. In the ideal case, the
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LIGHTLY-LOADED, LOW MASS HEADS. Heads take off and land on a dedicated media zone. High signal-to-noise ratio provides higher data integrity.

Now—a Winchester Drive with higher performance

Available from your local ARROW or KIERULFF distributor or Control Data OEM sales representative. For more information write: OEM Product Sales, HQN08J, Control Data Corporation, P.O. Box 0, Minneapolis, MN 55440.

CONTROL DATA

Addressing society's major unmet needs as profitable business opportunities
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I/O bus is the only bus not totally confined to one PCB. Unforeseen requirements for additional memory can prevent this ideal from being realized because memory must reside on the bus of the processor that needs it. Nevertheless, other than for memory expansion, an I/O bus can serve as a universal data highway. This confines processor bus runs to printed circuit etch and avoids signal quality loss caused by connectors degrading over time, a problem suffered by all expanded bus systems to some degree.

The connectivity of the Intrabus system is minimal—a signal and a ground line. This implies a long mean time between failures since so few line drivers and receivers are involved. In addition, if a bus controller or its associated support circuitry fails in a way that makes the bus unusable, this will be detected by the other connected bus controllers. Nodes can be disconnected one at a time until the remaining bus controllers can communicate; this always identifies the node with the failed components. A continuity test of the two bus lines and the successful communication between any two nodes eliminates the bus as a problem source. Therefore, the lack of any bus lines used exclusively for addressing aids troubleshooting. Because of the short bus length and relatively low transmission speed (9600 bps), transmission effects such as ringing, echoing, and line capacitance are not noticeable.

...a bus that requires all connections to be intelligent has reliability advantages.

Proper partitioning of functions among processors is always important. Each device is not necessarily allocated a processor and connected to the bus; some devices logically and economically fit as an optional subassembly of another device. A magnetic stripe credit card reader fits this description. It is an inexpensive device, requires a small amount of support electronics, and can be easily integrated into a keyboard device as an option implemented when needed. Moreover, there are other reasons to combine devices and use one device controller to service them. A display used to echo keyboard data on a keystroke basis represents a high degree of interaction between two devices. Any time two devices must communicate directly, consideration should be given to combining them. The bus is intended to support flexible terminal configuration and assembly by providing a universal link between the main logic board and device controllers. Providing all devices with intelligence and connecting them to the bus to accomplish this is unnecessary. Yet, as improper combination of devices will adversely affect modularity, each case must be carefully considered.

Conclusion
Serial data transmission has its place as a data bus architecture. When the required data rates are not demanding and flexibility is important, the serial approach is optimal. Many distributed processing applications require nothing more involved, and offering more bandwidth on a bus than will be needed is not advantageous.

Another key aspect of distributed processing is the nature of communication required between processors. Some applications require the very high performance offered by tightly coupled approaches, where memory is shared and communication is indirect. However, if high performance is not required, it should not be implemented. Any application that can be serviced with a loosely coupled design should be. Error detection is simplified when inter-processor communication occurs explicitly via identifiable messages transmitted over a bus. Often, analysis of an application will reveal a potential loosely coupled approach such as smart bulk memories. It is not unusual for an application to read multiple disk sectors in search of one or two lines of information. It is unnecessary to pipe anything but the desired information over the bus provided the proper intelligence can be installed in the disk controller. A down-loadable disk controller that allows applications software to build on top of the normally supplied primitive functions (read/write at sector level) would be satisfactory. A universal data bus suitable for any and all multiprocessor applications is at present a complex proposition. When high end requirements are satisfied, the low end becomes unnecessarily complex.

Back ing off from this desirable but as yet impractical goal suggests a set of application-driven architectures. (See the Table, “Comparison of bus architectures”.) The most demanding applications would have to be serviced by a closely coupled high speed parallel bus. Next in line would be a loosely coupled parallel bus, hopefully used much more frequently than the previous approach. Finally, because of its simplicity and reliability, a loosely coupled serial bus is to be used whenever feasible. A set of bus structures, each suitable for a given range of applications and integrated into one computing system, seems to be a reasonable design philosophy.

Please rate the value of this article to you by circling the appropriate number in the “Editorial Score Box” on the Inquiry Card.
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The High-Speed Signal Processor/Microcomputer

Real-time signal processing calls for very sophisticated computing power. High instruction rates with each instruction doing as much processing as possible. Also, real-time data reduction, analysis and decision-making/control requires branching and testing in its instruction set. High I/O data rates should be supported cleanly to keep your software working at maximum efficiency. And you need easy programmability and effective debugging aids. That's complex!

But the complex is being made simple. Adams-Russell has been delivering high-speed signal processors to the U.S. Government for years. Now, the best of that technology is available in a compact, low-cost, third generation processor system, complete with software and software development tools. Well suited and well priced for OEM, commercial and laboratory applications. A powerful, flexible, easy-to-program signal processor. That's simple!

Heart of the AR-40 is its High-Speed Processor. With minicomputer-like architectures and executing instructions at 4.6 MHz rate. Boosting its power are independent program and data memories plus shallow pipelining optimized for both processing speed and operational flexibility. Get the facts simply by calling (617) 891-4700 today or writing Adams-Russell Digital Processing Division, 1370 Main Street, Waltham, MA 02154.

Adams Russell
DIGITAL PROCESSING DIVISION

WALTHAM, MA SILVER SPRING, MD
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In London, Stockholm, and Frankfurt in March, OEM decision makers will meet the industry's top computer and peripheral manufacturers at the Invitational Computer Conferences—the only seminar/displays designed specifically for the unique requirements of the quantity user.

At these one day, regional conferences guests will have a close-up view of every type of computer and peripheral—mini/micros, disk drives, tape drives, printers, interfaces, controllers, graphic display terminals—and will be welcome to attend a program of technical seminars covering the latest state-of-the-art technology. Some of the companies associated with the series include Arsycom BV, Century Data Systems, CI Honeywell-Bull, Cipher Data Products, Control Data, Dataram, Genisco Computers, International Memories, MDB Systems, Priam, Printronicx, Remex, National Semiconductor, Kennedy and Trilog.

Technical product seminars will be presented on streaming tape drives, graphic display systems, Winchester disks, matrix line printers, color printer/plotters and add-in memories.

Plan to attend the conference in your area. Invitations are available from participating companies or from the ICC sponsor. For further information contact:

B.J. Johnson & Associates, Inc.
2503 Eastbluff Drive
Newport Beach, CA 92660
Telephone: 714/644-6037
Telex: 678401 TAB IRIN

or

Tom Lewis
No. 10 Barley Mow Passage
Chiswich, London W4 4PH
England
Telephone: 01-994-6477 Ext. 239
Telex: No.: 8811418 Ref T100N
We've Designed it for you!

Elpac's 22 Years of Proven Experience Now Provide You With Thousands of Standard Power Supplies to Choose From

When configuring your power system, Elpac can simplify your design by providing you with a variety of standard configurations to meet your specific applications. Whether your power supply requirement is unregulated, linear, switch regulated, or a DC-DC Converter, Elpac has a power supply that will fit your blueprint. We've spent years designing and manufacturing power supplies and our thousands of power supply combinations are available for fast, responsive delivery through a worldwide network of over 200 distributors.

All of our switching power supplies are highly efficient with soft start and overload protection, and come in single or multiple outputs, dual input ranges, open or enclosed frame, and fully burned-in at 40°C under full-load and AC cycled. Simply put, Elpac provides an uncommonly superior product at very affordable prices.

Our linear and unregulated lines are built to equally exacting specifications. Our new DC-DC Converter line has been expanded by over 200%, with 77 configurations now available and more to come. If you can't find a product that meets your needs from our thousands of standards, consider Elpac's custom capability.

Elpac has a reputation for designing and manufacturing power supplies where reliability comes first—at an affordable price. Over a million "UGLIES"™ are in the field today maintaining a company goal of less than 1% return rate for "any reason."

Our dedicated people provide a precision, stable, reliable product with superior performance. That's our reputation. And we are proud of it!

For free catalogs or application assistance on our full line of power supplies, call or write today!
(714) 979-4440.

ANOTHER UGLY™ Where Beauty is in the Performance

ELPAC POWER SYSTEMS
3131 S. Standard Avenue, Santa Ana, CA 92705
(714) 979-4440  TWX 910-595-1513
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WHY YOU SHOULDN'T WRITE YOUR OWN SIGNAL PROCESSING SOFTWARE.

BY A.H. "STEEN" GRAY, Jr., Ph.D.
Vice President, Signal Technology, Inc.

I've been in this business long enough to know that some things never change. The "make or buy" quandary as it applies to software is a good example. "We've got some expensive programmers; let them earn their keep." How many times have you heard that when you've suggested buying a program package that seems perfectly tailored to your application?

HOW TO ANSWER
If your line of work is signal processing, the answer should be reasonably simple. Just say, "It would take us ten years and a bundle of money to come up with a package as good as the one already available from some experts out in California." That might be just a slight exaggeration, but your point would be well taken. You see, we do have the last word in interactive signal processing software. It's called ILS, and with over 200 installations worldwide, it is often referred to (and not just by us) as the "world standard."

WHAT ILS IS
ILS is a highly modular set of FORTRAN programs that make up a sophisticated interactive software system with standard file structures, documentation and ongoing support. To date, it is performing with excellent results in a wide variety of industries and technologies, including: speech—noise and vibration—acoustics—biology—medicine—simulation—digital filtering—sonar—radar—seismic—and some we aren't being told about.

Many of our users also find DACS, our Data Acquisition and Conversion Software, and APAS, our Array Processor Application Software, of great value in their applications.

WHAT COMES OUT

With any compatible computer system and the appropriate terminals, ILS will give you: pattern analysis—digital filtering—signal editing—3-D displays—modeling—correlation—convolution—spectral density—signal displays—coherence—and maybe even a picture of your Aunt Sally, if that's what you want.

THE POINT IS
The important thing is, ILS is available now. It has been proven in a multitude of applications around the world. And it can cost you a lot less in time and money to buy it from us rather than developing a comparable package yourself.

FREE DEMO
If you have a compatible graphics terminal and modem, we can arrange to give you an on-line demonstration of ILS. Simply call (toll free) and ask for our ILS marketing representative at (800) 235-5787. We also have a video tape that illustrates many of the features of ILS and its capabilities. We'll be happy to send it to you.

IF YOU'RE STILL WITH US
If you've read this far, you probably have some kind of interest in signal processing. I'd be delighted to send you a reprint of the series of three articles on digital filtering that I co-authored with John Markel. Write to me at the address below.

SIGNAL TECHNOLOGY, INC.
15 West De La Guerra Street, Santa Barbara, CA 93101
California (805) 963-1552 • Outside California Call Toll Free (800) 235-5787
TWX 910-334-3471—SIGNAL TEC SNC
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Improved performance and increased memory availability result when a microcomputer's resources are divided along common and applications lines.

by Robert A. Garrow

Unified bus structures are common in most minicomputer designs. The approach combines on a single bus the support of both common primitive facilities, such as the central processing unit, and those unique to the application. However, advances in both the physical and functional density of large scale integration, together with the creation of universal bus standards for microcomputers, have made possible a dual-bus architecture that can provide several distinct advantages over a unified bus. The dual-bus approach creates a division between common and unique functions, allowing the user to economize with the available low cost computing power, while reducing the risk of hardware obsolescence.

With the dual-bus architecture, common resource functions and unique applications functions reside on separate buses. Parallel processing that matches the user's speed, increased memory capability, protection and isolation of common and application resources, and independence of application resources from common resource upgrades are all advantages innate in the dual-bus concept. In addition, application equipment does not need to be altered if common function capabilities are improved, preserving the user's engineering investment in valve added components.

Common functions of local bus architecture used in a family of workstation computers include human interface, computer mass storage interface, and input/output. These functions support the basic functions necessary for any specific application, including communication between operator and workstation, information processing, storage and retrieval of data, and communication with peripherals and networks. (See Fig 1.) Proposed IEEE bus standard MULTIBUS is the application bus illustrated with the system; the system contains from two to five MULTIBUS compatible card slots, depending on the configuration.

Dual-bus advantages

A dual-bus configuration in which the local bus supports a 16-bit microprocessor and an optional coprocessor, while the MULTIBUS supports application dependent hardware, provides significant advantages not offered by a unified bus system. Optimizing operation and speed of either the main processor or coprocessor and associated memory and peripheral capacity, the local bus masters also use a bus arbitration protocol that is more efficient than the bus request/acknowledge protocol used on the MULTIBUS. The two processors share instruction stream and use a request/grant handshake that is synchronized by a shared clock to speed processor interaction. Direct memory access (DMA) anticipates when the bus will
By controlling access of MULTIBUS signals to the local bus (a task handled by the local MULTIBUS interface), the local bus can protect itself and its memory resources from unauthorized or electrically anomalous interaction with the MULTIBUS. Although the MULTIBUS can access specifically defined local bus memory addresses, it cannot access local bus input/output (I/O) either directly or through DMA. Only five interrupt lines are shared between the two buses; all other lines are reserved for single bus intervention.

Since they remain electrically separate, the local bus and MULTIBUS support parallel processing. The local processor and MULTIBUS CPU operate simultaneously and independently, as long as neither requires access to the other’s resources. In addition, the MULTIBUS effectively doubles address space to 1M byte available on the local bus.

**Common facilities**
Details of the common facilities are presented in Fig 2. Human interface permits interaction between operator and workstation by means of a keyboard and video display. The 16-bit processor (supported by an optional numeric processor) with random access memory (RAM) and read only memory (ROM), provides computing power. A real-time clock, interval timers, and interrupt control complete the CPU support. High speed DMA (I/O) and disk controller interface enables communication with the mass storage subsystem, while the printer and two serial communications channels provide I/O functions.

**Processors, CPU, and memory.** The standard CPU is a 5-MHz 16-bit processor, operated in maximum mode. Using a 6-byte instruction queue, the CPU achieves high performance through its 16-bit internal data path, 16-bit external interface, and instruction prefetch. This
Plug-in Fiber Optic Modem Expands Capabilities of OEM Units

Equipment manufacturers can now integrate a powerful, new Fiber Optic Modem directly into their equipment; resulting in a device that will provide exceptional data throughput performance in any local distribution environment.

The Case for Fiber Optics: The use of fiber optics for local data distribution assures that your end product will perform as it was designed to; regardless of the environment in which it is used. Unlike conventional wire cables, optic cables are totally unaffected by rfi, adjacent noisy cables, or heavy duty electrical equipment. A big plus is that it is also effectively immune to wire tapping; yet costs about the same as coaxial cable.

The Reasons for Using Versitron: In addition to the inherent advantages of fiber optics, Versitron’s OM series of plug-in modems offers an impressive list of performance specifications. These include: operating range up to two kilometers (6500 feet), synchronous or asynchronous operation at data rates up to 38.4 KBPS, true EIA handshaking (three separate control signals in each direction are multiplexed along with the data), and an optional alarm circuit that will shut down all traffic if the cable is tampered with.

For details on how our optical modem can help you to significantly improve the marketability of your end product, give us a call at (202) 882-8464; or write Versitron, Inc., 6310 Chillum Place, N.W., Washington, D.C. 20011

VERSITRON, INC.
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Interrupts. The system processes three types of interrupts, and internal software generated interrupts. The interrupt controller providing up to 29 levels of priority.

Numeric processor. Within specific applications requirements, the optional numeric processor can improve system throughput by providing 100 times the numeric processing capabilities of the CPU. The numeric processor operates as a coprocessor with the CPU, monitoring the same stream of instructions. However, each processor is designed to execute the specific instructions that it can most effectively handle. Numeric processing extends the register resources and instruction set of the CPU, which contains a register stack of eight 80-bit, individually addressable registers. The resulting increase conforms to the proposed IEEE floating point standard—the instruction set comprises 63 instructions that operate on 16- and 32-bit integers and 32- and 64-bit real numbers.

Interrupts. Non-maskable and maskable interrupts of the CPU are supported by the local bus, with the interrupt controller providing up to 29 levels of priority interrupts. The system processes three types of interrupts—external device interrupts, internal exception interrupts, and internal software generated interrupts. I/O controllers, interval timer, real-time clock, and MULTIBUS generate maskable external interrupts. In addition, the local bus transfers four non-maskable external interrupts to the CPU—power failure, parity error, write protect, and bus timeout. Divide error, single-step, and overflow-detect generate internal processor exception interrupts. Software calls utilize the facilities through internal software generated interrupts. Application generated interrupts placed on the MULTIBUS protect the system from unwanted tampering with interrupt lines and improve system performance by providing two discrete interrupt systems.

A user accessible 16-bit timer/counter with a clock rate of 19.58 KHz provides the system's interval timer capability. The timer can be loaded or read under program control, while the counter generates a maskable interrupt. A real-time clock generates a maskable interrupt derived from the power line frequency (50 or 60 Hz).

RAM and ROM. The system supports both RAM and ROM for programmable read only memory (PROM) in a 1M-byte memory address space; two possible memory configurations are illustrated in Fig 3. The position of RAM and ROM within the address space, and minimum/maximum RAM and ROM sizes are indicated. (ROM occupies lower memory; RAM occupies upper memory.) RAM configurations range from a minimum of 128k bytes on the memory I/O board to a maximum of 992k bytes that is configured with 512k bytes on the memory I/O board and 480k bytes on the memory expansion board. RAM detects single-bit errors with byte parity. The first 32k bytes of RAM can be write protected to ensure operating system integrity.

Minimum ROM capacity is 4k bytes. Bootstrap software and system diagnostics are contained on the processor board; the processor board can contain a maximum 16k bytes. A maximum system size of 144k bytes is reached with the 128k-byte ROM expansion board.

Interface to the mass storage subsystem is accomplished through a high performance 16-bit channel. The mass storage subsystem, communicating through high speed DMA transfer, supports both floppy disk and 8" Winchester technology. One or two 500k-byte 8" floppy disks are included in the minimum configuration, although a system may contain a maximum of three 8" Winchester disk drives to provide 10M-, 20M-, or 40M-byte capacity. A removable cartridge disc provides backup for the Winchester drives.

Input/Output. Two programmable serial channels perform system communications. One channel operates with either an RS-232-C or RS-422 interface, and is connected to a DMA channel for high speed operation. The second channel operates in RS-232-C mode only. RS-232-C channels have software selectable baud rates ranging from 110 to 19.2k baud. RS-422 operates via onboard DMA at up to 615k bps over balanced differential lines. Each channel is independently programmed to support both synchronous and asynchronous protocols, as well as bit-oriented protocols.

The system includes an 8-bit parallel printer interface, and outputs ASCII data to printers at speeds greater than 1200 lines/minute under interrupt and programmed I/O control. It is capable of handling either buffered or non-buffered printers.

Application bus: MULTIBUS

A master processor on the MULTIBUS has a 1M-byte address space in addition to the memory space of the local bus. Switch-selectable windows allow sections of MULTIBUS memory to be accessed by the local CPU. Fig 4 illustrates the three choices of local memory access.

The MULTIBUS supports a 64k I/O address space, 8- or 16-bit I/O data transfers, and data rates up to 5M
HOW DO YOU FIND AN OUTLET FOR YOUR COMPUTER POWER FRUSTRATIONS?

Answer: With a Topaz Line 2® Power Conditioner.

Our Line 2 Power Conditioner delivers noise-free, regulated AC power to all your computer equipment, while it solves the frustrating problems created by plug/receptacle incompatibility.

Typical AC power is often unfit for computer use. Momentary sags and surges in voltage can wipe out memories and ruin a computer program. Noise on the line often becomes mistakes on the disk. Line 2 solves all these problems. Installed between the power source and your equipment, Line 2 provides complete protection against power line noise, voltage fluctuations — even brownouts.

And because the shape of your power plug can be just as critical as the shape of your power, Line 2 has optional panels that provide up to eleven various receptacles — ensuring plug compatible outlets for all your equipment.

Don't let frustrating power problems put you up against a wall. Put a Topaz Line 2 Power Conditioner against the wall instead. All models are immediately available from stock.

For more information, return this ad with your name and address, mark the reader service card, or call us:

Topaz Electronics Division
9192 Topaz Way
San Diego, CA 92123
(714) 279-0831 —
TWX 910-335-1526
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transfers/s. The local CPU can access MULTIBUS I/O resources, although the MULTIBUS master cannot access local bus I/O resources. Of eight MULTIBUS interrupt lines, only five are shared with the local bus. Interrupts can be expanded to 29 maskable interrupts via interrupt controllers on the MULTIBUS. One channel of local bus DMA supports data transfers between local bus memory and the MULTIBUS, using the previously defined mapping scheme. DMA with local bus I/O devices occurs only to and from local bus memory.

Since the MULTIBUS can accommodate additional processors, as well as memory and I/O expansion, it provides the means to configure a system to fit a variety of specific applications. By including a single-board computer, a CPU board, or a special purpose processor within the MULTIBUS configuration, the system’s processing power to perform data manipulation, data storage, or I/O control is significantly improved. Each processor operates on a separate, dedicated bus, containing its own memory and I/O.

Adding memory to the MULTIBUS increases system memory capacity using the local bus-to-MULTIBUS window. Either RAM or ROM/PROM can be placed on the MULTIBUS. MULTIBUS memory also supports MULTIBUS processors and I/O controllers.

The MULTIBUS provides I/O expansion for peripheral controllers, data communications, and interfaces; such expansion is controlled by either the local bus CPU or a MULTIBUS master. Support of a peripheral controller for magnetic tape, hard disk, printers/plotters, and graphics terminals is also provided by the MULTIBUS.

Adding data communications controllers furnishes serial ports to dumb terminals, data communications ports to networks, or communication extensions to other systems. Special system requirements, such as analog or digital I/O, or high speed local networks, are also possible by employing the MULTIBUS.

Minicomputer comparison
Comparing the capabilities of today’s local bus facilities with an equivalent implementation of a 1979 minicomputer exemplifies the extent to which large scale integration (LSI) can both reduce the physical requirements of the system and increase the effectiveness of the dual-bus approach. A system containing 128k-byte workstation hardware facilities can be configured using products from many manufacturers.

While a minicomputer system requires 19 individual cards, with a total printed circuit board area of 2120 in², extensive use of LSI components in a system reduces the requirements to three printed circuit boards with a total area of 360 in². Furthermore, a LSI system has one-sixth the complexity of the minicomputer.

Fig 4 MULTIBUS/local bus shared memory. Switch selection can limit memory sharing accesses to either local memory or MULTIBUS memory exclusively. When local bus is master (a), 768k to 863k window of local bus can map to 0 to 95k MULTIBUS window; or 512k to 863k local bus window can map to 0 to 351k MULTIBUS window. When MULTIBUS is master (b), buses can share a 32k to 47k address window; or a 512k to 1023k MULTIBUS window can map to a 0 to 511k local bus window.

Adding data communications controllers furnishes serial ports to dumb terminals, data communications ports to networks, or communication extensions to other systems. Special system requirements, such as analog or digital I/O, or high speed local networks, are also possible by employing the MULTIBUS.

Please rate the value of this article to you by circling the appropriate number in the "Editorial Score Box" on the Inquiry Card.
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The disks are flexible, our standards are not.
Inflexible Standard No. 1...Design Excellence

At Siemens, we're driven by an inflexible commitment to design excellence. The intensity of that commitment is evidenced in the proven performance and reliability of our disk drives.

With uncompromising precision, Siemens engineers determine the positional accuracy of our flexible disk drives using laser technology. Design excellence. Anything less would not be Siemens.

From design conception, through product certification, qualification and implementation, our design standards ensure that each disk drive we produce is worthy of its Siemens nameplate.

Further information on our 5 1/4” or 8” Flexible Disk Drives is available from Siemens Corporation, OEM Data Products Division, 240 E. Palais Road, Anaheim, CA 92805 (714) 991-9700 Telex 685695
Or contact our Distributor - Diplomat Electronics, 490 S. Riverview Drive, Totowa, NJ 07512 (201) 785-1830

Siemens... Engineering Reliable Drives
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Now you can get a terminal as easy to use as a VT100 no matter what kind of terminal you need.
Up until now if you wanted VT100 quality in anything other than a VT100, you had two choices: Do without, or settle for something less.

Now Digital’s created a family of VT100 terminals. All of them as easy to use as a VT100 because they’re all made with the same high regard for people and the way they work.

The new VT125 business graphics terminal, for instance.

**Affordable graphics for business and engineering.**

It gives you what you’d expect in terms of durability and ease of use from a VT100. But what makes it an ideal graphics terminal is our new graphics instruction set called ReGIS (Remote Graphics Instruction Set).

With just a few simple lines of programming language, even an average programmer can run VT125 graphics off of your present minicomputer.

Then, with simple but powerful ReGIS commands, any operator can call up data and put it into graphic form with very little demand on the CPU.

The VT125 also writes text as well as it draws pictures, so what graphics fail to express, words can.

You can buy the VT125 as a complete terminal package. Or you can buy it as an option for the VT100 you already own.

Either way, it’ll work like a charm on any system supporting ASCII terminals. As will any other terminal in the VT100 family.

This next one, for instance.

**The economical VT101.**

It can display 80 or 132 columns of data with smooth scroll. You can select double-height and double-width characters. And you can personalize it right from the keyboard . . . so you’ll feel comfortable working with it.

But because the VT101 was designed with a little less power and option space than the VT100, it costs less.

Thus it’s perfect for people who want a terminal as easy to use as a VT100 but not as powerful or expandable.

The VT101, we think, fills a very practical niche between too much terminal and not enough.

But suppose you need even more features to start out with?

**The VT131. A new, fully optioned terminal.**

You get advanced video features to make an operator’s life easier and more productive. The VT131 also comes with a printer port, five full and half duplex protocols and full modem control.

With the VT131 you can select block mode or character operation from the keyboard.

All of these features are designed in a terminal package that, like the VT101, has less option space and power than a VT100.

Thus the VT131 also represents an affordable choice in terminals.

Then, of course, there’s the VT100 itself.

**Some have called it the “perfect” terminal.**

Perfect for OEMs developing demanding applications. Perfect for people who’ll want its power and space for additional options later on.

There are options now that’ll turn a VT100 into a personal computer for the office, or into a business graphics terminal. Easily and affordably.

Many have called the VT100 the best video terminal ever made.

Imagine what they’ll say about a whole family of them.

**Hard copies from your terminals?**

For printed copies, you can choose from the DECprinter III for exceptional throughput or the versatile DECwriter IV if your applications include graphics. One is probably perfect for you. Your Digital terminals dealer can help you decide.

To buy your terminals, see your local Digital terminals dealer or sales representative today or contact: Digital Equipment Corporation, Terminals Product Group, MR2-2 / M67, One Iron Way, Marlboro, MA 01752.

Telephone toll-free 800-225-9378 (outside the continental U.S. or in Massachusetts call 617-467-7068) between 8:30am and 5:00pm Eastern time. In Europe: Digital Equipment Corporation International, 12 Av. des Morgines, CH-1213 Petit-Lancy/ Geneva. In Canada: Digital Equipment of Canada, Ltd.
For Multibus® Compatibility
The more you will be impressed by the balance of technology and standardization achieved with this Z-80A® based, Multibus compatible single board computer. The MSC 8009's capability starts with the high speed, 4 MHz Z-80A microprocessor that offers more than 40 additional instructions over the 8080 or 8085 CPUs. Second, an on board Floppy Disc Controller for up to four disc drives is standard. Third, a unique memory management technique allows full utilization of up to 96k bytes of on-board RAM/EPROM. And finally, all peripheral I/O interfaces normally required for most microcomputer system applications are included on the MSC 8009. For those who need complex transcendental arithmetic processing, an optional on board APU is available to add credibility to our claim that the MSC 8009 is the finest 8-bit microcomputer available today.

Superior Design
The superiority of the MSC 8009 design permits system configurations with a significantly reduced number of boards. Thus, many systems may only require a single MSC 8009 for all computer functions. The same system currently may require four or more boards to provide the same capability. In addition, a fully configured MSC 8009 requires only a single standard Multibus card slot. Full capacity configurations using many of the newest 8085 based boards, because of their "piggyback" configuration, require two board slots per micocomputer. An MSC 8009 based system will require fewer card slots and less power while providing higher reliability at an overall lower cost.

Application
The MSC 8009 Microcomputer provides the computational power, memory capacity, floppy disk controller and peripheral interfaces typically required in "high-end" microcomputer systems. It is ideally suited for floppy disk based interactive systems running under CP/M®. Because it is CP/M compatible, users can select from a wide range of off-the-shelf systems and applications software packages when configuring a new system. The MSC 8009 configured with an appropriate software package can be the heart of a range of systems from software development stations to word processing systems, to office management systems. When used in conjunction with other MSC 8009 microcomputers, MSC 8901 memory management modules and MP/M or CP/Net, entire multi-user, multi-tasking networks are possible. These applications can be "performance optimized" by the use of multiple processors. No matter what your application is, the versatility and power of the MSC 8009 makes it a welcome addition to the Engineering Laboratory, an office environment or on the production floor.

Software Support
Software support for the MSC 8009 microcomputer is provided by the MSC 8000 family of software development systems. These are among the industry's most cost/performance optimized systems. All MSC 8000 series development stations are complete systems including a MSC 8009 computer with 64K bytes of RAM, a floppy disk controller and peripheral interfaces. Mass storage is provided by two 8" double density disk drives. A CRT terminal and line printer are standard on all systems. Higher speed systems are available with multiprocessing capability. For highest performance, a multiprocessor based system is available with a semiconductor disk emulator. CP/M 2.2 with a universal BIOS that allows formatting and transfer of data between mixed drives is standard on all MSC 8000 series systems. Both assembly language and high level languages, including Basic and Pascal are available.

Features
- Multibus (IEEE 796) Compatible
- 4 MHz Z-80A Microprocessor
- On board Floppy Disk Controller
- 32K Bytes Dynamic Ram
- Expandable to 64K Bytes on board Ram
- Socketed for up to 32K Bytes EPROM
- User defined RAM, ROM and I/O addressing
- Two RS232C Serial I/O PORTS
- Eight Prioritized and Vectored Interrupts
- One Non Maskable Interrupt
- Three 16 bit Programmable Counter/Timers
- Optional on board APU Provisions
- Multibus® is a registered trademark of Intel Corp.
- Z80A® is a registered trademark of Zilog Inc.
- CP/M 2.2® is a registered trademark of Digital Research

Monolithic Systems Corp.
84 INVERNESS CIRCLE EAST
ENGLEWOOD, COLORADO 80112
FOR FURTHER PRODUCT INFORMATION AND PRICING...CALL TOLL FREE 1-800-525-7661
TELEX: 45-4498
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COPYING ROMS: RIGHT OR WRONG

When copyright laws confront object code, the outcome is unpredictable due to the random judicial process surrounding software

by Richard H. Stern

In the November 1981 issue of Computer Design, the author discussed the legal protectability of software under the federal copyright laws and concluded that until the law is revised, domestic and foreign software pirates will continue their buccaneering ways. Moreover, object code in particular will not receive effective protection from the courts. Recently, the federal court in San Francisco published a decision protecting the TRS-80's 110 program, when embodied in a ROM as object code. The new decision now makes the score one to one on ROMS.

The only other decision on the subject held the ROM of the CompuChess game unprotected against competitive duplication. In this article the implications of the TRS-80 decision will be discussed along with the suggestion of passing a software law that directly and expressly covers object code.

According to the San Francisco federal trial court in Tandy Corp v Personal Micro Computers, Inc, copying a read only memory is copyright infringement. The court expressly disagreed with the only other court opinion yet issued on this point, the 1979 decision of the Chicago federal trial court in Data Cash Systems, Inc v JS&A Group, Inc, in which the court decided that a read only memory is not protected under copyright law. Although software proprietors may be encouraged by the Tandy decision, the case raises perplexing questions as to statutory interpretation and the purpose of the copyright laws.

Background
Both plaintiff Tandy and the defendants manufacture home microcomputers. Tandy's TRS-80 computer includes an input/output (I/O) program; the defendants allegedly misappropriated this program which interprets BASIC source code into machine-intelligible object code. This interpretation process is essential to the use of the computer, the court noted, because while human beings cannot understand object code, machines cannot be directly operated by ("understand") human-intelligible high level languages such as source code.

Apparently, Tandy had registered the program for copyright as a source program, which is treated as a literary work under the copyright laws. Tandy discovered that defendants were using the same program in their microcomputer, and subsequently sued. When written out in source code or another human-intelligible language, Tandy's I/O program is clearly copyrightable. However, the I/O program, like other programs, must be transformed into object code before the computer can use it. By preparing a read only memory (ROM) whose physical pattern corresponded to the object code of the I/O program, Tandy transformed its I/O program into object code.

When the defendants reproduced Tandy's ROM, the question arose as to whether Tandy's or the defendants' ROM chip was a "copy" of the original copyrighted I/O.
program in terms of the copyright statute. The defendants moved for summary judgment in their favor, on the ground that although their ROM chip duplicated Tandy's, it was not a copy of Tandy's copyrighted I/O program. The copyright law, of course, protects and prohibits only "copies."

A new opinion
Refusing to dismiss Tandy's complaint, the court rejected the summary judgment motion. The court said that it felt convinced that a silicon chip is a "tangible medium of expression," within the meaning of the copyright statute, "such as to make a program fixed in that form subject to the copyright laws." Also, the court noted that according to the statute, works can be "fixed" in any "tangible medium of expression, now known or later developed, from which they can be perceived, reproduced, or otherwise communicated, either directly or with the aid of a machine." The court concluded from these two propositions that, "The imprinting of a computer program on a silicon chip, which then allows the computer to read the program and act upon its instructions, falls easily within this definition."

...the court badly confuses itself with its metaphors.

The court recognized that it differed from the Data Cash trial court, which had held that a ROM in which object code is stored is not a "copy" of the source program to which the object code corresponds, and had ruled that a "copy" of a source program is another source program rather then a mechanical device. Moreover, the San Francisco court disagreed with the reasoning in Data Cash.

In addition, the court noted that Tandy may be able to show that the defendants copied its I/O ROM by making a human-intelligible printout of the program (clearly a copy under copyright law) and then using it to produce the ROM. "If this method of unauthorized duplication in fact is proved," the court observed, "there can be no doubt that the unauthorized duplication of a visually displayed copy of the program would fall within the reach of the federal copyright laws."

Is a chip a "copy"?
The court's last point is well taken, but its earlier conclusion about ROMs does not follow from the two propositions on which the court relied to reach it. Imprinting a program on a chip that corresponds to the 1s and 0s of the pertinent object code does not "fall easily within" the statutory definition of a copy of the copyrighted source program. To be sure, the court could be correct in saying that the chip may in some sense be "read" and "understood" by the computer, but none of that means that the I/O program "can be perceived, reproduced, or otherwise communicated" from the chip as the statute requires. That is debatable, and the conclusion one draws depends on one's view to how many people a message must be intelligible before copyright applies. It may also depend on the intended purpose of the recording medium.

Gaps in the court's logic are filled with two unstated, and probably erroneous, assumptions. One is that the object code version of the I/O source program is a copy of the latter. The second is that the chip is a copy of the program in object code or of the program in source code. More important, the court badly confuses itself with its metaphors. When speaking of a computer "reading" or "understanding" object code, and "act[ing] upon its instructions," the court mistakes metaphor for reality. Computers do not read books or understand them in the same sense as a person does. Yet, the court's reasoning assumes this to be true and that "perception" by a machine or "communication" to a machine is covered by the statute. This is highly questionable, and possibly wrong.

Object code—written form
Object code in its written form is a string of 1s and 0s wholly unintelligible to even most skilled readers, and therefore probably not a copy of source code or of a program. This pattern of 1s and 0s is produced by a series of transformations from the other languages in which a program is written, and there is no fixed relationship between the source program and the object code. Some statements in the source program may not have counterparts in the object code, while some portions of the object code version may not have counterparts in the source program.

...stopping such action ... calls for a different legal mechanism...

Moreover, this source code/object code transformation is not readily reversible. Object code can probably be taken apart and transformed (inverse compiled or reverse compiled) into high level source code by a computer, or more readily be disassembled into comprehensible assembly code. But this can occur only when important factors are known about the prior source code/object code transformation, such as machine identity and the editor/assembler used to effect it. Even then, the product of the reverse transformation will probably be far from identical to the original source program.

Object code—chip form
Object code is even less a source program copy in physical form, and probably not even a copy of the object code in written form. The physical form of object code is a pattern of magnetized and unmagnetized
domains on a magnetic tape or disk; a pattern of punched and unpunched holes on a paper tape or a set of cards; or, as it is here, a pattern of closed and open gates on a chip. Though the pattern corresponds to the written form of object code on a one to one basis, the physical object is not a copy of the pattern of 1s and 0s. Under U.S. law determined by previous court decisions, a copy of a blueprint is another blueprint, not a building or machine made from the blueprint. (The Data Cash court stressed this point.) Therefore, the chip is probably not a copy of the written form of the object code version of the I/O program.

For even more pervasive reasons, the chip is probably not a copy of the I/O source program. The copyright statute defines a copy as a material object from which the original work (i.e., the I/O source program) "can be perceived...or otherwise communicated." This raises the question of who or what is perceiving and communicating, a human or a machine.

**Deceptive metaphor of computer perception**

Just as a normal person cannot "perceive" the source program from the object code, whether in written or chip form, the chip cannot "communicate" the source program to a person. By speaking metaphorically of the computer as reading the chip, in some way understanding the chip's message or instructions, and then acting upon this, the court in the present case glossed over this problem. All of this is only a metaphor, as a computer is not a thinking perceiver. In the same sense that a computer cannot be murdered or have property bequeathed to it, neither can it be communicated with. Until now, copyright has been understood to refer to the subject matter of perception by a human being and communication with a human being. According to this interpretation, a copyrightable work conveys information or feeling; it must have some communicable intellectual or emotional content.

The proper interpretation of "perceive" in the statute is thus "comprehend intelligently," rather than merely mechanically record or register without intellectual appreciation. Without an explicit legislative command that "perceive" henceforth includes perception by a machine, whatever that would mean, there is no basis for concluding that otherwise imperceivable, incomprehensible object code is a copy of anything under the copyright law.

In other words, whether human intelligibility and sensibility are sine qua non for copyright is the question.

The answer to that question is probably yes and the present court's judgment that a "copied" ROM is within the scope of the federal copyright infringement statute must therefore probably be rejected.

**Need for specific law**

This does not mean that duplicating someone else's ROM is laudable. On the contrary, it means that stopping such action is essential. However, that calls for a different legal mechanism than the one Tandy sought to use. Appropriate software legislation, designed to meet the needs of the subject matter (i.e., software), is needed. Because there are varied and conflicting interests at stake, devising such legislation is no simple matter. Different types of copying may call for different remedies. Surely, more sound and productive results will be realized by undertaking to devise new legislation to cover software than by distorting existing copyright law.

Applying copyright law to software is likely to lead to unpredictable and unacceptable results. Copyright law provides remedies largely geared to preventing people from copying books. It has been extended, with questionable results, to include such things as lamp bases, fabric designs, and earrings. It has not, however, been extended to purely industrial products. Its application in this context is likely to be disastrous. Consider, for example, whether an innocent user of the defendants' microcomputer would be an infringer of Tandy's copyright. It is not clear whether Tandy should be entitled to make the user stop using the defendants' ROM and thus stop using the microcomputer, or whether Tandy could prevent him from selling or trading in the computer. What effect such action would have on the future of the home computer market is uncertain. The same questions can be applied to a commercial user of a ROM or disk with purloined object code.

**...the proper way to deal with software is with a law directed to software, not...books, plays, pictures, and musical scores.**

This issue remains unclear under ordinary copyright law principles. Literally, the copyright law permits the impounding and destruction of any and all infringing copies of a copyrighted work. A better view is probably that a purchaser of a pirated copy of a copyrighted work is not an infringer, and that it would make no sense to impound and destroy the purchaser's copy. However, one recent court opinion conflicts with this view, stating that even an unwitting purchaser who buys an unauthorized copy in the marketplace can be held liable for infringement. Because the copyright statute makes no distinction, and there are no decisions directly in point, the issue remains cloudy.

Another provision of the copyright law provides for seizure, forfeiture, and destruction of infringing products imported into the United States. This could be a manufactured ROM or burned PROM that embodies the I/O program for the TRS-80. It is clear that this seizure provision applies even to innocent U.S. purchasers of a copied work. A legal rule that subjects software users to
such risks would make no sense, but that may be the law if copyright is applicable to object code as the San Francisco court has held.

A proper software law

Examples could be multiplied, but the point is that the proper way to deal with software is with a law directed to software, not with one directed to books, plays, pictures, and musical scores. A proper software law should deal specifically with object code in a sensible manner, taking into account the interests of software proprietors, hardware manufacturers, programmers, data processors, machine tool users, and consumers of products that depend on software for their production. Unfortunately, present copyright law does not begin to consider these interests.

A proper software law would clearly define what is infringement of software, specifying different remedies for different types of infringement. It may well be that a proper software law would go beyond unloaded object code to protect algorithms, program concepts, and object code independently compiled from a copyrighted source program. In that case, remedies far less drastic than those applied against a ROM unloader should be used.

These issues call for public discussion, interchange of views in the software industry, and a legislative solution explicitly and clearly stating the consensus reached. The result should not depend on how different judges differently interpret the provisions of a law that was written without consideration of any of these problems.

To remedy the present legal confusion, the software industry should confer to unearth problems, reveal conflicting interests, and point toward acceptable solutions. The natural outcome of this would either be a clear statement of opposing views, or a consensus of opinion on what the industry should ask of Congress. The time has come for the democratic, legislative process to supersede the present random judicial method of resolving disputes over who owns software and to what extent.
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**ACCURATE MEMORY AT LOW COST**

If you need dependable and absolutely repeatable memory performance for portable or archival storage applications, call Braemar.

Nothing beats the digital cassette for cost/performance standards, and no one beats Braemar for experience and cassette drive specifications. With over 50,000 units in the field, we're a valuable source of engineering experience for your application.

- Low-speed data logging
- Archival storage
- Medical analysis
- Word processing
- Process control
- Instrumentation

Braemar drives are working in dozens of applications. Let's talk about yours. High-performance digital cassette drives from $100.00.
IT'S YOUR MOVE: WE CAN HELP

Does your product measure up to the new FCC EMI regulations?

Chomerics Radiation Test Service will test, tell you and help solve your problem if you have one.

We're a new subsidiary service of Chomerics, Inc., the world's leading EMI/RFI shielding specialist. We have an FCC-replicated test laboratory that can provide you with the timely, authoritative verification data you need. Our lab is fully equipped, professionally staffed and includes both indoor, 3 meter and open field, 10 meter test sites. Here we test FCC-identified Class A and Class B products, business and personal computers and their peripherals, electronic typewriters and other microprocessor devices for compliance.

Failure to comply can delay product introduction so we'll recommend the most cost-effective solution to prevent excessive radiation. Chomerics brings to this process 20 years of high technology materials research and manufacturing experience with products to shield against EMI.

To solve your EMI problem, or for a free copy of our test capability brochure, entitled "Can You Meet The New FCC EMI Limits?", please call Chad Tennant or Tony Genova at 1-800-225-1936 (In Massachusetts, call 1-800-842-1134). Or you can write to them at the address below.

CHOMERICS
Materials Science and Engineering for Industry.
77 Dragon Court
Woburn, Mass. 01888
Tel: (617) 935-4850
TWX: 710-393-0173
Cover yourself with our shielded connectors.

Here's the cost-effective way to reduce your equipment's electromagnetic emissions—and help you comply with the new FCC emissions regulations.

Choose from a wide range of interface styles, all AMP proven designs with compact, easy-to-assemble shields.

Take advantage of shielding with subminiature Ds, IEEE-488 cable connectors or our mass termination interconnection system in .100" centerline post/receptacle format.

If you prefer a circular connector, our shielded version offers a positive one-turn locking ring. And for high pin counts, our zero insertion force cable to panel connector is ideal.

You couldn't ask for better protection.
AMP Facts

CHAMP panel mount connector mates with IEEE 488 shielded cable assemblies.

PC header shield incorporates spring fingers to assure positive peripheral connection.

Shield makes 360° termination to cable braid.

AMPMODU MT connector precision-formed shield snaps together.

For more information, call the AMP Shielded Connector Desk at (717) 780-8400.
AMP Incorporated, Harrisburg, PA 17105

AMP means productivity.

CIRCLE NUMBER 10
The accelerating growth in modem technology at Universal Data Systems has now produced the Company’s first 9600 bps unit on a super-compact OEM board. Occupying about 100 square inches of PCB space, this microprocessor LSI modem offers dramatic space savings for designers who wish to package data sets internally in microcomputers, minicomputers or interactive terminals.

The traditional UDS economy and reliability are inherent in the new 9600 bps modem.

Contact UDS for complete technical details, or phone your UDS representative. Universal Data Systems, 5000 Bradford Drive, Huntsville, AL 35805. Telephone: 205/837-8100.

"Confidence in Communications"

Universal Data Systems

DISTRICT OFFICES: Summit, NJ, 201/822-0025 • Blue Bell, PA, 215/643-2335 • Atlanta, 404/998-2715 • Chicago, 312/441-7453 • Columbus, 614/646-7478 • Dallas, 214/385-0405 • Englewood, CO, 303/694-9043 • Santa Ana, 714/972-4699 • Sunnyvale, 408/739-0453 • Boston, 617/875-8660.
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PRACTICAL BACKUP THROUGH ROTATING HEAD TECHNOLOGY

A disk backup offers adequate throughput and rapid random access without resorting to data streaming

by Bruce Manildi

A new approach is being taken to produce a low cost, high capacity, high speed disk backup and file unit. Using a removable half-inch magnetic tape cartridge, the drive stores 80M bytes/cartridge (formatted) with a data rate of 500k to 600k bytes per second. Data are formatted in 615 blocks of 131k bytes/block. During data transfer, the tape is motionless and the drive operates as a random access device within each block, using two active heads that describe 16 cylinders. A stepping motor, in conjunction with a peripheral drive system, provides block to block access.

Storage hierarchy
Since the cost/performance ratio is always a consideration, one must seek a pragmatic solution to storage needs. A hierarchy of storage devices can offer extremely fast (nanosecond) access to small amounts of data and increasingly longer access times to larger amounts of data.

Typically, there are three levels in the hierarchy: semiconductor memory provides rapid access but is limited in capacity due to cost; disk drives provide a range of access times and capacities through either fixed head/track (rapid access, higher cost) or moving head devices (slower access to data but lower storage costs); and tape drives meet large capacity, lower speed requirements ranging from high performance vacuum column drives (typically using 0.5" tape), to low speed, low capacity 0.25" cartridge drives.

An efficient computer system uses all three levels of the storage hierarchy as needed. Semiconductor memory provides fast computation and throughput of a relatively small amount of data at any time. A disk drive updates the data in semiconductor memory from time to time as the central processing unit (CPU) performs different functions. In addition, a tape drive fulfills backup and archival (offline) storage needs.

General description
Combining desirable features of both disk and tape drives, the Pragma 2000 direct access cartridge drive discussed here provides both rapid random access within a data block and a high data transfer rate. The drive uses 0.5" tape in a low cost, removable cartridge that can be stored offline for archival purposes. Thus, a block can be directly selected or serially sequenced like a tape drive.

The interface, and consequently the controller, are similar to those of a disk drive. In fact, one of the interfaces is hardware compatible with Shugart Associates' SA 1000 interface. Though no larger than a floppy disk drive, the unit stores 80M bytes on a single 5" x 5" x 1" (13- x 13- x 2.5-cm) removable cartridge at an instantaneous rate of 512k bytes per second.

Data are stored in blocks that are equivalent in length to half the circumference of the rotating read/write scanner. The tape remains stationary during the read/write operation while the rotating magnetic transducer scans the tape lengthwise. The rotating scanner is separated from the tape by an air bearing which protects the tape from wear while accurately centering it. This eliminates the edge guides found in most tape drives and the edge damage generated by them. In addition, interchangeability is greatly enhanced since the center of the tape is always in the center of the path, regardless of tape width or slitting problems.

Bruce Manildi is vice president of operations at Pragma Data Systems, Inc, 610 Palomar Ave, Sunnyvale, CA 94086, in addition to being one of the company's founders. Previous experience includes design of communication terminals and video recording/disk storage drives. He has also designed tape recorders for missile and space applications. Mr Manildi holds a BSEE from Stanford University and an MSEE from San Jose State University.
With the combination of stationary tape, air bearing, and a high inertia, servo controlled scanner, data jitter caused by instantaneous speed variation of the tape is eliminated. Stability of the data read by the direct access cartridge drive is as good as that provided by most disk drives. This fact, along with the use of the same data rate as the SA 1000 type disk drives, allows use of the same data separator for both the unit and the disk drive.

A high data transfer rate is obtained without resorting to streaming. The same data are presented at the interface every revolution of the heads (18.75 ms), providing a command is not received to access the heads or tape.

**Theory of operation**

A rotating scanner carries a pair of magnetic transducers and provides tape guidance for the cartridge drive. The magnetic tape wraps around this scanner and is separated from it by an air bearing. (See Fig 1.) The path of the rotating heads describes a longitudinal track approximately 5.5” (14 cm) in length, parallel to the tape length. In the “home” position, head 0 writes a track next to the edge of the tape nearest the drive base plate and head 1 writes a track just above the center of the tape. To access track 2 and track 3, the heads are simultaneously positioned at the next cylinder by a linear actuator. This process repeats for each of the 32 tracks (16 cylinders) in a block. (See Fig 2.)

To move to another block, a second stepping motor is activated. The tape moves past the scanner to the required block by driving a belt in contact with the periphery of the tape packs. Once the desired block is in approximate position, a data seeking servo precisely aligns the beginning of the block with respect to the scanner. Overlapped seeks are allowed to position head and tape simultaneously.

Data to be written on the tape are presented at the interface in the form of a pulse for every flux transition. The signal is gated internally before going through the write driver and a 2-channel (one for each head) rotary transformer. In the read mode, the signal is sent back from the head through the rotary transformer and signal conditioning circuit. Modified frequency modulation encoding is recommended, but write precompensation is not required. However, if the same data path is used for both a disk drive and the backup, it is simpler to use the precompensation. While other encoding schemes can be used, they may be less compatible and result in slightly lower capacity.

**Cartridge**

The cartridge contains 333’ (101 m) of 0.5” magnetic tape, with a protective leader that doubles as an auto-load mechanism. Once the cartridge is inserted and a load command is given, the belt rotates the reel, stripping the leader from the flanges. A guide channel forces the leader through the tape path, where the flanges of the takeup reel capture it. Since the leader is wider than the tape, the tape itself never touches any surface in the drive or cartridge.

**Summary**

Pertinent specifications of the direct access cartridge drive described in this article include an 80M-byte capacity, instantaneous data rate of 4.34M bps, average intra-block data rate of 2.9M bps, and an average inter-block data rate of 1.5M bps. Track to track access time is less than 9.4 ms, while adjacent block to block access time is less than 280 ms. Dimensions of the drive are 14” x 8.55” x 4.63” (36 x 21.72 x 11.76 cm) with a 4.87” x 4.87” x 1.1” (12.38- x 12.38- x 2.79-cm) cartridge. Power supply requirements are 24, 5, -5 V (or -7 to -15 V) at 80 W peak. Error rates are 1 to 10^9 hard, and 1 to 10^5 soft. This design, using rotary head technology, provides high, stable data rates without streaming, small package size, and large capacity at a low cost.
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Our RS-232 Peripherals Eliminate Bus Confusion

Forget about compatibility with the Multibus, Q bus, S-100 bus, Unibus or the host of others. Most systems have an RS-232 data port. So select an RS-232 compatible peripheral from Columbia Data Products and leave the bus confusion to others.

System compatibility isn't all you get with CDP peripherals. You also get microprocessor intelligence in our floppy disk, cartridge tape or RAM based storage systems.

That intelligence gives you remote control and fail-safe operation for data acquisition applications...

...comprehensive editing for data entry, graphics and data processing applications...file management and telephone data logging for data communications applications.

And Columbia Data peripherals also deliver performance. Dual port data transfer rates can be up to 19.2K baud, with storage capacity of 5.15 Mbytes on tape, 180 Kbytes on disk and 32 Kbytes in RAM. The buffered input and output ports can be set at different baud rates to match system requirements and constraints...or achieve data rate conversions.

With intelligent tape and disk systems priced under $1400 and semi-conductor storage under $700 in OEM quantity, you get that compatibility and performance at the right price.

COLUMBIA
DATA PRODUCTS, INC.

Columbia Data Products, Inc.
8990 Route 108
Columbia, Maryland 21045
(301) 992-3400
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"Now you know me. But do you know my company?"

Fred Molinari, President

Ads like these have made me pretty well-known in the world of analog I/O.

But there's more to Data Translation than Fred Molinari.

DEC LSI-11, UNIBUS® MULTIBUS®, and STD bus. You'll find we have the widest line of microcomputer analog I/O boards anywhere.

In the last two years alone we have developed the very first Intelligent Analog Peripheral. The MIDAX family of industrial measurement and control systems. LAB-DATAx, the highest performance laboratory data acquisition system in the business. And the dual-port 250 KHz A/D system and dual-port RAM board for the DEC LSI-11.

We also designed DTLIB and DTFIRM, outstanding software packages for data acquisition.

So even though we still offer the broadest variety of modules and boards, there's no denying we are a systems supplier now.

"Why design a data acquisition function? We stock a wonderful variety of high performance modules. And they're all compatible."

Fred Molinari, President

"How did we manage to be first with intelligent analog peripherals? By working like madmen."

We worked days and nights. Weekends—Fred Molinari, President

"With this catalog, these analog I/O boards, and our guaranteed five-day delivery, we're something of a freak in this business."

In this business, being good means being unusual. For instance, we guarantee to deliver analog I/O boards the same afternoon we receive your order. That's unusual.

But more to the point, we offer an unusually broad and technically advanced selection of analog I/O boards. And we build your board in-house, right here in our factory. That's another unusual feature.

Whether your application is laboratory or industrial, you'll benefit by our unusually thorough approach. Each of our boards and modules comes with free diagnostics and documentation. Each board is subjected to rigorous testing, including a burn-in of 100 hours. Our modular design allows us to provide a wide range of products. More important, we offer you guaranteed delivery within five days. Whatever your analog I/O needs, we're something of a freak in this business.

Data Translation has grown quickly. Today we are big enough for anyone to do business with. We are unmatched in applying advanced data acquisition technology to real-world problems.

In the months to come I plan to tell you more about Data Translation and its products. If you want the facts now, call for our catalog. Data Translation is a company that merits your attention.

For a copy of our 288 pg. catalog call Data Translation. Or turn to Volume III of the Gold Book.
DIGITAL TOOLS FOR ANALOG DESIGNERS

This computer language for the analog designer speeds development in signal processor applications

by Sandy Wharton

Signal processing systems are sampled systems that process analog signals using digital techniques. Because digital design techniques are new to most analog designers, tools are required to intelligently blend digital computers and analog design. Therefore, creators of the signal processor chip worked closely with software writers to design a signal processor applications software compiler. This compiler has the features and terminology needed by the analog designer and is also easy to use.

Advantages of digital signal processor chips

Even with the most careful calculations, the characteristics of the final analog circuit vary because of component tolerance deviation. Extensive redesign is required whenever changes are desired. However, by bringing the technology of the digital world to analog circuits, completed designs have now been made repeatable. Because of the crystal driven, fully programmable signal processor chip, all that is required when changes are needed is to reprogram the chip.

Using a sample and hold circuit and performing bit wise analog to digital (A-D) conversion, these chips convert analog signals to digital data. All internal computations and transfer functions are then carried out in a digital processor. Outputs are sent through a digital to analog (D-A) converter to produce analog outputs. (See Fig 1.) Applications for digital signal processors include modems, dual tone multiple frequency receivers, and spectrum analyzers.

Software design tools

In the past, analog designers have used digital computers for circuit modeling and calculation. Since the signal processing chips require programming, tools are required to assist analog engineers with their design. Intel provides a software simulator to test programs and an assembler to convert a finished program to machine code. Of particular importance is a new signal processor filter design tool, the Signal Processor Applications Software package SPAS20, tailored to the needs of the analog designer. All the software tools run on an Intellec® microcomputer development system.

Applications compiler

The SPAS applications compiler allows the analog designer to work in either the S-plane or the Z-plane. An interactive tool with outstanding graphic capability, SPAS makes it easy to specify, alter, and review design parameters. The designer can enter filter parameters (eg, sample rate, poles, zeros) and immediately see the Bode plot of the resulting filter characteristics. To get a closer look, the plot can be blown up or expanded to

Sandy Wharton is in charge of curriculum development for high level languages in the Customer Training Dept at Intel Corp, 1350 Bordeaux Dr, Sunnyvale, CA 94086. She has a BA in mathematics from Ripon College, Ripon, Wis, and an MS in computer science from the University of Santa Clara, Calif.
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Here are some of Xentek's 43 varieties of Disk Drive Power Supplies

Whether you use floppy or hard disks, or a combination—or disks with tape drive backup—chances are we've already designed and built the supply that matches your requirements. There are off-the-shelf models for many popular single and multiple 5 1/4" and 8" floppy's, and OEM supplies for 5 1/4", 8" and 14" Winchester.

And designing a new one is no big deal at Xentek. You'll find the unit prices low, the turnaround time fast (3-4 weeks for prototypes!), and the quality unsurpassed.

Try us and see for yourself. Call Chuck Henry at (714) 744-3346, and find out how fast you can have a Xentek power supply tailored to your needs at a truly affordable price.

Xentek
THE HEART OF YOUR SYSTEM
279 South Pacific St., San Marcos, CA 92069

Send Today for Free Catalog
(714) 744-3346
TWX: 910-332-1155

Explanation of some terminology

The block diagram of this filter has two delay (memory) locations (Z^-1) and two feedback loops, (poles) with multipliers B1 and B2. Equations for B1 and B2 fit into the general equation for a 2-pole low pass filter.

\[ Y_0 = (G \ast X) + (B1 \ast Y1) + (B2 \ast Y2) \]

where

X — input sample
G — weighting constant of the input
Y1, Y2 — currently saved values
B1, B2 — constant weighting factors

B1 = 1.9573546 and B2 = -0.95824511 in the 50-Hz filter example. Pole pairs are reflected about the real axis in the S-plane. Points in the S-plane are ordered pairs consisting of a real coordinate and an imaginary coordinate.

Fig 1 Converting analog signals to digital data. Processor chips convert input analog signals to digital data through A-D conversion, while analog outputs are sent through D-A converter.

Fig 2 Butterworth filter complex pole relationships and associated attenuation curve. Circle represents filter cutoff frequency (50 Hz) with 45° pole locations coinciding with –3 db points.
display more clearly the sections of interest. A table of the exact values can also be listed.

When the designer is satisfied with the frequency response, time response, etc., of the filter, the compiler will produce commented code on command. This saves the user from writing the detailed steps in the assembly language required to implement functions. A novel feature of this compiler is that the programmer can direct it to optimize the code produced. (See the Panel, "Optimizing produced code.") Specifications for optimization include number of instructions, minimum gain error, and pole error. Code can then be stored on diskette for later use. Because of the minimal effort required to reinstate the previous status, work sessions can be as long or as short as desired.

Sample session
There are four steps to the process for developing a 2920 program that implements a 2-pole Butterworth low pass filter with cutoff frequency at 50 Hz. In the first step, the complex pole pair (2 poles) is set up at 50 Hz in the S-plane by invoking a built-in Butterworth function:

\[ \text{POLE 1 = -35.349349, 36.275165} \]

The poles in a Butterworth filter lie on a 45° angle from the origin, on a circle whose radius is the cutoff frequency. (See Fig 2.) The SPAS software places the poles accordingly and reports the position of pole 1:

\[ \text{POLE 1} \]

The built-in function, BUTTER, created two poles which define a filter. In the next step, some of the filter's characteristics can be looked at graphically:

GRAPH GAIN

The frequency (in Hertz) is plotted on a logarithmic scale. (See Fig 3.)

SPAS can then be directed to produce code in the third step. A variety of boundary conditions can be placed on the compiler's efforts which include directions to minimize the pole or zero position error, minimize the maximum total absolute error, or minimize the mean square error. In addition, the compiler can be given an absolute maximum number of instructions to use. If no limit is set, the compiler will test sequences of instructions up to 20 lines long. It codes the filter specified, with the stipulation that the number of instructions cannot exceed 13. When the filter has been coded it can then be stored on diskette.

CODE POLE 1 INST<14

To find the best code with the smallest error in the least possible number of instructions, the compiler tries many combinations. It begins by writing a minimal 4-instruction program, but this results in significant pole error. The best code was 13 instructions as shown in Fig 4. In each dimension, the pole error was less than 1 Hz.

Finally, in the fourth step the user adds any necessary instructions to the assembly language to complete the design, and stores this information on disk. The assembly language is translated to machine code by the assembler. This assembled code can then be tested by

Optimizing produced code

Written in FORTRAN, the compiler uses a heuristic approach to produce assembly code. It begins by trying pole or zero locations, using the fewest instructions it can. It then moves the pole or zero to a new location in the S-plane and tries to write a program to implement the pole or zero at that new location. The error for each try is tracked, and when a try with a smaller error is found, this is reported to the user as "best yet" while the code is being stored for that try. Thus the compiler tries dozens of combinations and locations to produce the best code.

The compiler uses a tree search method, exhausting all the legal combinations with 4 instructions before it allows itself to add another instruction and start again. In addition, the compiler optimizes in order to minimize the possibility of overflow and underflow error.

Code with minimum pole or zero position error in the smallest number of instructions is the result. The compiler reports the number of instructions, the position error, and the sequence of assembly language instructions with comments that tell the user how the program works. As the compiler stores the latest program in memory, information can be stored on disk at any point in the design session.

Fig 3 Logarithmic gain vs frequency curve for filter being designed
**Fig 4 Iterative attempts of compiler to optimize code.**

Gradually error and number of instruction steps are reduced until best yet condition cannot be improved.

Using the software simulator, which allows simulated inputs to be presented to the chip. Moreover, the simulator allows the resulting outputs produced by the program to be seen in either tabular or graphic form. This process can be repeated to make desired changes, which finally allow a signal processor chip to be programmed (burning the onchip electrically programmable read only memory) and tested in the actual hardware system.

**Summary**

By applying digital techniques to analog circuits, the designer gains both ease of design and flexibility for
future designs. Digital computers and sophisticated software, used as design tools, simplify the designer’s task. The analog designer can use the vocabulary of filter design in the S-plane, when working with digital software tools, to specify poles and zeros and see filter characteristics (eg, gain). Thus, modern software tools can bring the advantages of digital processing to analog circuits.
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Most switching power supply manufacturers talk about providing units with wide input ranges. It’s time to set the record straight on exactly what this means to the system designer and end user.

Converter Concepts is the only producer of 15 to 100 watt switching power supplies that operate continuously on any voltage worldwide from 90 to 265 VAC without modification.

To achieve a wide input range, other switchers must use taps, jumpers or other modifications. Converter Concepts switchers do it automatically!

OEM and USER FLEXIBILITY
Imagine the design and end user possibilities this system provides. Your equipment will operate anywhere in the world with the same switching power supply — no matter how widely the voltage fluctuates. And there’s no need to modify it in any way to suit your various applications. Specifying, purchasing and stocking are made easier, too.

AUTOMATIC CONTINUOUS COMPENSATION
Converter Concepts’ unique "Versaton" converter circuit automatically compensates for extremely wide input variations while maintaining constant output voltage. Input voltage variations by as much as 10:1 can be accommodated by employing this versatile approach.

HERE’S HOW IT WORKS
The flyback circuit monitors and varies the energy transferred through the high frequency transformer to the output circuit. The control section regulates the energy transferred through transformer, T1, providing base drive for the transistor and initial starting and control.

An opto-isolator path provides feedback from the output voltage regulation. The output voltage is isolated from the input by transformer, T1, and the opto-isolator. The primary output, VI, is regulated within the control loop with pi section filters.

MOST-NEEDED FEATURES
Soft turn-on, convection cooling, short-circuit and brownout protection to as low as 70 VAC, excellent regulation capability, less complexity, higher reliability and efficiency (up to 80% typical) and a cost that’s competitive with that of linear.

MORE DESIGN OPTIONS
Four input power ranges and up to four separate output options — single, dual, triple or quadruple. Available in low-cost open frame, enclosed, and heatsink modules. Integral UPS, too.

Send for free 28-Page Catalog Loaded with Helpful Facts
Papst...the innovators in Winchester motor drive technology offers application-proven state-of-the-art motor design, high quality performance, and the highest degree of reliability for information storage requirements. Our 5¼-inch direct drive spindle motors have the capability to handle from one up to four platter disks.

With years of production history on complete spindle motors, Papst has the technical know-how and application engineering expertise to satisfy your special requirements. Papst direct drive motors, the standard of the industry for years, are manufactured, sold and serviced in the U.S.A. For further information contact, Marketing Manager at Corporate Headquarters.
When it comes to power conditioning, the user must often provide his own protective devices

by Ruxton Tucker

As more shortages occur in available energy sources, power problems plaguing computers and sensitive electronic equipment are increasing. With data processing equipment operating at increasingly faster speeds, there is a corresponding need to cope with such deteriorations in power quality. Most computer manufacturers have shown concern by studying the problem and reporting the findings to customers.

It is generally concluded that various power problems cause computers to malfunction. As a result, most computer manufacturers discuss problems in site preparation guides or installation manuals. For example, one manufacturer states that designers of sophisticated electrical and electronic equipment exercise tight control over just about every factor in their systems except the quality of the commercial power lines. Power companies are continuously making a strong effort to maintain the voltage, frequency, and waveform on their lines within acceptable standards, but practical and economic limitations degrade their performance.\(^1\)

Another manufacturer adds that power line disturbances (variations above or below the voltage available at the wall plug) can cause power variations outside the specified tolerances of data processing equipment.\(^2\)

Such statements make it clear that the user is responsible for providing the computer with ac power that meets tolerances specified by the manufacturer. Installation and planning guides also point out that utility supplied power does not generally meet these requirements, noting that the consequences of out-of-specification power can be serious. What the manuals fail to explain is that the typical computer facility experiences an average of 128 error producing power problems each month,\(^3\) causing equipment damage and expensive, time-consuming reprogramming.

Fluctuating voltage is a common phenomenon that can momentarily dim lights or blow fuses. It also creates serious operational problems for sensitive electronic equipment. When voltage is too high, equipment damage can occur. When voltage is too low, a computer may function improperly and may lose significant portions of data. Unprogrammed data changes, as well as errors in logic and memory, can also result. Although low voltages constitute only 11% of all computer power line disturbances, estimates are that low voltages account for nearly half of the computer related power disturbances that can affect computer operations. (See Table 1.) Common causes of power line noise, including voltage spikes and oscillatory, decaying disturbances, are utility network switching (e.g., during load-leveling operations); transients resulting from faults; lightning strikes; and turning on and off air conditioners, copiers, freezers, elevators, and other heavy equipment.

Designers of sophisticated electrical and electronic equipment exercise tight control over just about every factor in their systems except the quality of commercial power lines.
TABLE 1

Incidence of Power Line Disturbances

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Power problem</th>
<th>Rate</th>
<th>Percent</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Noise: Oscillatory, decaying transients (15% threshold)</td>
<td>62.6/mo</td>
<td>49.0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Noise: Voltage spikes (25% threshold)</td>
<td>50.7/mo</td>
<td>39.5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Voltage fluctuations (10% threshold)</td>
<td>14.4/mo</td>
<td>11.0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Power outages</td>
<td>0.6/mo</td>
<td>0.5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>128.3/mo</td>
<td>100%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Problems; a relatively long duration of low voltage accentuates the problem. Causes of voltage fluctuations include:

- Transmission line voltage drops between the utility substation and the user's service entrance caused by normal transmission line impedances.
- Intra-building voltage drops between the service entrance and the point of usage. Normal impedances found in cables, connectors, and fuses exacerbate the voltage fluctuations. Heavy start-up currents or changing loads commonly cause reductions in line voltage.
- Brownouts initiated by utilities during periods of high power demand. In severe cases, utilities may reduce voltage by as much as 10%.
- Voltage sags and surges caused by power line faults or the resultant actions of fault-clearing devices, by sudden heavy loads on the power line (eg, machine start-up) and by the slow reaction time of utility regulating equipment.
- Due to the common occurrence of voltage fluctuations, the American National Standards Institute (ANSI) specifications permit ac voltage to drop as much as 11.7% below nominal by the time it reaches user equipment. ANSI standards allow maximum partial voltage loss of -8.3% at the service entrance, and intra-building losses of -3.4%. Since most sensitive electronic equipment is designed to operate within ±10% of normal rated voltage, many serious equipment problems can occur even under normal conditions.

**Power line conditioners thus protect against 99.5% of all power line disturbances.**

The high demand for electrical energy is producing an increased number of power outages (blackouts). In addition, several utility companies—already supplying power at near capacity levels—plan "rolling blackouts" to guarantee power to critical areas during periods of peak usage. This plan calls for intermittent interruptions, or a timesharing approach, to utility resources.

Power outages, the inadvertent loss of all power, can cause problems for computer users, the most critical of which are loss of valuable data and the need for expensive, time-consuming reprogramming. Power outages can be caused by overload of the utility system; overload of the user's power distribution system; or damage to utility generation, transmission, or distribution systems.

**Protective solutions**

Protection against power disturbances must be directly proportional to the need for accuracy and reliability in a computer application. The more critical the application, the greater the need for protection. Products can be used to help solve power problems and should be reviewed by users or potential users of sensitive electronic equipment. Such products include filters, ultra-isolation transformers, line voltage regulators, power line conditioners, and uninterruptible power systems.

**Filters.** Filters are a selective network of inductors and capacitors, which allow signals of certain frequencies to pass through while blocking or attenuating other frequencies. They are typically useful for handling frequencies above 50 kHz. However, most transient contamination of computers occurs in the 400-Hz to 50-kHz region; filters are inherently inefficient at these lower frequencies. Furthermore, resistive and dielectric losses indicate that filters are not especially effective at higher power levels. Most filters are inexpensive and many computer manufacturers provide some noise filtering. Filters are only a partial solution. Nonetheless,
the average cost of eight cents per voltampere of power handling capability (which differs from the cost of power watts consumed) is nominal.

Ultra-isolation transformers. To protect the computer from noisy power lines, an ultra-isolator is useful. An ultra-isolator is a transformer with an unusually high degree of isolation (Fig 1). This device attenuates noise in both directions—in as well as out. It also attenuates common-mode noise and transverse-mode noise. Common-mode noise occurs between the ground wire and both current-carrying conductors, while transverse-mode noise occurs between the current-carrying conductors (Fig 2).

An ultra-isolator installed between the user's equipment and the power line can prevent malfunction of equipment caused by noise transients (400 Hz to 5000 Hz) and voltage spikes (10 kHz to 100 kHz) in all frequencies from dc to several megahertz. In other words, an ultra-isolator protects against 88.5% of all power line disturbances that can affect the operation of sensitive equipment. Because of its excellent attenuation of common-mode noise, an ultra-isolator also eliminates special grounding requirements. An ultra-isolator costs about 15 cents per voltampere of power handling capability.

AC line voltage regulators. If the sensitive equipment operates in low or high voltage areas, or in an area susceptible to brownouts, then an ac line voltage regulator will correct these voltage variations. A line voltage regulator can provide steady, regulated, distortion-free ac power to the computer. Regulators automatically step-up or step-down voltage to protect against variations; short- or long-term changes in the input line voltage(s) are thus regulated for single- or 3-phase operation.

To be effective now and in the next few years, a good regulator must be able to accept normal rated voltage, ranging from 15% above rated to 25% below rated voltage. The regulator must also correct these variations to within the 10% tolerance band of most computer equipment. Some computers require even tighter tolerances than 10%. For example, one processor's installation manual states, Voltage regulation is thus needed for most of these installations. Line voltage regulators cost approximately 25 cents per voltampere.

A power line conditioner output therefore provides safety isolation and noise attenuation for all forms of noise that affect computer operation.

Power line conditioners. Power line conditioners combine voltage regulation, as described previously for ac line voltage regulators, as well as filtering and isolation, as discussed for ultra-isolators. Power line conditioners thus protect against 99.5% of all power line disturbances. The power line conditioner also protects computers from the effects of short- and long-term voltage fluctuations (Fig 3). Even when utility power strays above or below rated voltage by 20%, a power line conditioner will correct the voltage into the computer's tolerance range within 10 ms. Most computers are designed to withstand voltage fluctuations for periods not exceeding 15 to 20 ms.

To eliminate faults caused by short-term power line disturbances or transient contaminated power, a power line conditioner uses either a filtering system or an ultra-isolation transformer. Filtering uses elements in the power line circuitry to significantly reduce the amount of high frequency noise that can pass from the power line to the user's equipment. An ultra-isolation transformer magnetically couples the line power to the user's equipment. A power line conditioner output therefore provides safety isolation and noise attenuation for all forms of noise that affect computer operation. Power line conditioners cost approximately 45 cents per voltampere. Varying sizes of power line conditioners can protect the many types of sensitive electronic equipment.
Uninterruptible power supplies. When the computer must operate even during a power outage, a redundant power source is needed at the user's site. Properly installed to operate in parallel with utility-supplied power, an uninterruptible power supply (UPS) will provide power when the commercial source fails (Fig 4). An UPS is available as rotating equipment or as static equipment. Rotating equipment usually costs more than static equipment but it is also effective for long-term outages of several hours. These devices may be powered by inertia, internal combustion engines, or other mechanical means. Static equipment uses electronic circuitry, which includes an inverter to generate sinusoidal ac power from a battery (dc source).

In either case, an UPS is expensive when compared to the previous solutions discussed. The installed cost of an UPS ranges from $2.50 to $3.50 per voltampere. However, an

![Diagram](image)

**Fig 4** Online, uninterruptible power supply. If ac mains voltage falls more than 15% below nominal, the silicon controlled rectifier (SCR) turns on, connecting battery to inverter input. Stored energy at rectifier can continuously power inverter during SCR turn on. Inverter supplies stable, transient-free power to critical load until system battery is discharged. When ac mains power is restored, rectifier automatically supplies inverter with dc power. To ensure power to critical load during next ac mains outage, SCR is turned off and battery is automatically recharged. If monitor senses ac voltage loss at inverter output, transfer switch automatically transfers load to ac mains.

**TABLE 2**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Common Power Line Problems</th>
<th>Recommended Solutions</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Ultra-isolators</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Power Line Noise</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lightning strikes causing up to 3000-V transients</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spikes caused by utility network switching</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Transients produced by operating machine tools, air conditioners, copiers, lighting systems, and other office equipment</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ringing disturbances caused by power factor correction capacitor switching carried out by utility</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Voltage Fluctuations</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brownouts</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Undervoltages or overvoltages caused by faults and fault clearing devices</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Voltage fluctuations caused by heavy equipment using the same source</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Steady state voltage variations from nominal. Chronic low line voltage</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Voltage fluctuations caused by user owned generators</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Power Outages</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Temporary outage caused by rotary system startup</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Momentary power interruptions from faults or overloads on power line</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Blackouts</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Other Power Problems</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ground not dedicated or isolated</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shock hazard to systems, operators, or users</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Frequency variations caused by user owned generators</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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Whitesmiths, Ltd.
is now shipping Pascal Compilers
for 10 (count 'em ten) different
operating system families:

- ISIS-II*
- CP/M, CDOS
- Idris/B80
- RT-11
- RSX-11M, RSTS/E, IAS
- Idris/R11, UNIX/V6, UNIX/V7
- VERSAdos
- Idris/S68K
- VMS
- UNIX/32V*

*Available in source form only.
Idris is a trademark of Whitesmiths, Ltd. • UNIX is a trademark of Bell Laboratories • CP/M is a trademark of Digital Research • RSX-11M, RSTS/E, RT-11, and VMS are trademarks of Digital Equipment Corporation • VERSAdos is a trademark of Motorola Inc.

All implementations support the full ISO Pascal (Level 0). All pass the Tasmanian Validation Suite with flying colors. And all are free of those tempting non-standard extensions—because we added the only extension you need.

Separate Compilation.
You can partition your Pascal program into separately maintainable files.
You can write library functions to add to the extensive set we give you (about 100 of them). And you can mix in modules written in other languages, like assembler (if you must) or C (to preserve portability).

In fact, C language support comes with every Pascal Compiler we sell.
Our native Pascal Compilers are only $950, including shipping in the continental U.S. Cross Compilers, for most combinations of host system and target machine, $1350. Interested? Write or call.

Distributors: Australia, Fawnray Pty Ltd., Brighton-Le-Sands 522 5574
Japan, Advance Industries, Chiyoda-ku, Tokyo 03-258-0839
United Kingdom, Real Time Systems, Newcastle upon Tyne 0632 733131

Whitesmiths, Ltd.
P.O. Box 1132 Ansonia Station New York, N.Y. 10023 (212) 799-1200 Telex 645 592
UPS is the only available method for eliminating all power line problems, including blackouts, that affect computers. Based on a total of 109 monitor months at 29 locations across the United States, it was found that power outages lasting longer than 10 ms occur less than once a month. (See Table 1.)

...the power line conditioner is the most cost-effective choice for solving computer grade power problems.

Summary
Above all, the user is responsible for protecting data processing equipment. Table 2 reveals the relative effectiveness of devices used to protect equipment from common power line problems. (Because of relatively low protective features, filters are not included in this Table.) Power line conditioners and UPS offer the most comprehensive solutions. The UPS also keeps the computer operational during power outages. But because power outages account for only 0.5% of all power line disturbances, the power line conditioner is the most cost-effective choice for solving computer grade power problems.
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Our message is clear!

We’re dedicated to innovative CRT display design, quality production standards and complete customer satisfaction. Whatever your display needs, we have the experience and talent to design it, or improve it. Contact us today!

Designed, engineered and manufactured by
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INTERFACE '82
DATA COMMUNICATIONS AND BEYOND

INTERFACE '82 IS YOUR ONE CHANCE OF THE YEAR TO FIND OUT WHERE DATACOMM IS GOING.

For 10 years, the INTERFACE conference and exposition has kept data communications specialists on the industry's leading edge. Today, data communications is rapidly growing beyond its original applications. It's at the heart of all business and industrial information flow. Datacomm is the base for the local area network that makes office automation possible. And, for the office of the future, data communications will fundamentally integrate information processing and voice communications.

That's why McGraw-Hill's BusinessWeek joins DataCommunications Magazine in co-sponsoring INTERFACE '82. It reflects the broader knowledge base that every data communications specialist needs to grow.

At INTERFACE '82, you'll find exciting exhibits of the latest equipment and software developments. With over 250 "hands-on" displays in 1000 booths. Plus outstanding conference sessions presented by more than 150 leading datacomm experts. They will give you the answers you need to carry you into tomorrow.

THE PLACE: Dallas Convention Center.

YOUR TICKET TO THE GREAT BEYOND

Co-Sponsored by BusinessWeek and DataCommunications
Tektronix introduces 132 state of the art logic analyzers, in one.

A new concept in logic analysis.

Now you can have a single logic analysis system that is both configurable and upgradable. All with unprecedented performance and flexibility.

It's the DAS 9100. A single mainframe that houses up to six card modules. With acquisition speeds up to 660 MHz, timing resolution down to an unprecedented 1.5 ns, data widths up to 104 channels and synchronous or asynchronous operations.

And for the first time, you can combine pattern generation with data acquisition. Pattern generation provides stimulus data widths up to 80 channels and speeds up to 25 MHz.

Need I/O capability? There's an option that adds RS-232, GPIB and hard copy interface. And another for a built-in magnetic tape drive system.

Select your own width and speed combination, for data acquisition.

DAS 9100 gives you four different data acquisition modules to use as building blocks. Each has its own data width and maximum speed: 32 channels at 25 MHz; 8 channels at 100 MHz with glitch memory; 4 channels at 330 MHz or two channels at 660 MHz. Modules can be combined to give you the performance you need.

Need high speed performance? One module can track your system clock (synchronously) at speeds up to 330 MHz or provide asynchronous sampling to 660 MHz. The eight channel module provides both synchronous and asynchronous sampling at 100 MHz. And the 32 channel module can be used to arm the trigger on those with higher acquisition rates.

To obtain the data width and speed your application calls for, simply select the appropriate combination of modules and add on later as your needs change.

To back it all up, there's powerful triggering, programmable reference memory and multiple clocks. Plus glitch triggering, with a separate glitch memory for unambiguous glitch detection and our unique, new "arms mode" allows timing correlation between synchronous and asynchronous data.

DAS 9100 integrates the power of pattern generation with data acquisition.

At last, you can have a tool that covers your digital system debugging needs. By combining pattern generation and data acquisition modules, you can stimulate your prototype while simultaneously analyzing its operation. Allowing you to enter a whole new dimension of design analysis and verification.

Pattern generation capability is built around a 16 channel, 25 MHz module. Through additional expansion modules, you can raise the total to 80 channels while maintaining full system speed. The pattern generator allows interaction with the prototype through data strobe outputs and external control inputs, including an interrupt line. The generated pattern can even be changed based on the data acquired by the logic analyzer.

The DAS 9100 lets you start debugging hardware even before your software is available. Pattern generation makes it all possible.

With plenty of room for mainframe options to fit your application.

A powerful I/O option adds RS-232, GPIB and hard copy interface for full remote programmability. A built-in magnetic tape drive using DC-100 cartridges is also available, so you can save whole or partial instrument setups for recall. Pattern generation routines and reference memory data also can be stored.

DAS 9100 easy-to-use keyboard and menus tie it all together.

Operation of your DAS 9100 is simple and straightforward. Selectable menus help you set up trigger conditions, select data formats, and define voltage thresholds. You can even define your own mnemonics to fit the data under test.

How does it all go together?

In whatever combination your application calls for, or choose one of these pre-configured packages from Tektronix:

The DAS 9101. 16-channels of data acquisition at 100 MHz.

The DAS 9102. 32-channels of data acquisition at 25 MHz plus 16-channels of pattern generation.

The DAS 9103. 32-channels of data acquisition at 25 MHz plus 8 more channels at 100 MHz. And 16-channels of pattern generation.

The DAS 9104. 80-channels of data acquisition, with 64-channels at 25 MHz and 16-channels at 100 MHz. Plus a 16-channel pattern generator with a built-in DC-100 magnetic tape drive.

Backed by Tektronix support.

You get a world-wide service organization, extensive documentation and applications assistance. Contact your Tek Sales Engineer for more information. Or call us toll-free.

1-800-547-6711, in the U.S. In Oregon, 1-800-452-6773.

For further information, contact:

U.S.A., Asia, Australia, Central & South America, Japan
Tektronix, Inc., P.O. Box 4828, Portland, OR 97208. Phone: 800 547-6711, Oregon only 800 452-6773. Telex: 910-467-8708.
Cable: TEKTRONIX

Europe, Africa, Middle East Tektronix International, Inc.,
European Marketing Centre, Postbox 827, 1180 AV Amsterdam, The Netherlands. Telex: 18312

Canada, Tektronix Canada Inc., P.O. Box 6500, Barrie, Ontario L4M 4V3. Phone: 705 737-2700
The One. Digital Analysis System.
START YOUR OWN
COMPUTER COMPANY.
TONIGHT.

For some odd reason, computers have always been faster than the companies they come from.

In fact, it now takes one outfit we know of, eighteen months to deliver almost anything you order from them.

A wait that could make anyone with intentions of starting a hot new computer company (or finishing a hot new project at work in a hurry) decidedly lukewarm about the whole idea.

Which is why we’ve made arrangements for you to get our new MPT/100 from our stocking industrial distributors: Schweber, Hall-Mark, Kierulff, Almac/Stroum and in Canada, R.A.E. Or from our manufacturer’s representatives listed below.*

Walk into any of these distributors any morning and you ought to be able to walk out the door with an MPT/100 computer under your arms.

And when you get it home, you’ll discover just how much is in the MPT/100 computer. A 16-bit microNOVA® computer, 64K bytes of memory. An 80 column by 24 line screen. Full keyboard with numeric pad. 716 KB of on-line storage on 358 KB minidiskettes.

Out back you’ll find two synchronous/asynchronous communications ports programmable to 19.2K baud. And an I/O bus that accepts microNOVA® peripherals, including Data General Winchester-type disks, as well as your own interfaces.

And features most desktop computers don’t even have as options.

As you get to work on the MPT/100 computer,
you'll find something else most small desktops are incapable of doing: running some very big computer software.

A multi-tasking FORTRAN that meets all the ANSI standards. A PASCAL that executes at assembly language speeds. An ANSI-compatible BASIC that lets you quickly write big programs in a little space. A full range of user-friendly interactive aids. Like a Command Line Interpreter, and a debugger.

And MP/OS, one of the most advanced operating systems in the industry.

And when you've really taken off, you can grow all your software, all your peripherals, and everything you've learned.

You may be wondering why we are making such a big deal over software.

For the simple reason that at this point, it is costing a good deal more to get a computer programmed than it is to get the computer.

If such thinking still seems somewhat alien to you, allow us to tell you a story about how a very successful systems house came to do business with us.

They assigned two teams to the same laboratory instrumentation project using a computer company and a semiconductor company.

The team that used Data General finished the project in four months. And went into production. The team using the semiconductor company finished in seven months. And immediately updated their resumés.

If you would like more information about the MPT/100 computer, call your local Data General office, your local Data General stocking industrial distributor, or one of the manufacturer's representatives listed below. Or write us at MS C-228, 4400 Computer Drive, Westboro, MA 01580.

Data General
We take care of our own.
Used to be, upgrading a single disk drive meant sinking a heap of money and man-hours into system redesign.

The interfaces were that incompatible.

Not anymore. Now, with the help of our SA1400 intelligent controllers, every Shugart low cost drive has one common interface. Our new SASI™ (Shugart Associates System Interface).

Design it into your system once—then reap the benefits for generations to come.

Add data storage. Beef up your product line. Upgrade or modify. All virtually at will, without the fuss and colossal cost of traditional hardware or software changes.

Fact is, thanks to SASI our 96-TPI Minifloppy™ looks the same to your system as our 14-inch Winchester. Same status lines. Same controls. Same commands.

But don't forget, at the heart of our new standard interface is something remarkable in itself.

A Shugart SA1400 series controller.

It performs all the automatic, high-performance functions that your CPU shouldn't have to handle.

Like error detection and correction, implied search and verify, and overlapped seek. Then there's data separation and sector buffering. Even
plug-in PROM diagnostics. It also gives you—without design overhead—all the electronics you'll need to slip in the perfect Winchester backup. Be it a floppy, Minifloppy or streaming tape.

To ensure faster time to market—and reliability consistent with eight years of industry leadership—every SA1400 controller comes already assembled and tested. And has for over a year. What's more, our SA1400 family is available today. With one interface, to fit every disk drive we make. Or ever plan to make. Which means, simply, that while our technologies are destined to forge ahead, your Shugart SASI interface will always be around. And so will we.

Creating products, not problems. For more information, contact Shugart Associates, 475 Oakmead Parkway, Sunnyvale, California 94086. Or simply telephone us at (408) 733-0100.

Hamilton/Avnet, authorized distributor: Shugart

Right from the start.
The soaring eagle is tough. Our SETS-1 digital tape system is tougher... on the ground as well as in the air.

**Built Tough for Tough Jobs**
Whatever the application — industrial, military or aerospace — this rugged recorder is built to take on the most hostile environments. It meets MIL-E-5400, 4158, 16400... and more.

Right now SETS-1 is being used by the Army and Air Force for bulk storage and data gathering from tanks, aircraft and remote sites. Also for mission loaders, communications and fire control systems. Its wide operating temperature range of $-55^\circ C$ to $+71^\circ C$ makes it perfect for a growing number of industrial requirements, too.

**A Top Performer**
As for performance, there is none higher. A removable, hermetically sealed tape cartridge stores 23 megabits of data at 1600 bits-per-inch on 300 feet of 1/4-inch magnetic tape. Plus it offers bidirectional read/write on 4 tracks with a 192K bit-per-second transfer rate.

**Small, Light, Dependable**
Solid throughout, SETS-1 features an all-aluminum case that measures 4" by 6" by 3.6". Quick, easy maintenance is assured by plug-in modularity. The drive module holds a reliable brushless D.C. motor and all electronics while the magnetic tape, head, sensors and capstan drive are contained in a separate tape module. All together, the entire package weighs in at under 5 pounds!

**See What Tough Really Means**
Phone or write for complete details today. You'll soon know why our SETS-1 tape system deserves to be called the "tough one"!
EFFORTLESS ERROR MANAGEMENT

Basic application of error management techniques is based on error history, including the double complement error correction cycle

by Bob Nelson

When implemented only in hardware, error management is generally limited to simple error logging. In most systems, error logging hardware is designed to capture the location of one error and use this information for maintenance purposes. In more sophisticated systems, however, software extends the error management function: after hardware obtains error information, data are accumulated on disk to expand storage capacity for information relating to error locations. Beyond the error information storage function of error management, which is useful for maintenance, some systems implement a correction procedure based on error history. If two errors occur in a memory word where an error has previously occurred, it is likely that both errors can be corrected. The basic error management system described in this article will provide a high correction rate for all 2-bit errors, except when two soft errors simultaneously occur in a memory word with no error history.

Error management system

The error management system comprises the central processing unit (CPU), the system memory, an error checking and correction (ECC) device, and an error management unit (EMU). The CPU is a 16-bit machine and requires commensurate memory. Actual memory, including the six check bits that the ECC device requires, is 22 bits wide. The ECC device is based on the DP8400 monolithic ECC unit manufactured by National Semiconductor. The EMU is a hypothetical device that can be implemented in hardware, partially or entirely, depending on system requirements.

The DP8400 provides several functions and features that allow easy implementation of a minimum hardware error management system. Error indicating syndrome words must be available to the EMU directly and syndrome injection capability must exist. (See "Simplification of 2-Bit Error Correction," Jan 1982, pp 127-136, for a discussion of the DP8400's syndrome input/output ports.) The DP8400 also provides the hardware required to perform a double complement correct cycle. Error flags must be provided to discriminate between 2-bit and detectable 3-bit errors; the DP8400 provides three such flags to include this function.

Vertical columns in the matrix shown in Fig 1 represent the single data bit error indicating syndrome words. A double data bit error syndrome word results from exclusive ORing (XOR) the two single-bit error indicating syndrome words that correspond to the bit locations in error. A detectable triple data bit syndrome word is any one of the ten syndrome words, not included as part of the matrix, which contains either three or five 1s. Syndrome words that represent check bit errors contain 1s in the syndrome word bit positions corresponding to the check bits in error, and 0s in the remaining bit positions. An error condition involving the data and check bit fields provides a syndrome word that represents the data bit(s) in error, XORed with a syndrome word representing the check bit(s) in error.

Error management unit

The EMU is memory intensive and uses memory in the form of an associative stack. Three fields constitute each of the 16 words in the stack: the 8-bit address field, which is the associative portion of the word; the 2-bit...
Fig 1 DP8400 syndrome word generator. Presenting errors to unique matrix produces syndrome words.

tag field; and the 6-bit syndrome field (Fig 2). The pointer addresses the stack. The EMU also contains a syndrome comparator, a temporary syndrome register, and a tag bit attribute register and comparator. The EMU monitors most ECC flags and provides flags of its own both to the ECC device and to the CPU; monitoring the memory address and comparing that address to the memory address and comparing that address to the location of words in the match area is limited by the location of the stack pointer. If a stack match occurs, ie, if the current memory address is an address at which an error occurred previously, the information obtained from the previous error can be used to correct more than one error bit. Each EMU function will be defined in a subsequent section of this article.

Single-bit error: first occurrence

Absence of a match, accompanied by single-bit error indicating flags, defines the first occurrence of such an error in the current address. The error may be in the data bit or check bit field of memory. Error address, tag bits (Fig 3), and single-bit error indicating syndrome word are stored in the EMU stack. Tag bits are assigned a value of 00, indicating a soft single-bit error. The stack pointer is then incremented and the ECC device corrects the single-bit error in the usual way. Stored syndromes contain an odd number of 1s. In Fig 4, data bit 5 fails at memory address 52 HEX, check bit 3 fails at address 45 HEX, and data bit 9 fails at address C7 HEX. Since the errors have not occurred previously at these addresses, they are given a tag bit value of 00. Logging errors should not impact the speed or function of the ECC system in performing single-bit error correction.

Double-bit error: first occurrence

When a double-bit error occurs at an address with no error history, the EMU exercises the only available option, a double complement correct cycle. As the ECC device enters the complement write mode, the syndrome word that represents the double-bit error condition is stored in the temporary syndrome register. Then the ECC system performs a double complement correct cycle to generate a second set of error flags. If two soft errors caused the initial indication of a 2-bit error, the second set of error flags will also indicate two errors and represent a noncorrectable condition. Any double-bit error situation other than that of two soft errors will produce error flags that indicate a correctable condition at the conclusion of the double complement correct cycle.

One hard and one soft

Error flags produced after the second complement of the double complement correct cycle indicate a single error if the initial error condition was one hard and one soft. At that point, the hard error will have been "corrected" and the remaining soft error indicated. The ECC device will generate a new single-bit error indicating syndrome word, which the EMU will XOR with the previously stored double-bit error indicating syndrome word. The result, which is the single-bit hard error indicating syndrome word, is stored in the stack.

To identify the bit as a single hard error, the tag bit field is set to a value of 10. After the error information is stored, the stack pointer is incremented. The ECC device corrects the single error in the usual manner. The remaining soft error may be either a check bit error or a data bit error. Fig 5 illustrates a soft error in data bit location 2 and a hard error in data bit location 11. A double complement cycle corrects the error in location 11. Representing the soft error, a new syndrome word is then XORed with the original syndrome word to produce

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>error address</th>
<th>tag bits</th>
<th>syndromes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Word 0</td>
<td>1 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 1</td>
<td>data bit 5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Word 1</td>
<td>0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 0</td>
<td>check bit 3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Word 2</td>
<td>1 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 1</td>
<td>data bit 9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Word 3</td>
<td>X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Word 15</td>
<td>X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fig 4 Logging errors on EMU stack. Single-bit errors occurring at addresses with no previous error history receive tag bit value of 00.
obtained from a double-bit hard error at address 84 HEX, including a syndrome word of 1000, 11 and 10,
and the stack contains the most recent soft error addresses at which single-bit soft errors occurred and all addresses at which firm or hard errors occurred. When no tag bit field contains 00, the “overflow” flag is provided and no additional stack storage occurs. However, logged error information is available to the system. One of the DP8400 modes, for example, allows data to be provided to the syndrome input/output ports and output through the data input/output ports, a capability that allows the error information to be dumped to the system disk for an additional level of storage. In another mode, the DP8400 can internally transfer data from the data input to the syndrome output, allowing the stack to be loaded from the system disk via the data bus.

Error locations are stored in real time by the logging procedure. Error resolution is defined by the correspondence of the memory address bits to the EMU address inputs. The EMU described here has eight address inputs that allow chip level error resolution in a 1M-byte memory system when 64K-bit dynamic random access memories are used. Since the EMU does not monitor the least significant eight memory address lines, error information—specifically the address and syndromes as stored in the EMU—represents a memory chip location. If a “read error” match occurs, only the tag bits and/or the stored syndrome word may be updated. Therefore, each unique error address can exist in a single stack location. Each stored word location defines one defective bit (chip) location if the syndrome word indicates a single-bit error. In some cases, the error information will represent two hard errors, which normally cannot be located.

Relocating the errors
In response to new error information, it may be desirable to change the error locations as defined by the syndrome words stored in the EMU. If a single-bit error is accompanied by an address match and tag bits representing a stored single-bit soft error, but if the syndrome comparison indicates that a different bit is in error, the syndrome field of the matching stack word should be changed to the new syndrome word. The ECC will correct the single-bit error in the normal manner, and the most recent soft error information for that memory address will be maintained. Previous soft error information can be off-loaded to a secondary storage device prior to the update.
Maintenance help

Maintenance tools are a by-product of the EMU system. During the ECC procedure, error locations are identified and error types determined. EMU generated flags, which are provided when the stack contents reach a defined level, allow the error information to be offloaded to the system disk and the EMU to be cleared and reloaded with selected error information from disk. After the error information is loaded on disk, the system can be powered-down for maintenance. Following system power-up, suspect information about error location may be written to the EMU. This extended logging capability is part of the total error management system.

Redefinition

When a single-bit error occurs in a location at which a single-bit error has occurred previously, and the stored syndrome word is the same as the single-bit error indicating syndrome word generated by the ECC device, it may be necessary to redefine the error type. If the match provides tag information indicating a soft error (tag field = 00), the tag field will be changed to 01 to indicate a single-bit firm error. Such a redefinition is valid. For instance, a firm error may be an unproved hard error or an error-prone memory device sensitive to alpha particles, system noise, or both. Such an error can be treated as either a soft error or a hard error, or be given a definition based on the present error. For the purpose of this discussion, a firm error will be treated as a hard error.

With...double complement correct cycles, 100% of 2-bit errors can be corrected when...one of the errors is hard, regardless of...error history.

Although a soft error can occur in any given location within a chip, a second soft error is most likely to occur within the same chip. Error-prone chips are identified and tagged as firm error locations. In the EMU, both the syndromes and the address field are compared, providing higher error resolution within a word. In this EMU, the tag bit field is updated and the syndrome field is rewritten (if the second error is not in the same chip, the most recent single-bit error location in that word will be stored). The ECC device corrects the single-bit error in the normal manner.

Double-bit error: subsequent occurrence

When a double-bit error occurs and the EMU obtains a match, the contents of the tag bit field dictate the possible courses of action (Fig 7). If the tag bits are 11, for example, a double complement correct cycle is the only option. If the tag bits indicate a single-bit hard error location, a double complement correct cycle could be implemented. On the other hand, it is reasonable to assume that the stored syndrome word represents one of the two present error locations; in that case the error can be corrected without additional memory cycles.

One hard—one soft, one hard

If a match is obtained, tag bits are 10, and a 2-bit error has been detected, it is most likely that one error is soft and the other hard. Syndrome injection will obtain the fastest correction. The syndrome word in the stack, which usually represents the hard error location, is presented to the DP8400. There it is XORed with the internally generated syndrome word to provide the resulting soft error syndrome word, which is then presented to the syndrome decoder. After the ECC device corrects the soft error, it generates new check bits and zero syndromes. XORing the new syndromes with the still-injected hard error syndrome word, the unit decodes the hard error location and corrects the second error. This procedure allows correction of 2-bit errors without additional memory cycles, once the location of the hard error has been determined. Although a firm error is treated as a hard error, it must be given special consideration during system maintenance.

One soft—one soft, one hard

If a 2-bit error is detected and a match obtained with a tag of 01, the highest probability is that one error is soft and one is hard. The syndrome word from the stack is injected into the DP8400, where it is XORed with the internally generated syndrome word, providing the result to the syndrome decoder. Correcting the soft error, the ECC device generates new check bits and syndromes, XORing the new syndromes with the still-injected hard error syndrome word provided by the EMU, decodes the known error location, and corrects it. When the location of one error has been determined, this procedure allows high speed correction of 2-bit errors without additional memory cycles.

One soft—two soft

If a match is obtained, tag bits are 01, and a 2-bit error is detected, both errors are probably soft and can be corrected by syndrome injection. The syndrome word in the stack (which often represents one of the soft error locations) is presented to the DP8400, where it is XORed with the syndrome word, generated internally to provide the unknown soft error syndrome word to the syndrome decoder. Correcting the soft error, the ECC device generates new check bits and syndromes, XORing the new syndromes with the still-injected hard error syndrome word provided by the EMU, decodes the known error location, and corrects it. When the location of one error has been determined, this procedure allows high speed correction of 2-bit errors without additional memory cycles.

One firm or hard—two hard

If two hard errors occur at an address where a single-bit hard error has been recorded previously, syndrome injection will usually accomplish the correction. The syndrome word in the stack, which most likely represents one of the hard error locations, is presented to the DP8400 where it is XORed with the internally generated syndrome word, providing the result to the syndrome decoder. The ECC device corrects the first error and generates new check bits and zero syndromes. XORing the new syndromes with the still-injected “known”
Now you can choose from the broadest step motor line

**Tormax®**

**Variable Reluctance Step Motor**
Utilized extensively in high speed applications. Highest torque to inertia ratio of any type step motor. Step angles range from 7.5°/step to 30°/step.

**Tormax® Salient Pole Rotor Permanent Magnet Step Motor**
Where variable torques and intermediate speed responses are required to interface with large gear drives, primarily for military and space applications. Step angles range from 22.5°/step to 120°/step.

**Tormax® Hybrid Step Motor**
For those difficult computer applications where accelerating torque is needed for high speed and fast response in both printers and disc drives.

The Tormax® Hybrid Step Motor with step angles from 0.9°/step to 5.0°/step combines high torque and small step angles for excellent positional accuracy and high reliability. A wide range of torques from 10 oz. in. to 450 oz. in. and DC voltages from 3 volts to 100 volts are available.

---

**Synchron®**

**Step Motor**
The Synchron® Step Motor is being utilized in those computer peripheral applications where the combination of performance and low price are major requirements. Typical step angles range from 3.75°/step to 22.5°/step.

When precise positioning is needed, the Synchron® Step Motor combined with a lead screw gives the desired location for the various motion profiles in a floppy disc head positioner.

The Synchron® Step Motor is popular in paper feed, ribbon applications in the lower performance matrix, and daisy wheel serial printers. Torques of 3 oz. in. to 50 oz. in. and voltages from 3 volts to 40 volts are available for your applications.

---
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error indicating syndrome word, the unit corrects the second error. This procedure allows high speed correction of two hard errors when the location of one is known.

**Double complement**

The double complement error correction cycle is effective for locating hard errors in an error management system. This technique is effective when speed of error correction is of less concern than system integrity. Use of the double complement correct cycle following the detection of every error enhances error determination and correction. Immediate determination of single-bit hard errors improves the possibility that double-bit errors in the same defined address can be corrected. The next level of error detection and correction efficiency, using the double complement correct cycle for each detected error, includes those error types noted in Fig 8.

### One soft—two hard

A no-error indication from the ECC device following the double complement correct cycle will complete the definition of the error type—defined as a 2-bit error by the syndrome word stored in the temporary syndrome register—as a 2-bit hard error. If a match occurs but the tag bit field indicates a single-bit soft error, the tag bit field can be changed to 11, indicating two hard errors, and the syndrome field replaced with the contents of the temporary syndrome register. Error information can be offloaded to a secondary storage device before this update.

### One firm or hard—two soft

If the ECC device generates error flags indicating a double-bit error at the conclusion of the double complement correct cycle, the 2-bit error that instigated the cycle remains and contains two soft errors. Since the only recorded error at the current memory location is hard, the errors are not recoverable and system operation terminates. In some systems, a firm error may be defined as a soft error, and data may be recovered. When offloading of soft errors is practiced, the disk or other storage mechanism can be interrogated for prior memory errors at the current address. These soft errors can be corrected if proper information is available.

### Two hard—double error

When a match occurs and the tag bits indicate that an earlier 2-bit error has been recorded for the present memory address, ECC device's error flags identify the error type after the double complement correct cycle. If the present error is soft, system operation must be terminated—assuming that no additional relevant information regarding errors at this address is available from other sources. If the second set of error flags indicates that the present error is a 2-bit hard error, the errors can be corrected. Comparing the syndrome words in the temporary syndrome register and the stack will provide additional information. If the syndrome words do not match, three or four hard errors exist and system operation must be terminated.

### Locating two hard errors

When the presence of two hard errors has been determined, a subsequent access at the same address will most likely indicate a single-bit error. If the single-bit error is in one of the two locations that had defined the previous 2-bit hard error, adequate information is available to locate the other error. The temporary syndrome register will store the single-bit error indicating syndrome word. Data are corrected by the double complement correct cycle, and the syndrome word in the stack can be replaced by the contents of the temporary syndrome register. The double-bit hard error indicating syndrome word can be offloaded and the word replaced. The new word will then be offloaded and XORed with the first syndrome word, keeping the result in the secondary storage element. Secondary storage is available for interrogation if additional errors occur in the same address. In more sophisticated error management systems, additional tag bits are made available in the EMU stack. One of these tag bits can be used to indicate that additional error information exists in secondary storage for that error address.

### Summary

The simplified error management system presented here allows correction of double-bit errors if one of the errors has previously occurred. With the use of double complement correct cycles, 100% of 2-bit error correction is provided when at least one of the errors is hard, regardless of previous error history. Enhanced error logging is provided with error type determination capability. Maintenance aids are provided through the DP8400's bidirectional data transfer capability between the syndrome input/output and data input/output ports.

Please rate the value of this article to you by circling the appropriate number in the "Editorial Score Box" on the Inquiry Card.

| High 731 | Average 732 | Low 733 |

This is the last in a 3-part series on error management. The first part, "Error Correction the Hard Way," appeared in December 1981 and the second part, "Simplification of 2-bit Error Correction," was published in January 1982.
Order up your parameters. Dolch's LAM 4850A logic analyzer makes it easy with a new key — Monitor. Monitor gives you status information and comments on menu setups, and can be called up at any time to interpret each parameter, its range, and its interaction with the current setup. And, you can store your setups for three months without power, eliminating the need to reprogram.

Zero in fast. The LAM 4850A disassembles your code into Mnemonics and gives you the channels you need to trace data, address, port and control lines. And for future needs, you can expand to 64, or even 96, channels.

Hook up fast, too. Dolch personality probes clip right over your CPU chips so you don’t waste time connecting dozens of individual hooks. And the probe takes care of clock, timing and signal interfacing — no need to worry about signal conditions.

300 MHz sampling across 16 channels. A revolutionary option gives you the ultimate in sampling resolution — 3.3 ns — to help you solve the toughest timing and phase related problems. A unique memory overlay configuration provides simultaneous dual asynchronous recording across 16 channels without compromising any of the LAM 4850A features.

Don’t settle for less than Dolch. The basic LAM 4850A is truly a universal logic analyzer system with 50 MHz sampling rate, 1000 bits per channel source and reference memories, and sophisticated sequential trigger and multilevel clocking.

For details on the Dolch LAM 4850A, or any of our other troubleshooting tools, write: Dolch Logic Instruments, Inc., 230 Devcon Drive, San Jose, CA 95112. Or call toll free: (800) 538-7506; in California call (408) 998-5730.

Dolch. advanced logic analysis
It takes real nerve to compare our 1/4” back-up system with 1/2” drives.

It also takes 67 megabytes.
HCD-75: so much for so little.
Presenting the only \(1/4\)" cartridge back-up system that'll go head to head with \(1/2\)-inchers in the critical 30-70 Mbyte range.

The reason is simple. The 3M Brand HCD-75 Data Cartridge Drive System gives you 67 Mbyte per cartridge formatted. No other cartridge drive gives you so much capacity.

There's nothing medium about the medium, either. Each Scotch® DC 600HC cartridge is pre-recorded with permanent forward/reverse-reading block keys. They give you block-addressable storage. You get compact recording on all 16 tracks, with a density of 10,000 frpi, without rewinds.

The HCD-75 system, including drive and controller, is about one-fifth the size of a \(1/2\)" tape drive. You don't have to put back-up and I/O plans on the back burner because of size constraints.

Interchange for the better.
Cartridges interchange quickly and easily. Tape-to-head alignment is ensured by a special sub-routine. It automatically aligns the read-write head and stepper motor controller to the tape edge each and every time the operator puts a cartridge in the system.

There's brain to this back-up, too. First, all its functions are handled through its controller. And second, there's minimal host involvement, so host time can be freed up for more critical functions.

All the reliability without high cost.
You can run one HCD-75 drive off the controller, or two, or three, or four. You still get all the reliability of the high-priced drives. The HCD-75 runs self-test routines to ensure proper operation. It gives you sophisticated error messages when faults are detected.

Advanced error-detection/correction routines keep working to deliver extremely low error rates. The micro-processor controls the drive functions; so potentiometer adjustments are a thing of the past.

Back-ups to go.
The total system—drive, controller, pre-formatted Scotch DC 600HC cartridges—is available to OEMs now. One at a time, or in evaluation quantities, you can take delivery on this reasonable, reliable, truly high-capacity alternative to \(1/2\)" drives.

As close as your phone.
In fact, if you have been holding off on a back-up decision—or even if you haven't—make us put our back-up where our mouth is.

Call toll-free 800-328-1300. (In Minnesota, call collect: 612-736-9625.) Ask for the Data Recording Products Division. We'll give you the name of the 3M HCD-75 representative in your area. He's just waiting for the chance to show off his latest, greatest back-up.

Or write us at Building 223-5N, 3M Center, St. Paul, MN 55144.

3M hears you...
If these 10 performance advantages don't convince you this is the world's best microprocessor development system,

- Auto-update
- Full-screen Display
- Four Logical Switches for Concatenating Breakpoints
- Byte-resolution Memory Maps and Offsets
- Multi-sourced Time Base — Keyboard-set Synthesizer or Target Clock
- PAUSE Function
- Auto-update and Restart
- Two 32-bit Multi-sourced Counters (Cycles, Instructions, Time, Breakpoints)
- Eight 78-line Tri-condition Prioritized Hardware Breakpoints
- Symbolic Debugger for All Chips
- Eight Phantom Jump Injections
- Keypad Cursor Control
A truly universal system. The ECL-3211 can be made to emulate any chip from 4-bits up to 32-bits, of any word length, from any chip family, and from any chip manufacturer. The ECL-3211 is fully transparent to the target—it doesn’t steal any memory, interrupts, stack space, or access time.

Built around a DEC PDP-11. Standard 16-bit PDP-11 CPUs operating systems and DEC peripherals are used for all non-emulation functions and for load/unload of the Emulogic general emulator.

Full-speed, real-time emulation of any chip to 30MHz. The ECL-3211 can achieve real-time emulation of any target, regardless of the chip used. It’s the only system that provides map recognition in 30ns for byte-resolution mapping over a complete 32-bit range, and 60ns recognition for all eight hardware breakpoints.

High-speed emulation memory with a host of options. You can get up to 256 modules (8KB or 16KB each) of high-speed static RAM emulation memory with the ECL-3211.

A real-time trace analyzer is standard equipment. Every ECL-3211 comes with its own 511 x 72-channel real-time logic state analyzer, more powerful and flexible than any competitive system available today. The operator can selectively turn the trace on and off, and pre- or post-trigger the trace to capture and collect the exact information he wants.

A unique multi-user/multi-emulator system. The ECL-3211 you purchase today can be integrated directly into the new Emulogic multi-user/multi-emulator system.* It is the only system capable of simultaneous emulation of as many as 4 chips in a single target.

Full-screen keypad editor with macro commands. A general purpose text editor (KED) utilizing the function keypad and the full spectrum of video features of the VT100 terminal is standard with each ECL-3211.

PASCAL and “C” cross-compilers. PASCAL and “C” cross-compilers that compile directly to the target chip language are available for several chip families.

Compatible communication with any host. The ECL-3211 is designed for easy upload/download operation in a host/satellite system configuration—with any type of host.

Worldwide on-site DEC service and support. All DEC hardware and software items in an ECL-3211 system qualify for on-site DEC service and maintenance anywhere in the world. The ECL-3211 can outperform any existing universal or dedicated-chip development system regardless of price in terms of real-time emulation, range of software tools, target debugging features, and flexibility of system configuration.

For more information on this high-performance development system, contact:

Emulogic, Inc.
3 Technology Way
Norwood, MA 02062-3978
(617) 329-1031
Telex: 710-336-5908

*To be announced in 1982

EMULOGIC Microprocessor Development Systems
CONTINUOUS CONTACT TEST: Qume beats industry standard 10 million passes to 3 million passes.

Qume beats industry standard 10 million passes to 3 million passes.

Two voltages: +12 and +5 volts DC. No negative voltage required.

Roll, pitch, and yaw: TriGimbal™ design head glides smoothly over the disk surface for the gentlest media ride in the business. That's one good reason why QUME has installed more 8" double-sided drives than any other manufacturer.

For special battery-backup or overseas installations, you get the same smooth media treatment from the QumeTrak 842DC drive. For more information about the gentlest, most reliable floppy disk drives in both AC and DC, call or write Qume Product Marketing, Qume Drive, San Jose, CA 95131. (408) 942-4000

AC
QUME
DC

For standard AC floppy drive applications, nothing beats QumeTrak 842. Our exclusive TriGimbal™ design heads glide smoothly over the disk surface for the gentlest media ride in the business. That's one good reason why QUME has installed more 8" double-sided drives than any other manufacturer.
ECONOMICAL KEYPAD ENCODING

Through judicious use of biasing resistors, this 2-chip encoder circuit capitalizes on the differences between CMOS and LS/TTL.

by Jeff Hurlburt

A simple circuit design can generate hexadecimal codes using inexpensive gates and a 4 x 4 matrix keypad. The Figure has a 2-family keypad encoder circuit requiring only one 74LS32 (quad OR) and one 4011 (quad NAND) integrated circuit, along with a few resistors. Since the low power Schottky transistor-transistor logic (LS/TTL) and the complementary metal oxide semiconductor (CMOS) logic families recognize substantially different voltage levels corresponding to a 0 and a 1, a switch closure can produce a forcing condition (1 to an OR gate; 0 to a NAND gate) along both row and column lines of the matrix. The trick is to select the biasing resistors ($R_R$ and $R_C$) so that the voltage divider, formed by a keypress, produces an LS/TTL 1 and a CMOS 0 output. With $R_R = 2000 \, \Omega$ and $R_C = 680 \, \Omega$, the resulting 1.2 V represents a change to logic 1 at an LS/TTL OR gate input and a change to logic 0 at a CMOS NAND gate input.

A variety of gate configurations (AND with OR, NAND with NOR, and so forth) can be utilized; a few spare gates on a board can supply all the logic required for encoding. In the design shown, the no keypress output (lines A through D) is a hexadecimal 0. A keypress flag output (line KP) goes to logic 0 to signal any keypress.

Jeff Hurlburt is a graduate student at the University of Houston, working on his doctorate in education. His interests include microprocessor systems development and applications of computers to education of the gifted and talented. Mr Hurlburt has a BA in history from Rice University and an MA in special education from the University of Houston.

Please rate the value of this article to you by circling the appropriate number in the "Editorial Score Box" on the Inquiry Card.
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With the new Altos 8086, eight-user, 16-bit microcomputer family.

Altos, the multi-user networking and communications company, lets you enjoy a more profitable yield. Now you can effectively accommodate up to 8 users, with true multi-tasking, on your microcomputer system and get 16-bit 8086 multi-user performance and features at an 8-bit system price.

With the Altos ACS8600 family, you can perform bigger, more complex computer tasks. With a larger word size for more powerful instructions and direct addressing of more memory, you can do more jobs faster. And you can now handle complex mathematical problems, large data base searches and other demanding applications in far less time.

With the 16-bit ACS8600 family you'll get a unique set of features:
- Multiple processors (Intel's 8086, 8089 and optional 8087 math chip)
- Direct addressing from 500 KBytes to one megabyte using 64K MOS RAM memory chips
- Error detection and correction
- Proprietary memory management
- Full communications support (Async, Bisync & Networking)
- Integrated Winchester—10, 20 or 40 MBytes, expandable to 80 MBytes, with floppy or mag tape backup
- Multibus™ expansion interface
- Easy conversion of ACS8000 8-bit software and files to 16-bit ACS8600
- Four operating systems: CP/M-86, MP/M-86, OASIS-16 and XENIX" (UNIX™)

Take a closer look at these features. Multiple processors work together to share the workload for faster execution and response time. A unique memory management system subdivides up to one megabyte of memory, automatically giving each user the maximum available memory. Error detection and correction reduces system errors. Full communications facilities support asynchronous and synchronous protocols to allow complete networking capabilities. In fact, every Altos computer has the capability to handle network data rates up to 800 Kilobaud.

Integral data storage includes a choice of 8-inch floppy disks or magnetic tape backup option, plus a choice of Winchester hard disk capacities from 10, up to 80 MBytes. A Multibus™ expansion interface allows the implementation of Ethernet," SMD mass storage, A-to-D converters, IEEE-488, digitizers and a 9-track tape drive.

The proven OEM supplier. The Altos ACS8600 family joins a growing family of field-proven products. In just four years, we've shipped more than 15,000 systems to our OEM customers.

Harvest a higher profit yield with Altos' 16-bit capabilities. Call our toll free number or write Altos Computer Systems today for product information and OEM pricing.

© 1981 Altos Computer Systems
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FACT: We've delivered more 45 Mbyte 8" Winchesters than all the competitors put together.

A 50,000 square foot plant with the finest clean rooms money can buy is totally dedicated to producing high capacity, high performance drives. Plant capacity exceeds 2000 drives monthly. Availability questions about high capacity, high performance 8" Winchesters are a thing of the past. The only question left is - how many would you like - and when.

FACT: Micropolis drives are engineered for reliability, stability and performance.

We pay close attention to the clean area, but there's more. Designed in are features which make ours the most reliable, stable high performance 8" Winchester on the market.

• Quartz locked direct drive motor - A unique Quartz crystal speed control circuit holds rotational accuracy to better than 0.5%, which allows 5% more data on the drive. The high efficiency brushless dc motor eliminates two main shortcomings of line voltage induction motor/belt drives - excessive power and heat, and double inventorying for 50/60 Hz requirements.

• Fail-safe braking mechanism - Micropolis doesn't agree with those who feel it's good engineering to let the head slow the disk by friction. Instead, we extend the life of our disks by including a spring loaded brake that stops the motor in seconds.

• Self-adjusting boards - Our intelligent drive even has an adaptive positioner servo which recalibrates the board every time the drive is powered up or a restore operation is performed. This feature allows quick board replacement in the field with no adjustments at all.

FACT: Critical components start out only in the clean room.

Recording heads, platters and voice coil positioner start out in the clean room and are never exposed to contaminated air. They're completely sealed in the lower half of the drive with pure air circulated through a 0.3 micron life-time filter. All active components are kept out of this sealed area, resulting in a clean area MTBF of 25,000 hours. Some manufacturers include active components in the sealed area, creating nightmares for field service.
facts about 8-inch Winchesters

• Truly balanced positioner - A balanced rotary voice coil mechanism combines with a closed loop servo to continuously monitor head position, removing the danger of off-track writing inherent in stepping motor systems. Also, drives using non-rotary voice coils or stepper positioners are vulnerable to even very low levels of shock and vibration.

• Latches and locks hold head in place - Heads always land in the non-data area and are latched in a safe position even when the drive is moved from desk to desk. A special lock protects against higher shocks during shipping and is unlocked manually for installation.

FACT: Micropolis’ optional Intelligent Controller can save you time and money.

Why spend valuable development time and money designing a controller from scratch when we’ve already done it for you. Our Intelligent Controller board fits inside the drive, gives you 922 Kbyte data transfer rate, sophisticated EPM data separation, up to 1 Kbyte of buffering and 5 bits of error correction.

FACT: Militarized computers use our drive.

Thanks to our inherent reliability, customers such as Rolm Computer and Miltopen Corporation buy Micropolis drives for their militarized computer systems. Solid, rugged construction means long life and low maintenance costs in your less hostile environment.

FACT: On the horizon, 90 and 180 Mbyte 8” Winchesters.

We’re at 45Mbytes and climbing. We plan to introduce three more 8” models by the end of 1982 with storage capacities of 60Mbyte, 90Mbyte and 180Mbyte. The new models will help maintain our leadership position in the high capacity, high performance over-30Mbyte market.

If a solidly engineered high performance 8” Winchester plays a role in your design plans, phone or write for more “plain facts”.

MICROPOLIS™

21329 Nordhoff Street
Chatsworth, CA 91311
(213) 709-3300 • Telex 651486

Growth positions available for talented people.
Now, the most talented Multibus specialists in the country bring you more Multibus options than ever before. And less.

More technology with less risk. More function with less cost. And more support with less hassle.

When you're ready to expand your Multibus capabilities, talk to us. We're the specialists who give you more. And less.

Entire rigid disk controller family is software interchangeable. Automatic completion of simple multisector commands, automatic recovery from errors, bad track mapping, full sector buffering, extensive diagnostic reporting. Variable burst DMA in 8 or 16 bit systems. Software drivers and disk subsystems also available.
SYMBEX makes it easy

Symbex eliminates most of the problems associated with flat ribbon cable/connector systems and makes it easy for you.

You'll get the jumpers you order fully assembled, pre-tested and ready-to-install. And you'll get them quickly at a price that's no more than the unassembled components you're already using. No need to invest in expensive tools, training, waste, assembly and testing time or extensive component parts inventory.

Our "molded-in" technology produces complete one-piece jumpers without the electrical and mechanical problems associated with conventional "crimped-on" IDC assemblies.

We make it easy to choose the right connector by providing technical and design support and a wide variety of industry-compatible, UL-recognized terminations (Socket, Card-edge, PCB, DIP, D-Sub Min, DRB and Dual Row Plug), as well as headers in gold and non-gold contact options.

Call us, toll-free, at 1-800-321-7075 for a free catalog, design support, samples and orders...at your convenience of course!

Great people to connect with...

SYMBEX
(formerly THE GREAT JUMPER COMPANY)
72 Corvin Drive Box 938, Painesville, OH 44077
216 354-0925 TWX 810 425-2256
toll free outside Ohio 800/321-7075

EXCELLENCE
in Convenience
No logic analyzer is a bargain if it isn't used. On most analyzers disuse is a real problem because of unnecessarily complex control panels. Not so with the B&K-PRECISION LA-1020 and LA-1025. There's no need to refer to a manual every time you need logic analysis.

The front panel controls provide excellent interactive capability, and complete control over a powerful measurement system. B&K-PRECISION engineers devoted a considerable amount of design time to maximizing the instruments' ease-of-use and efficiency. The results are impressive. Not only is set-up time faster than on competitive instruments, but the new B&K-PRECISION instruments reduce the chance of user set-up errors.

Both new analyzers are 16 channel, 20 MHz instruments. In addition to logic analysis, the LA-1025 "Digital Systems Analyzer" offers the added capability of signature analysis. Signatures are displayed in industry-accepted coding for modified hexadecimal format. The LA-1025 also records the occurrence of unstable signatures.

Both instruments can present data in state and time domain formats. State data is formatted in a user selected code...binary, octal, decimal or hex and displayed via the integral 12-digit LED display. Timing diagrams of 16 channels by 16 words can be displayed on most oscilloscopes.

An 18-bit pattern recognition trigger initiates storage into the 16-bit x 250 word system memory. Sixteen qualifier channels are featured, plus two additional qualifiers to aid in meeting unique trigger requirements. Convenient front panel switches select a logic 1, 0 or "DON'T CARE" for all 18 inputs. Trigger event and/or clock delays can be rapidly set from 0 to 999. The trigger word may be located anywhere within the 250 word memory, providing PRE, POST and variable PRE/POST trigger recording.

An event pulse-output is provided on both analyzers, allowing interconnection of two units to expand system versatility to 32 channels, 67 qualifiers, at speeds to 10MHz.

For a no-obligation demonstration or for additional information, call B&K-PRECISION toll-free at 1-800-621-4627 (except in Illinois).
Upgraded Apple III offers expanded mass storage capability, professional application programs

A more powerful version of the Apple III personal computer features an improved operating system, expanded storage capability, and 7 new or enhanced software packages, at lower cost. In addition, this version of the Apple III supports up to 256k bytes of internal memory. Each computer is supplied with a set of system software diskettes that contain the Sophisticated Operating System (SOS 1.1), utilities file and device maintenance formatting software, and emulation mode software. This software supports up to 256k bytes of internal memory, uses no additional I/O slots, has a disk switch detect feature that protects against writing data on an incorrect disk, supports the RS-232 protocol, and provides an enhanced emulation mode that allows almost all Apple II software to run on the Apple III.

Expanded storage capability is provided by the Apple III/ProFile personal mass storage system. Designed to be integrated into Apple III systems, ProFile is a complete, self-contained unit featuring an intelligent controller, 5.25" Winchester drive, power supply, interface card, and driver software. The system accepts RAMs that provide more information and are up to twice faster than conventional floppy disk drives and increases the Apple III's online storage capacity to 5M bytes. Its 4 disk surfaces, 2 read/write heads, and actuator mechanism are integrated in a sealed, protected unit. To ensure data integrity, the intelligent controller automatically scans for errors and relocates marginal data blocks elsewhere on the disk. Housed in a 4.39" x 17.28" x 8.81" (11.1 x 43.89-x 22.38-cm) cabinet, the system can be used with any Apple III with 128k bytes of internal memory.

Seven new or enhanced application programs are available for the computer. The command-oriented Business Graphics III program allows users to determine the min, max, sum, mean, std deviation, and variance when performing statistical analysis, and to project deviation, and variance when performing statistical analysis, and to project data trends through a variety of comparison methods. Written in Pascal, the program can load, plot, and analyze data from VisiCalc, BASIC, and Pascal text files. The VisiCalc III program operates like an electronic worksheet, allowing the user to enter alphabetic or numeric information in row and column format. It features 17 new commands and operations, including edit, which allows the user to change formulas without rewriting; if, which enables the user to make decisions about what operations to perform; and choose, which allows table lookup. Boolean and mathematical functions have been added as well.

Apple Writer III is a word processing program that, used with the ProFile system, stores up to 1200 pages of copy. Included in the program are several sophisticated word processing functions such as a glossary, tab files, split screen, and a find-and-replace feature that locates and replaces words throughout the copy. The program also features formatting capabilities, such as paragraph and column tabulation, underlining, and automatic print formatting. Its Word Processing Language contains std Apple Writer III commands and allows the user to generate form letters and handle repetitive tasks. With this program, users can transfer, copy, or delete blocks of text; chain files together; and transfer Apple II Pascal files into Apple Writer III format. The program works with Apple II Mail List Manager files and can integrate VisiCalc III files into reports or documents.

The Business BASIC language for the Apple III features 2 new reserved words that facilitate formatting and printing. Several utilities have been added, including renumber and merge. Manuals and documentation have been rewritten and redesigned to emphasize ease of use and quick reference. Apple III Pascal, a new version of UCSD Pascal, includes a text editor, assembler, and a command processor that assigns only the graphics space required for each application. The language provides a software development package with an effective programming structure and many data options.

A print formatting program, Script III, takes any text written using the Pascal editor and formats it for hard-copy printouts. The program allows the user to designate line spacing, margins, page breaks, and text justifications when developing new programs; it highlights and underlines key words or phrases and paginates using headers and footers. The program works with a wide variety of Apple III compatible dot matrix and char printers, allowing the user to selectively print any portion of text to and to chain files together for uninterrupted printing.

Access III general purpose communications software transforms the Apple III into a terminal that communicates with a variety of computers and timesharing systems. The software is virtually universal, facilitating microcomputer user to user and user to mainframe database communications. Users can transfer files to and from other Apple systems as well as larger computers, and can edit text on the Apple III without tying up timesharing phone lines. The program is compatible with either Apple III Pascal or Apple Business BASIC. Mail List Manager program will be available in the future for maintaining mailing lists and printing labels using an Apple III/ProFile system.

The computer supports up to 256k bytes of internal memory using 64k-byte RAMs that provide more information storage with lower power consumption. This additional memory also enables users to run larger, more sophisticated programs than previously possible. The memory enhancement is available as an upgrade kit to present owners of Apple IIIs with 128k bytes of RAM. It will be offered as a system option early in 1982. A new Apple III with 128k bytes of memory and SOS software is priced at $3495. The complete system, with Business BASIC, VisiCalc, SOS, and Monitor III video display, is $4190. The min configuration required to operate the ProFile mass storage system includes 128k bytes of RAM, SOS 1.1 operating system, and utilities. Price of the Apple III/ProFile system is $6994.

Apple Computer Inc, 10260 Bandley Dr, Cupertino, CA 95014.
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MIL-STD-883B version of MC68000 processor
MC68000 16-bit processor with internal 32-bit architecture is available with full MIL-STD-883B processing. The unit offers seventeen 32-bit data address registers in addition to a 32-bit program counter and a 16-bit status register. With memory mapped I/O, the 16M-byte direct addressing range is the largest available in a 16-bit microprocessor. The processor is available in either a 64-pin hermetic side-brazed ceramic DIP or the JEDEC type C, 68-terminal leadless chip carrier. Motorola Inc., MOS Integrated Circuits Group, 3501 Ed Bluestein Blvd, Austin, TX 78721.
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ROCK-SOLID FLOPPY DISK DRIVES FROM TEAC

Unique DC Spindle Drives feature our continuously-running brushless DC motor whose typical life expectancy is over 10,000 hours. Rock-stable, no electrical noise will interfere with the integrity of your data.

Superior Chassis features fiberglass reinforced polyester (FRP) which, unlike aluminum, won't stretch with heat. Extra-rugged and precision molded, the unit also has a shield to insulate the head from outside interference.

25 Years of Leadership in all magnetic recording technologies is your assurance of a quality product you can rely on. For complete information on all TEAC Rock-Solid Floppy Disk Drives (FD-50 Series) — including our one-year warranty and full technical support and service — just write:

TEAC

TEAC Corporation of America
Industrial Products Division
7733 Telegraph Road, Montebello, CA 90640
(213) 726-8417

Desktop computer for engineering and test applications

HP 9836A desktop computer enables the user to gather, interpret, and graphically display data, increasing the range of computer aided engineering and test application possibilities. Based on an 8-MHz Motorola MC68000 processor with 32-bit data and address registers, the computer is similar in construction to the HP 9826A. It includes a larger [12" (30-cm)] CRT screen, two 5.25" flexible disk drives, plus extended alphanumericics and graphics capabilities. Display enhancements include underlining, inverse video, blinking, and a half-bright and half-shifted dot scheme that improves character legibility.

Six new options are available for the system. The optional HP std Pascal language package includes documentation supporting the use of Pascal and Motorola MC68000 assembly language source code, and 4 mini disks containing the system software. A complete debugging package and a disassembler are included as well. The VisiCalc™ electronic worksheet is also available. It is used as a computational recalculation tool. As variables are changed on the worksheet, the software stores, retrieves, and recalculates the results; it can also print out those results on various HP-IB external printers. The HP 98627A interface card is available to support a color or monochromatic external monitor for graphic display. Consisting of a PCB and a battery, a powerfail protection option enables the system to ride out momentary glitches in line power that are transparent to the user. It also generates an interrupt to the user's program if power stays down for more than a few cycles. The HP 9826A 256k-byte RAM card uses 64k-byte RAM chips to provide up to 2M bytes of read/write memory. Optional data communications capabilities provide the same asynchronous data communications and HP data link capabilities as those available on the HP 9826A. Hewlett-Packard Co, 1820 Embarcadero Rd, Palo Alto, CA 94303.
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Today's measure of a printer's performance goes beyond line speed and purchase price. The true test is print quality and cost-per-character operating expense. Porelon ink rolls, designed specifically for impact printer ribbon cartridges, will dramatically improve the number of quality impressions and greatly increase the life of every ribbon.

Better impressions, increased ribbon life. At less cost. That's what you'll get every time you design a ribbon cartridge featuring Porelon ink rolls.

Find out how simple it is to add this performance feature to your impact printers. For further information, call 615/432-4134, or write: Porelon, Inc., 1480 Gould Drive, Cookeville, Tennessee 38501.

© 1981 by Porelon, Inc. A subsidiary of Johnson Wax.

PORELON
YOUR LAST IMPRESSION IS WHERE WE BEGIN
CIRCLE 100 ON INQUIRY CARD

Porelon is a trademark.
Desktop microcomputer system
Based on the Motorola MC6800, the Fortune 32:16 features an operating system derived from Bell Laboratories' UNIX™ system and has a full range of business application software packages including general accounting and distribution, forecasting, budgeting, and financial modeling. The basic system includes a 32-bit microprocessor with a 16-bit data path; expandable memory (128k to 1M bytes); a 1M-byte, 5.25" floppy disk drive; keyboard; and 12" (30-cm) video display. A Winchester disk drive, with optional 5M, 10M, or 20M bytes of storage, is available. The system supports BASIC, COBOL, FORTRAN, Pascal, and C. Its single-user configuration is expandable to a multi-user, timeshared system that can be networked using Xerox's Ethernet. Fortune Systems Corp., 1501 Industrial Rd, San Carlos, CA 94070.

Color business graphics system added to local network system
Designed for use with the Attached Resource Computer™ (ARC) local network, the turnkey 9680 color business graphics system allows network users to dynamically create, display, print, and photograph color graphic images. The system incorporates a high resolution (512 x 482) raster display monitor, a graphic input tablet with stylus, and a system controller. Graphics information can be input to the system via either the tablet and stylus or the system processor keyboard. Since graphics information is stored in the company's std disk file format, it can be transmitted and handled like any other ARC file. This file compatibility allows input from existing data and text files or from information created on other 9800 systems.

The high resolution (525 lines at 60 Hz), 13" (33-cm) monitor can be used to retrieve a series of images from disk for presentation purposes. Images can also be displayed by large screen image projection devices and saved on video cassette recorders, allowing realtime color graphics presentations to be made for large audiences. Interfaces for various system components and peripherals, as well as the ARC local network, are provided through a system controller that incorporates a 286A microprocessor with control memory and frame buffer storage memory. The controller accepts input from the graphics tablet and system processor and displays it on the color monitor. System commands can be invoked through the processor keyboard or by specifying functions through the use of "light keys" that can be overlaid on the monitor screen. Light keys are selectable using the tablet and stylus, and are used by the operator to create the separate picture components that combine to form a complete picture.

The operator is supplied with a 16-color palette from which the picture can be created. Also included in the light keys is a group of controls that allows the operator to adjust these palette colors.

(continued on page 190)
## SIX TOUGH TERMINALS

From $290*

### Features:
- **Alphanumeric LED Display**
- **Water, Dust Resistant Front Panel**
- **Message Lengths To 80 Characters**
- **Two LED Indicators For TTL Outputs**
- **LED Status Indicators**
- **Display Scrolls Through Buffer**
- **RS-232 C and 20mA Current Loop - Pollable**
- **Function Keys**
- **Rugged, Compact Panel-Mount Case, Easy to Install**

### Specifications:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th>Alpha Display Characters</th>
<th>Baud Rate</th>
<th>Data Buffers</th>
<th>Keyboard</th>
<th>Function Keys</th>
<th>Features</th>
<th>Supply Voltage</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>TM71</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>110-19200</td>
<td>320 Characters</td>
<td>Alpha</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>Full feature</td>
<td>+5VDC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TM77</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>110-19200</td>
<td>320 Characters</td>
<td>Numeric</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>Larger keys</td>
<td>+5VDC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TM71-I/O</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>110-19200</td>
<td>320 Characters</td>
<td>Alpha</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>TTL I/O</td>
<td>+5VDC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TM77-I/O</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>110-19200</td>
<td>320 Characters</td>
<td>Numeric</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>TTL I/O, larger keys</td>
<td>+5VDC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TM70</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>300 &amp; 1200</td>
<td>36 Characters</td>
<td>Alpha</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>Low cost</td>
<td>+5VDC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TM76</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>300 &amp; 1200</td>
<td>36 Characters</td>
<td>Numeric</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>Larger keys</td>
<td>+5VDC</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

1. Two 80-character input buffers - two 80-character output buffers.
2. User programmed.

**MICROTÉRMINALS**: The practical, easy to install, simple to operate answer for real world data entry/display; priced for OEM designs; tough, waterproof for factory floor work; pretty enough to enhance control consoles; so versatile they can often replace fragile CRT's and printers. If your man/machine communications are complex - or simple - and limited in volume, one of these compact (8.5" x 4.5" x 0.6") terminals may be ready to talk to you...but talk to us first!

---

**Putting Technology To Work For You**

**Burr-Brown**

Contact Regional Sales Office Below
Or Your Local Representative:

- **BOston**  (617) 444-9020
- **CHICAGO**  (312) 832-6520
- **COLUMBUS**  (614) 764-9764
- **DALLAS**  (214) 681-5781
- **DETROIT**  (313) 474-6533
- **TUCCSON**  (602) 746-1111

TO: Burr-Brown, A&SP Dept., P.O. Box 11400, Tucson, AZ 85734

Please send me information on "Microterminals"!

Name___________________________Title___________________________
Company________________________Address________________________
City/State/Zip____________________Telephone: (_________)
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*In 100's
Interactive Data Terminals.

Where can you buy as much terminal for as little as $249?*

Versatility and durability at a low price... you'll find all that and more in RCA's rugged VP-3300 series Interactive Data Terminals. Computer applications include data entry, data and graphic display, process control and time-sharing. And they are compact. Perfect for use as remote or portable terminals.

- RF or Video output. Designed to work with standard TV sets or monitors.
- Unique color-locking circuitry for sharp color graphics and rainbow-free characters.
- 128 resident and dynamically redefinable character set.
- 20- and 40-character formats.
- Selectable data rates up to 19.2 kilobaud.
- Standard ASCII encoding with RS-232C and 20 mA current loop interfaces.
- LSI video and microprocessor control.
- Spillproof, dustproof unitized keyboards.

Plus much more.

For more information write RCA MicroComputer Marketing, New Holland Avenue, Lancaster, PA 17604, or call 717-291-5848. To order, call toll-free, 800-233-0094.

*RCA quantity price. Model VP-3301 (video/audio output).

SYSTEM COMPONENTS/MICROPROCESSORS/MICROCOMPUTERS

colors for their blue, red, and green components, as well as for hue, brightness, and saturation. More than 16M color choices are available; a max of 16 colors can be displayed at one time. Software functions include draw, chart, script, playback, library, and output. Optional peripherals include a color dot matrix printer and 2 models of film recorders capable of exposing film for producing slides and prints, 8 x 10 Polaroid® color prints, and 8 x 10 color transparencies. Datapoint Corp., 9725 Datapoint Dr, San Antonio, TX 78284.
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1M-byte memory mapping capability

TM990/102 single-board computer features 128k-bytes onboard memory with extended addressing memory mapped to 1M byte. The CPU includes power-up reset logic to delay a reset until power stabilizes after switch-on, and load after reset logic to automatically branch to the load vector and boot software. Module supports up to 16 prioritized interrupts from the system bus and capability to support onboard prioritized interrupt from the EIA port driver. Unit is offered in 3 versions—without onboard dynamic RAM, with 64k-bytes RAM, and with 128k-bytes RAM. Onboard RAM runs with zero wait states when accessed by the processor. All 3 versions can address up to 16k bytes of onboard EPROM. TM990/404 monitor is available to support debugging in extended addressing mode and is capable of expanding the command table by using the monitor's command scanner. Texas Instruments Inc., PO Box 202129, Dallas, TX 75220.

Circle 270 on Inquiry Card

Single-board computer offered for battery based operation

CPU-6805 CMOS single-board computer is based on the 1468052 CMOS CPU and designed specifically for battery based operation. The 4.5" x 5.25" (11.4- x 13.34-cm) board contains 1k byte of RAM, 8 lines of digital I/O, 8 analog inputs, a power switched EPROM, a realtime clock, and a switching voltage regulator. It has full C-44 bus compatibility using high speed CMOS buffer chips to access up to 128 offboard ports and 32k of offboard memory. A powerful, controller oriented CMOS microcomputer with onboard RAM and ports, the computer's 1468052 CPU uses a multiplexed data and address bus, making it compatible with National Semiconductor's NSC-810 and -831. A total of 1186 bytes of RAM are available on the board, including 1024 bytes in a pair of 6514S, 112 bytes in the CPU, and 50 bytes in the realtime clock. A power switched 2716 EPROM is used for program storage, giving the advantage of zero quiescent power from an inexpensive, readily available part.

The computer has 2 low power modes derived from the wait and stop modes of the CPU. In the wait mode, the processor's bus accesses are halted, but its clock is maintained, reducing the board's power consumption to approx 6 mW. The board can be awakened from the wait mode by an interrupt from its timer, an external interrupt, or a reset. A stop instruction causes the CPU to stop its oscillator; a circuit on the board senses the stopped oscillator and reduces the board's supply voltage to approx 2.8 V. In this mode, the board's power consumption is typically less than 0.5 mW. The stop mode is exited when either an external interrupt or a reset is applied. Recovery from the stop mode typically takes 5 ms.

The 146818 realtime clock used on the board can be programmed to provide interrupts at intervals as short as 3.2 ms, or as long as once a day. These interrupts can be used to wake the computer from its low power modes. Synapse Corp., 199 Main St, N Falmouth, MA 02556.

High end version of PDP-11/23 microcomputer addresses up to 1M byte of memory

PDP-11/23 PLUS, a high end version of the PDP-11/23 microcomputer with up to 1M byte of memory, features memory expansion capabilities not available in the std PDP-11/23 packaged processor, as well as extended addressing. Fully software compatible with PDP-11 midrange minicomputers, the processor features
parity memory, an extended version of the LSI-II bus, and 7 expansion slots for adding modules. The parity memories employ 64k chips for higher memory density per board and are offered in 256k- and 512k-byte versions.

The 5.25'' high processor fits in a std 19'' (48-cm) industrial rack and includes a CPU module that contains the microprocessor chips, clock, bootstrap, diagnostics, and 2 serial line units. Options include floating point microcode and commercial instruction set chips. The system also accommodates the FPF-11 hot floating point option that provides 17-digit accuracy and 6 times the speed of the floating point chip option alone.

Two basic configurations are available. The entry level configuration has twin 10.4M-byte disk cartridge drives, a VT-100 family terminal, RSX-11M operating system software, and a processor with 256k bytes of memory. A second configuration has dual 10.4M-byte drives, a VT-100 family terminal, RSX-11M+ operating system software, and a processor with 512k bytes of memory. Prices for the processor start at $8500. Digital Equipment Corp, Maynard, MA 01754. Circle 272 on Inquiry Card

Multi-user, multitasking microcomputer system

A 32M-byte Winchester disk system that supports up to 5 workstations, 5032 MultiShare microcomputer system features a 6-MHz z80 processor that speeds processing time by 15% to 20% over a 4-MHz system, and an extended version of the CP/M operating system. RAM memory is expanded to 128k, providing 56k per terminal for user applications. Basic system hardware includes a video console and keyboard, Megastor chassis with independent power supply, 8'' Winchester hard disk drive, and a 630k-byte floppy disk. Both the hard and floppy disks utilize the company's dual-mode disk controller with automatic error detection and correction. Full system backup is available with an optional 4-track, 15M-byte tape drive. With the system's timesharing capabilities, different applications can be performed simultaneously by up to 5 operators at locations up to 100' (30 m) from the central processor. Two printers can be supported and operated simultaneously. In addition to extended CP/M, std software includes Microsoft BASIC, SCOPE editor, and ZSM assembler. Vector Graphic, Inc, 500 N Ventu Park Rd, Thousand Oaks, CA 91320. Circle 273 on Inquiry Card

Power Sources & Protection

Switch mode line protectors provide ac power line protection

First in a series of lightweight, low cost "switch mode" line protectors, models DLP-8 and -12 combination line conditioners and uninterruptible power systems provide complete protection from all problems associated with ac power lines, including noise brownouts and full blackouts. Designed for use with small computer systems, DLP-8 and -12 handle computer ac load requirements up to 1 kVA and 1.5 kVA, respectively. All power conversion and control functions are carried out at frequencies higher than the 50/60-Hz line frequencies, eliminating line frequency magnetic choke and transformers.

Both units are equipped with integral, built-in sealed batteries capable of 5-minute operation minimum at full power in the event of a complete power failure. Second versions of both units are available with built-in batteries for a minimum operation of 1 hour. The line protectors operate from a wide range of input voltages and frequencies. Either unit can be user selected for a center voltage of 115 or 230 Vac, and proper line operation will occur as long as power line voltage stays within $300 \text{ to } -200 \text{ of this level}$. Line frequency can be from 25 to 500 Hz.

Output voltage and frequency can be factory set to any std level. Frequency is maintained to better than 1% and voltage is regulated to $\pm 5\%$ over the full output range, with load power factors (continued on page 193)
MANY PEOPLE THINK OF PENRIL AS THE HIGH PERFORMANCE DATA COMMUNICATIONS COMPANY

MAYBE that's because Penril's 2400, 4800 and 9600 bps modems include centralized diagnostic control. So your high speed network has fault isolation and diagnosis without test equipment or a remote operator. Many of those diagnostic test functions are carried out on a separate diagnostic channel so network operation is not disturbed. Maybe it's our encryptor that gives you network security. Or maybe it's our statistical multiplexer that can concentrate up to 16 lines into one... at tremendous savings in lines and modems.

THEY'RE RIGHT. Penril is the high performance data communications company. But we're also a broad line communications company with short haul and Bell compatible modems. And, our network controllers help you minimize network downtime.

Now that you know we're a lot more than just the high performance data communications company, call us on the Penril Data Communications Hot Line (301) 881-6151.

Penril
Data Communications Division
5520 Randolph Road
Rockville, Maryland 20852-2681
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ranging from 0.5 leading to 0.5 lagging. Harmonic distortion is less than 5% for a linear load. A 200% overload can be supported for 1 full cycle, and a 150% overload for 10 s.

DLP-8 is normally supplied with a standard 3-prong, 115-Vac plug, and draws less than 12 A from an ac line. DLP-12 requires up to 18 A and normally requires a special line outlet. Each unit requires 2 safe, sealed lead acid, 48-Vdc battery modules. The DLP-8 uses 12-lb (5-kg), 2.5-Ah modules and DLP-12 uses 25-lb (11-kg), 5.0-Ah modules. List prices are $2995 for the DLP-8 and $3995 for the DLP-12. Completely militarized units and custom designs are available. Displex, Inc, 21 Brewster St, Glen Cove, NY 11542.

Open frame switching power supplies

Econoflex open frame switching power supplies are available in single- and triple-output models and meet UL and CSA requirements. The power supplies have dual inputs at 110 Vac ± 20% and 220 Vac ± 20%, 47 to 440 Hz, making them suitable for international equipment. Inrush current is limited to 15 A peak at 110 Vac and 30 A peak at 220 Vac. All outputs are fully regulated and floating, and incorporate short circuit and overload protection. All units carry a 1-year warranty and are isolation checked at 2500 Vrms and burned in for 24 h at full load. Gould Inc, Instruments Div, 35129 Curtis Blvd, Eastlake, OH 44094.

Uninterruptible power source

UPS protects computers or word processors from brownouts, "noisy" power lines, and total power failures. Unit receives source power from the ac line, converts this power to 48 Vdc, and stores it in self-contained gel cells. The 48 Vdc from the storage cells is then converted back to a pure, regulated 110 Vac, 60 Hz source to run the computer or word processor. Commercial ac lines keep the storage cells fully charged, and the storage cells provide power to run the system. If commercial power sources drop below or rise above 110 Vac, the power cells maintain the proper level of power to the computer. In the case of a total, prolonged power failure, the UPS will provide at least 15 min of operating power at up to 5 A, so that the computer or word processor can be shut down in an orderly manner without loss of data. General Interface Systems, Inc, Hartz Plaza, Suite 358, 560 Hartz Ave, Danville, CA 94526.

Computer Eyes!

Video I/O for DEC and DG Computers

Faster than the blink of an eye, your DEC or DG minicomputer can now see what's been missing.

Octek Series 2000 video processors are real time performers: sixty times every second, an image is digitized directly from any standard video camera, stored in the dedicated memory, and displayed to a standard color or monochrome monitor with no host computer intervention. DMA capability offers fast access to memory whenever you want it. And all this happens simultaneously.

Offering extensive programming capabilities for in-house applications work, the Octek 2000 Series Fortran software library provides you with complete control over its bipolar microprocessor. Nondestructive cursor and text overlays give you exceptional display versatility.

Starting from under $5,000, the Octek 2000 Series delivers eye opening price/performance for reliable computer vision, high speed process control, or crisp image processing. Our customer support, training, and documentation lets you clearly see the difference between Octek and everyone else.

Seeing is believing, when you look into Octek.

OCTEK INC.

7 Corporate Place, South Bedford St,
Burlington, Massachusetts 01803 (617) 273-0851
When You Need . . .

WINCHESTER DISK SYSTEMS
FOR THE Q-BUS

ADD-ON SUBSYSTEMS

MWDS
WDS
RPX60

5-1/4” DISKS
8” DISKS
14” DISKS

11/M-W
11/B-W
11/B-WTS

FULL TURNKEY COMPUTER SYSTEMS

. . . think of Andromeda

Andromeda Systems, Inc. offers the Q-Bus user a wide selection of Winchester disk based mass storage systems. Both add-on subsystems and full turnkey computer systems are available. Current storage capacities range from 2.5mb to 160mb. The Winchester disk controllers emulate DEC RK-05, RL-01/02, and RP-02/03 devices for compatibility with existing operating systems. Winchester disks in 5 1/4”, 8” and 14” formats are used to obtain the best possible performance in a variety of package sizes.

Back-up is to floppy disk or streaming magnetic tape. The 5 1/4” and 8” systems may be specified with an integral floppy disk drive; these systems use the Andromeda WDC11 controller that includes an RX-02 emulating floppy disk controller on the same dual-width card. Also available for backup is a separate, high performance, non-emulating floppy disk controller, the DFDC11/DMDC11. This proprietary controller offers 25 to 61 percent more storage along with a data transfer rate 2.25 times faster than the RX-02.

We offer a complete line of Q-Bus based systems and other LSI-11 related products. For details, contact:

Andromeda Systems, Inc.
9000 Eton Ave.
Canoga Park, Calif. 91304
Phone: 213/709-7600
TWX: (910) 494-1248

DEC, LSI-11, RK-05, RX-02, RL01, RP02 are trademarks of the Digital Equipment Corp.
Graphic programming system aids implementation of graphics applications

Intelligent Graphics System (IGS) is an intensive graphic programming system that aids in the implementation of a wide variety of graphics applications. Its basic design is modeled after the proposed ACM Graphics Standards Planning Committee Core. The language allows users to generate, modify, store, and retrieve graphic data structures dynamically. These data may take the form of simple line drawings, bar charts, graphs, or complex interactive display sequences.

Users can design and generate color graphics displays using English language commands and coordinate systems that are relevant to their own application. Real-time displays can be designed for updating by live data from stripchart like moving displays, while static displays can pull data from disk files in the company's desktop systems. Such displays can be mixed in one application.

The language features 2 fundamental coordinate systems: the basic coordinate system including world coordinates, in which the picture for display is constructed; and the device coordinates in which data are displayed. Because of the device independent nature of the language, various color graphic displays and plotters can be used interchangeably as output devices although their resolutions may vary. In addition to flexible graphics output, the language also permits data input from several devices such as keyboards, digitizers, and lightpens.

Basic plotting capabilities include standard graphic primitives, automatic labeling and scaling of grids and axes, bar charting, pie charts, multiple-curve plotting, real-time data, multiple character fonts, transformations (view port, world, rotate, zoom), and clipping. Character fonts can be displayed in any size, color, angle, and orientation. Language features include display procedure libraries, movement of displayed segments, pick and event handling with feedback, graphics data structure editing, and a simplified ASCII interface. The package runs on the company's 8000 series high resolution terminals and CP/M desktop computer systems. Intelligent Systems Corp, Intecolor Dr, 225 Technology Park/Atlanta, Norcross, Georgia 30092.
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Operating system

UNISYS, a version of Bell Laboratories' UNIX operating system, is available for the company's CTW-300 and CTS-300 series microcomputers. It can directly address up to 1.5M bytes of memory with no restrictions placed on program size, and supports 8 multitask/multi-user operations. The C language, featuring 64-bit floating point math, Pascal, ANSI std FORTRAN '77, and Assembly language programming capabilities are available. BASIC and COBOL will be available in early 1982. Codata Systems Corp, 285 N Wolfe Rd, Sunnyvale, CA 94086.

Circle 278 on Inquiry Card
CAD/CAM software package
Designer Logic™ package provides integrated circuit designers with schematic entry and connectivity extraction capabilities, extending the capabilities of the company's VLSI design system to include schematic documentation. It includes a user friendly interface, operating commands, and component libraries, as well as formattable outputs to logic simulators. The package allows the VLSI designer to automatically extract a connectivity list of all schematic information using simple commands to access the system data base. It provides formattable outputs to logic simulators including LOGCAP and TEGAS-S, two of the most commonly used simulators, eliminating the time-consuming task of manually transferring logic and circuit table outputs to logic simulators in menus containing std commands and the system data base.

Operating system on silicon
Silicon version of CP/M-86 operating system operates with Intel 8086 and 8088 microprocessors, allowing the designer to develop a diskless operating system with all the power of the disk based version of CP/M-86. The part is a complex, large scale IC containing 16k bytes of ROM plus timers and other logic. Since it does not require a disk, it is ideal for remote computers interconnected in a local distributed network sharing a large-capacity disk drive. The firmware CP/M-86 also allows the manufacture of smaller, less expensive systems. Intel Corp, 5200 NE Elam Young Pkwy, Hillsboro, Or 97123, and Digital Research, Inc, PO Box 579, Pacific Grove, CA 93950.

Software package
RJE (+) Plus EDL software package is designed for distribution of host workload to remote IBM series/1s. Running in either 2780 or 3780 mode, the program supports reader and list queues, automatically routing jobs in the list queue to assigned printers of disk spool files. Data from 1 to 7 files can be transmitted to the host and merged with respective optional JCL. RJE station operator commands can be entered on the console. Printer carriage control tapes are supported via a control file. Programs include the RJE (+) Program and File Maintenance Utilities. Carney Associates, Inc, Computer Consultants, 3114A W Marshall St, Richmond, VA 23230.

Graphics software
Offered for DEC's VAX 11/780 computer systems, DISSPLA 9.0 device independent software calls on a library of more than 700 FORTRAN subroutines to produce charts, graphs, 3-D diagrams, and highly flexible maps for business, scientific, government, education, and engineering applications. Features include a blanking system that gives users the ability to eliminate confusing and overlapping lines, sophisticated char generation and type selection for annotation of graphics presentations, and extensive mapping capabilities. In addition, a virtual storage system optimizes computer memory resources by storing data on the disk instead of in main memory. Standard interfaces are available for more than 60 output devices. Integrated Software Systems Corp, 4186 Sorrento Valley Blvd, San Diego, CA 92121.

Disk buffering software
for CP/M 2.2 systems
Cache/Q software enhances the speed of a CP/M system by up to 32 times by buffering transfers to and from the disk drives. It reduces the amount of disk activity required for any given application and is transparent to all user and system programs. No operating procedures need to be modified. The software can be installed in a CP/M 2.2 system with 64k bytes of memory or less, or can take advantage of additional bank-selected memory. It features an interactive installation program, a reconfiguration program through which a user can specify which files or class of files are to be buffered, and a display program that displays the operating statistics of the software. Queue Computer Corp, 75 Pelican Way, Unit F, San Rafael, CA 94901.
It pays to keep your computer in tick-tack shape. And that's simple to do with our Timing Control Unit (TCU).

The TCU makes certain your computer always knows exactly what time it is—during power up, power down, or even in a brownout or blackout.

Rechargeable batteries, mounted right on the board, make the TCU immune to power failure of any sort. For as long as three months. And an on-board crystal-controlled oscillator ensures supreme accuracy at all times.

Digital Pathways' TCU clock-calendars observe the correct number of days for each month. Setting of time and date can be performed by a simple software routine. Some TCUs can be set to initiate an interrupt at a chosen date and time, or at specified intervals.

If you want to keep your computer on time, all the time, call or write us today at: Digital Pathways, 1060 East Meadow Circle, Palo Alto, CA 94303. Telephone (415) 493-5544. TWX 910-379-5034.

THE TCU. SO YOUR COMPUTER NEVER MISSES A TICK.
RSX-11M compatible software for LSI-11 analog and digital interfaces

ADLIBRSX, a full library of subroutines compatible with DEC's RSX-11M multitasking, realtime operating system software, supports all of the company's analog and digital interfaces for the LSI-11 bus. It supports analog high level, low level, and thermocouple inputs, while achieving max throughput rate. The analog input routines allow the user to select sequential or random access channels, programmable gain amplifier settings, internal or external triggering, and other parameters. Digital inputs and outputs, realtime clock functions, pulse counting and generation, and the company's multiple interrupt controller are fully supported. Routines for analog and current loop outputs are also provided. The library also supports the company's analog I/O boards for the PDP-11 Unibus. Library subroutines are callable from FORTRAN, Pascal, and BASIC. I/O drivers for MACRO-11 programmers are also included. For systems with battery backed or core memory, provisions for power fail reset are included. The library is available on RX01 compatible floppy diskette, RL01 or RL02 compatible hard disk, and TUS8 compatible tape cartridge. Both source and object codes are included. ADAC Corp, 70 Tower Office Pk, Woburn, MA 01801.

Software graphics package

QPLOT graphics FORTRAN software package is designed for VAX systems and is plottable on any graphics device that can draw a vector. User needs only one graphics language, and can direct output to several graphics devices by varying a single parameter. Program can output to an intermediate plot file during application program execution, and then can be redirected to one or more graphics devices without reexecution of the application program. Routines are provided for 2-D rectangular and polar plotting, 3-D rectangular plotting with hidden line removal, flowcharting, mapping, and typesetting. QTECH Assocs, PO Box 952, Old Lyme, CT 06371.

Line editor

Command line editor (CLE) permits rapid correction of interactive commands, customizes terminal keys, creates one-button commands, and keeps a log file of all commands issued. Issued commands are corrected in 3 steps. First, one button is pushed to back up to any previously issued command. Editing is done with a keypad editor. Pressing "return" resubmits the corrected line. To define terminal keys, one key is pushed. The user then types a text string, a DCL command, or a built-in function. Table driven software automatically assigns a help text to that key, as well as defining the one-button command. Commands can be assigned interactively, or to remain each time the user logs in. At the operator's option, a record is kept of every line issued as a command; each logged command also contains the date and time the command was issued. The editor runs on VAX/VMS systems with VT100, VT52, or hardcopy terminals. Rubel Software, Div of Andrew Rubel & Associates, Inc, One Soldiers Field Park 605, Boston, MA 02163.

Looking for a smaller, more cost-effective DC motor-magnetic encoder?

Here it is!

The big news is our new smaller motor-magnetic encoder assembly gives you the superior feedback your servo-system requires. You get TTL output for optical plug to plug compatibility with superior voltage regulation thanks to our internal compensation circuitry. Our preset sensor phase adjustment ensures thermal stability while frequency response remains high because of our advanced semiconductor technology. It's time you receive the servo-loop accuracy you require!

Close the loop, write: Hitachi America, Ltd., 6 Pearl Court, Allendale, New Jersey 07401.
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There are hundreds of CRT terminals on the market. Some good. Some not so good. And you can buy most of them, right off the shelf. So why do more large-volume users specify Zentec? It's simple really. We provide intelligent solutions to your information processing needs. It's our business. And our solutions don't begin with a terminal. They end with one.

The Total Solution—a Custom Approach

The solution begins with you, with your system and business objectives. We work with you to help analyze and set your objectives from the viewpoints of marketing, engineering, manufacturing and your customer. Then our hardware and software team applies your solution requirements against our modular systems. We implement a unique terminal workstation around a flexible minicomputer-like bus architecture and threshold LSI technologies. In short, Zentec provides a custom solution...custom keyboards, custom printed circuit boards, custom software, firmware and even packaging...whatever it takes to solve your problem. All at a very competitive price.

Lower Cost of Ownership—the Intelligent Investment

Quality is a fundamental part of every Zentec terminal system. Since the last decade, we've met and surpassed the quality requirements of the nation's leading large-volume users. Our manufacturing processes assure the highest product quality and reliability standards.

Each component, subsystem and system is 100% tested. Burned in. Then tested again. As a result, our DOA (Dead-On-Arrival) rate is less than 1%. This means you can eliminate testing our terminals prior to shipment to your customer. And our MTBF (mean time between failure) is over 10,000 hours. That translates to fewer service calls. But even if a call is necessary, our MTTR (mean time to repair) is now under 20 minutes. Work the entire equation: competitive price + low DOA + long MTBF and short MTTR = low cost of ownership.

Custom Solutions—Added Value

The fundamental values of a custom terminal can add up to your most intelligent alternative, specifically:

• Code executed at the terminal workstation level reduces host overhead, extending the life of the host system.
• More terminal workstations can be supported by the host with faster response time.

• Faster response time, keyboards customized to meet application requirements and other ergonomic features add up to high operator productivity.
• Value-added terminal workstations assure greater control of the aftermarket for your products.

Get Off the Shelf, and Back into Business

Custom configuration. Quality. And lower cost of ownership. They're three important reasons why more and more companies are coming to Zentec for intelligent solutions to information processing problems. Companies like R.C.A., G.T.E., Tandem Computers Incorporated, McDonnell Douglas, and United Press International. For more good reasons, send in the coupon below. Or call us at (408) 727-7662. It may be one of the most intelligent moves you've ever made.

400 Walsh Avenue, Santa Clara, CA 95050
(408) 727-7662

Sales Offices: Long Grove, IL (312) 634-9550; Playa Del Rey, CA (213) 827-2278; Richardson, TX (214) 865-9265; Rockville, MD (301) 722-7990; Santa Clara, CA (408) 727-7662; Waltham, MA (617) 890-7913; White Plains, NY (914) 428-2801; West Palm Beach, FL (407) 684-8898.

OK Zentec, tell me more about your intelligent alternatives. Please—

☐ Send me product literature.
☐ Have a Zentec representative contact me.
☐ Call me at ( )__________

Name: __________________________
Title: __________________________
Company: _______________________
Address: _______________________
City: ______ State: ______ Zip: ______

CD 2
Interactive logic simulation program
Designed for simulation of MOS/LSI logic, ILOGS accurately models operating characteristics unique to MOS ics. It can also simulate conventional logic elements, as well as RAMs, ROMs, and PLAS. The program features interactive program control, 9 logic states providing true wired OR logic, free-format data input/description, nested macros, extensive error checking, user definable macro library, and built-in PLA models. Capabilities include initial state verification, network timing simulation, spike detection, and delay path checking. Circuit Simulation Sciences, 2970 Fruitdale Ave, Suite C, San Jose, CA 95128. Circle 287 on Inquiry Card

Operating systems
Multi/OS and I/OS operating systems provide users of Radio Shack TRS-80 model II with CP/M compatibility and other functions. Multi/OS for the model II allows 2 or 3 users with added memory of 64k, 128k, or 192k bytes in the system. A hard disk can be added for up to 40M bytes with 63,000 files allowed. Features include 5 additional user programmable function keys, auto start capability, the ability to disable user abort sequences, symbolic debugger, text editor, directory status, disk copy and file transfer programs, disk and memory diagnostics, and a printout formatting facility. Multi/OS and I/OS support up to 15 disk units and allow the mixing of 5" and 8" (13- and 20-cm) floppy and hard disks. Multi/OS allows up to 16 tasks simultaneously, any of which can run with a physical terminal or as a background job. It provides for multiple printers with automatic spooling, record lock using FMM, 48k bytes/user, and a full range of languages. The compatibility factor allows the user access to the vast amount of currently available application packages. InfoSoft Systems Inc, 25 Sylvan Rd S, Westport, CT 06880. Circle 288 on Inquiry Card

BIOS conversion program
Allowing Xerox 820 to interface with virtually any communication and peripheral device, Samson program approximately triples the 820's disk reading speed. Features include keyboard setup of all hardware interface ports from the console, keyboard adjustable interconnection of peripheral devices to SAM hardware, alphabetical directory with file size indications for disk management, and a terminal program to operate SAM as a timeshare terminal. Samson allows either of 2 serial ports to be configured to run at any of the std baud rates, char lengths, parity options, or stop bits for a variety of peripherals. Two serial printers can be installed on a single 820 and selected from the console. Programs can be run automatically on system boot to allow turnkey systems to be easily built. The program makes the COM port available to generic applications programs like Courier; it can also be used for a second printer or other peripheral. In addition, the 820 can be used as a terminal for either connection to the Source or other timesharing networks. The Software Establishment, 705A Lakefield Rd, Westlake Village, CA 91361. Circle 289 on Inquiry Card
Honeywell's newest member of its VGR 4000 family of video graphics recorders produces fast, clear, easy-to-read hard copy records of anything your DVST display can present.

That's because our new VGR 4000 graphics recorder for DVSTs utilizes a high resolution format with 2000 x 2000 sample points, independent of display size. And delivers a sharp looking record on dry silver paper in only 14 seconds.

You can choose from two sizes of picture formats that are switch-selectable with no board changes or complex adjustments. You can also select black-on-white or white-on-black pictures, simply by flipping a front-panel switch.

With the multiplex option, you can even mix 11-inch and 19-inch display sizes without adjustments. An optional built-in test pattern generator aids troubleshooting and verifies proper unit operation.

Arrange for a free demonstration. See for yourself what we can accomplish together. Call Durke Johnson today at (303) 773-4818. Or write for free detailed information and a sample record:
Honeywell Test Instruments Division
P.O. Box 5227
Denver, Colorado 80217
Networking software

In addition, communication between two local computers can be achieved by a simple cable, making a direct connection between a terminal port on each computer. Files of any type, including binary program files together with their file attributes, can be transferred in either direction between two computers.

Designed as an alternative to DECNET, the CALL-II software package is run by the user at any terminal connected to the host system. A terminal communication port is used to call up a second computer over ordinary business telephone lines with an existing modem or acoustic coupler.

The package also does wildcard transfers with a file name inspection latch. The software need only reside on the computer that initiates the connection, freeing the user from a limited network of computers and eliminating the high cost of license for each correspondent computer together with the cost of special hardware. The software requires no system generation. It is currently implemented on the DEC PDP-11 and VAX series of computers under the RSTS and VMS operating systems. The correspondent system may be a computer other than a VAX or PDP-11.

Clyde Digital Systems, Div of Clyde Enterprises, Inc,
PO Box 348, Bedford, MA 01730.
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Software enhancement

An object code generator for the INFORM application development system combines software development with fast machine execution to cut running time. The object code generator operates on Digital Equipment Corp's PDP-11S under RSX, IAS, and VMS operating systems. Internal instructions are compiled by the object code generator for the application and run 60% to 90% faster than its interpretive element. INFORM is English based, command driven, and designed for interactive business applications. The creation of prototypes enables the user to reevaluate program design and suit specific needs.

Cortex Corp, 55 William St, Wellesley, MA 02181.
Circle 291 on Inquiry Card

CP/M based languages

CBASIC™, CB80™ and PL/1-80™ DEC formatted packaged programmed languages are available for DEC's VT100 microcomputer. CBASIC, a compiler-interpreter dialect of the BASIC language, is most widely used for business applications. CB80 is a recently developed compiler version of CBASIC that maintains compatibility with CBASIC, executes faster, and supports MP/M. PL/1-80 is an implementation of subset G of the PL/1 programming language.

Digital Research Inc, PO Box 579, Pacific Grove, CA 93950.
Circle 292 on Inquiry Card

Coming Next Month:
Designer Preference Survey on Microprocessors, ICS, and Modules
IT'S ABOUT TIME!

Time you had a custom CMOS source that could give you what was best for you, not just best for them.
That time is now.
And Plessey Semiconductors is that source.
Because we give you a choice of three custom CMOS solutions to your integration problems.
If you build 1,000 to 25,000 systems per year, save time (and money) with our gate arrays.
The ISOCMOS* gates are already diffused in a master slice, waiting for your custom metallization.
For 25,000 to 150,000 systems annually, our MICROCELL* technique uses CAD to provide optimum placement of standard ISOCMOS logic cells from the largest cell library in the world.
And for larger quantities, we can provide the complex full-custom ISOCMOS chips you need.
So check the descriptions below, then check the box for the Plessey solution that's best for you.
Or better yet, call (714) 540-9979 and we'll give you the answers you need right now.
Because we know that you're not just buying silicon, you're buying time.
Plessey Semiconductors, 1641 Kaiser Avenue, Irvine, CA. Telephone (714) 540-9979.

DEAR PLESSEY,

Please send me information on the Plessey ISOCMOS solutions I've checked.
Time is of the essence.

☐ GATE ARRAYS IN 60 DAYS:
Functioning ISOCMOS prototype IC's in as little as 8 weeks! 560, 960, 1440 gate IC's now, 2400 gates 1/82, 4000 gates 9/82 and 6250 gates 7/83. Double-layer metallization available now for up to 95% real estate utilization. Economical replacement for standard and MSI TTL if you're shipping 1,000 to 25,000 systems a year.

☐ MICROCELL IN 120 DAYS:
Standard ISOCMOS logic gates selected from a computer library for 100% real estate efficiency. More cell choices than anybody. Up to 3000 gates now, more to come. Let us show you how much you'll save on systems with 500 or more gates in annual volumes of 25,000 to 150,000.

☐ FULL CUSTOM IN 270 DAYS:
Most cost-effective solution for more than 150,000 systems per year. ISOCMOS, CAD and our design team will wring the maximum value from every square millimeter of silicon for you.

☐ I'M INTERESTED IN YOUR ECL, TOO.
Tell me more.

Name
Telephone
Company
Address
City/State/Zip

Send to:
PLESSEY SEMICONDUCTORS
1641 Kaiser Avenue
Irvine, CA 92714
Call (714) 540-9979

*ISOCMOS is a trademark of MITEL
Controller interfaces combined 80M and 160M-byte drives to PDP-11

SG/A1 controller allows any combination of 80M-byte SMD and 80M/160M-byte Winchester drives (to a total system capacity of 320M bytes) to be interfaced to DEC PDP-11 minicomputers. The controller supports the Control Data Corp (CDC) 9762 80M-byte SMD, or equivalent, and 80M- and 160M-byte Winchester drives from CDC and Fujitsu. Media compatibility is maintained between DEC's RM02 SMD and 80M-byte SMDs interfaced to the controller.

The device is completely software compatible with all DEC operating systems that support the RMOS disk system. The RM02 handler supports 80M-byte drives. When the controller is connected to 160M-byte CDC or Fujitsu Winchester drives, 2 logical 80M-byte units are mapped onto the 160M-byte Winchester.

Occupying one slot in the host PDP-11, the Unibus compatible controller operates in any hex SPC slot. It has 32-bit ECC for data, allowing correction of a single 11-bit error burst, and a 16-bit CRC for header error detection. A 4-sector (2k-byte) buffer contained on the controller eliminates "data late" errors. Self-test is std. The controller provides dual-port compatibility, enabling 2 controllers to access one or more common disks that are equipped with the dual port option.

Power requirements are 5 Vdc at 9.4 A and -15 Vdc at 0.5 A. The controller presents 1 unit load to the Unibus. Single-quantity price is $3900. Dataram Corp, Princeton Rd, Cranbury, NJ 08512.

WESTREX DOT MATRIX PRINTERS

MODEL 820
SPLIT PLATEN PRINTER

MODEL 880
JOURNAL PRINTER

MODEL 850
MODEL 880
JOURNAL PRINTER

800 SERIES

WESTREX 800 Series of 150 character per second, alphanumeric bi-directional printers include split platen, flat bed slip/document and 51 to 96 column journal printers in a variety of standard models to suit many OEM applications. All utilize the same simple, reliable drive system, head position sensors, ribbon transport mechanism and other quality tested components for maximum cost effectiveness.

For full details, write or call us

WESTREX OEM PRODUCTS

Litton

1140 Bloomfield Avenue, West Caldwell, N.J. 07006 (201) 227-7290

IN FRANCE — WESTREX OEM PRODUCTS

103-107 Rue de Tocqueville, 75017, Paris, France 01-766-32-70

IN SWEDEN — WESTREX OEM PRODUCTS

Box 3503, S-17203 Sundbyberg, Sweden 46/8+981100

Measurement and control
I/O system designed for GPIB

DM550 measurement and control I/O system is designed for use with the IEEE 488 and IEC 625 general purpose interface bus (GPIB) and provides a link between any GPIB controller and the sensors and actuators of laboratory process automation systems. It is a complete measurement and control interface in a single, compact package that provides conditioning and conversion for any combination of analog and digital I/O signals.

User configured I/O modules allow the system to accommodate a variety of I/O signals. Currently available functions include digital input and output; analog input and output; pulse, event, and up/down counting; frequency measurement; real-time clock; and thermocouple, strain gauge, and RTD inputs. Up to 8 interchangeable I/O modules can be plugged into the single printed circuit motherboard that contains GPIB interface buffers and transceivers, as well as module address and interrupt request circuitry. Analog input multiplexers are bussed to a single, programmable gain

(continued on page 206)
Recently, three of the country's largest retail shoe chains selected Racal-Vadic modems for their Point Of Sale systems.

You see, Ma, many of the new P.O.S. terminals operate at 2400 bps; twice as fast as older 202-based systems. And, being synchronous, throughput is increased another 30% since start/stop bits aren't transmitted. This adds up to a big savings in line costs.

The retail stores install the VA2450 modems. They're compact, low profile and the telephone can sit on top, conserving space. An important feature of the VA2450 is the VOICE/DATA/MANUAL switch on the front panel which eliminates the need for a special telephone. During the day, the switch is positioned so the phone can be used for normal incoming and outgoing voice communication. At night, when rates are lower, the modem is engaged so the central computer site (using the VA2440 modem and VA811 dialer) can poll each retail store collecting sales, inventory and other data.

Up to eight VA2440 modems and VA811 auto dialers can be mounted in Racal-Vadic's 7-inch high rack chassis. The auto dialer(s) operate either in a singleline mode (one modem per dialer) or in Racal-Vadic's exclusive Multiline configuration where up to 60 modems can be accessed from a single RS366 or RS232C computer port. That's a tremendous savings in space and hardware.

When you sum it all up, Ma, Racal-Vadic modems are a real "shoe-in" when it comes to Point Of Sale systems for any business or industry.

Your independent thinking son,

[Signature]

Racal-Vadic
Member IDMA

222 Caspian Drive
Sunnyvale, CA 94086
Tel: (408) 744-0810 • TWX: 910-339-9297
PHONE: 800-543-3000, OPERATOR 335

Racal-Vadic Regional Offices: West (408) 744-0810 • East (301) 459-7430
Central (312) 932-9268 • Northeast: (617) 245-8790 • Southwest: (817) 277-2246

Available from these stocking reps...

Alabama: (800) 327-6600 • Alaska: (907) 276-5616 • Arizona: (602) 942-7841 • California: S.F. (408) 727-6491, L.A. (714) 635-7600, S.D. (714) 569-1557 • Colorado: (303) 779-3600
Connecticut: (203) 245-0216 • District of Columbia: (202) 546-6000 • Florida: Fort Lauderdale (800) 432-4840, Orlando (305) 423-7575, St. Petersburg (800) 432-4840 • Georgia: (800) 327-6600 • Illinois: (312) 255-4820 • Indiana: (317) 846-2619 • Kansas: (913) 764-7877 • Kentucky: (502) 495-2122 • Louisiana: (504) 495-2122 • Massachusetts: (617) 242-4499 • Maryland: (301) 495-2122 • Michigan: (313) 327-6600 • Minnesota: (612) 327-6600 • Mississippi: (601) 327-6600 • Missouri: (314) 327-6600 • Montana: (406) 327-6600 • Nebraska: (402) 327-6600 • New Jersey: (201) 445-5210, South (609) 779-0200 • New Mexico: (505) 299-7600 • New York: Binghamton (607) 788-9947, NYC. (212) 445-5210, Rochester (716) 473-5720, Syracuse (315) 437-6666 • North Carolina: (800) 327-6600 • Ohio: Cleveland (216) 333-8373, Dayton (513) 659-3640 • Oregon: (503) 224-3145 • Pennsylvania: East (609) 719-0200, West (412) 681-8699 • South Carolina: (800) 327-6600 • Tennessee: (800) 327-6600 • Texas: Austin (512) 651-0217, Dallas (214) 231-2673, Houston (713) 668-9971, Waco: (800) 262-3000 • Virginia: (800) 649-6000
Washington: (206) 364-8830 • Wisconsin: (414) 784-9379 • Canada: Calgary (403) 243-2202, Montreal (514) 849-9491, Toronto (416) 675-7500, Vancouver (604) 661-8136

CIRCLE 123 ON INQUIRY CARD
A-D converter that allows high and low level signals to be mixed as required. The I/O modules are designed as industrial grade system components. CMOS logic reduces ambient electrical noise susceptibility and power consumption. Internal shielding of the modules prevents emi/rfi interference and permits trouble-free operation within the I/O system. Input filtering is provided on certain digital I/O modules to block switch and relay contact closure transients and other high frequency noise. In addition, optional optical coupling isolates external digital inputs and outputs from the GPPIB and the I/O system. The A-D conversion circuitry permits analog input signals to be digitized with minimum degradation from normal or common-mode errors, temperature input signals to be digitized with Cheshire, SK4 3EA, England.

Microprocessor based controller offered for 5.25" Winchester drives

A microprocessor based controller with onboard separator logic and Shugart Associates' SA1400 series host interface, SA1410 controls up to 2 Seagate ST-506 5.25" and compatible disk drives. Completely compatible with all popular host adapters, the controller measures 5.75 x 8" (14.61 x 20 cm), exactly fitting the form factor of 5.25" drives. Its compact dimensions are achieved using multi-sourced gate array technology that results in a design that utilizes only 56 ICS.

The controller features automatic error detection and correction circuitry that detects up to 22-bit burst errors and corrects up to 11-bit burst errors for increased data integrity. Other std. features include automatic seek and verify, automatic fault detection, multi-sector transfers, selectable sector size (hardware strappable for either 256 or 512 bytes), programmable sector interleave, full onboard sector buffer, industry std host interface protocol (the Shugart Associates system interconnect bus), burst error length status reporting, fast step mode, and field proved software protocol.

Commands are issued to the controller over an 8-bit, bidirectional bus connected through an adapter to the host computer. The data separator/SERDES logic serializes bytes and converts to MFM data, and deserializes MFM data into 8-bit bytes. Programmable drive characteristics allow increased drive capacity without controller modification. Power required is 5 V at 2 A max and 12 V at 50 mA. Single-unit price is $295. Xebec, an MSC company, 432 Lakeside Dr, Sunnyvale, CA 94086.

High speed S-100 telecommunications controller

M/LINK intelligent communications interface enables a wide range of microcomputers to communicate with mainframes over a std dial-up phone line. It accommodates error-free data transmission at 2400 bps using the Bell 202c std and allows alternate data and voice communications. SDLC or BISYNC communications protocols are PROM-selected at the time of installation. The device provides synchronous, half-duplex operation; throughput is optimized by firmware that incorporates routines for line handling and protocol generation. Dibit differential phase-shift keying encodes data 2 bits at a time to differentially shift the phase of an 1800-Hz carrier. Received phase shifts are decoded to recover the original data. Data input can be from an S-100 bus or from an asynchronous, full-duplex 85-232 terminal. Transmit level is -9 dBm, receive level is 0 to -40 dBm, and RTS/CTS delay is jumper selected 25 or 150 ms. Micromation, Inc, 1620 Montgomery St, San Francisco, CA 94111.
Logic analysis this easy should be expensive. But it isn't.

Thanks to our PM3543's state-of-the-art technology, time-consuming logic analysis is a thing of the past.

Simply attach the 40 pin DIL clip to the microprocessor, select disassembly and instantly the logic analyzer is set up to look at address and data from the chosen microprocessor.

Then read.

The PM3543 has resident disassemblers for the most popular 8- and 16-bit microprocessors which are called up simply at the push of a button.

The 8-bit microprocessors include the 8048 family, 8080, 8085, 6800/02/08, Z80 and 6502/12 all in a single option. A second option includes the 16-bit microprocessors, the 8086 and Z8000 as well as the 6809, 8088 and 1802.

Using these options, data can be stored using an inexpensive cassette tape recorder. You may want to record a self-diagnostic routine in the lab and take it to the production line or into the field for servicing, or just for future reference. When loading back to the analyzer, both compare memory and trigger format are automatically set up to be the same as when the data was dumped.

Additionally, the RS232 interface, included, permits hard copy of the collected program through the use of a printer. Just select the baud rate and print out. (IEEE 488 also available.)

The PM3543 is so easy to use and so low priced you'll wonder how you ever got along without it.

Call or write today for a free eye-opening demonstration.

For nationwide sales and service information call 800-631-7172, except in Hawaii, Alaska and New Jersey. In New Jersey call collect (201) 529-3800, or contact Philips Test & Measuring Instruments, Inc., 85 McKee Drive, Mahwah, NJ 07430.

Special menu for disassembly and serial interface options, as displayed on PM3543 screen.

Our dual clocking PM3543 demultiplexes the multiplex bus microprocessors, enabling both address and data to be sampled from a single connection. This, combined with more than 20 possible ways of triggering and sampling data, gives ultimate user flexibility.

The PM3543 Logic Analyzer. Superior Engineering.

From Philips, of course.

Philips Test & Measuring Instruments, Inc.
85 McKee Drive, Mahwah, NJ 07430

Call me to set up an appointment.
Just send me more PM3543 literature.

Name__________________________
Title__________________________
Company_______________________
Street__________________________
City_________________State_____Zip______
Phone__________________________
**New! Only $3,995**

Yes! An affordable ink jet color printer. PrintaColor's new GC-8000 printer brings you the advantages of ink jet technology for sharp, clear, color hard copy at a record breaking price. Dot-matrix overlay system produces eight-color graphics. Typewriter size unit uses ordinary fanfold paper. Extremely cost-efficient operation. Only 10¢ per copy!

Compatible with Intelligent Systems' character graphic computers or most other host computers via standard RS-232C port. The GC-8000 ink jet printer produces an 80 character by 48 lines display. Fast. Very, very quiet. High quality color copies without the high cost? Yes!

Call or write today for the name of your nearest representative.

*U.S. domestic price only.

---

**System Components/Interface**

**Serial interface board**

A 4-channel DPP-11 Unibus compatible board, DL4-11 replaces 4 DL-11A, B, C, or D ports in the same physical space of 1 card. It is compatible with both 20-mA current loop and RS-232C/CITT V.24.16 baud rates, from 50 to 19.2k baud, can be selected for each port from the edge of the board without unplugging the board or changing crystals. Each port can be set via DIP switches for individual frame protocol; starting device and vector addresses are also set via DIP switches. The unit is compatible with DEC operating system software for DL-11.

**PrintaColor Corporation, P.O. Box 52, Norcross, Georgia 30091 (404) 448-2675.**

**Circle 126 on Inquiry Card**

---

**Raster scan video controller**

MULTIBUS compatible controller is capable of generating vectors, arcs, circles, and rectangles at speeds up to 800 ns/pixel, resolutions up to 1024 x 1024, and refresh rates up to 60 Hz/pixel. It supports either black and white or color graphics and integrates video refresh memory, a DMA bus interface, and video raster formatting and generation on a single board. Onboard 64K RAMs relieve the bus and main computer memory of all video refresh chores. Up to 2M pixels of screen data can be stored in 1 to 4 video planes. Access is via a high speed, bidirectional DMA channel. Output to the video monitor is via an ECL digital video channel capable of rates as high as 80 MHz (12.5 ns/pixel).

---

**High performance controller boards**

Series 200 controllers link the company's MIKRO-DISC Winchester drives to S-100, MULTIBUS, and Q-bus based computers. They support up to 4 drives, each with up to 32 heads, with a data transfer rate of 6.25M bps. The controllers also optimize the drives' seek time (28.3 ms avg) by full head-select and seek-complete handshaking. Error detection is provided using a 16-bit fire code (CRC-16). Fully buffered sectors of 256, 512, or 1024 bytes are included. Data through-checking and disk sector checking are performed on all read/write operations. The controllers also support write/verify operations and a go/no go self-test function. Firmware drivers are provided for optimum compatibility with host computer system software; custom drivers can also be supplied. All models are packaged to be embedded into the various host computers, and all feature single-board design for space efficiency and ease of maintenance.

**New World Computer Co., 2805 McGaw Ave, Irvine, CA 92714.**

Circle 298 on Inquiry Card

**Magnetic tape controller**

Model D2200 is a microprocessor based, single-board, 0.25" (0.64-cm) 3M cartridge magnetic tape controller that provides interface for 1 or 2 Kennedy 6450 0.25" DE3000 type cartridge tape drives with up to 17M bytes of data storage each. The fully self-contained, quad-size controller has 30-ips read/write speed (FIFO buffer for DMA latency and memory addressing to 128k words), 6400-bpi format density, and 192,000-bps data transfer rate. It is designed for backup use with DEC LSI-11, -11/2, and -11/3 computers. The unit requires only a single CPU card slot and ribbon cable for interconnection and is compatible with DEC TM-11 and TS-03 software drivers in RT-11 and RSX-11 operating systems. In operation, the controller handles read after write serpentine head drives. It includes a diagnostic routine and automatic self-test that caused onboard diagnostics to run each time the Q-bus is initialized. An integral LED provides indication to ensure protection of critical database transfer.

**Distributed Logic Corp, 12800 Garden Grove Blvd, Garden Grove, CA 92643.**

Circle 299 on Inquiry Card

---

**Watch for March Design Frontier Report on Designing with Advanced System ICs**
RMS does it again. Our new series boasts capacity to 18 megabytes using conventional Winchester technology. And with our Data Express®-II data separator, capacity increases to a generous 27 megabytes. All without plated media or thin film flim-flam.

Here is the capacity you need. For multi-user systems and networks. For transaction-oriented and data base management applications. For bigger on-line programs. And that capacity is available within 70 ms (average access time).

Only RMS gives you all these features:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CHOICE OF EIGHT CAPACITIES</th>
<th>STANDARD</th>
<th>WITH DATA EXPRESS-II</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>megabytes</td>
<td></td>
<td>megabytes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RMS 518</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RMS 513</td>
<td>13.5</td>
<td>20.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RMS 509</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>13.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RMS 504</td>
<td>4.5</td>
<td>6.75</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

☐ Proprietary head positioning system with electronically dampened actuator ☐ Buffered step mode ☐ Integral microprocessor control ☐ All DC voltages ☐ Minifloppy form factor ☐ Industry-standard 5¼" Winchester interface ☐ Electrical spindle brake ☐ Landing/shipping zone outside the data area ☐ Heat dissipation of only 19.4 watts ☐ Built-in AGC ☐ Industry-standard transfer rate (5 MHz) ☐ Data Express-II transfer rate (7.5 MHz) ☐ Data Express data separators (optional)

For better cost per byte with the reliability of proven Winchester technology, talk to RMS. Circle the readers’ service number for a free brochure. Better yet, call us to order your evaluation unit. We’re accepting orders now.

Rotating Memory Systems, Inc.  
1701 McCarthy Boulevard  
Milpitas, California 95035  
(408) 946-6692

Capacity without Compromise
Originate only, full-duplex acoustic coupler/modem

Microprocessor controlled AJ 1233 communicates with Bell 212 and 103/113 VA 3400, and AJ 1200 series modems. It is switch-selectable for communications at data rates of 1200 bps synchronously or asynchronously, and from 0 to 450 bps asynchronously. The device can be used in all modes either as an acoustic coupler or modem, directly connected to the switched network by a modular RJ-11C jack. A handset cup holds the handset firmly in place without the use of mechanical levers or springs. Vertically mounted acoustic cups ensure optimum performance at 1200 bps. A double-flanged seal provides noise isolation, and a handset to microphone coupling technique isolates vibration, as do the rugged housing and rubber footing design. Anderson Jacobson, Inc, 521 Charcot Ave, San Jose, CA 95131. Circle 302 on Inquiry Card

Statistical multiplexer

DCX815 provides error-free transmission of up to 8 asynchronous data channels over a single composite link. It provides an unrestricted intermix of speeds from 50 to 9600 bps, and any 5-, 6-, 7-, or 8-bit Baudot, ASCII, or IBM code. With a max aggregate input of 19,200 bps, speeds and codes are switch-selectable on a per channel basis, or automatic baud rate can be selected. A single-digit readout provides a continuous monitor of the composite link utilization to aid in network management. Diagnostics permit the user to rapidly identify a defective channel while maintaining service on the remaining channels. The unit is available in 4- and 8-channel configurations. The 4-channel unit consists of a single pc card and is field upgradable to an 8-channel unit by the addition of a single expansion card. Lowering the hinged front panel allows access to controls and indicators for network configuration, diagnostic testing, and card removal. Rixon Inc, 2120 Industrial Pkwy, Silver Spring, MD 20904. Circle 303 on Inquiry Card

High speed fiber optic system

Model 5330 consists of model 5330T fiber optic transmitter and model 5330R receiver capable of operating at NRZ data rates from dc to 100M bps. DC coupled from transmitter logic input to received data output, the system has an automatic threshold control (ATC) processor that continuously monitors the receiver output level and optimizes the discriminator threshold. An infinite hold memory circuit within the ATC is updated only if peak received power changes by 20 dB. Data inputs and outputs are ECL compatible. Completely independent of the transmitted data pattern or data rate, the system operates at 820 nm and can be used with either 100- or 200-µm diameter fiber. Transmission rates of 100M bps are possible up to 300 m using a partially graded 200-µm diameter fiber. LeCroy Research Systems Corp, 700 S Main St, Spring Valley, NY 10977. Circle 304 on Inquiry Card

Communication protocol for PROM programmer

Communication protocol for the company's model MPP 80 SAM PROM programmer ensures accurate transmission of PROM data, even over poor or very long lines. Whether hardwired, microwave, or satellite linked, programming data can be transmitted over telephone lines from a computer or PROM programmer in the home office directly to a field site. Program changes do not have to be shipped in printed or punched tape form each time a product is updated or repaired in the field. The system uses a format similar to hexadecimal paper tape formats, with the addition of an acknowledgment protocol. A data record, including a 4-digit hex checksum of the single-digit values in the record, is (continued on page 212)
When you're down to the wire:

Nobody can support you with mass termination products like Spectra-Strip can.

We make more variations of flat cable than any one: laminated, extruded and bonded, grey and color code. Jacketed cable for inter-cabinet runs. Ground plane cable to reduce cross-talk. Even a twisted-pair flat cable that can be mass-terminated, so you get the performance you want and the lower costs you need.

Our connectors are more of the same: high quality, high performance and low prices. Choose from a range of pin headers and receptacles, DIP plugs and sockets, PCB transitions, and card edge connectors built to the relevant portions of MIL-C-83503 and MIL-C-21097. And IDC D-Subminiature connectors with metal shells (fully intermateable and intermountable with any of the other real D-Sub's).

We can also lower your capital investment, inventory and labor overhead. Let us prepare your jumpers for up to 20% less than you're paying now. Call your nearest Spectra-Strip value-added distributor for economical, fully-tested flat cable and IDC connector assemblies. Or call Garden Grove for custom assemblies that combine flat cable with the other kinds of interconnects you need. Whatever your applications, if you're down to the wire on price, performance or delivery, there's one simple solution:

Spectra-Strip, 7100 Lampson Ave., Garden Grove, CA 92642, telephone (714) 892-3361 and 720 Sherman Ave., Hamden, CT 06514, telephone (203) 281-3200.

In Europe, Spectra-Strip Ltd., Romsey, Hampshire, England, telephone (0794) 517575.

Call now for the name of your nearest distributor.

SPECTRA-STRIP

An Allied Company
transmitted to a receiver. Once each data record has been transmitted, the transmitter expects an acknowledgment from the receiver. If there are errors in the transmission, the record is sent again without the intervention of either operator. The process is repeated until either an acknowledged, correct transmission takes place or a timeout occurs. Kontron Electronics, Inc, 630 Price Ave, Redwood City, CA 94063.

Synchronous fiber optic modem
FM-801 operates full duplex over a single optical fiber; synchronous data rates up to 19.2k bps and asynchronous transmission to 4800 bps are std. Automatic self-test features plus remote and local loopback capabilities verify link operation, and offer complete and continuous fault monitoring control. All RS-232-C handshaking features are built in. Data I/O is through a std 25-pin electrical connector. For distances up to 3 km, only 1-channel PCS fiber optic cable is required. Modem is available in rack-mount and standalone versions. Fibronics, 655 Concord St, Framingham, MA 01701. Circle 306 on Inquiry Card

Intelligent, high speed synchronous modems
P-V.29/9600 and P-V.27/4800 modems are microprocessor controlled, fast train, and adaptively equalized with complete self-test and system test capabilities. P-V.29/9600 features an LSI transmitter and operates at 9600 bps with fallback rates of 7200/4800 bps. It is compatible with CCITT V.29 recommendations, operates on 4-wire, unconditioned private lines, and employs quadrature amplitude modulation. An optional multiplexing capability permits grouping of up to 4 independent data channels to form a 9600-bps data stream. P-V.27/4800

is designed to operate on either 2- or 4-wire private lines at 4800 bps, with a fallback rate of 2400 bps. Two independent 2400-bps data channels can be combined to form a 4800-bps data stream by means of an optional multiplexing feature. This unit is compatible with V.27/bis and V.27/ter. Both units operate in either point to point or multipoint, half- or full-duplex applications. Prentice Corp, 266 Caspian Dr, Sunnyvale, CA 94086.

Port expander connects multiple devices to single CPU port
Model 401 port expander, capable of switching inbound clock signals and data, allows either 4 modems or 4 terminal clusters to share a single CPU port. Device synchronizes clear to send signals for outbound information before sending signal to CPU. No modem or modem eliminator is required when combining terminal clusters in local mode; internal clock eliminates the need for 1 modem/cluster. Each of the 5 ports can be configured to the modem or CPU terminal by setting front panel switches. Std RS-232-C cables are used. One cluster can be disconnected without disabling other operating clusters. Kaufman Research Manufacturing, Inc, 2260 Mora Dr, Mountain View, CA 94040.

Personal computer modem
SIGNALMAN MKI is a Bell 103 compatible modem designed for the personal computer user. It is completely portable, with a battery power system capable of running at least 50 consecutive hours. Built-in RS-232-C cable allows interface to any RS-232-C port. An audible carrier detect circuit replaces LEDs as confirmation of standard telephone line connections for voice and data. Automatic mode selection (originate/answer) and a talk/data switch are included. Serial, binary, and asynchronous formats operate at data rates of 0 to 300 bps, with full duplex. Anchor Automation, Inc, 16130 Valerio St, Van Nuys, CA 91406.

Modem eliminator
MOD/EM/ULATOR 402 provides local and remote loopback switches at both DTE interfaces. EIA local loopback tests can be conducted whether or not the DTE supplies the RTS and/or DTR signals. Used in conjunction with the device's self-test feature, the loopback capability eases system fault isolation. The device features asynchronous or synchronous transmission selection, synchronous data retiming to permit longer cables, 1200 to 19,200 bps selection, CTS delay selection, internal or external clock selection, local CTS control by remote DTE, active CD and RI signals, 8 EIA diagnostic indicators, and tandem operation capability. It can also be used to test any modem interfacing FDX device. Com/Tech Systems Inc, 505 Eighth Ave, New York, NY 10018.
Image processing systems
Modular graphic display systems
Frame buffers—Television monitors

Grinnell has them all, for almost any application: from simple black and white line drawing to full color image processing. Select a packaged system, or configure one “your way.”

GMR 270 Series: 512 × 512 frame buffers and full color pipeline image processing systems.
GMR 260 Series: 1024 × 1024 frame buffers for greyscale, black and white, pseudo color and full color.
GMR 27 Series: 256 × 512 to 1024 × 1024 high speed, modular graphic and image display systems.

All systems are available in both U.S. and European versions, with plug-compatible interfaces to most minicomputers (including DEC, Data General and PRIME). Proven system designs ensure reliability, and an expanded FORTRAN library and driver package makes operation easy.

So, whether you need a complete system, or just a card set to embed in a larger system, Grinnell has an optimum cost/performance solution. For complete specifications and/or a quotation, call or write today.
Development support package
Offered for the company's series 80 family of 8-bit, CMOS, single-chip microcomputers, EASE-49™ allows users to develop 8048/8049 type circuits on any existing host computer compatible with CP/M or ISIS operating systems, including personal computers. The package is priced at $3995 and consists of the MPB-800 emulation board, development system interface software on an 8" floppy disk, and documentation. The emulation board functions between the user's CP/M or ISIS based development system and the 80C48/80C49 socket, emulating in real time the operation of the company's single-chip microcomputer unit. Interface software is either ISIS or CP/M compatible. OKI Semiconductor, 1333 Lawrence Expressway, Santa Clara, CA 95051. Circle 312 on Inquiry Card

Don't get shot down by the FCC!
Call Dayton T. Brown, Inc.

The FCC rules and regulations are specific about the correct method of conducting a test program. The incorrect approach to your FCC testing can lead to poor results and added cost. You do not have to take any chances.

At Dayton T. Brown, Inc. we perform FCC testing in accordance with the rules and regulations.
We use calibrated receivers and tunable antennas for radiated emissions testing. Conducted emissions are measured with specially designed line impedance stabilization networks and EMC receivers.

All FCC testing at Dayton T. Brown, Inc. is performed on FCC approved, indoor all weather field sites.

Dayton T. Brown, Inc., delivers test results you can rely on. We have the distinction of providing the test data for some of the first units ever certified by the FCC to meet part 15, subpart J, for digital electronic products, the new requirement!
To be sure call Dayton T. Brown, Inc., to perform your FCC engineering and testing. We have been assisting manufacturers to meet government regulations for more than 30 years. We can help you too!

IBM 3101 emulator
DM310 display terminal emulates the IBM 3101 models 22 and 23, offering both conversation and forms mode operation in one unit. It includes an auxiliary printer port; flicker-free 60-Hz screen refresh; 1920-char screen presentation, with a 25th line for status information; 3101 compatible keyboard with 8 programmable function keys and 12-key numeric pad; P42 green phosphor display; and extensive visual and logical field attributes. The terminal is priced at $1295. Beehive International, 4910 Amelia Earhart Dr, Salt Lake City, UT 84125. Circle 313 on Inquiry Card

I/O simulator
M901 I/O simulator device is edge connector compatible with industry std 1/O module racks. Packaged for handheld or benchtop simulation of I/Os to a microprocessor, device can also simulate the processor to I/O devices. Features include indicators for 24 simultaneous I/O channels, cardedge connector that mates directly to I/O module mounting racks operating with 5-Vdc logic, and switches rated for 50k cycles. Electrologic, Inc, 1359 28th St, Signal Hill, CA 90806.
5.25" thin film drives
Designed for 16- and 32-bit processors, "freedom generation" ST538 and ST706 drives utilize the same interface and power supply as the ST506 micro-Winchester. ST538 offers 38.25M bytes of unformatted storage, with 3672 tracks/disk and a track density of 540 tracks/in (212.6/cm). It features 32 sectors/disk, transfer rate of 5.0M bps, 8.33-ms avg latency, 3600-rpm rotational speed, 10,202-fc/in recording density, 612 cylinders/disk, 6 heads/disk, and 3 fixed disks/disk. Formatted capacity is 30M bytes/disk. ST706 is claimed to be the first removeable 5.25" micro disk cartridge drive to use thin film heads. It offers 6.38M-byte/disk unformatted storage capacity, 270-track/in (106/cm) track density, 306 cylinders/disk, 612 tracks/disk, and 2 heads/disk. Formatted capacity is 5M bytes/disk.

Seagate Technology, 360 El Pueblo Rd, Scotts Valley, CA 95066.

256k-byte memory for personal computer
CI-PCM memory module is designed specifically for the IBM personal computer and uses 64k-bit NMOS dynamic RAM technology. Module requires 1 I/O expansion slot for 256k bytes of memory, and generates and checks parity with IBM compatible interrupt. Device is addressable in 64k-byte increments throughout the 1M-byte address field. Memory access time is 225 ns; cycle time is 400 ns with a current requirement of less than 1 A from the system's 5-V power supply. Modules are available in 64k-, 128k-, 192k, and 256k-byte configurations. Chrislin Industries, Inc, 31352 Via Colinas, Suite 102, Westlake Village, CA 91361. Circle 317 on Inquiry Card

Tape backup for Winchester systems
Tape streamer backup option for Chief­tain and Pathfinder 8" and 5.25" Win­chester systems stores up to 20M bytes on 0.25" cartridge tape. The option allows data transfer of 20M bytes in less than 5 min at 90 ips. Series also incorporates file by file or complete backup with single command as backup methods. Drive to tape and tape to drive data transfer is provided. Smoke Signal Broadcasting, 31336 Via Colinas, Westlake Village, CA 91361.

27M-byte capacity Winchester drives
Series of 5.25" Winchester drives with 1 to 4 platter models delivers capacities of 4.5M- to 18M-bytes unformatted, and increases tracks per platter from 306 to 432, and tracks per inch from 255 to 270. Industry std 5.0M-bps transfer rate is unaffected. Optional Data Express™ II data separator adds 50% recording/track capacity and uses 7.5-MHz transfer rate. 27M-byte disk drive capacity is attainable using conventional Winchester technology. All models fit mini-floppy form factor, require only dc voltages, and use industry std 5.25" interface. Rotating Memory Systems, Inc, 1701 McCarthy Blvd, Milpitas, CA 95035. Circle 321 on Inquiry Card

27M-byte capacity Winchester drives

Fixed media disk drive
32M-byte 8" version of the 9410 Finch drive can be mounted horizontally or vertically in the same space as an 8" flexible media drive. Data are stored on 3 lubricated disks housed in an environmentally sealed data module that also contains a rotary voice coil actuator for head positioning, accuracy, and rapid access to stored data. Information is transferred to or from the data module at a rate of 6.45M bps. Single-track and avg seek times are 10 ms and 50 ms, respectively, with an avg latency time of 8.33 ms. The unit can be configured with up to 4 drives in a star or daisy chain configuration, and, through its interface electronics, in a daisy chain configuration with flexible disk drives. All drive electronics are contained on 3 circuit boards. Control Data Corp, Box O, Minneapolis, MN 55440.

Expanded disk storage
H-37 high density disk system and Z-89-37 double-density disk controller card expands disk storage for the company's microcomputer systems to more than 1.28M bytes. Heath Co, Dept 350-335, Benton Harbor, MI 49022.

High volume recording disk drive
A double-sided, double-density 5.25" floppy disk drive, capable of recording at 96 tracks/in, the QumeTrak 92 has 1000k bytes formatted capacity, or up to 819k bytes unformatted capacity. Track to track access time is 3 ms. Designed for small system and Winchester backup applications, drive includes a head load solenoid to reduce media wear and ensure data integrity. Additional reliability is provided by brushless dc motor in a direct drive configuration. Qume, 2350 Qume Dr, San Jose, CA 95131.

Circle 319 on Inquiry Card
**SYSTEM COMPONENTS/MEMORY SYSTEMS**

**256k-byte MOS RAM**
Dual-wide memory module for DEC LSI-11/23 uses 64k RAMs and is powered from a single 5-V supply. High reliability and low cost are achieved through the use of a 2-layer PCB and significantly fewer components. Addressing is switch-selectable in 32k blocks up to 2M words, and access time is rated at 150 ns. Single units are available for $1200; OEM discounts are available. **Professional Data Systems**, 2670 Walnut Ave, Suite C, Tustin, CA 92680. Circle 323 on Inquiry Card

**Mass storage system**
ZRP-100 system features a 160M-byte Winchester disk drive backed with a 100-ips streamer tape drive. Fully industry compatible and using std 0.5" (1.27-cm) magnetic tape, the streamer drive can operate in a conventional start/stop mode at 25 ips. It can store up to 46M bytes of unformatted data on 1 std reel of 1.5-mil tape. The streamer drive offers a data transfer rate of 160k bytes/s, rewind speed of 200 ips, and hard error rate of less than 1 in 10¹⁰. It also provides a fully automatic loading feature and automatic diagnostics. The Winchester drive features an MTBF of 10,000 h and avg access speed of 27 ms. System is housed in a 40" x 23" (101-x 58-cm) steel cabinet. **Zzy Systems**, 1900 Lafayette St, Santa Clar, CA 95050. Circle 324 on Inquiry Card

**HAVE YOU HEARD...**
**ELPAC/TDK Now Provide DC-DC Converters**
They have combined their power conversion technology to provide an expanded line of DC-DC Converters to the U.S. marketplace. I was surprised to learn that they have over 77 converters available, with a continued plan for future expansion.

These DC-DC Converters are the solution we've been looking for! They economically provide on-board power conversion at every level. Without reconfiguring our main power supply, Elpac/TDK provides us with tremendous versatility and value for those hard-to-solve power problems.

Delivery is no problem either. Elpac has over 200 U.S. distributors for fast, local service. To top it off, I found that they have the best value per watt in DC-DC Converters. These cost-effective designs give our product the competitive edge!

For catalog and application assistance, or for more information on Elpac's full line of switcher, linear, and unregulated power supplies, call or write today! (714) 979-4440.

**ANOTHER UGLY**
**Where Beauty is in the Performance**

**ELPAC POWER SYSTEMS/TDK**
3131 S. Standard Avenue • (714) 979-4440
Santa Ana, CA 92705 • TWX 910-595-1513

For your own copies of Computer Design? Circle 504 on Reader Inquiry Card to receive a Subscription Application Form
Speech for yourself.

New development system from TI.

Here's the capability to develop, analyze, edit and program speech — in-house — it's new, from the first supplier of speech products and services — Texas Instruments.

It's a hardware/software system that supports the creation and design of speech synthesis products. Vocabulary development can be totally controlled from initial script generation to EPROM programming. The Multi-AMPL* Speech Development System provides complete facilities for vocabulary production through either constructive synthesis or analysis synthesis methods.

The hardware

The two major hardware components of TI's new Speech Development System are the TMAM9080 Multi-AMPL System and the data collection processor. The TMAM9080 offers a high-performance, general-purpose computing environment for speech data processing and utility execution. The data collection processor is an intelligent "slave" device that provides the analog interface required to collect and play back speech signals. It provides 12-bit linear A/D-D/A conversion accuracy and includes necessary anti-aliasing and signal reconstruction filters.

Speech Development System Key Features

- Text-to-speech
- Interactive editing of text, phoneme, allophone and LPC data
- LPC analysis synthesis
- TMS5100, TMS5110A, TMS5200, TMS5220 VSP (Voice Synthesis Processor) capabilities
- Speech recording and play back
- Digitized speech
- EPROM programming
- User-oriented software

The software

The software packages in the Speech Development System are designed to provide you with friendly, interactive interfaces that guide you through the vocabulary generation process quickly and easily. Because speech synthesis is data-intensive, the Speech Development System uses a data base management system. This allows convenient interaction with all utilities and creates a complete speech library, with everything from simple script listings to comprehensive LPC (Linear Predictive Coding) data files.

The system

The Speech Development System uses two different methods to generate speech data. In Analysis Synthesis, data from natural speech is used to gauge the parameters of a time-varying linear model. Then the synthesis process creates the compressed synthetic speech signal from these parameters. In Constructive Synthesis, words, phrases and sounds are built from a pre-fabricated library of basic speech sounds.

The source

There's a lot to talk about. You can find out more about TI's new Multi-AMPL Speech Development System and how to create your own custom word library, a library completely compatible with TI's Voice Synthesis Processors, by writing to Texas Instruments, P.O. Box 202129, Dallas, Texas 75220.

Texas Instruments invented the integrated circuit, microprocessor and microcomputer. Being first is our tradition.
180M-byte Winchester disk drive

Model 5350 is designed for cabinet mounting in the packaged Harris 80 and 300 super minicomputer systems, as well as in peripheral cabinets for the Harris 100, 500, and 900. A sealed module protects the entire recording environment from contaminants and provides a fixed head-to-media relationship that eliminates the need for head alignments. The drive has 4 disks with 5 data surfaces. Avg seek time is 30 ms, and I/O data rate is 1.2M bps. With 680 tracks/in (268/cm), the drive has a formatted capacity of 144M bytes. Harris Corp, Computer Systems Div, 2101 W Cypress Creek Rd, Fort Lauderdale, FL 33310.
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High capacity memory expansion board

Containing up to 4 times the amount of memory currently available for the IBM personal computer, the board allows IBM personal computer users to directly address up to 1M byte of memory. The board can be configured in a variety of sizes: 64k, 128k, 192k, and 256k bytes—with parity. Prices start at $499 for the 64k-byte version. Datamac Computer Systems, 680 Almanor Ave, Sunnyvale, CA 94086.
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Solid state RAM storage

Lotus cache memory solid state storage device provides greater system throughput and faster user response time by reducing seek and latency wait times; associated data transfers can occur in 225 ms. A 4-layer PCB that uses 64k-bit RAM chips, the device comes in 4 sizes and plugs directly into the system backplane. Multiple boards can be used to provide up to 64M bytes of RAM storage. Memory operates in block mode, consisting of 256 words/block. One data block is transferred for each command sequence; no partial blocks can be transferred. Optional error correction and detection capability is available. Point 4 Data Corp, 2569 McCabe Way, Irvine, CA 92714.
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INTEGRATED CIRCUITS

Static MOS ROMs

The 64k 2364 (organized as 8192 x 8) and the 128k 23128 (organized as 16384 x 8) are offered in upward compatible JEDEC-B std 28-pin packages. For both devices, std worst-case access time is 300 ns. Both offer programmable chip select inputs, allowing the customer to define active high or low and set the desired logic level as part of the masking process. Fabricated with n-channel silicon gate MOS technology, the TTL compatible devices require only one 5-V power supply, offer high noise immunity, and are available in both plastic and ceramic packages screened to commercial and military temp ranges. The 23128 dissipates 450 mW max, while the 2364 is rated at 440 mW max. Signetics Corp, 811 E Arques Ave, Sunnyvale, CA 94086.
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Elastic store device and line coder

TCM2401 elastic store device provides the buffer store and pulse-stuffing (justification) functions required in a second-order pulse coded modulation multiplexer. The part can be used in either a European CCITT 2.048M- to 8.488M-bps system or in a U.S. 1.544M- to 6.312M-bps system. It incorporates on-chip circuitry for a variety of complex functions, including write-clock distributor, read-clock distributor, 8-bit wide elastic store, justification-code detector, timing-clock gating, phase comparator, and binary output retimer. Fabricated using metal gate CMOS technology, the device is provided in a std 16-pin plastic DIP and has an op temp range of -25 to 70°C. Max power dissipation is 200 mW with nominal 10-V supply voltage. Specifically designed for European telecommunication systems, the TCM2201 line coder has a std clock rate of 2.048 MHz, onchip transmission coder, reception decoder, and error detection circuitry. It uses an HDB-3 (high-density bipolar-3) coding scheme that precludes strings of zeros greater than 3 bits. The transmission coder is fed by a synchronous clock and binary NRZ data, while the reception decoder is fed by a synchronous clock and a bipolar or HDB-3 coded signal externally split in 2 input signals. A “serial OP control” input allows the decoder and coder to be cascaded internally. Fabricated using metal gate CMOS technology, the part has a max power dissipation of 300 mW at a supply voltage of 12 V. It is packaged in a std 16-pin plastic DIP and has an op temp range of -25 to 85°C. Texas Instruments Inc, PO Box 202129, Dallas, TX 75220.
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MIL-STD of 64k-bit EPROM and 16k-bit static RAM

M2764 military version of the 2764 EPROM meets MIL-STD-883 class B stds and provides 64k bits of nonvolatile memory organized as 8k x 8 bits. Worst-case access time is 250 ns. The part is fast enough to eliminate program wait states and allow for max throughput in many applications. Its 28-pin configuration conforms to JEDEC stds; the pinout design permits 2-line control, and the 28-pin format is adaptable to RAMS, ROMS, EEPROMS, and EPROMS, and allows for interchangeable use of 2k-, 4k-, 8k-, 16k-, and 32k-byte memories. Fabricated using the company's HMOS technology for nonvolatile memories, the device offers a low active current of 100 mA that drops to 50 mA in standby mode. A 450-ns version is also available. Military M2167-10 is a fully static 16k-bit RAM with 16k x 1-bit storage capacity and 100-ns access time. It is claimed to be the densest static RAM available that conforms to MIL-STD-883 class B. The part features an automatic power-down mode, uses a single 5-V power supply, and is TTL compatible. Both devices operate over -55 to 125°C. Intel Corp, 5000 W Williams Field Rd, Chandler, AZ 85224.
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Leading edge technology in hard disk systems.

Complete systems. Morrow Designs hard disk subsystems are delivered complete with hard disk, controller, cabinet, power supply, fan, cables and CP/M 2.2 operating system. **

Widest range. Morrow Designs offers the widest range of hard disk systems available from a single supplier. 5¼", 8", 14". Five to over 100 megabytes of formatted hard disk storage. $2,995 to $17,980. Cost effective systems that work. And keep working.

S-100 and more. Morrow Designs hard disk systems are designed for use with the CP/M operating system. Available software packages allow our systems to run on any IEEE696/S-100 Standard system with no hardware modification. Plus, Cromemco, North Star, Vector Graphics, Godbout, Dynabyte, Exidy, IMSAI, Micromation, Processor Technology and California Computer Systems.

Reliable systems. Morrow Designs is committed to hard disk system reliability. Not simply with a 90-day warranty, but with a money back guarantee. If our system fails to perform to specification, send it back. We'll send back your money.

Experience. As of April, 1981, there were over fifteen hundred Morrow Designs hard disk systems successfully installed. In fact, over 200 independent systems integrators now use our hard disks to solve their mass storage problems.

Performance answers. Morrow Designs hard disk systems have been benchmarked against all other systems. None is faster under CP/M. Morrow Designs hard disks operate at 10 times the speed of a floppy disk drive. Transfer rates range from 590,000 bytes to 900,000 bytes per second. That kind of performance can become addictive.

Cost effective answers. Compare Morrow prices and performance to anything presently available for S-100 systems. You'll find Morrow's price/megabyte/performance ratio to be unmatched. Leadership in disk systems technology earned us leadership in price/performance. And that may have earned us a call from you. Circle the Reader Service Number for our full line data sheets. Can't wait? Call us at (415) 524-2101. And yes, OEM quantity prices are available. **LOOK TO MORROW FOR ANSWERS.**

*CP/M is a trademark of Digital Research.
**Northstar is a trademark of North Star Computers, Inc.
***Cromemco is a trademark of Cromemco, Inc.
****Exidy is a trademark of Exidy Corporation.
The industry's only DUP-11* compatible interfaces for Q-bus* (as well as Unibus*) computers are now available with support for X.25, the international data communications protocol. This means that the popular MDB DUPV-11 (Q-bus) and MDB DUP-11 (Unibus) synchronous communications interfaces are ideally suited for use in public common carrier packet-switched networks and multi-computer or terminal communications.

In addition to X.25 capability, the interfaces offer a number of significant performance advantages above and beyond their functional equivalency and software compatibility with DEC. The small size quad boards will accommodate BI-Sync and DDCMP in byte control and SDLCC, ADCCP and HDLC bit-oriented protocols with programmable character lengths and complete hardware error control. For Q-bus users, this is big system protocol handling never available before.

But that's not all the difference MDB interfaces can make to your system. MDB offers line printer controllers for over 100 computer/printer combinations and some of them test themselves. MDB makes the only DZ11 compatible multiplexors for DEC's LSI-11 series — and RS-422 is available. We offer PROM modules with window mapping, asynchronous serial interfaces, LSI-11/23 box systems with 22 bit addressing, and a wide range of products for Data General, Perkin-Elmer and IBM Series/1 computers. Our boards are warranted for a full year, many are available off-the-shelf and they can be purchased under GSA contract #GS-00C-02851.

Let MDB make a difference in your system.

* Trademark Digital Equipment Corporation

Circle 137 for featured product data.
Circle 138 for general information.
High density 256k x 1-bit dynamic RAM

EDH-4256 is offered in a 22-pin single inline package (SIP) that utilizes 4 industry std 64k RAMs in leadless chip carriers and includes two 0.1-µf decoupling capacitors. Operating on a single 5-V (+10%) supply, the SIP dissipates only 540 mW active and 110 mW standby. Data inputs and outputs are common, with separate RAS control. The chip offers std system oriented features such as direct interfacing capability with high performance logic families, max input noise immunity to minimize "false triggering" of the inputs, onchip address and data registers, and 2 chip select methods. It is useful wherever board space is at a premium, in applications that require error checking, or in systems using unorthodox bit counts. Two versions are currently available: EDH-4256-18, with 150-ns access time, and EDH-4256-20, with 200-ns access time.

Electronic Designs, Inc, 230 Elliot St, Ashland, MA 01721.
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CMOS RAMs

MWSS514-3, -2, and -1 have access times of 200, 250, and 300 ns, respectively, over an op temp range of 0 to 70°C. Organized as 1024 words by 4 bits, the devices are fabricated in the company's ion-implanted silicon gate CMOS technology for low power consumption. They are specified to retain data at voltages as low as 2 V over the entire op temp range, allowing them to be applied in battery backup systems. Initial versions of the 18-pin devices are available in plastic packages; ceramic packs will be available early in 1982. RCA/Solid State Div, Rte 202, Somerville, NJ 08876.
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Programmable array logic circuits

Six members of programmable array logic (PAL) series 24 family of bipolar ICs are designed to perform combinatorial logic functions. Included are the PAL210L, a 12-input, 10-output AND-OR-INVERT gate array; PAL14L6, a 14-input, 8-output AND-OR-INVERT gate array; PAL16L6, a 16-input, 6-output AND-OR-INVERT gate array; PAL18L4, an 18-input, 4-output AND-OR-INVERT gate array; PAL20L2, a 20-input, dual-output AND-OR-INVERT gate array; and PAL20CI, a 20-input, single-output AND-OR-AND-OR-INVERT gate array. Offered in 300-mil wide Skinnydip™ packages, the devices have the equivalent of 200 gates each, implanted with AND arrays driving fixed OR arrays. Their transfer function is equivalent to the sum of products. The circuits draw a max of 100 mA current, although the typ ICC requirement is 60 mA. Input to output time is a max of 40 ns. Typ access time is 25 ns. Commercial and military op temp ranges are available. Monolithic Memories Inc, 1165 E Arques Ave, Sunnyvale, CA 94086.
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Military version 16k static RAM

Organized as 16k x 1, IMS14005-70M meets MIL-STD-883B requirements and operates over the –55 to 125°C range. Featuring a chip enable access time of 70 ns, the device consumes a max power of 660 mW that is reduced to 165 mW when the chip is in the low power standby mode. It is packaged in 20-pin DIP and is priced at $126 in 100-piece quantities. 155- and 45-ns versions are also available. INMOS Corp, PO Box 16000, Colorado Springs, CO 80935.
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CMOS gate arrays

The first 2 members of the SLX family of high density gate arrays, SLX 6320 and SLX 6360 are 2000- and 6000-gate CMOS gate arrays, respectively. Both devices will have a typ internal gate propagation delay of 2 ns, and will be available in TTL and CMOS compatible versions. The family will be fabricated in the company's 3-µm, dual-layer metal CMOS silicon gate process that offers significant advantages in densities and speed/power performance. Devices from the family can be used in all applications where bipolar TTL logic devices have been traditionally used. They are specified to be compatible with TTL and their AC and DC characteristics have been designed to match the actual characteristics of the 74LS logic family. Typical propagation delay of the SLX family output buffer driving 50 pF is 8 ns, while the device's TTL input buffer has a typ propagation delay of 4 ns. National Semiconductor, 2900 Semiconductor Dr, Santa Clara, CA 95051.

16-bit DAC

PCSM50 offers 16-bit resolution with a 96-dB dynamic range. Typical total harmonic distortion is 0.003% (FS input, 16 bits), typ settling time is 5 µs, and typ differential linearity error is 0.0015% of FS. The device can also be operated as a 14-bit converter for less demanding applications and is compatible with EIAJ STC-007 specifications. Pin compatible with DAC71-COB-V, the unit's ceramic 24-pin DIP also contains an internal voltage reference and an output. The DAC is priced at $49.75 in quantities of 100. Burr-Brown, International Airport Industrial Pk, PO Box 11400, Tucson, AZ 85734.
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Militaryized 5-MHz word rate ADC

Constructed on a single 5 x 5.43 x 0.5 (12.7 x 13.9 x 1.27-cm) PC card, MOD-120MB includes a track-and-hold amplifier with 25-ps max aperture uncertainty, encoder, and timing and output registers. Features include a min analog input bandwidth of 10 MHz, a signal-noise ratio of 63 dB min, and a noise/power ratio of 56 dB min. Analog input is ±2.048 V full scale, ±4 V max, with 400-Ω or 50-Ω input impedance pin selectable. Input offset voltage is adjustable to zero via an onboard potentiometer. Power required is 13 W. The device provides min/max limits on all specs. Analog Devices, Inc, Rte 1 Industrial Pk, Norwood, MA 02062.
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Microprocessor compatible multiplying DAC

DAC-888 high speed multiplying DAC provides microprocessor compatibility for 8- and 4-bit microprocessors. Device meets the requirements of 8-bit microprocessors with no external logic requirement except address decoding. Single rank, level triggered latch, and 0 ns hold time overcome potential for unpredictable output in double buffered D-A configurations. The converters are available in military and industrial grades (–25°C to 85°C); devices processed to MIL-STD-883B are also std products. Precision Monolithics, Inc, 1500 Space Park Dr, Santa Clara, CA 95050.
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Single-channel fiber optic connector

Designed to terminate moderate size cable with typical insertion loss of 1 to 2 dB, the 804 series molded plastic connectors accommodate a variety of industrial/commercial grade glass, plastic, or plastic coated cable in fiber sizes from 140 μm to 1 mm. In addition, molded plastic mating receptacles can be specified to accept industry std fiber optic active components such as TO-18 and TO-46 styles, as well as the Motorola Straightshooter™ and Honeywell’s plastic and metal Sweetspot™ devices. Total termination time for single units is less than 10 min, after cable stripping. The connector design also enables mass termination in seconds using ultrasonic bonding or heat welding. Connectors are available in PCB, bulkhead, rack and panel, and cable to cable configurations. They can also be stack mounted for junction box applications. Amphenol North America, a Div of Bunker Ramo Corp., 2122 York Rd, Oak Brook, IL 60521.

D subminiature, right-angle female receptacle

Style E2 all-plastic receptacle for RS-499 cable assemblies incorporates a pair of molded-in RS-499 latches and requires no additional hardware. The cable assembly plugs into the receptacle and is solidly retained by the latches. Receptacles are available in 9, 15, 25, and 37 positions, and mate with any type of D subminiature male plug connector. They feature large lead-ins for easy mating, 0.040 in/lead selective plating on the tails for enhanced solderability, rigid tails requiring no plastic inserts or spacers for support, plus a double-stamping process that permits precise, selective placement of gold only where required. Holmberg Electronics Corp, Asheville Hwy, Inman, SC 29349.

D subminiature rectangular connectors

Connectors employ a 2-piece thermoplastic insulator per UL 94V-O, and are available in E, A, B, C, and D shell sizes. Insulators have an op temp range of -65 to 300 °F (-55 to 149 °C), and accommodate contact arrangements of 9, 15, 25, 37, and 50-size #20 non-removable (captivated) solder pot, wire-wrap, or PC contacts, respectively. They accommodate up to 50 contacts (each rated at 5 A) and are capable of accepting up to #20 gauge wire. Connectors are completely intermateable with the corresponding size of all existing submin D connectors. They can be adapted to either panel or cable applications by adding the company’s backshells and latching hardware. Custom configurations are available. Shells and contacts are offered in a variety of finishes. The user can also specify installation of only the contacts required for a particular application. CD Corp, 5855 W Centinela Ave, Los Angeles, CA 90045.
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Rack and panel connectors

Souriau/Connectral 816 series connectors feature hermaphroditic contacts and a center actuating jack-screw, and are completely interchangeable and intermateable with the ELCO 816 series and EDC 516 series. Mating halves of each contact are identical and consist of a 2-prong fork shape. The center actuating jack-screw locks mated connector halves together securely and facilitates mating and unmating. Crimp contacts are available loose or on reels for automatic crimping and can be inserted in either plug or receptacle bodies. Contacts are also available for wirewrap and solder eyelet termination. Polarizing hardware can be set to any of 6 positions at the factory or by the user. Connectors are available in glass-filled diallyl phthalate and polycarbonate with 20, 38, 56, 90, and 120 positions. Souriau Inc, 7765 Kester Ave, Van Nuys, CA 91405.

Circle 343 on Inquiry Card

Spring socket pins

Low cost, gold plated beryllium female connectors provide easy replacement of PCB modules and semiconductor devices. Socket portion of the pin contains 2 spring tines that accept and provide contact with either round or flat pins, or leads. The 0.230" (0.584-cm) spring socket pin has a 0.090" (0.229-cm) pin diameter; socket portion accepts a 0.185" (0.470-cm) lead length inside and can be wave or hand soldered into circuits. Auto-Swage Products, Inc, 726 River Rd, Shelton, CT 06484.

Circle 344 on Inquiry Card
California Computer Show

A Single Source

computer show for OEM's, sophisticated end users, dealers and distributors.
See the latest in computer graphics, computer and peripheral systems... all in one day within minutes of your office.

March 3, 1982
Anaheim Marriott
April 22, 1982
Palo Alto Hyatt Hotel

Exchange ideas with such leading manufacturers as:

RAMTEK  SELANAR  CALCOMP  TEKTRONIX  VERSATEC  DeANZA  CHROMATICS  CONTROL DATA CORP
XYLOGICS  EMULEX  MEMOREX  QUIME  FUJITSU AMERICA  IBM  and more...
SHUGART  CENTRONICS  HAZELTINE  AMPEX  DATA PRODUCTS  HP  DEC
APPLE  MOTOROLA

Call or write for your invitation or exhibitor information

Norm De Nardi Enterprises
289 S. San Antonio Rd., Suite 204, Los Altos, CA 94022
(415) 941-8440.
Software and microprocessor video courses

Up to 25 technical employees can be trained inhouse in software engineering for micro- and minicomputer systems and in microprocessor and microcomputer technology through software and microprocessor video courses. The scope of the software course is managerial, emphasizing skills development for managing realtime micro- and minicomputer software and hardware development projects. Course participants learn to specify system requirements, estimate costs, monitor and control project schedules, and plan for testing. The micro course is designed to introduce microprocessor technology to engineering, manufacturing, planning, and administrative personnel. A microprocessor training lab, designed to be used throughout the course for realtime hands-on experiments, consists of a portable self-contained microcomputer with a built-in keyboard and display, thermal and optical sensors, timers, motor, and communications interfaces. Both courses can be purchased or rented. Integrated Computer Systems, 3304 Pico Blvd, Santa Monica, CA 90405. Circle 345 on Inquiry Card

Downloadable speech synthesizer board

Featuring high quality voice response synthesized from downloaded LPC speech parameters, SPEECH 100 utilizes downloadable RAMs instead of programmed ROMs to temporarily store one of many 64k-bit speech data files stored externally. Each file contains approx 30 s of speech (about 40 words), compressed and encoded using linear predictive coding. Vocabulary files can be structured to contain an assortment of words or phrases suited for varying conditions or operational environments. The device does not have a permanently stored, application specific vocabulary. Additions or modifications to the vocabulary files can be made at the user's site or at the company's speech lab. Also included on the board are an 8085A microprocessor for control; a 10-bit DAC; a 7-pole, anti-aliasing, low pass filter; and a 2-W audio amplifier. Most MULTIBUS computers can be interfaced to the board; other micro/minicomputers can interface through the board's TTL parallel or RS-232-C serial ports. Telesensory Speech Systems, 3408 Hillview Ave, Palo Alto, CA 94304. Circle 346 on Inquiry Card

Ternary slide switch

Switch features output code combinations of 9 in a package comparable to a std 2-position DIP switch. Miniaturized circuitry within the PCB DIP switch allows selection from 3 setting positions per station. The switch base has an antimigration seal to prevent flux wicking and ensure the integrity of the device during wave soldering operations. Max recommended switching load is 12 Vdc at 25 mA and max recommended nonswitching load is 50 Vdc at 100 mA. Switch operates at temperatures of -40 to 85 °C, with insulation resistance of 1000M Ω. Switch contacts are beryllium copper with 0.00001" (0.000254-mm) gold plate over nickel flash. Stanford Applied Engineering, Inc, 3520 De La Cruz Blvd, Santa Clara, CA 95050. Circle 347 on Inquiry Card

Manual RS-232 digital transfer switch

Model 1081-005 spdt switch allows switching of modems between frontend processors, with an option for monitoring switched lines. The unit switches all 24 lines of an RS-232 connection; RS-422 switching is optionally available with appropriate hardware changes. Panel box version measures 3.5" x 2" x 4.5" (8.9 x 5 x 11.5 cm), and 3 rear 24-pin connectors and 2-screw mounting. It can be supplied as 8 units in a std 19" x 3.5" (48-x 8.9-cm) rack panel. A shelf or desk model adds 2" (5 cm) in width for stability. The monitor version adds a single RS-232 connector to the face of the unit. By cabling from this connector to any digital monitoring instrument, all switched lines can be monitored. MarLee Switch Co, 933-D N Central Ave, Upland, CA 91786. Circle 348 on Inquiry Card

Miniature, subminiature, and microminiature switches

Available in toggle, rocker, paddle, pushbutton, and slide configurations, InterSpec™ switches meet International Electrotechnical Commission standards as well as UL, CSA, VDE, UTE, SEV, SEMKO, NEMKO, DEMKO, and Space Lab national certification agency requirements. Contacts on all switches are available in silver plating with various plating combinations and alloys to solid silver or gold; fine silver contacts are also available for reliability in low amperage/dry circuit applications up to 6 A, 125 Vac, or 3 A, 250 Vac. A protective shoulder at the bottom of the bushing provides a high torque load surface to protect the switch during installation. An operating lever pin in the sleeve eliminates damage in high abuse locations and prevents rotation. Sealing options are available for severe environments, including corrosion and moisture. Four basic configurations are available: 5000, 11000, 12000 and 21000 series toggle/s; series immersive toggles; 7000 series rocker paddles; 8000, 9000, and 13000 series pushbuttons/micropushbuttons; and 25000 series slides. Crouse-Hinds Co, Arrow Hart Div, 103 Hawthorn St, Hartford, CT 06101.

Metal oxide resistors

Metal oxide resistors in 1-, 2-, and 3-W capacities serve as alternatives to carbon, wirebond resistors. General purpose resistors have a resistance range from 0.22 to 150k Ω, with std tolerance of ±5%. Tempco is ±200 ppm/°C. Flameproof coating prevents burning under overload conditions. 1- and 2-W devices are compatible with automatic insertion equipment and are available on lead tape reel or cut and formed. Stackpole Components Co, PO Box 14466, Raleigh, NC 27620. Circle 350 on Inquiry Card

Lightpen bar code reader

Model 4510 includes bar code reader, self-contained power supply, handheld lightpen and holder, and a 16-char, 0.375" (0.953-cm), alphanumeric LED display. Std features include switch-selectable baud rates, separate power-on and good read LED indicators, and a good read audible indicator with volume (continued on page 226)
The right side of the human brain interprets music. The left side, language. And a DeAnza image processor maps the brain's metabolic changes right before your eyes.

Research scientists at UCLA School of Medicine's Biophysics and Nuclear Medicine Divisions are mapping new territory. Utilizing an EG&G Ortec ECAT Scanner, a DeAnza IP6400 Image Processing System, and a technique called positron computed tomography, the UCLA team can produce quantitative images of metabolic functions in the human heart and brain. Used in research today, this technique one day may be an important diagnostic tool.

**The Ideal Image Processing Tools for Your Application.** The IP6400, one of our more advanced image processing systems, provides features ideal for a variety of biomedical and other applications • 512 x 512 x 8, 16, 24 or 32 bit resolution and 4 bits of graphical overlay • High resolution color, monochrome or pseudo-color • Independent zoom and scroll • Optional interactive devices including joystick and trackball • Sophisticated video output controller.

Whether your application is biomedical imaging or LANDSAT processing, Process control synthesis or non-destructive testing...DeAnza can provide a complete family of image processors and display systems, a basic software library and the experience to meet your image processing needs.

**Which DeAnza System is Right for You?** Let's consider the possibilities. Your application and budget may call for the intermediate capabilities and price of an Image Processing System, like the IP6400. Or perhaps you need the large memory and state-of-the-art performance of our powerful IP8500 Image Array Processor. Or the stand-alone convenience of our VISACOM/23 Visual Display/Computer System.

**Call Today for Answers.** But to provide the system that's right for you, we'll gladly analyze your application and requirements. So call or write the DeAnza office nearest you, tell us what you need, and we'll go to work for you.
control and 2-tone selection. Bar code reader wand is supplied with 6’ (1.8 m) of coiled cable and quick disconnect, self-locking connectors. It is programmed to read codes 3 of 9 and interleaved 2 of 5, and will not smear or distort a label. Enclosed in heavy-duty plastic, the unit measures 2.25” x 4.25” x 9.875” (5.72 x 10.80 x 25.083 cm) and weighs 3 lb (1.35 kg). The angle of each unit is adjustable over a 120° range to provide max visibility for all operators at distances up to 10’ (3 m) Accu-Sort Systems, Inc, 511 School House Rd, Telford, PA 18969.

Circle 351 on Inquiry Card

Subminiature PCB switches
Manufactured in toggle, rocker, and pushbutton versions, the Cutler-Hammer® T, B or RK 8000 series of subminiature switches is designed for PCB use and is available in 7 circuit configurations. Terminal mounting options are available and all materials used in the switches are heat resistant, making them suitable for wave soldering operations. Toggle and rocker switches are made in either single- or double-throw with total actuator travel of 30°. Switching action is slow-make, slow-break butt contact. All conductive parts, including terminal and contact block, are silver or copper with gold plate for low contact resistance and high electrical life. Eaton Corp, 4201 N 27th St, Milwaukee, WI 53216.

Circle 352 on Inquiry Card

Digital delay modules
D113 14-pin, TTL compatible, computer/military grade delay modules use a hybrid combination of passive, lumped constant delay components, and an active input driver and output buffer. Circuit architecture also includes compensation for propagation delays and internal termination of the output. No external circuitry is required to achieve the required delay. With high delay accuracy (± 5% or ± 2 ns typical), and fast rise time (3 ns typical), the series can drive up to 10 TTL loads. Sixteen std delay times range from 25 to 1000 ns; others are available upon request. Op temp ranges are 0 to 70 °C (computer grade) and -55 to 125 °C (military grade). Screening options on military grade modules include IC or final product burn-in per MIL-STD-883. Kappa Networks, Inc, 165 Roosevelt Ave, Carteret, NJ 07008.

Circle 353 on Inquiry Card

DC servo motor
Model 1410 high performance, permanent magnet dc servo motor is rated at 410 oz-in (2.87 N-m) continuous without cooling, with accelerations to 11,000 (rads/s)². Precision tolerances include output shaft to flange perpendicularity ± 0.0015”, encoder shaft perpendicularity ± 0.0005”, and end play held to ± 0.0005”. With 4 std motor and 3 tachometer windings, the unit is capable of high speed, low speed, plugging, and operation at stall. A tachometer option includes extended shaft and tapped holes for encoder. Aerotech, Inc, 101 Zeta Dr, Pittsburgh, PA 15238.

Circle 354 on Inquiry Card

PERIPHERALS

Smart video display terminal features microprocessor based design
ADM 21 smart video display terminal features a microprocessor based design that allows modifications in firmware without hardware modifications. The company can tailor the terminal to meet specific functional requirements and emulate other popular video display terminals. Housed in the company’s “clamshell” enclosure, the unit offers full editing capabilities, including clear screen, erase line/page, char insert/delete, and line insert/delete. Visual attributes include reduced intensity, inverse video, blink, blank, and underline. The terminal also provides conversation and block mode operation; 8 function keys with a shift capability to 16 functions; baud rates of 75, 110, 150, 300, 600, 1200, 2400, 4800, 9600, and 19,200 baud; X-ON/X-OFF, program mode; self-test; selectable steady or blinking cursor; and a combination extension/printer port.

The high resolution, 12” (30-cm) non-giare screen features a green or white phosphor 80 x 24 display; 7 x 8 (9 x 11 field) char matrix with lowercase descenders; and user accessible contrast control. Keyboard features include Selectric typewriter layout; numeric keypad; cursor control, edit, line/page send, and auto-repeat keys; and a function mode key. A 32-char answer back memory, current loop operation, international char sets, function keycap set, and limited graphics are optionally available. Lear Siegler, Inc, Data Products Div, 714 N Brookhurst St, Anaheim, CA 92803.

Circle 355 on Inquiry Card

150-char/s dot matrix printer
Model 4422 MPT/Printer, designed for use with the company’s MPT/80 series intelligent workstations and MPT/100 technical desktop computers, features a full print line input buffer, 5-ips paper slew rate, 80- or 136-char print line lengths, and ribbon life expectancy of 3M chars. The printer’s 9 x 9 pin dot matrix printhead allows the user to produce reports containing the full 96 upper/lowercase ASCII char set, with true risers, descenders, underlining, and boldface text. A printhead-to-platen distance adjustment lets users maximize print quality when using up to 6-ply print forms. An offline self-test feature allows the user to check printer operation, and isolate and correct problem sources before committing data to output. Data General Corp, Technical Products Div, 4400 Computer Dr, Westboro, MA 01580.
A Western Digital logic array is simply the shortest distance between two points.

When it comes to integrating your digital design into LSI, there are basically two ways to go.

The Western Digital way. And, the long way.

Go with Western Digital and what you get is, in a word, simplicity.

For example, take our Logic Array Design Kit. It makes designing your own LSI circuits almost as easy as a connect-the-dots puzzle.

And as soon as you've finished your design, we digitize it, qualify it, test it and quickly transform it into a high-quality, semi-custom chip.

So, you get your prototypes in 4 to 6 weeks. Not months.

With Western Digital you also get a balanced complement of gates and flip-flops, greater reliability and a significant savings in board space. All for a price that makes good sense. Whether you need 1,000 or 10,000.

Western Digital eliminates plenty of headaches, too. Like plenty of complex transistor-level circuits, and costly computer-aided design. And plenty of waiting.

Like up to 6 months just for prototypes.

The choice is yours. But for the shortest, most practical route to market, contact the logic array experts at Western Digital.

All you've got to lose is a long wait.
Proven design innovations make Pertec's TrakStar family of 8" Winchesters a must-see drive for business and word processing OEMs. Available now, TrakStar delivers the high performance, capacity and reliability OEMs are looking for in a compact, low-cost package.

TrakStar models offer capacities of 33, 67 and 84 megabytes so you can select the right size drive for your specific needs... economically, without compromise.

TrakStar offers ANSI standard interface to provide ease of integration, using industry-supported controllers. The rotary voice coil positioner, hard/soft sectoring and an 8-inch floppy form factor are part of TrakStar's unique combination of features that set it apart from the others.

Heads, disks and positioner are in the clean sealed section, with an unsurpassed 25,000 hours MTBF. The field-replaceable electronics are located outside of the sealed section, so that down time is virtually eliminated.

TrakStar is the proud result of Pertec Computer Corporation's commitment to perfecting technology. And it has a lot more to offer, because it's backed by the industry leader in OEM customer support.

For the full story, write for the new TrakStar literature.
Pertec Computer Corp.,
P.O. Box 2198, Chatsworth, CA 91311,
or call (213) 999-2020.
In Europe, contact Pertec International,
10 Portman Road, Reading,
Berkshire RG3 1DU. Tel. 734-582115.
Daisywheel printers

DY 211/ASF is a 20-char/s, low cost daisywheel printer, while DY 311/ASF is a 34-char/s high performance daisywheel printer. Both units offer bidirectional printing and an optional fully motorized feeding mechanism that loads up to 200 sheets and automatically recovers and reverses stacking. They also feature a 17" (43-cm) removable platen; 4 printing pitches; a 1k-byte buffer; and ribbon cartridges. Both have RS-232-C or industry standard 50-wire interfaces; the DY 211/ASF adds 8-bit Centronics interfaces as well. Olivetti OFK 505 White Plains Rd, Tarrytown, NY 10590. Circle 357 on Inquiry Card

5.5" CRT monitor

VDP-572 incorporates all of the features of the VDP-58XS series. It measures 140 x 110.2 x 170 mm and weighs 1.2 kg, enabling it to fit easily into the std rack. The unit displays alphanumeric and graphics information as supplied by the 3 input signals (VS, HS, and video) that give more than 64 chars/16 lines. It also uses half the electron beam used by ordinary CRTs since it uses a large scale electronic lens. The display face can be angled from 0 to 23 degrees. A P31 green display is std; a P4 B/W display is optionally available. Intertek, Inc, Naito Bldg, 7-2-8 Nishishinjuku, Shinjuku-ku, Tokyo, Japan 160.

Plug compatible printing system for IBM System 34/38 minicomputers

Printing system consists of a BDS LQ40 printer and a model IP1-34 interface housed in the printer. The bidirectional printer produces 40-char/s letter quality printing with 132-col spacing at 10 cpi, 158 col at 12 cpi, or 198 col at 15 cpi. Char spacing is switch-selectable. Max form width is 16" (40.6 cm); up to 6-part forms can be handled. Vertical spacing, under program control, is variable in 0.021" (0.053-cm) increments. Carriage speed is 400 ms for 132 col, while paper feed speed is 4 ips. The printer accepts interchangeable plastic and metal print-wheels to provide a variety of fonts and languages. Metal wheels have 88, 92, and 96 chars, while plastic wheels have 96 chars. Options include a pin feed platen, uni- and bidirectional tractor feed, single- and double-tray sheet feed, and a dual-envelope tray. NDS Corp, 115 Independence Dr, Menlo Park, CA 94025.

Low cost desktop printer

Letterprinter 100 is the company's lowest cost desktop printer that features high speed impact dot matrix printing, draft copy mode, and graphics output, in addition to letter quality printing. Priced at $1495 in quantities of 100 and $2590 in single units, printer is targeted for OEMS using small sized systems and personal computers. It is suited as a companion printer for video terminals with local printer output facilities. Two font styles implemented in ROM are std; up to 3 ROM assemblies can be added for additional fonts. Chars/in, tab settings, printing speeds, and margins are selectable. Feed options are available. Universal power supply, EIA RS-232-C interface, and baud rates from 50 to 9600 are featured. Digital Equipment Corp, Maynard, MA 01754. Circle 360 on Inquiry Card

Bar code system

Telepen bar code system, composed of a fiber optics, bidirectional reader with std RS-222/V.24 interface, is claimed to be the only bar coding system that prints and reads the full ASCII char set. Its ability to read degraded bar codes and variable quality printing makes it effective in industrial or other applications where the printed bar code is susceptible to abuse.

Bar coded labels can be produced in the factory using simple dot matrix printers. KFC Inc, Cosmopolitan Ctr, Suite 204, 6075 Barfield Rd, NE, Atlanta, GA 30328. Circle 361 on Inquiry Card

Monochromatic point to point graphics terminal

Excel 22G allows vector drawing, point plotting, arc drawing, and area fill; it also provides solid, dotted, and dashed lines and can define text by height, width, and line angle using either fixed or proportional spacing. A cross-hair cursor ensures higher accuracy in plotting points, and a lightpen is optional. The VT-100 compatible terminal offers a tiltable display, a choice of either a 12" or 14" (30- or 36-cm) nonglare screen, and a detachable typewriter style keyboard with separate numeric keypad on a 6' (1.8-m) coiled cable. Also std are split screen/regional scrolling, double-wide and double-high/width characters, cursor addressing/sense functions, built-in self-test diagnostics, and a CRT saver that automatically shuts off the display when activity ceases. The unit's "works in a drawer" single logic board can be easily accessed without removing the enclosure hood. Terminal is compatible with most graphics software packages that utilize a Tektronix 4010 driver. Datamedia Corp, 7401 Central Hwy, Pennsauken, NJ 08109.

Circle 359 on Inquiry Card

Circle 358 on Inquiry Card
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Enhanced video board

**VB3A™** is an enhanced version of the company's VB3 board; it incorporates all of the VB3's features plus additional operating features, as well as extended applicability to a wide variety of CRT monitors. The board features a smaller, 6 x 7 upper/lowercase character EPROM that retains descenders while opening up the screen for more text. In one mode, the unit allows users a display of 24 lines x 80 chars on a standard phosphor monitor; a second mode adds a 25th line used for status updates. The EPROM also permits up to 50 lines x 80 chars to be displayed on a monitor having a 299 long persistence screen. The board provides positive-1 or negative-going horizontal and vertical sync pulses, and TTL level outputs; a 1-V pk-pk composite video signal is available as well. Level choice is jumper selectable. Software includes a CP/M compatible intelligent terminal driver (Televideo compatible) that permits the board to be used with many popular software packages. SSM Microcomputer Products Inc, 2190 Paragon Dr, San Jose, CA 95131.

**Circle 360 on Inquiry Card**

Card punch

Connecting directly to Data General's NOVA minicomputers, PC200/51 is claimed to be the fastest 80-col punch available for these systems. Card punching speeds range from 100 to 250 cards/min, based on the location of the last column punched. Card punch verification is accomplished through echo check error detection. A 100-card capacity reject stacker is provided for automatic selection of cards that do not pass the echo check verification. Control software for the unit is the same as for the Data General paper tape handler, ensuring compatibility with the company's operating systems. Included with the punch is an interface cable and controller board that plugs directly into the backplane of the NOVA. Cardamation Co, PO Box 746, Frazer, PA 19355.

**Circle 364 on Inquiry Card**

Digitizer tablets

9000 series tablets feature electromagnetic technology, allowing for digitizing from conductive material and more precise data input with greater data stability. Five tablet sizes are offered, ranging from 12" x 12" (30 x 30 cm) to 60" x 44" (152 x 112 cm). All are available in standard and backlit surfaces and feature a 4-, 12-, or 16-button cursor with user definable keys or pen stylus. Digitizing accuracy is ±0.0105. The units have a resolution of 1000 lines/in (394/cm), repeatability of ±0.001, and can digitize at a rate of 200 coordinate pairs/s. The digitizer processing unit uses 8085A microprocessor technology for increased speed and flexibility. Switch-selectable output is dual-port RS-232-C or 16-bit parallel; IEEE 488 output is optional. Any or all of the interfaces can be used simultaneously. California Computer Products, Inc, 2411 W La Palma Ave, Anaheim, CA 92801.

**Circle 365 on Inquiry Card**

Programmable data entry terminal

Enabling new or existing computer systems to use bar coding for data collection and management, Series 7 terminal allows 2-way (full-duplex) communication between a mainframe and any number of remote workstations. It features a full alphanumeric keyboard, handheld stainless steel bar code scanner with either an infrared or red LED light source, 32-char dot matrix display, and std 16k storage capability. EPROMS can be programmed to perform specific task functions with screen readout. Alphanumeric bar code schemes supported by firmware include CODABAR, 3 of 9, UPC, EAN, five bar 2 of 5, and interleaved 2 of 5, MSI/Plessey. Terminal is capable of multicode or dual-code operation, uses a serial ASCII format, and has RS-232-C compatible signal levels. It operates on 115 V at 60/50 Hz or 220 V at 50/60 Hz. Welch Allyn, Inc, Industrial Products Div, Jordan Rd, Skaneateles Falls, NY 13152.

**Circle 366 on Inquiry Card**

80-col serial matrix printer

MT-120 160-char/s printer produces graphics, bar codes, and OCR, condensed or expanded characters, as well as correspondence quality text. Special plotting modes are available for both bit image control of dot placement and a selectable sequence of graphicschars for producing linear charts. The printer features interchangeable plug-in interface modules for friction, sprocket, or tractor paper drive. Operator or interface programmable functions include form feed instructions, change of line spacing or char pitch, underscoring, and horizontal/vertical tab settings. Mannesmann Tally, 8301 S 180th St, Kent, WA 98031.

**Circle 367 on Inquiry Card**

Intelligent printer

Designed to print shipping labels, std bar codes, and variable sized matrix chars, IPS-7000-A is available with parallel, RS-232 serial, and 20-mA current loop interfaces. Using a ballistic printhead, it bidirectionally prints a 64-char set in the std ASCII mode; Danish, German, Swedish, Danish/Finnish, Spanish, and UK sets are optional. The printer handles forms lengths up to 12" (30 cm) through a rear or optional bottom paper feed. Paper motion is forward and backward. The unit has programmable vertical format and a dynamic platen with adjustable print density. It can print multipart forms up to an original plus 5 copies. Baud rates are available from 300 to 4800 baud. Standard features include selectable 6 or 10 lines/in (2.4 or 4/cm), self-test, and audible trouble alarm. Dataroyal Inc, 235 Main Dunstable Rd, Nashua, NH 03060.

**Circle 368 on Inquiry Card**
Bidirectional daisywheel printer with 280 based interface board

Combined with an Intek Integrator microcomputer based interface board, the Fujitsu SP830 daisywheel printer interfaces with Altos, Apple II, Xerox 820, TRS-80, IBM and Vector Graphic computers. The integrator board features 1k RAM (16k or 48k optional), RS-232 with 16 software or hardware selectable baud rates ranging from 50 to 19,200 baud, current loop, and Centronics parallel and IEEE ports. Software capabilities include automatic bidirectional printing, sheet feeder mode, and graphics mode. The printer is available with 127- or 96-char plastic or metal wheels. Maximum print speed is 80 char/s. Intersell, 465 Fairchild Dr, Suite 214, Mountain View, CA 94043.

Circle 369 on Inquiry Card

132-col desktop printer

Model 152 features 150-char/s print speed; bidirectional, logic seeking printing; adjustable tractors; "clean hands" ribbon cassette; and top of form, compressed print that allows 132 cols to be printed in an 8" (20-cm) print line, or 216 columns in a 13.2" (33.5-cm) print line. It also provides self-test capability, 5-part forms capability, and a visual paper empty indicator. A complete character set modification guide is available that allows the OEM to modify or create personalized char sets on the printer. Centronics Data Computer Corp, Hudson, NH 03051.

Circle 370 on Inquiry Card

Here's the way to keep up with the latest applications in this dynamic field.

Subscribe to Computer Graphics World. It's the world's only magazine that deals exclusively with computer graphics applications across a broad spectrum of interests.

Applications are explored from the user's perspective. Areas covered include CAD/CAM, exploration, cartography, engineering, education, business systems, transportation, medicine, architecture, art, energy, training, communications, marketing, printing, video, microprocessors, data analysis, management, construction, etc.

You'll also get the latest news on hardware and software developments, meetings and conferences, personnel changes.

Subscribe today. And you'll have all the latest ideas in hand! $30 per year in the U.S. Computer Graphics World, P.O. Box 122, Tulsa, Oklahoma 74101. (918) 835-3161.

Circle 371 on Inquiry Card

Selection-related commands can be acquired between power-off, the printer interface, a 16-byte input buffer, an external terminal is available with keyboards for restored from the nonvolatile RAM via a remote reset. No reinitialization is required, parameters. Carriage and printwheel selection-related commands can be restored from the nonvolatile RAM with battery backup that provides up to a 31-char 'here is... message and operating parameters. Carriage and printwheel selection-related commands can be restored from the nonvolatile RAM with battery backup that provides up to a 31-char "here is..." message and operating parameters. Carriage and printwheel selection-related commands can be restored from the nonvolatile RAM with battery backup that provides up to a 31-char "here is..."

Model 630 KSR offers an RS-232-C serial interface, a 16-byte input buffer, word processing firmware features, extensive diagnostics for host control, and transmission rates ranging from 110 to 9600 baud. The unit also offers 128 bytes of nonvolatile RAM with battery backup that provides up to a 31-char "here is..." message and operating parameters. Carriage and printwheel selection-related commands can be restored from the nonvolatile RAM with battery backup that provides up to a 31-char "here is...

High speed serial matrix printer

Model 2350 prints subscripts, superscripts, and underlines, as well as 2-color printing, and operates bidirectionally at speeds of up to 350 chars/s. It combines short line seeking logic and fast horizontal and vertical slew speeds, increasing throughput to equal that of printers operating at higher char/s rates. Users with applications requiring 40 chars/line can expect a throughput of 340 lines/min. A 2K-byte input buffer is std, and a 9-pin stored energy printhead prints the full 96-char ASCII set. Two condensed and 3 double-width fonts are operator selectable. The 136-col printer accepts 6-part forms up to 15" (38-cm) wide. The printer is offered with std Centronics and Dataproducts compatible parallel interfaces; RS-232-C and high speed parallel interfaces are also available. Options include 72- x 72-dot/in (28 x 28/cm) graphics and alternate char sets. Okidata Corp, 111 Gaither Dr, Mt Laurel, NJ 08054.

Circle 373 on Inquiry Card

Programmable terminals with diskette mass storage

Two 2950 models of programmable terminals offer flexible disk mass storage devices and memory extension up to 236k bytes, integrated digital cassette option, high resolution video display, national character sets, and supporting software. Disk storage options are single- and dual-drive units in 1M- and 2M-byte capacity using std 8" media. Memory can be optionally expanded and treated as an addressable peripheral device. Communications capabilities include IBM 3270 BSC compatibility and BASIC program format. Asynchronous protocol (7-bit ASCII with strappable baud rates) and EIA RS-232-C communications are possible. A financial communication option permits device to transmit over inhouse communication link using digital concentrator protocols. Also featured are 7 x 9 matrix CRT display with 25 lines of 80-chars and character sets for 24 languages. NCR Corp, Dayton, OH 45479.

Circle 374 on Inquiry Card

Low cost, general purpose graphics terminal

Alpha Star I/O display terminal, priced at $465, is claimed to be the least expensive full-featured CRT currently available. Operator oriented features include tilting screen with a diffusing nonreflective bezel and a detachable keyboard, reverse video, foreground/background for forms, limited editing, programmable printer port, EIA RS-232-C or 20-mA current loop, built-in numeric pad, and 3 programmable function keys. Emulog Inc, 3770 Yale Way, Fremont, CA 94538.

Circle 375 on Inquiry Card

International spec CRT

Series 80 Data Screen terminal is designed to meet requirements of international ergonomics and can be customized to exact OEM specs. Display features include high resolution 15" (38 cm) CRT screen, 256 chars displayable in 25 lines of 80 chars, horizontal and vertical split screen, and line graphics. Keyboard features include 16 programmable function keys, adjustable audible feedback, cursor editing keys, and 4 status indicators. TEC, Inc, 2727 N Fairview Ave, PO Box 5646, Tucson, AZ 85703.

Circle 376 on Inquiry Card

Color graphics option for PC-800 model 2 CAD system

PC-800 color graphics option is provided for creating PCB artwork and associated manufacturing aids. With the option, the PC-800 operator can work with up to 7 different colors on the system's 19" (48-cm) color raster display. Up to 7 PCB layers can be simultaneously differentiated; each layer can be assigned a different color, and each color can be displayed independently. The designer can visually verify that feedthroughs have been correctly connected, pads and traces under a ground plane are properly placed, component outlines do not intersect, interferences do not exist, traces are centered in pads, drill holes have been properly placed, short or open circuits do not exist, and so forth. The option can be added to a PC-800 model 2 CAD system at a cost of $12,000. The Gerber Scientific Instrument Co, PO Box 305, Hartford, CT 06101.

Circle 377 on Inquiry Card

Keyboard send/receive printer/terminal

Model 2350 prints subscripts, superscripts, and underlines, as well as 2-color printing, and operates bidirectionally at speeds of up to 350 chars/s. It combines short line seeking logic and fast horizontal and vertical slew speeds, increasing throughput to equal that of printers operating at higher char/s rates. Users with applications requiring 40 chars/line can expect a throughput of 340 lines/min. A 2K-byte input buffer is std, and a 9-pin stored energy printhead prints the full 96-char ASCII set. Two condensed and 3 double-width fonts are operator selectable. The 136-col printer accepts 6-part forms up to 15" (38-cm) wide. The printer is offered with std Centronics and Dataproducts compatible parallel interfaces; RS-232-C and high speed parallel interfaces are also available. Options include 72- x 72-dot/in (28 x 28/cm) graphics and alternate char sets. Okidata Corp, 111 Gaither Dr, Mt Laurel, NJ 08054.

Circle 373 on Inquiry Card

Low cost, general purpose graphics terminal

Alpha Star I/O display terminal, priced at $465, is claimed to be the least expensive full-featured CRT currently available. Operator oriented features include tilting screen with a diffusing nonreflective bezel and a detachable keyboard, reverse video, foreground/background for forms, limited editing, programmable printer port, EIA RS-232-C or 20-mA current loop, built-in numeric pad, and 3 programmable function keys. Emulog Inc, 3770 Yale Way, Fremont, CA 94538.

Circle 375 on Inquiry Card

International spec CRT

Series 80 Data Screen terminal is designed to meet requirements of international ergonomics and can be customized to exact OEM specs. Display features include high resolution 15" (38 cm) CRT screen, 256 chars displayable in 25 lines of 80 chars, horizontal and vertical split screen, and line graphics. Keyboard features include 16 programmable function keys, adjustable audible feedback, cursor editing keys, and 4 status indicators. TEC, Inc, 2727 N Fairview Ave, PO Box 5646, Tucson, AZ 85703.

Circle 376 on Inquiry Card

Color graphics option for PC-800 model 2 CAD system

PC-800 color graphics option is provided for creating PCB artwork and associated manufacturing aids. With the option, the PC-800 operator can work with up to 7 different colors on the system's 19" (48-cm) color raster display. Up to 7 PCB layers can be simultaneously differentiated; each layer can be assigned a different color, and each color can be displayed independently. The designer can visually verify that feedthroughs have been correctly connected, pads and traces under a ground plane are properly placed, component outlines do not intersect, interferences do not exist, traces are centered in pads, drill holes have been properly placed, short or open circuits do not exist, and so forth. The option can be added to a PC-800 model 2 CAD system at a cost of $12,000. The Gerber Scientific Instrument Co, PO Box 305, Hartford, CT 06101.

Circle 377 on Inquiry Card

Keyboard send/receive printer/terminal

Model 630 KSR offers an RS-232-C serial interface, a 16-byte input buffer, word processing firmware features, extensive diagnostics for host control, and transmission rates ranging from 110 to 9600 baud. The unit also offers 128 bytes of nonvolatile RAM with battery backup that provides up to a 31-char "here is..." message and operating parameters. Carriage and printwheel selection-related commands can be restored from the nonvolatile RAM with battery backup that provides up to a 31-char "here is..." message and operating parameters. Carriage and printwheel selection-related commands can be restored from the nonvolatile RAM with battery backup that provides up to a 31-char "here is..."
The IDT 2200, with bubble memory storage in the terminal, establishes a new standard in color graphics capability and reliability. Non-volatile bubble memory allows you to retain permanent displays in the terminal, and ensures data integrity even in the harshest environment. Bubble memory unburdens your host computer of memory requirements and dramatically reduces transfer time to the terminal. With its increased megabit capacity, you can build and store permanently an entire library of pictures and subpictures in the terminal.

PLOT 10* software compatibility is now available. A new hardware vector generator draws vectors 10 times faster. New front access design permits easy maintenance, plus room for three full-color display memory planes.

IDT 2200 with bubble memory. The newest reason why we're earning a reputation for cost-effective performance in color graphics terminals.

- Highly reliable. Ruggedly designed for long life and low maintenance in industrial environments.
- Non-volatile memory provides megabit capacity within the terminal for a library of pictures and subpictures.
- Rapid display of graphics with bubble and subpicture architecture stored within the terminal. High-speed, high-resolution presentation, 512 x 512 individually addressable pixels.
- Subpicture architecture, using BUBBLEPICS™, MACROGRAPHICS™ and VECPIICS™, with auto-write and auto-erase capability, permits the creation of complex displays and high-speed animation with relatively simple programming.
- Terminal's intelligence allows simplified programming using high-level ASCII commands. Communications require no special handlers or drivers, just a standard RS 232 serial interface. Binary and 8-bit parallel inputs also available.
- Flexible packaging: rack mount, desk top or OEM configurations.
- Interfaces available for selected color or black and white printer/plotters.

*Trademark of Tektronix, Inc.
RS-232 I/O line tester

Pocket-sized device connects between the user's equipment and the communication line to differentiate 12 signals. Interface pins can be cross-patched with the tester's connection jumper wires to test and correct problems. LEDs monitor the following signals: TD (2), RD (3), RTS (4), CTS (5), DSR (6), DCD (8), TC (15), RC (17), DTR (20), SQ (21), RI (22), and busy (25). The tester uses a supplementary power supply from two 1.5-W penlight batteries to eliminate errors caused by power drain. An EIA/CCITT conversion chart is also included. International Minicomputer Accessories Corp, 2465 Augustine Dr, Santa Clara, CA 95051. Circle 377 on Inquiry Card

Bit error rate test set

Model 316 bit error rate test set is designed for engineers working with optical fiber and coaxial cable data transmission systems at data rates up to 10M bps. Control ports of both transmitter and receiver allow dynamic testing of asynchronous or synchronous modems in multidrop half-duplex configurations. Networks sharing the same transmission medium can be tested while isolating system hardware and software elements. Features include RS-422 and TTL compatible I/O; NRZ formatted CCITT error codes of 63, 511, and 2047 bits; and internal transmit and receive clock generators ranging from 0.25M to 10M bps. Telecom-Automation Corp, PO Box 473, Southbury, CT 06488. Circle 378 on Inquiry Card

Interface monitor and breakout panel

A pocket-sized, portable test set rechargeable interface monitor, model 30 provides access to all 25 conductors of the EIA RS-232-C interface. Twenty-four switches allow all interface conductors except frame ground to be individually interrupted for simulating handshaking control signals and isolating terminal and modem signals. Twenty-five test points on each side of breakout panel provide access to EIA signals for test equipment probes. Twelve LEDs display key signals without interruption of signal path; 2 additional LEDs sense whether signal levels meet EIA specs. Small jumper cables are provided to allow cross patching and monitoring of signals. The self-contained monitor operates directly from 110 Vac during battery recharge. International Data Sciences, Inc, 7 Wellington Rd, Lincoln, RI 02865. Circle 380 on Inquiry Card

ECL logic probe

LP-4 detects and indicates valid ECL logic levels using LED indicators for high and low levels. A third LED, labeled pulse, indicates the occurrence of single pulses as short as 3 ns and pulse trains with repetition rates up to 100 MHz min (150 MHz typ at 50% duty cycle). With the pulse LED on, the high or low LEDs indicate positive or negative polarity. The probe features a 2-position switch for pulse or memory (latch) mode selection. Constant input impedance is greater than 10 kΩ, input overload protection is ±100 Vdc continuous, ±220 Vdc transient, and 120 Vac for 30 s (to 1 kHz). Device measures 5.8 " x 1.0 " x 0.7 " (14.7 x 2.5 x 1.8 cm), and is provided with a 1.5 " (3.8-cm) long probe tip, 36 " (91-cm) power and ground leads with alligator clips, and a series of BNC and wire wrap-in input adaptors. Global Specialties Corp, 70 Fulton Terr, New Haven, CT 06509. Circle 379 on Inquiry Card

Handheld multimeter

Steinel Digi-Check 3.5-digit handheld probe multimeter differs from conventional or pocket DVMs by utilizing 2 probe tips interconnected by a 1-m cable. Probes contain LCD, range and function selector slide switches, storage batteries, and battery charger. An additional pushbutton memory storage feature allows reading retention. Multimeter can be operated for 12 h max/charge, and can be recharged by any supply voltage between 110 and 240 Vac, 50 or 60 Hz. Energy Electronic Products Corp, 5441 W 104th St, Los Angeles, CA 90045. Circle 381 on Inquiry Card

In-circuit digital PCB test system

Model 3000C individually isolates and performance tests ICs installed on a digital PCB. It accurately detects marginally-operating devices, as well as shorted and defective ICs. The device automatically provides truth table function testing of discrete ICs at frequencies up to 150 kHz. Readout can be provided on a VDT, strip printer, or optional line printer. A keyboard offers operator interfacing. Driver and receivers are programmable for up to 40 test pins, permitting the testing of a wide variety of IC configurations. Driver and receivers are programmable for up to 40 test pins, permitting the testing of a wide variety of IC configurations. With the std unit, truth table functional tests can be performed on MSU and SSI devices, including TTL, RTL, DTL, and CMOS logic families. An ECL testing option is also available. Fairchild-Testline Div, 1400 White Dr, Titusville, FL 32780. Circle 382 on Inquiry Card
NCR has a 40 column printer with NCR field proven reliability to match your application...

NCR's 40 column printers have been designed into many different products to satisfy a number of unique applications.

Shown here are:

1) the mechanism only for instrumentation data logging products or for those products where the printer must be totally integrated.

2) the cabinetized unit for POS systems where a mechanism is required but the product has not room for an integrated printer.

3) a freestanding unit with parallel or optional serial interface for remote printing in POS or data logging applications.

Not shown are slip printers and split platen printers similar to configuration 2. The list of options will take the standard unit and customize it to your specific system needs.

For information on 40 column printers, 80 column printers, and CRTs, contact:

NCR-OEM Marketing
P.O. Box 627
Ithaca, New York 14850-0627
Telephone: (607) 273-6066
Telex: 932406

NCR
OEM Marketing Division

...take your pick.

CIRCLE 144 ON INQUIRY CARD
**IEEE-696 (S-100)**

- Multibus™ Intel Corp, Model# 8040, 8050, 8048, 8478, 8040, 8050, and 8048 CMOS. Hardware Breakpoints allow Real Time Emulation up to 11 MHz. Trace includes disassembled code. Display/Modify Program & Data Memory, Registers, I/O Ports & Flags. Disassembler.

Scope trigger from breakpoint locations. MICE-48 comes on one S-100 board with a 3 ft. cable and buffer assy. that plugs into the user's UP socket. The board with all supporting software is $995. For 8048 MACRO Assembler add $150. SIGNUM SYSTEMS, 726 Santa Monica Blvd, Santa Monica, CA 90401. Tel: (213)461-5382 CIRCLE 478

**6801 MICRO CONTROL SYSTEM**

Analog and Power Control I/O,...in a Single Board Computer, 6801 or 68701 MPU with 2K ROM or EROM, 128 RAM, timer, 8 12-bit analog inputs, 8-bit analog output, 8 AC or DC inputs or outputs, serial I/O, digital I/O, watchdog timer, power supply. WINKTEK CORPORATION, 1801 South St, Lafayette, IN 47904; Tel: (317) 742-8428 CIRCLE 481

**QUIET & FAST**

If you thought our Q3 was a durable, reliable and quiet thermal printer mechanism, just wait 'til you hear about the new Q160 • 160 cps • high resolution plotting • 80/132 columns • 2-4K buffer • parallel/serial interface • bidirectional printing • upper/lower case, descenders • APL, custom fonts • 4½ pounds. COMPUTER DEVICES, 25 North Avenue, Burlington, MA 01803. Tel: (617) 273-1550. CIRCLE 479

**INTERNATIONAL CORDS AND CORDSETS**

Standard cords for use in European countries, Australia, U. and Canada are available from stock or with shorter delivery times than custom cords. Cords have approvals at VDE, SEV, SEMKO, and other national test agencies as well as CSA certification and UL listings. Power supply cords can be installed permanently; cordsets with CEE-22 connectors are detachable. Bulk cordage is available in sizes 3 x 0.75 mm², 3 x 1.0 mm², and 3 x 1.5 mm². PANEL COMPONENTS CORP, P.O. Box 6626, Santa Rosa, CA 95406. Tel: (707) 523-0600. CIRCLE 482

**WHEN YOU NEED PERMANENT MAGNETS**

...Come to the INDIANA GENERAL STORE for high energy cast Alnico... Sintered Alnico for small, intricate shapes... Economical Indalloy® Ceramic magnets... Cunife close tolerance stamped or formed parts... Space-saving Incor® Rare Earth Materials with highest energy product available... High quality Indalloy® formed or machined in intricate parts. Ask for complete file of current permanent magnet technical data. INDIANA GENERAL — MAGNET PRODUCTS, 405 Elm St., Valparaiso, IN 46383 (219)462-3131. CIRCLE 483
**LOW COST POSTCARD MAILINGS**
Here's a way for your company to test new product acceptance, offer catalogs, find new applications, or support ongoing product lines. Computer Design's POSTAL MAILERS go to our 70,000 domestic subscribers 4 times each year. Rates start at $895 per card and go down with frequency. Contact Maureen Sebastian, COMPUTER DESIGN, 11 Goldsmith St., Littleton, MA 01460. (617) 486-8944.

**RACK MOUNT MULTIBUS™ CAGES**
Now you can assemble Multibus systems for rack mounting applications with a minimum of mechanical design effort. The 15.75" high units are available with up to 26 card slots complete with backplane and power supply connections. Multibus™ Intel Corporation. ELECTRONIC SOLUTIONS, 5780 Chesapeake Ct, San Diego, CA 92123. Toll Free: (800)-854-7086. In Calif. (714) 292-0242.

**RS232 DATA SWITCHING MATRIX**
- Implements every possible connection between Tx Data and Rcvd Data for eight I/O ports.
- Manual Control and connection monitoring via built-in key array and 8 x 8 LED display.
- Non-volatile memory for 16 connection arrangements.
- 20 ma, RS232, or TTL may be mixed.
- Remote selection via parallel TTL interface.
- $995 (1-4 USA only). DIGITAL LABORATORIES, 600 Pleasant St., Watertown, MA 02172. 617/924-1680.

**Digi-Data's cartridge drive is plug compatible with DEI's funnel drive and it's more reliable at lower cost.**

**PRESENTING: SYSTEM SHOWCASE**
Your product could be represented here next month...

CALL MAUREEN SEBASTIAN (617) 486-8944 TOLL FREE (800) 225-0556

**WHAT BUSINESS DOES A HANDSOME DOG LIKE ME HAVE WITH A TOP CAT LIKE YOU?**
My name's McGruff, and it's my business to help prevent crime. I think it should be your business, too—to teach your employees how to protect themselves. Just send for my business kit—it'll help you develop a program that teaches your employees how to make their homes burglar-proof, make their neighborhoods safer, even how not to get mugged.

And, while you're at it, get in touch with the cops—they can help you out. So now you're probably wondering (like a top cat businessman should), what's in it for you. That's easy. When your company works harder for your people, your people work harder for your company.

So take the time, and...

**TAKE A BITE OUT OF CRIME**

Who will be first with the software of the future?

It could be you and Hughes Ground Systems.

Today Hughes warning systems form rings around the world. Throughout the NATO countries, the Far East and the United States, Hughes sonar, radar, communications, computers and displays form interactive systems serving whole countries — all dependent on advanced systems and software that you could help develop.

From undersea to outer space, there's really no limit to your career in software at Hughes.

And to facilitate your work, we've assembled a division comprised solely of software engineers. We've created the world's newest, most sophisticated software environment. You'll work with your own terminal on a fully interactive software development system that includes graphics aides and simulation support for software design.

And if you're qualified, we'll show you an incomparable career path to the top of the field. It's all at Hughes, with 1,500 projects and a backlog of over $6 billion.

Who will be first with the software of the future? It could be you and Hughes.

At Hughes Ground Systems, we'll introduce you to people, ideas and jobs that could change your world. And maybe ours.

It could be you and Hughes

Ground Systems

Call or send resume to:
Hughes Ground Systems
P.O. Box 4275, Dept. DC-2
Fullerton, CA 92634
(714) 732-7098

Current openings:
Software and Systems Test Engineers
Software Systems Engineers
with experience in:
Software Development Environments
VAX-VMS
Tool Development and Graphics
Distributed Systems
X.25 Communication Standards
Software Engineers
with experience in:
Air Defense Systems
Sonar Systems
Communications Systems
Data Management Systems
Radar Control Systems
Command and Control
Information Systems

HUGHES
HUGHES AIRCRAFT COMPANY
Proof of U.S. Citizenship Required
Equal Opportunity Employer
No name comes before Link in training simulation techniques. Today, power plant simulation systems are indispensible for the training of those who will operate power generating facilities. Our Power Group offers inviting career openings.

LINK SIMULATION TECHNOLOGY HELPS MEET TODAY’S ENERGY NEEDS

INSTRUMENTATION ANALYSIS ENGINEERS

Positions are available both for new graduates with BSEE or BSET degrees, and for those with experience plus Associate degrees. The work will involve analysis of instruments and controls, using design drawings, schematics, etc., to determine functional operations of controls and prepare detailed specifications for their simulation. Since no two simulators are identical, responsibilities are complex and challenging, and require much coordination, liaison, team work, and broad exposure. Opportunity for advancement is excellent.

Openings are available at all levels.

Our long record of success in high technology creates new opportunities for advancement almost daily. Think Link. Join the leader…a Fortune 500 Company with a steady pattern of growth and challenge. To those who qualify, we offer competitive salaries plus a range of benefits that include the following:

• 100% PREPAID TUITION
• 3 MAJOR MEDICAL PROGRAMS (Including 2 Health Maintenance Organizations)
• FLEXITIME (Work at your own pace)
• RELOCATION REIMBURSEMENT
• …AND MORE!

Enjoy our attractive corporate-park location within easy reach of Washington and Baltimore. Suburban living, good schools, and a wide variety of life styles characterize the region.

To arrange a fully confidential personal interview, please send your resume to Professional Employment Department CD,
Switching power supplies
Switching power supply catalog details electrical and mechanical specs for switching power supplies, including complete case and I/O configurations.

Power General, Canton, Mass.
Circle 397 on Inquiry Card

Power conversion/switching products
Power conversion equipment, including high power linear voltage regulators, switching transistors, min parts count, and system applications. Lambda Electronics, Melville, NY.
Circle 399 on Inquiry Card

Packaging/connector system
Spec charts, diagrams, and environmental tests results detail 64-quad inline package (QUIP) that combines high lead count microprocessors and peripherals on 2-sided boards. 3M, St Paul, Minn.
Circle 399 on Inquiry Card

Power line protectors
Glitch Guard power line conditioning equipment is described in brochure that addresses power fault detection, corrective measures, and equipment installation. TI Electronics Div, Copiague, NY.
Circle 400 on Inquiry Card

Universal touch screen
Specs, applications, and operating principles for Touch Screen digitizer are contained in illustrated brochure; flexibility for small business and home computer use is discussed. TSD Display Products, Inc, Bohemia, NY.
Circle 401 on Inquiry Card

Brushless dc spindle motor
Spec sheet outlines JDBH-3250 dc spindle motor designed for 5.25" and 8" Winchester memory disk drives, with hubs for 1, 2, or 3 disks. Clifton Precision, Litton Systems, Inc, Clifton Heights, Pa.
Circle 402 on Inquiry Card

Conductor cables
Centerline round conductor flat cables in 0.050", 0.100", and 0.156" dimensions are detailed in bulletin. Panduit Corp, Tinley Park, Ill.
Circle 403 on Inquiry Card

Display products
Applications and specs for gas discharge display systems, including std, custom, alphanumeric, and modular alphanumeric systems, are detailed in 16-p catalog. Cherry Electrical Products Corp, Waukegan, Ill.
Circle 404 on Inquiry Card

Current interface and modem/terminal analyzer
Wallet size cards and stick-on labels outlining Bell 301/303 current interface charts pin assignment, mnemonic names, and signal flow and function. Model 60 (Blue Box) terminal interface pocket analyzer cards are also available. International Data Sciences, Inc, Lincoln, RI.
Circle 405 on Inquiry Card

Electronic components
Catalog highlights complete line of electronic packaging hardware, and components, including edgeboard PC connectors, hood assemblies, Multi-Term™ connectors, ic sockets, mounting panels, emi filter, logic panels, and back panels. Stanford Applied Engineering, Inc, Santa Clara, Calif.
Circle 406 on Inquiry Card

Data conversion products
Hybrid and discrete data conversion products including A-D, D-A, S-D and R-D converters are cited in shortform catalog, along with bus amplifiers, transformers, and synchro instruments. TLC Data Device Corp, Bohemia, NY.
Circle 407 on Inquiry Card

Statistical multiplexers
Brochure describes Supermux® 680 statistical multiplexer family, outlining cost effectiveness, diagnostic diagrams, and system specs. Infotron Systems Corp, Cherry Hill, NJ.
Circle 408 on Inquiry Card

Printed circuit connector series
V-CON PC connector series is described in product bulletin, detailing mtl specs, configurations, and ordering info. Viking Connectors Inc, Chatsworth, Calif.
Circle 409 on Inquiry Card

80M-byte Winchester drive
Brochure outlines performance, error rates, compatibility, recording specs, and positioning characteristics of model 5980 80M-byte Winchester disk drive. Kennedy Co, Monrovia, Calif.
Circle 410 on Inquiry Card

Power supply catalog
Full line of power supplies that provide outputs from 1 to 200 V, to 60 A and new line of redundant output systems is offered in catalog. Acopian Corp, Easton, Pa.
Circle 411 on Inquiry Card

Microcomputer analog I/O systems
Analog I/O systems for microcomputers are featured in 288-p catalog that gives specs for products from modular subsystems to fully integrated data acquisition systems. Data Translation, Marlboro, Mass.
Circle 390 on Inquiry Card

Matrix control and switches
Two brochures describe 309 intelligent matrix control and direct access storage device matrix switches used with IBM or plug compatible mainframe systems. Send letterhead request to T-Bar Inc, Sales Support Dept, PO Box T, Wilton, CT 06897.
Circle 391 on Inquiry Card

Technology overview
Publisher’s 1982 catalog covers current issues in computer technology, computing for management and business, and computer applications in education. Technical books are reviewed. Digital Equipment Corp, Bedford, Mass.
Circle 392 on Inquiry Card

Electrostatic printer/plotter
Speed, format, resolution, character sets, and software of V-80 electrostatic printer/plotter are discussed in 8-p color brochure. Versatec, A Xerox Co, Santa Clara, Calif.
Circle 393 on Inquiry Card

Printer series
Brochure with data storage configurations profiles TermiNet® 200 printers, including line printer, keyboard send/receive, receive only, split platen, forms access, and APL/ASCII models. General Electric Co, Data Communications Products Dept, Waynesboro, Va.
Circle 394 on Inquiry Card

Insulation displacement connectors
Catalog lists complete line of insulation displacement connectors with performance specs, material finish, and assembly diagrams. Use of GTH™ contact system for mass storage terminations is described. Burndy Corp, Components Div, Norwalk, Conn.
Circle 395 on Inquiry Card

Composite product listing
Composite 200-p catalog documents DACs and ADCs, op amps, voltage references, analog switches and multiplexers, and dual transistors. Micro Power Systems, Inc, Santa Clara, Calif.
Circle 396 on Inquiry Card

Electronic components
Catalog highlights complete line of electronic packaging hardware, and components, including edgeboard PC connectors, hood assemblies, Multi-Term™ connectors, ic sockets, mounting panels, emi filter, logic panels, and back panels. Stanford Applied Engineering, Inc, Santa Clara, Calif.
Circle 406 on Inquiry Card
PC users - Here's your economical solution to analog input problems:

The rugged Series 1800 Signal Conditioner

If your control system requires interfacing non-linear signals with your PC, or if isolation of input or output signals is causing you problems, then look into Acromag's Series 1800 System—specifically designed for PC and computer users who must marry the real world of analog signals and controls to PC’s, microprocessors, and computers.

The Series 1800 is a rugged system, engineered for industrial environments. Many types of input and output modules are available in a variety of different package configurations to meet all of your control needs.
DATA COMMUNICATIONS
A user's guide by Kenneth Sherman.

A BRAND NEW quick and effective source for pinpointing and eliminating system malfunctions, discovering new, more efficient data movement, learning effective trouble-shooting, ensuring strong, clear signal transmission and achieving maximum performance and value. Put these all new ideas and many others to work for you!

348 pages; 95 illustrations; Reston Publishing Company Inc; $21.95. 1981.

How to order:

15-DAY FREE EXAMINATION
Simply circle the appropriate number(s) on the Reader Inquiry Card at the back of this magazine.

Your book will be sent to you for your 15-day free trial. If you are satisfied, keep the book and an invoice will follow. Otherwise return the book by the end of the 15-day period, and owe nothing.


Unlike other books that treat computer performance measurement, this practical volume introduces standard industrial production control techniques that show how to deal with daily and weekly variances in utilization, how to quantify the effect of those variances on user service levels, and how to plan capacity and accommodate utilization variances.


Circle 456 on Inquiry Card

Data Base Architecture by Ivan Flores, Ph.D.

This is the definitive guide to data base organization, giving the answers to the why's and how's. It describes the structure and use of information organized into a data base, and how application programs, data structures, data base management systems (DBMS), the operating system, and hardware relate to each data base organization.


Circle 457 on Inquiry Card

Switching Power Converters by Peter Wood.

For the first time ever, the entire field of switching power converters is covered in one volume. Switching Power Converters provides vital information on basic principles, relationships and characteristics of switching power converters, giving the reader the means for acquiring solid design competence.

464 pages; 142 illustrations; 6 x 9; Van Nostrand Reinhold; $26.50. May, 1981.

Circle 458 on Inquiry Card

The Software Legal Book by Paul S. Hoffman.

Written by a practicing attorney and CDP holder in non-legal terms. Covers: Protection of proprietary software, ownership of software and modifications, defining deliverables, basic contract provisions, warranties, excusable delays, special contract situations, bundled systems, third party leasing, arbitration, and developing software from contracts.

179 pages; L.L. bound; Carnegie Press; $59.95. 1981.

Circle 459 on Inquiry Card

Computer-Assisted Data Base Design by George U. Hubbard.

This book not only thoroughly explains the theoretical aspects, but also provides explicit directions on all data base design procedures. In addition to a practical design methodology it discusses the ways to automate the major portions of this methodology. However, all of the techniques can be utilized without computer assistance.

320 pages; 123 illustrations; 6 x 9; Van Nostrand Reinhold Data Processing Series; $24.95. August, 1981.

Circle 460 on Inquiry Card
Got a Problem?
with integrated circuits

The Answer
WK8 Troubleshooter Kit
PRB-1 Digital Logic Probe PLS-1 Logic Pulser
EX-1 DIP IC Extractor Tool EX-2 CMOS Safe DIP IC Extractor Tool
MOS-1416 14-16 Pin MOS/CMOS Safe Inserter
MOS-2428 24-28 Pin MOS/CMOS Safe Inserter
MOS-40 36-40 Pin MOS/CMOS Safe Inserter
WRS-1 Wrist Strap

OK Machine & Tool Corporation
3455 Conner St., Bronx, N.Y. 10475 U.S.A.
Tel. (212) 994-6600 Telex 125091
It's an American original.
A combination of the highest resolution CRT and Conrac's proprietary high-resolution circuitry.

The result is a line you must see to believe.
Series 7200 is the display for the most demanding engineering graphics system. It pairs a 1280 pixel, .31 mm pitch, shadow mask CRT with circuitry that gives you selectable scan rates from 15kHz through 36 kHz, twice the normal video amplifier bandwidth (−3 db 40 MHz) and the capability of accepting high-resolution EIA RS343 or standard EIA RS170 composite video formats. And you have your choice of either 13-inch or 19-inch diagonal screen.

The 7200 also solves the biggest maintenance problem associated with high-resolution displays: color reconvergence. Our precision in-line gun eliminates the need and cost for convergence maintenance, and assures crisp, clean images.

Series 2400 gives you a strong option in high-resolution monochrome. With Conrac's proprietary circuitry, this 19-inch tube performs like never before. It accepts either standard-resolution EIA RS170 or high-resolution EIA RS343 composite video inputs.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Company</th>
<th>Page</th>
</tr>
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<tbody>
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CENTRONICS PRINTSTATION 350 SERIES.

The one, totally new, multifunction printer with unmatched paper handling capability.

Printstation 350 Series introduces "Printstation Processing" in an attractive yet fully featured matrix printer:
• WORD PROCESSING...load cut sheets, letterheads faster than a typewriter, letter quality printing in multipass mode, high speed printing in "draft" mode.
• DATA PROCESSING...200 cps bi-directional logic-seeking operation.
• BUSINESS PROCESSING...pin-addressable graphics and "no-waste" multi-part document removal.

Plus built-in self-diagnostics, operator replaceable printhead and famous Centronics worldwide service.

For details or demo write or call.

centTradE:S PRlnTSTAIDns
Centronics Data Computer Corp.
One Wall Street, Hudson, N.H. 03051, Tel. (603) 883-0111

CIRCLE 150 ON INQUIRY CARD

More Room...
More Multibus® Cages.

ONLY FROM ELECTRONIC SOLUTIONS!

More Room
You get more room for extra cards without increasing overall size, because our design gives you greater inside dimensions.

More Reliability
All cages are constructed of sturdy, durable anodized aluminum with a single mother board backplane...a concept that increases reliability and minimizes interconnections.

More Models
We have more models than all our competitors combined. Choose a cage with 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 12, 14, 15, 16, 20, 24 or 26 slots for the right solution to your problem. We have models with either 0.6" or 0.75" center holes and can even accommodate wirewrap cards.

All models are electrically and dimensionally interchangeable with Intel's ISBC-80® Cages.

More Warranty
A three year warranty is your assurance of quality.

More Information?
Call our toll free number
(800) 854-7086
In Calif. call
(714) 292-0242

Electronic Solutions
5780 Chesapeake Court
San Diego, CA 92123

CIRCLE 151 ON INQUIRY CARD

SALES OFFICES

Home Office
Director of Marketing
Gene Pritchard
Direct Marketing Sales Mgr
Maureen Sebastian
Classified Advertising Mgr
John G. French
11 Goldsmith St.
Littleton, MA 01460
(617) 486-8944

New England and Upstate New York
Regional Sales Manager
Carol E. Fountain
11 Goldsmith St.
Littleton, MA 01460
(617) 486-8944

Middle Atlantic States, Long Island and Southeastern States
Dick Busch, Inc.
Richard V. Busch
6 Douglass Dr., R.D. #4
Princeton, N.J. 08540
(201) 329-2424

Midwestern States and Colorado
Berry Conner Associates
Berry Conner, Jr.
88 West Schiller St.
Suite 2208
Chicago, IL 60610
(312) 266-0008

Western States And Texas
Buckley/Boris Assoc., Inc.
Terry Buckley
Tom Boris
John Sabo
22136 Clarendon St.
Woodland Hills, CA 91367
(213) 999-5721
(714) 957-2552
Terry Buckley
Barbara Arnold
P.O. Box 278
Campbell, CA 95009
(408) 866-8735
(213) 999-5721
If you've been looking for a 22" digital plotter with drafting-like plot quality and unparalleled flexibility, take a look at the new COMPLÖT® CPS-30. It's the ideal plotter for both the end user and the OEM.

Our new single board design means reliable trouble-free operation. And superior damping provides smooth quiet plotting so office environments don't have to sound like machine shops.

If you change computers in the future, there's no problem. The CPS-30's interface boards are field changeable so the plotter can be immediately interfaced to your new computer, whether it accepts RS-232-C single or dual port, IEEE-488, Centronics® compatible, or incremental data.

Best of all, this innovation in digital plotter technology can be yours for as little as $6400.*

Why Wait? Let the graphic experts at Houston Instrument show you why the CPS-30 represents a new dimension in plotter versatility and performance.

For complete information contact Houston Instrument, P.O. Box 15720, Austin, Texas 78761. (512) 835-0900. For rush literature requests, outside Texas, call toll free, 1-800-531-5205. For technical information ask for operator #6.

INSTRUMENTS & SYSTEMS DIVISION
Together...we'll create tomorrow.
What makes Pro-Log's new OEM cards so great?

Pro-Log's extraordinary quality at economical OEM prices.
Now you can configure an economical STD BUS system with Pro-Log's three new processor cards designed especially for the OEM and featuring the 6809, 8085 and Z80A microprocessors.
Like all our STD 7000 series cards, these OEM cards are built with proven, 100% tested industry-standard components, burned-in for reliable performance. And they come thoroughly documented, including assembly prints, schematics and users' manuals.
But to keep your product costs in line, we've pared down the design to allow you to pick—and pay for—only the functions you need.

The industry's longest warranty plus a built-in second source.
Every one of our STD 7000 Series STD BUS cards is backed by a two-year parts and labor warranty. And when you have bought 250 of any card, you get the manufacturing rights absolutely free. So you can be your own second source.
3 new processor cards plus 2 new peripheral cards.
Choose from the industry's most popular microprocessors—6809, 8085 and Z80A. At Pro-Log we believe in leaving design decisions up to you.
All our peripheral support cards—including the new 7387 floppy disk controller and the 7704 byte-wide memory card—are designed to work with any 8-bit microprocessor.

Send for details.
Before you design any microprocessor-based control system, ask about our new STD BUS program for OEMs. Pro-Log has been making microprocessor cards for over eight years. We can help make your product more profitable.
Write or call Pro-Log Corporation, 2411 Garden Road, Monterey, CA 93940, phone (408) 372-4593.